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AUMA

Adult Use of Marijuana Act

BMPs

best management practices

CBC

California Building Code

CCR

California Code of Regulations

CDFA

California Department of Food and Agriculture

CDFW

California Department of Fish and Wildlife

CEQA

California Environmental Quality Act

CESA

California Endangered Species Act

CEU

Code Enforcement Unit

CMMLUO

Commercial Medical Marijuana Land Use Ordinance

DEIR

Draft Environmental Impact Report

DPR

Department of Pesticide Regulation

DWR

California Department of Water Resources

GHG

greenhouse gases

GIS

geographic information system

MCRSA

Medical Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act

MMRP

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

NCUAQMD

North Coast Unified Air Quality Management District

NOP

notice of preparation

NPDES

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

PG&E

Pacific Gas & Electricity

PM10

respirable particulate matter with an aerodynamic resistance diameter of 10 micrometers or less

PRC

Public Resources Code

RRNA

Rural Residential Neighborhood Area

RRR

Retirement, Remediation, and Relocation

RWQCB

Regional Water Quality Control Board

SMAs

Streamside Management Areas

SRA

State Responsibility Areas

SWRCB

State Water Resources Control Board

TPZ

Timber Production Zone

USFWS

US Fish and Wildlife Service

USGS

United States Geological Survey
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INTRODUCTION
This document has been prepared under Humboldt County’s (County) direction, as lead agency, in accordance
with the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (Public Resources Code [PRC] Section
21000-21177) and the State CEQA Guidelines (California Code of Regulations [CCR], Title 14, Division 6,
Chapter 3, Sections 15000-15387) (“CEQA Guidelines”). This document contains responses to comments
received on the draft environmental impact report (DEIR) for the proposed Amendments to the Humboldt
County Code Regulating Commercial Cannabis Activities (project or proposed ordinance), as well as revisions
to the DEIR in response to comments. The Final EIR for the proposed ordinance consists of the DEIR and this
document (response to comments document). For convenience, this document is referred to as the Final EIR or
FEIR. All references to the FEIR are intended to include the DEIR, responses to comments, and all supporting
documentation.

PURPOSE AND INTENDED USES OF THIS FEIR
CEQA requires a lead agency that has prepared a DEIR to consult with and obtain comments from
responsible and trustee agencies that have jurisdiction by law with respect to the project, as well as from
other interested parties including the public, and to provide an opportunity to comment on the DEIR. The
FEIR is the mechanism for responding to these comments. This FEIR has been prepared to respond to
comments received on the DEIR; to present corrections, revisions, and other clarifications and amplifications
to the DEIR made in response to these comments and as a result of the County’s ongoing planning efforts;
and to provide a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program for the project. The FEIR will be used to
support the County’s decision regarding whether to approve the proposed ordinance.
This FEIR will also be used by CEQA responsible and trustee agencies to ensure that they have met their
requirements under CEQA before deciding whether to approve or permit project elements over which they
have jurisdiction. It may also be used by other state, regional, and local agencies that may have an interest
in resources that could be affected by the project or that have jurisdiction over portions of the project.
The following federal, responsible, and trustee agencies may have jurisdiction over elements of the project:















U.S. Army Corps of Engineers;
California Coastal Commission;
California Department of Consumer Affairs, Bureau of Cannabis Regulation;
California Department of Fish and Wildlife, Region 1;
California Department of Food and Agriculture;
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection,
California Department of Parks and Recreation;
California Department of Pesticide Regulation;
California Department of Public Health;
California Department of Transportation, District 1;
California Department of Water Resources;
North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board (Region 1);
North Coast Unified Air Quality Management District; and
State Water Resource Control Board.
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PROJECT LOCATION
Humboldt County is located along the north coast of California. It is bounded by the Pacific Ocean, Del Norte,
Siskiyou, Trinity, and Mendocino counties (see DEIR Exhibit 2-1). The proposed ordinance would address
appropriately zoned lands in the unincorporated area of Humboldt County and would not apply to the
incorporated cities, tribal, state, and federal lands (see DEIR Exhibit 2-2).
Humboldt County consists of approximately 2.3 million acres, 75 percent of which is forested. Approximately
30 percent of the county is under federal, state, and tribal ownership. Incorporated cities consist of 24,000
acres and agricultural operations make-up 460,000 acres of the County. The reader is referred to DEIR
Section 3.2, “Agriculture and Forest Resources,” and 3.3, “Biological Resources,” for a further description of
the County’s natural resources.

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROPOSED ORDINANCE
The overall purposes of the proposed ordinance are to establish legal commercial (in addition to medical)
cannabis activities and expand upon the existing regulations set forth under the existing Commercial
Medical Marijuana Land Use Ordinance (CMMLUO). Recognizing the requirements of state law related to the
use and distribution of cannabis, the primary objectives of the proposed ordinance include the following:


expand the scope of the Ordinance 2554 and 2559 to include commercial marijuana operations for adult
recreational uses now authorized by AUMA, under the same general regulations as medical cannabis;



establish local land use regulations to allow for continued commercial cannabis operations in the
unincorporated area of the County that ensure the health and safety of residents, employees, County
visitors, neighboring property owners, and end users of cannabis;



provide consistency with state agency regulations associated with commercial cannabis operations;



establish requirements that address land use and environmental impacts of cannabis operations,
consistent with state agency regulations;



support the local cannabis industry through maximizing participation of existing non-permitted cannabis
farmers in the County’s permitting program;



improve baseline environmental conditions in the County by removing existing cannabis cultivation
operations from environmentally sensitive locations and relocating them to areas with public services;
and



relocating existing non-permitted cannabis related activities into more centralized locations with better
infrastructure (e.g. nurseries, community propagation centers, processing centers).

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT
The project would update the County’s existing Commercial Medical Marijuana Land Use Ordinance (Section
313-55.4 and 314-55.4 of Chapter 3 of Division 1 of Title III of the County Code) as well as repeal of the
Medical Cannabis Testing and Research Laboratories provisions and on-site consumption prohibition found in
Sections 313-55.3.15, 314-55.3.15, 313-55.3.11.7, and 314-55.3.11.7 of Division 1 of Title III of the County
Code, respectively. These regulations establish land use regulations for the commercial cultivation, processing,
manufacturing, distribution, testing, and sale of cannabis within the County.
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MAJOR CONCLUSIONS OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS
The EIR identified the following significant impacts related to the project:

Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions


Operation of new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance would result in the
increase in particulate matter (PM10) emissions during the harvest season that would exceed North
Coast Unified Air Quality Management District (NCUAQMD) thresholds and contribute to the
nonattainment status of the North Coast Air Basin for PM10. No feasible mitigation is available to reduce
this impact. Therefore, the impact would be significant and unavoidable (Impact 3.3-2).
The project’s contribution to cumulative air quality impacts involving particulate matter (PM10) emissions
would be cumulatively considerable and significant and unavoidable.



Operation of new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance could generate
objectionable odors to nearby residents. Mitigation has been recommended to reduce this impact.
However, this mitigation measure would not completely offset the odor impact. Therefore, the impact
would be significant and unavoidable (Impact 3.3-4).
The project’s contribution to cumulative impacts from exposure of people to objectionable odors would
be cumulatively considerable and significant and unavoidable.

Biological Resources


Construction and operation of new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance
would result in the disturbance and potential loss of special-status wildlife species and habitat.
Mitigation has been recommended to reduce this impact to less than significant (Impact 3.4-1).



Surface water diversions from new commercial cannabis cultivation that may occur under the proposed
ordinance could adversely affect several special-status fish species. Mitigation has been recommended
to reduce this impact to less than significant (Impact 3.4-2).



Construction of new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance could result in the
loss of special-status plant species. Mitigation has been recommended to reduce this impact to less
than significant (Impact 3.4-3).



Construction of new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance could result in the
disturbance or loss of sensitive natural communities in the County. Mitigation has been recommended to
reduce this impact to less than significant (Impact 3.4-4).



Construction of new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance could result in the
disturbance or filling of waters of the US. Mitigation has been recommended to reduce this impact to
less than significant (Impact 3.4-5).



Construction and operation of new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance could
result in the disturbance of wildlife movement in the County. Mitigation has been recommended to
reduce this impact to less than significant (Impact 3.4-6).

Cultural Resources


Construction of new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance could result in the
damage or loss of historic resources. Mitigation has been recommended to reduce this impact to less
than significant (Impact 3.5-1).
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Construction of new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance could result in the
damage or loss of archaeological resources. Mitigation has been recommended to reduce this impact to
less than significant (Impact 3.5-2).

Geology and Soils


Construction of new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance could result in the
damage or loss of paleontological resources. Mitigation has been recommended to reduce this impact to
less than significant (Impact 3.6-5).

Hazards and Hazardous Materials


Construction of new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance could result in the
accidental release of unknown contamination or hazardous waste. Mitigation has been recommended to
reduce this impact to less than significant (Impact 3.7-2).

Hydrology and Water Quality


Operation of new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance could result in the
water quality impacts. Mitigation has been recommended to reduce this impact to less than significant
(Impact 3.8-2).



Operation of new wells associated commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance could
result in the localized groundwater and well impacts. Mitigation has been recommended to reduce this
impact to less than significant (Impact 3.8-3).



Construction and operation of new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance could
alter drainage patterns that result in on-site or off-site flooding impacts. Mitigation has been
recommended to reduce this impact to less than significant (Impact 3.8-4).



Operation of new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance could result in could
result in the surface water resource impacts from diversions. Mitigation has been recommended to
reduce this impact to less than significant (Impact 3.8-5).

Noise


Construction of new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance could result in
excessive (though temporary) noise levels for nearby noise-sensitive land uses. Mitigation has been
recommended to reduce this impact to less than significant (Impact 3.10-1).

Utilities and Service Systems


Operation of new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance would increase the
demand for wastewater service and exceed the capacity of public wastewater systems. Mitigation has
been recommended to reduce this impact to less than significant (Impact 3.13-1).



Operation of new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance would increase the
demand for water supply and service from public water supply distribution systems. Mitigation has been
recommended that would reduce the extent of this impact. However, impacts related to the ability of
some community service districts to provide adequate water service cannot be fully mitigated. Therefore,
this impact would be significant and unavoidable (Impact 3.13-2).
The project’s contribution to cumulative impacts associated with the provision of sufficient water
supplies and infrastructure needs would be cumulatively considerable and significant and unavoidable.
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SUMMARY OF PROJECT ALTERNATIVES
State CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6, as amended, mandates that all EIRs include a comparative
evaluation of the proposed project with alternatives to the project that are capable of attaining most of the
project’s basic objectives, but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project.
CEQA requires an evaluation of a “range of reasonable” alternatives, including the “no project” alternative.
Chapter 6, “Alternatives,” of the DEIR provides an analysis of the comparative impacts anticipated from the
following alternatives to the proposed project:


Alternative1: No Project, No Additional Permits Issued. This alternative would consist of not adopting the
proposed ordinance. The County would continue to implement the requirements of the CMMLUO and
would not consider any new permit applications beyond what was submitted on or before December 31,
2016 pursuant to Section 55.4.17 (Sunset of Applications).



Alternative 2: No Project, New Permits Issued. This alternative would be like Alternative 1. The County
would continue to implement the requirements of the CMMLUO, but would amend the ordinance to allow
for the submittal of new permit applications.



Alternative 3: Prohibition of New Outdoor and Mixed-Light Cultivation Operations in City Spheres of
Influence and Community Plan Areas. This alternative would consist of the proposed ordinance, but
would prohibit new outdoor and mixed-light commercial cannabis cultivation operations within the
spheres of influence of the incorporated cities and the community plan area boundaries.



Alternative 4: Prohibition of New Outdoor and Mixed-Light Cultivation Operations. This alternative would
cap the extent of new outdoor and mixed-light commercial cannabis cultivation allowed under the
proposed ordinance to applications for new cultivation received on or before December 31, 2015 under
the CMMLOU. Only new indoor commercial cannabis cultivation would be allowed under this alternative.



Alternative 5: Reduction of New Commercial Cannabis Operations. This alternative would prohibit all new
commercial cannabis outdoor and mixed-light cultivation that did not exist on or before December 31,
2015 except under the Retirement, Remediation, and Relocation (RRR) program, and would not allow
any new permits for pre-existing cultivation in areas zoned Timber Production Zone (TPZ). New
commercial cannabis indoor cultivation and non-cultivation operations would only be allowed within
community plan boundaries.

CEQA PUBLIC REVIEW PROCESS
On September 1, 2017, the DEIR was released for a 45-day public review and comment period that ended
on October 16, 2017. The DEIR was submitted to the State Clearinghouse; posted on the County’s website
(http://humboldtgov.org/2308/Cannabis-EIR); posted with the Humboldt County Clerk; and made available
at the following locations:



Humboldt County Planning and Building Department at 3015 H Street, Eureka, CA 95501; and
Humboldt County Library at 1313 3rd Street, Eureka CA 95501

As a result of these notification efforts, written comments were received from agencies, organizations, and
individuals on the content of the DEIR. Chapter 3, “Responses to Comments,” identifies these commenting
parties, their respective comments, and responses to these comments. None of the comments received, or
the responses provided, constitute “significant new information” by CEQA standards (State CEQA Guidelines
CCR Section 15088.5).
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ORGANIZATION OF THIS FEIR
This FEIR is organized as follows:
Chapter 1, Introduction: This chapter describes the purpose of the FEIR, summarizes the project and the
major conclusions of the EIR, provides an overview of the CEQA public review process, and describes the
content of the FEIR.
Chapter 2, Responses to Comments: This chapter contains a list of all parties who submitted comments on
the DEIR during the public review period, copies of the comment letters received, and responses to the
comments. The chapter begins with a set of master responses that were prepared to comprehensively
respond to multiple comments that raised similar issues. A reference to the master response is provided,
where relevant, in responses to individual comments.
Chapter 3, Revisions to the DEIR: This chapter presents revisions to the DEIR text made in response to
comments, or to amplify, clarify or make minor modifications or corrections. Changes in the text are signified
by strikeouts where text is removed and by underline where text is added.
Chapter 4, Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program: This chapter presents the Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program (MMRP) for the proposed ordinance, in accordance with CEQA and the State CEQA
Guidelines (PRC Section 21081.6 and State CEQA Guidelines Sections 15091[d] and 15097), which require
public agencies “to adopt a reporting and monitoring program for changes to the project which it has adopted
or made a condition of project approval to mitigate or avoid significant effects on the environment.”
Chapter 5, List of Preparers: This chapter identifies the lead agency contacts as well as the preparers of
this FEIR.
Chapter 6, References: This chapter identifies the organizations and persons consulted during preparation
of this FEIR and the documents used as sources for the analysis.
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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS
This chapter contains comment letters received during the public review period for the Draft Environmental
Impact Report (DEIR), which concluded on October 16, 2017. In conformance with Section 15088(a) of the
State California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines, written responses were prepared addressing
comments on environmental issues raised in comments on the Draft EIR.

LIST OF COMMENTERS ON THE DEIR
Table 2-1 presents the list of commenters, including the numerical designation for each comment letter
received, the author of the comment letter, and the date of the comment letter.
Table 2-1

List of Commenters

Letter No.

Commenter

Date

STATE AGENCIES (S)
S1

California Department of Fish and Wildlife

10/16/2017

S2

California Department of Transportation (Caltrans)

10/16/2017

S3

California Department of Parks and Recreation

10/13/2017

REGIONAL AGENCIES (R)
R1

North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board

10/16/2017

R2

North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board

10/20/2017

LOCAL AGENCIES (L)
L1

City of Arcata

9/11/2017

L2

City of Arcata

9/25/2017

L3

Humboldt County Department of Health and Human Services

10/16/2017

L4

North Coast Regional Department of Child Support Services

10/11/2017

L5

Humboldt County Department of Health and Human Services

10/16/2017

L6

City of Trinidad

9/26/2017

L7

City of Blue Lake

10/12/2017

L8

City of Fortuna

10/19/2017
ORGANIZATIONS (O)

O1

Humboldt-Mendocino Marijuana Advocacy Project

9/11/2017

O2

Environmental Protection Information Center, Safe Alternatives for our Forest Environment, Redwood
Region Audubon Society, Humboldt Baykeeper, and Northcoast Environmental Center

10/12/2017

O3

Humboldt-Mendocino Marijuana Advocacy Project

10/16/2017

O4

Friends of the Eel River

10/16/2017

O5

Humboldt County Growers Alliance

9/21/2017

O6

Lost Coast Humane Society

10/16/2017

O7

Humboldt Baykeeper

10/16/2017

O8

Humboldt Baykeeper, Klamath Riverkeeper, and EPIC

10/16/2017
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List of Commenters

Letter No.

Commenter

O9

The Buckeye

O10

Epic

Date
10/16/2017
10/16/17

INDIVIDUALS (I)

2-2

I1

Peter and Sharron Childs

9/3/2017

I2

Majorie Heddinger

9/4/2017

I3

Tim Meade

9/5/2017

I4

Paul Farnham

9/6/2017

I5

Randall and Alverna Moore

9/8/2017

I6

Carol Nichols

9/9/2017

I7

Steve Barager

9/19/2017

I8

Teisha Mechetti (AgDynamix)

9/7/2017

I9

Nate Bones

9/13/2017

I10

Nathan Bones

9/13/2017

I11

Sue and Tom Leskiw

9/14/2017

I12

Terra Carver

9/20/2017

I13

Betty Crowder

9/20/2017

I14

Sami Osman

9/21/2017

I15

Thomas Mulder

9/22/2017

I16

Katherine Wolman

9/25/2017

I17

Ken Miller

9/29/2017

I18

Kelly Flores (Margro Advisors)

10/4/2017

I19

Joan Bennett

10/6/2017

I20

John LayBoyteaux

10/6/2017

I21

Katherine Wolman

10/6/2017

I22

Randy Klein

10/10/2017

I23

Anonymous

10/13/2017

I24

Linda Cassara

10/13/2017

I25

Katherine Wolman

10/13/2017

I26

Leslie McMurray

10/13/2017

I27

Ernie DeGraff

10/13/2017

I28

Gus Erickson

10/14/2017

I29

Marjorie Heddinger

10/14/2017

I30

George Clark

10/15/2017

I31

Susan Leskiw

10/15/2017

I32

Andrew Couturier

10/16/2017

I33

Arcadia Ratcliff

10/16/2017

I34

Barbara Shults

10/16/2017

I35

Bonnie Blackberry

10/16/2017
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List of Commenters

Letter No.

Commenter

Date

I36

Cathy Mathena

10/16/2017

I37

Charles Compton

10/16/2017

I38

Claire Perricelli

10/16/2017

I39

Amy Gustin

10/16/2017

I40

Craig Tucker

10/16/2017

I41

Curtis Berrien

10/16/2017

I42

Cynthia Hammond

10/16/2017

I43

Dan Kelly

10/16/2017

I44

Daniel Kowalski

10/16/2017

I45

David Herr

10/16/2017

I46

Eric Forsman

10/16/2017

I47

Frank Emerson

10/16/2017

I48

Hollie Hall

10/16/2017

I49

Jeff Mckay

10/16/2017

I50

Jerry Martien

10/16/2017

I51

Jim and Francene Rizza

10/16/2017

I52

Jim Ferguson

10/16/2017

I53

John Pielaszczyk

10/16/2017

I54

John Stokes

10/16/2017

I55

Kate Estlin

10/16/2017

I56

Kathryn Hoke and George Hurlburt

10/16/2017

I57

Kim Cabrera

10/16/2017

I58

Kyle Haines

10/16/2017

I59

Marisa St John

10/16/2017

I60

Monica Balwinski

10/16/2017

I61

Noel Krahforst

10/16/2017

I62

Pat Farmer

10/16/2017

I63

Robert Torre

10/16/2017

I64

Rudy Ramp

10/16/2017

I65

Sandra Tilles

10/16/2017

I66

Seth Zuckerman

10/16/2017

I67

Thomas Wheeler

10/16/2017

I68

Tim Talbert and Pat Farmer

10/16/2017

I69

Tory Starr

10/16/2017

I70

Uri Driscoll

10/16/2017

I71

Thomas Grover

10/17/2017

I72

Gary Falxa

10/17/2017

I73

Norm an Dyche

10/17/2017
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List of Commenters

Letter No.
I74

Commenter
Paul Henninger

Date
10/17/2017

MASTER RESPONSES
Several comments raised similar issues. Rather than responding to each individual comment separately,
master responses have been developed to address the comments comprehensively. Master responses are
provided for the following topics: consideration of illegal cannabis operations, cannabis operation assumptions,
consideration of noise impacts, odor impacts from cannabis operations, and enforcement of the ordinance. A
reference to the master response is provided, where relevant, in responses to the individual comment.

2.2.1

Master Response 1: Consideration of Illegal Cannabis Operations

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS REGARDING ILLEGAL CANNABIS OPERATIONS
Several comment letters assert that the DEIR does not adequately address the impacts of illegal (also
referred to as unpermitted) cannabis cultivation activities in relation to the project. Comment letters also
state that the DEIR declines to address illegal cannabis cultivation sites as an important and existing
contribution to cumulative impacts. These comment letters identify that the impacts of current illegal
cannabis cultivation are significant and well-documented and request that the EIR address impacts of illegal
operations and their interaction with the proposed ordinance.
This response addresses environmental damage from illegal operations, and discusses the distinction
between baseline conditions and cumulative impacts within the CEQA requirements. The intent of this
response is not to understate the environmental damage associated with illegal operations; to the contrary,
illegal cannabis operations, particularly cultivation, has caused and continues to cause substantial and
widespread environmental harm. This is enumerated below. Importantly, however, the project is a regulatory
scheme aimed at managing cannabis operations and the impacts of this scheme are the focus of the EIR.

OVERVIEW OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF HISTORIC AND CURRENT CANNABIS
CULTIVATION AND THE INTENT OF THE PROPOSED ORDINANCE
It is acknowledged that historic and current cannabis cultivation activities in the County and state-wide have
created significant environmental effects. The details of the effects are not always known. Because these
operations are illegal, there is no database available to track the extent to which adverse effects have
occurred. Further, because of the nature of some operations, with armed sentries and other measures
intended to keep people away, it is not necessarily safe to inspect illegal operations. Nevertheless, based on
discussions with County staff, a review of newspaper articles, and experience by the consultant on the
Calaveras County Medical Cannabis Cultivation and Commerce Ordinance EIR (September 2017, SCH
#2016042019) some of the known effects include:


Cannabis cultivation operations within public and private lands have led to illegal water diversions; this
has contributed to dewatering of some streams during a period of drought which likely has adversely
effected aquatic habitat.



Illegal operations have resulted in removal of sensitive vegetation, likely including rare and endangered
plants. Further, vegetation removal as well as improper grading has exposed hillsides to erosion. In turn,
this erosion has likely silted streams, further effecting aquatic habitat. Several water bodies in the
County are already designated as “impaired” for sediment under Section 303d of the Clean Water Act
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(see DEIR Table 3.8-3) that are being further impacted by cannabis cultivation. Cannabis cultivation has
also resulted in discharged pesticides, fertilizers, fuels, trash, and human waste around the sites, that
then discharges into surface waters.


It is well documented that illegal cannabis operations have used illegal pesticides and rodenticides.
These poisons have killed animals such as Pacific fishers, who are in turn consumed and poison animals
up the food chain (including species protected under the state and federal endangered species acts as
well as other regulations).

In addition to these environmental impacts, unpermitted cannabis cultivation activities have resulted in soil
contamination from improper handling of pesticides, fertilizers, and other materials. These sites are also
potential sources of fire hazards from improper electrical wiring. Some illegal grow sites also host unsanitary
encampments during the harvesting/ “bud trimming” seasons, with inadequate waste elimination systems.
These illegal activities have resulted in serious concerns among regulators, environmentalists, and the
general public. These concerns have resulted in the desire by many agencies, including Humboldt County, to
develop and implement strong regulations that address, control, and minimize environmental impacts from
cannabis operations. As identified in this master response below, these environmental impacts of historic
and current cannabis cultivation have been disclosed in the DEIR
The County believes that regulating cannabis operations will result in permitting of legal operations—ones
that comply with regulations—and the eventual eradication of illegal operators who choose to avoid or ignore
the permitting process. The County has addressed enhanced enforcement as a separate project with
amendments to its Code Enforcement program. (Ordinance No. 2576, June 27, 2017 and Ordinance No.
2585, November 7, 2017) designed to eliminate delays that hindered effective enforcement, and
substantially increase administrative civil penalties. The Code Enforcement Unit is engaged in the initial
implementation of the enhanced enforcement program (see Master Response 6). The overall purposes of
the proposed ordinance are to establish legal commercial cannabis activities and expand upon the existing
regulations set forth under the current Commercial Medical Marijuana Land Use Ordinance (CMMLUO)
(Ordinance No. 2544, with corrective amendments by Ordinance No. 2559). Key environmental objectives of
the proposed ordinance are to:


establish requirements that identify the locations and circumstances where cannabis activities are
appropriate without causing adverse environmental impacts, consistent with state agency regulations;
and



improve baseline environmental conditions in the County by requiring permitting of existing cultivation
operations subject to performance criteria or by removing existing cannabis cultivation operations from
environmentally sensitive locations and relocating them to more appropriate locations.

The discussion below identifies how the DEIR appropriately discloses the existing conditions associated with
illegal cannabis operations.

CEQA REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DISCLOSURE OF BASELINE CONDITIONS
State CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a) provides the following guidance for establishing the baseline in an
EIR:
An EIR must include a description of the physical environmental conditions in the vicinity of the
project, as they exist at the time the notice of preparation is published, or if no notice of preparation
is published, at the time environmental analysis is commenced, from both a local and regional
perspective. This environmental setting will normally constitute the baseline physical conditions by
which a lead agency determines whether an impact is significant. The description of the
Humboldt County
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environmental setting shall be no longer than is necessary to an understanding of the significant
effects of the proposed project and its alternatives
The notice of preparation (NOP) was released on April 7, 2017. While not required under CEQA, the NOP
identified baseline conditions for cannabis cultivation in the County based on the permit application process
under the CMMLUO and estimates of the current extent of cannabis cultivation (10,000 to 15,000 sites) in
the County.
DEIR Chapter 3, “Environmental Setting, Impacts, Mitigation Measures,” further defined the baseline
conditions identified in the NOP. The DEIR identified in the County that the County received 2,936
applications for permitting of cannabis operations under the CMMLUO and that approximately 68 percent of
these applicants claim to have historically cultivated cannabis and are seeking a permit for continued
cannabis operations (see DEIR page 3-2). These permit applications make up 8 to 13 percent of the total
estimated cultivation operations in the County (10,000 to 15,000 sites). The DEIR made the following
acknowledgment that not all the current cannabis operations in the County currently have elected to
participate in the proposed ordinance:
Cultivation operations that do not comply with the proposed ordinance would be considered illegal upon
its adoption. Enforcement activities would be taken by the County in coordination with other agencies
that could result in bringing some cultivation operations into compliance with County and state standards
and the closure and remediation of others. However, it is acknowledged that illegal cannabis operations
would continue to occur in the County after adoption and implementation of the ordinance. While this
Draft EIR acknowledges the adverse environmental effects of continued illegal cannabis operations as
part of the environmental baseline condition, the Draft EIR does not propose mitigation measures to
address illegal operations as they are not part of the project. (see DEIR page 3-2)
The environmental conditions of existing unpermitted cannabis cultivation operations are specifically
discussed in the following areas of the DEIR:







Visual character: DEIR pages 3.1-10 through 3.1-14
Biological resources: DEIR page 3.4-59
Hazardous materials and contamination: DEIR page 3.7-10
Water quality and diversion of surface water flows: DEIR page 3.8-33
Fire protection and law enforcement services: DEIR pages 3.11-9 and 3.11-10
Historic and cumulative impacts on biological resources, hazards, and water quality: DEIR page 4-2

These existing environmental conditions of unpermitted cannabis cultivation operations were disclosed as
part of the baseline condition in the DEIR in compliance with CEQA. CEQA does not intend preparation of
environmental review or mitigation for these conditions. State CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a) identifies
that the baseline physical conditions are the basis by which a lead agency determines whether an impact of
the project is significant. Published case law has identified that baseline conditions include unpermitted
and/or harmful activities that have occurred prior to the project. In Center for Biological Diversity v.
Department of Fish and Wildlife (2015) 234 Cal.App.4th 214 (183 Cal.Rptr.3d 736], the Fourth Appellate
District upheld the baseline conditions and ruled that the baseline condition must reflect the physical
conditions at the time the environmental analysis begins even if the current conditions include unauthorized
and even environmentally harmful conditions that never received environmental review. Other published
court decisions that support this interpretation of CEQA include Riverwatch v. County of San Diego (1999)
76 Cal.App4th 1428 [91 Cal.Rptr. 2d 322] and Fat v. County of Sacramento (2002) 97 Cal.App.4th 1270
[119 Cal.Rptr.2d 402].

DEIR EVALUATION OF CUMULATIVE CONDITIONS IN RELATION TO ILLEGAL CANNABIS CULTIVATION
Section 15130(a) of the State CEQA Guidelines requires a discussion of the cumulative impacts of a project
when the project’s incremental effect is cumulatively considerable. Cumulatively considerable, as defined in
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CEQA Guidelines Section 15065(a)(3), means that the “incremental effects of an individual project are
significant when viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other current projects,
and the effects of probable future projects.” The State CEQA Guidelines Section 15355 defines a cumulative
impact as two or more individual effects which, when considered together, are considerable or which
compound or increase other environmental impacts. Prior illegal activity is not a project for purposes of
cumulative impact analysis under CEQA, but is a baseline condition against which the impacts of the project
under consideration are assessed. Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but collectively
significant projects taking place over a period of time. CEQA requires that EIRs consider feasible mitigation
measures to offset the project’s contribution to each identified significant cumulative impact.
DEIR pages 4-1 through 4-3 describes the base conditions upon which the proposed ordinance’s cumulative
impact analysis was based. DEIR Subsection 4.2.2, “Existing Cannabis Cultivation Operations in Humboldt
County,” specifically describes the historic and on-going extent of cannabis cultivation operations in the
County and the associated environmental damage that has occurred; this was factored in the cumulative
base conditions. Several comment letters misinterpret the following statement at the end of Subsection
4.2.2 to mean that the DEIR considers the contribution of illegal cannabis operations to cumulative impacts
as speculative and not included in the cumulative base conditions in the EIR.
While it is acknowledged that illegal cannabis operations would continue to occur in the County after
adoption and implementation of the ordinance, details on the full extent of the environmental effects
of existing cannabis operations are considered speculative and are not assessed in this evaluation
of cumulative impacts.
This statement appears to have been taken out of context of the discussion in Subsection 4.2.2. The
following is the entire discussion under Subsection 4.2.2 where this statement occurs. The statement in
question is in bold for emphasis.
A study of 2012 satellite imagery conducted by Butsic and Brenner (2016) revealed the presence of
4,428 outdoor cultivation sites within 60 of the 112 subwatersheds visible in Humboldt County. In
2015, during a presentation before the Humboldt County Board Supervisors, Mr. Butsic (2016)
confirmed that the 60 watersheds selected and surveyed were chosen randomly and that it was,
therefore, reasonable to extrapolate almost double that number could exist within Humboldt County
in 2012. Anecdotal information received from observations by local regulatory and enforcement
agencies suggests a pattern of rampant growth in the industry during the past decade, with some
estimates of as many as 10,000 to 15,000 cultivation operations currently in existence. As identified
in Table 2-2, the County has received cannabis applications in response to the 2016 CMMLUO that
cover approximately 1,252 acres of existing and proposed new operations (8 to 13 percent of the
total estimated cultivation operations in the County).
Historic and on-going cannabis cultivation practices have resulted in damage to streams and wildlife.
More recently, illegal cannabis cultivation operations within public and private lands have led to
illegal water diversions, unpermitted removal of sensitive vegetation, and direct mortality to
protected species from exposure to rodenticides and insecticides (Gabriel et al. 2012 and 2013). In
addition, these practices (e.g., clearing trees, grading, and road construction) have been conducted
in a manner that causes large amounts of sediment to flow into streams during rains. The cannabis
cultivators have also discharged pesticides, fertilizers, fuels, trash, and human waste around the
sites, that then discharges into waters of the state. Furthermore, diversion of flow during the dry
season have caused complete elimination of stream flows in some areas of the County. Water
quality related constituents of concern associated with cannabis cultivation discharges include
nitrogen, pathogens (represented by coliform bacteria), phosphorus, salinity, and turbidity. Water
quality can be affected by excessive use of fertilizer, soil amendments, or other sources.
Cultivation operations that do not participate in the proposed ordinance would continue to be
considered illegal upon adoption of the ordinance. Enforcement activities would be taken by the
County in coordination with other agencies that could result in bringing some cultivation operations
Humboldt County
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into compliance with County and state standards and the closure and remediation of other
operations. The removal of illegal cultivation sites is on-going, and consideration of general locations
where this would occur and number of future illegal sites is unknown and cannot be known at this
time. While it is acknowledged that illegal cannabis operations would continue to occur in the County
after adoption and implementation of the ordinance, details on the full extent of the environmental
effects of existing cannabis operations are considered speculative and are not assessed in this
evaluation of cumulative impacts.
As identified above, this statement refers to the identification and extent of future illegal cannabis
operations in the County after implementation of the proposed ordinance. Enforcement is anticipated to
reduce the number of illegal cannabis operations that occur in the unincorporated areas of the County that
do not include tribal, state, or federally owned lands (the reader is referred to Master Response 6 regarding
enforcement activities by the County). This is expected to improve baseline and cumulative environmental
impacts from illegal cannabis operations. However, it is not currently feasible to quantify the effectiveness of
future enforcement efforts in reducing the extent of illegal cannabis operations. Thus, the DEIR
acknowledges that it would speculative to identify the future extent of environmental effects of existing
cannabis operations pursuant to State CEQA Guidelines Section 15145. Thus, the DEIR properly considers
illegal cannabis operations in the County as part of the baseline for project and in the cumulative impacts as
required under CEQA.

2.2.2

Master Response 2: Cannabis Operation Assumptions

OVERVIEW OF COMMENTS
Several comment letters expressed concerns on the development and operation assumptions used in the
DEIR to determine impacts. Specifically, these comment letters suggest that the assumptions used in the
DEIR result in understating the extent of environmental impacts of the proposed ordinance. The
assumptions of concern include the following:




Number and acreage of assumed new commercial cannabis operations,
Number and timing of cannabis harvests, and
Travel characteristics of cannabis cultivation employees.

BASIS OF ASSUMPTIONS USED IN THE DEIR
DEIR Chapter 3, “Project Description,” identifies that the project under evaluation is the adoption of a new
ordinance which would allow commercial cannabis cultivation and related operations in certain zoning
districts in the unincorporated area of the County. The proposed draft ordinance does not entitle or approve
any specific commercial cannabis operation or establish restrictions on the total number or acreage of new
commercial cannabis operations.
To evaluate reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts from implementation of the ordinance, DEIR
Chapter 3, “Project Description,” includes Subsection 2.4.5, “Reasonably Foreseeable Compliance
Responses.” Subsection 2.4.5 describes anticipated compliance responses to the proposed ordinance
developed by County staff based on review of cannabis applications received in response to the 2016
CMMLUO, field review and data associated with existing cannabis operations in the County, CalCannabis
documentation (CalCannabis is the state regulatory permitting process for commercial cannabis operations
that is under development by the California Department of Food and Agriculture.), and published information
regarding cannabis operations. This approach to the evaluation of impacts is consistent with State CEQA
Guidelines Section 15144 which addresses the issue of forecasting: “Drafting an EIR or preparing a
Negative Declaration necessarily involves some degree of forecasting. While foreseeing the unforeseeable is
not possible, an agency must use its best efforts to find out and disclose all that it reasonably can.” The
County can forecast a reasonable response to the ordinance, it is noted that individual applications that
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require approval of a Special Permit or Use Permit under the proposed ordinance would be subject to further
environmental review under CEQA.
The following discussion responds to each of the identified assumptions of concern.

Number and Acreage of Assumed New Cannabis Operations

Some comment letters assert that the DEIR should evaluate the environmental impacts for all parcels that
are eligible for permits under the proposed ordinance for new commercial cannabis operations rather than
the current DEIR assumptions that 1,012 new cannabis cultivation sites and 108 new commercial cannabis
non-cultivation sites may occur from implementation of the ordinance.
As noted above, the proposed ordinance would allow commercial cannabis cultivation and related
operations in certain zoning districts in the unincorporated area of the County. The proposed ordinance does
not entitle or approve any specific commercial cannabis operation or establish restriction on the total
number or acreage of new commercial cannabis operations. DEIR page 2-29 identifies that the California
Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA) estimates that cannabis production in the state in 2016 was
13.5 million pounds. Of this total, CDFA estimates that the North Coast area (consisting of Del Norte,
Humboldt, Mendocino, Lake, Sonoma, Napa, and Marin counties) cannabis production in 2016 was 4.15
million pounds. Estimates for state cannabis consumption in 2018 under the Medical Cannabis Regulation
and Safety Act (MCRSA) and the Adult Use of Marijuana Act (AUMA) range from 1.4 million pounds (2016
Economic Impact Study of the Cannabis Sector in the Greater Sacramento area) to 2.5 million pounds
(Standard Regulatory Impact Assessment), which is far below the North Coast area’s and state’s current
cannabis production capability.
The County received limited interest in new commercial cannabis operations (see DEIR Table 2-2). Of the
2,936 cannabis applications submitted in response to the CMMLUO, only 941 applications for 432 new
commercial cultivation sites were for proposed new commercial cannabis operations. Several applications
consist of multiple cannabis operations (license types) that involve one site. The DEIR assumes that the
County could receive an additional 941 applications for new commercial cannabis operations under the
proposed ordinance (see DEIR page 2-29). Given that the North Coast area and the rest of the state
currently produces more cannabis than projected demands, it would not be a reasonable for the DEIR to
assume that all eligible parcels under the proposed ordinance would be converted to commercial cannabis
operations. The DEIR uses reasonable assumptions to forecast compliance with the proposed ordinance
consistent, with CEQA Guidelines Section 15144, that is supported by substantial evidence in the record.
Thus, consideration of the theoretical maximum potential for commercial cannabis operations in the County
would be counter to studies, evidence, and foreseeable demand. No comment letters provide any evidence
that supports the argument that the County would experience substantial growth in new cannabis
cultivation.

Number and Timing of Cannabis Harvests

Several comment letters disagreed with the assumptions used in the DEIR impact analyses associated with
cannabis harvesting. Specifically, the comments assert that the DEIR did not address the traffic, air quality,
and noise impacts associated with all harvests and underestimated the length of the harvest.
The DEIR assumptions regarding the number and length of cannabis harvests was based on review of
cannabis applications received in response to the CMMLUO, data and interviews associated with existing
cannabis operations in the County, and published information regarding cannabis operations. DEIR page 229 identifies that harvests are assumed to occur over a four-week period and identifies the number of
harvests associated with each cultivation type:




Outdoor cultivation: one to two harvests a year.
Mixed-light cultivation: two harvests a year.
Indoor cultivation: up to five harvests a year.
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These harvest assumptions (number of harvests and length of time of harvest activities) were specifically
based on site visits and interviews with existing cannabis cultivation operations in the County and are
consistent with the CalCannabis Cultivation Licensing DEIR description of general operations for cannabis
cultivation (CDFA 2017:3-18). These assumptions are used on the quantification of air quality, greenhouse
gas, noise, and traffic impacts in the DEIR (see DEIR Sections 3.3, “Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas
Emissions,” 3.10, “Noise,” and 3.12, “Transportation and Circulation”). Cannabis harvest activities are a
focus of the DEIR impact analysis because they involve the highest level of activity on the cultivation sites
during the year.
Several comment letters appear to misunderstand how the assumptions on the number of harvests and the
length of the harvest period were used in the DEIR impact analysis. DEIR page 2-29 identifies that outdoor,
mixed-light, and indoor cultivation are all assumed to have a fall harvest. The DEIR impact analyses for
harvest impacts conservatively assume that all new commercial cannabis operations (outdoor, mixed-light,
and indoor) permitted under the ordinance would have harvest activities at the same time county-wide for
daily conditions (e.g., see DEIR pages 3.10-10 and 3.10-11 for noise impacts and pages 3.12-11, 3.12-12,
and 3.12-14 through 3.12-17 for traffic impacts). Thus, the DEIR evaluated a worst-case scenario and did
not underestimate the extent of environmental impacts that would occur during harvest activities.

Travel Characteristics of Cannabis Cultivation Employees

Some comment letters express concerns on the validity of the assumptions used in the DEIR regarding the
travel characteristics of commercial cannabis cultivation employees.
DEIR page 2-30 identifies that the analysis assumes that employees (including seasonal and harvest
employees) are housed on-site for cultivation at sites 15 miles or greater from existing communities and
lodging located along Highway 101, SR 36, SR 299, and SR 96. This distance (15 miles) was chosen based on
geographic information system (GIS) mapping and analysis showing that new commercial cannabis operations
this far from an existing community would require excessive daily commute times (approximately 1 hour). Some
existing cannabis cultivation operations already provide on-site housing for employees and new remote cannabis
cultivation operations are anticipated to provide on-site housing. The DEIR traffic impact analysis further
assumes the following:


New commercial cannabis operations (cultivation sites and non-cultivation sites) would require up to 15
temporary employees during harvest periods. This estimate on temporary employees for harvest is based
on field review of existing cannabis cultivation operators in the County, and information from the
applications submitted in response to the CMMLUO.



Each seasonal employee of newly permitted commercial cannabis operations within approximately 15 miles
of existing communities and lodging located along Highway 101, SR 36, and SR 299 would generate 2
trips per day (one round trip) during the harvest period. This assumption was based on GIS and other
mapping data for the County.



New commercial cannabis cultivation sites would generate two daily trips per site associated with the
delivery of materials. This estimate is based on field review of existing cannabis cultivation operators in
the County.



The traffic impact analysis conservatively assumes that harvests at all newly permitted commercial
cannabis operations would occur simultaneously.



The distribution of trips along the transportation network was determined based on the anticipated
location of new cultivation sites within the County, which was determined on locational information
from cannabis permit applications received by the County in response to the CMMLUO.



Vehicle trip assignment was determined based on the assumptions that all trips would originate within
Humboldt County, and employees would be traveling to and from the new commercial cannabis
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operations from the nearest surrounding population centers where lodging is available (see DEIR page
3.12-12).
Using these assumptions, the DEIR identifies that new commercial cannabis operations could generate up to
31,897 daily trips county-wide during cannabis harvest. This traffic generation is equivalent to the daily traffic
generation of approximately 3,190 single family residential dwelling units (3,190 dwelling units is 12 percent
of the total single family residential dwelling units that exist in the unincorporated area of the County in 2017
[California Department of Finance 2017). No comment letters provide any evidence countering traffic
assumptions identified above or that the DEIR underestimates the potential extent of traffic generation and
impacts to highway level of service operations.

2.2.3

Master Response 3: Consideration of Noise Impacts

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS
Several comment letters raise questions regarding the assumptions used for the noise impacts analysis
within the DEIR including general harvest activities (dogs and vehicles), mechanical equipment used during
harvest, and duration and intensity of harvesting activities. This master response describes and clarifies the
DEIR approach and methodology by which the noise impacts were analyzed.

NOISE CONCERNS REGARDING HARVEST AND GENERAL CULTIVATION OPERATIONS
Noise generated by barking dogs is not considered a noise source unique to cannabis cultivation. Traffic
noise levels associated with commercial cannabis operations are addressed under Impact 3.10-3 of the
DEIR and identified that operations would not increase traffic volumes to the extent that it would result in a
noticeable increase in traffic noise (i.e., 3 dB or greater) (see DEIR page 3.10-11). Since release of the DEIR,
the County adopted the General Plan Update that consists of a new Noise Element. The new Noise Element
retains the same land use/noise compatibility standards from the previous Noise Element cited in the DEIR,
but now includes short-term peak noise standards for daytime (6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.) and nighttime
conditions (10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.) (Standard N-S8). The new Noise Element also includes Implementation
Measure N-IM3 that requires the County to investigate noise complaints and determine if a violation has
occurred, and Implementation Measure N-IM7x that requires the County to adopt a noise control ordinance
(Humboldt County 2017). Permitted commercial cannabis operations would be subject to these new shortterm noise standards and enforcement actions by the County.
The County has also updated the proposed ordinance’s performance standards for noise at cultivation sites
that now prohibit noise from cultivation and related activities from increasing the ambient noise level at any
property line by more than 3 dB. As identified on DEIR page 3.10-2, the human ear can begin to detect
sound level increases at 3dB above existing noise levels.
The mechanical equipment used during harvests could include equipment other than motorized trimmers
such as fans and pumps. The types of fans commonly used for outdoor or mixed-light cannabis cultivation
would generate noise levels below that of motorized trimmers. Additionally, fans are typically used for indoor
cannabis cultivation operations; because they are indoors, noise would be attenuated by the building’s walls.
Pumps commonly used to support cannabis cultivation would be similar to typical residential well pump
systems. Thus, use of such pumps would result in intermittent and low noise levels, and cultivation site
facilities using agricultural wells, or similar infrastructure would observe all prescribed setbacks and
limitations pertaining to the use of land located within or affecting Streamside Management Areas (SMAs) or
other wet areas, as identified and described under Section 314-61.1 of the County Code. Thus, as stated in
the DEIR, motorized trimmers would be the predominant source of noise from harvest activities which is
accounted for in the modeling detailed below.
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As stated in the DEIR, the noise analysis is general in nature and does not evaluate noise impacts of sitespecific cannabis construction and operations. Instead, the analysis focuses on the worst-case noise-related
impact that could occur from construction and operation of new commercial cannabis operations and
modifications to existing cannabis operations that would meet the requirements of the proposed ordinance.
The modeling of the worst-case scenario assumes use of the loudest power equipment during harvest
(motorized trimmers), continuous operation of the equipment during the daytime hours (7:00 a.m. to 6:00
p.m.), and receptors located as close to harvest activities as permitted by the ordinance (600 feet from
school bus stops, schools, churches or other place of religious worship, public parks, or tribal cultural
resources, 300 feet from residences, and 30 feet from all other uses). The County’s General Plan land
use/noise compatibility standards, to which project noise modeling is compared, is expressed in Ldn. Ldn is a
daily metric that describes the energy average of A-weighted sound levels occurring over a 24-hour period.
Thus, for the purposes of the noise modeling and comparison to the County’s General Plan land use/noise
compatibility standards, the number of days that harvest would span is not relevant. The number of
assumed harvest periods is addressed in Master Response 2, above.
A mechanized trimmer generates a reference noise level of 81 dB Leq at a distance of 3 feet. This noise level is
similar to the noise level generated by landscape maintenance equipment typically used at residential land
uses. At a distance of 30 feet, which is how far inside the property line the proposed ordinance would require
the grow site to be located, the noise level produced by trimming activity would be approximately 55 dB Leq.
Assuming that trimming activity would occur between the hours 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m., operational exterior
Ldn noise levels would be approximately 52 dB. Thus, trimming activity would result in exterior Ldn noise levels
within the “clearly acceptable” range of the land use/noise compatibility standards of the Humboldt County
General Plan for all land uses except for Auditoriums, Concert Halls, Music Shells for which the trimming
activity noise levels would fall in the “normally acceptable” range (see DEIR page 3.10-10).
The proposed ordinance would also require that each cultivation site be set back at least 300 feet from
residences on neighboring properties, and 600 feet from school bus stops, schools, churches or other place of
religious worship, public parks, or tribal cultural resources. At these distances, the exterior Ldn noise levels
generated by the trimmer would attenuate, through distance alone, to approximately 26 dB at 300 feet and 18
dB at 600 feet; noise levels well below the Humboldt County General Plan land use/noise compatibility
standards for every land use. Additional noise reduction would also be provided by any intervening topography,
dense stands of trees, or manmade structures located between the cultivation sites and off-site receptors. As
noted above, the County has adopted a new Noise Element that retains the previous element’s land use/noise
compatibility standards and now includes short-term peak noise standards (see DEIR page 3.10-10).

NOISE IMPACTS FROM GENERATORS
As noted above, the County has updated the proposed ordinance’s performance standards for noise at
cultivation sites that now prohibit noise from cultivation and related activities (including generators) from
increasing the ambient noise level at any property line by more than 3 dB. Under the proposed ordinance
cultivation sites using generators would be required to submit documentation demonstrating compliance
with the noise standards, including: a site plan detailing the location of the generator, property lines, and
nearby forested areas, existing ambient noise levels at the property line using current noise measurements
(excluding generators) during typical periods of use, details on the design of any structure(s) or equipment
used to attenuate noise, as well as details on the location and characteristics of any landscaping, natural
features, or other measures that serve to attenuate generator noise levels at nearby property lines or
habitat. Therefore, the use of generators was not included in the noise modeling analysis.
As stated in the DEIR, assuming the worst-case scenario detailed above adjacent land uses would not be
exposed to noise levels that exceed noise standards in the County’s General Plan land use/noise
compatibility standards. Thus, the methodology used to analyze the noise impacts is reasonable and
appropriate, and the DEIR’s analysis is considered valid and based on substantial evidence.
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Master Response 4: Odor Impacts from Cannabis Operations

Several comment letters agree with the DEIR regarding Impact 3.3-4’s conclusions that odor impacts from
outside commercial cannabis operations would be significant and unavoidable even with adoption of
Mitigation Measure 3.3-4 (prohibit burning of cannabis and other vegetated material). Comment letters also
identify concerns that the proposed ordinance does not specifically require odor controls for indoor
cultivation and processing facilities as identified in the DEIR.
The DEIR does acknowledge that the outside commercial cannabis cultivation operations are a source of
odors that would likely be detectable by off-site sensitive receptors. While implementation of Mitigation
Measure 3.3-4 helps avoid odor issues from potential burning of cannabis waste materials, it would not fully
mitigate this odor impact (see DEIR page 3.3-22).
The DEIR also determines that indoor cultivation and processing facilities are not anticipated to result in a
significant odor impact. As identified below, Section 55.4.4 (Definitions) of the proposed ordinance
specifically requires that all enclosed cannabis facilities prevent odor from occurring outside of the structure:
“Enclosed” means Commercial Cannabis Cultivation Activities conducted within an enclosed
structure employing mechanical ventilation controls in concert with carbon filtration or other
equivalent or superior method(s) minimizing the odor of cannabis outside of the structure.
While the proposed ordinance does not specify the exact method of odor control, it does establish a
performance standard that all indoor processing facilities are required to demonstrate compliance with. This
method of addressing and mitigating the odor impact is consistent with State CEQA Guidelines Section
15126.4(a)(1)(B) that in part states: “…However, measures may specify performance standards which would
mitigate the significant effect of the project and which may be accomplished in more than one specified way.”
Thus, no significant commercial cannabis indoor operation odor impacts are expected.

2.2.5

Master Response 5: Water Resource Impacts from Cannabis Operations

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS
Several comment letters identify concerns regarding impacts on the County’s water resources and
watersheds from implementation of the proposed ordinance. Comments assert that the DEIR did not
adequately disclose the extent of existing and project impacts regarding water quality, surface water flows,
and groundwater. Some comments suggest that the County should evaluate impacts on a watershed basis
and identify limits on the extent of future cannabis cultivation.
Each of these issues are responded to by topic below.

WATER QUALITY IMPACTS
DEIR Section 3.8, “Hydrology and Water Quality,” identifies current impaired water body features and the
pollutant of concern (see DEIR Table 3.8-2) as well as groundwater quality conditions for the County’s four
principal groundwater basins and its ten minor basins (see DEIR pages 3.8-26 through 3.8-30). The DEIR
also identifies the existing water resource and water quality impacts from cannabis cultivation activities. The
reader is also referred to Master Response 1 in regard to the DEIR characterization of baseline
environmental conditions related to existing illegal cannabis operations.
Predominantly unregulated for years, thousands of cannabis cultivators have developed cultivation
sites in remote areas of California near streams. In many cases the routine cannabis cultivation
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practices result in damage to streams and wildlife. These practices (e.g., clearing trees, grading, and
road construction) have been conducted in a manner that causes large amounts of sediment to flow
into streams during rains. The cannabis cultivators have also discharged pesticides, fertilizers, fuels,
trash, and human waste around the sites, that then discharges into waters of the state. In the North
Coast region, the state has invested millions of dollars to restore streams damaged by decades of
timber harvesting. Cannabis cultivation is now reversing the progress of these restoration efforts
(SWRCB 2017b).
In addition to these water quality discharge related impacts, cannabis cultivators also impair water
quality by diverting water from streams in the dry season, when flows are low. Diversion of flow during
the dry season have caused complete elimination of stream flows. The effects of these diversions have
been exacerbated in recent years by periods of drought (SWRCB 2017b). Water quality related
constituents of concern associated with cannabis cultivation discharges include nitrogen, pathogens
(represented by coliform bacteria), phosphorus, salinity, and turbidity. Water quality can be affected by
excessive use of fertilizer, soil amendments, or other sources. The constituents have the potential to
discharge to groundwater by infiltration and to other waters of the state by either surface runoff or by
groundwater seepage (SWRCB 2017b) (DEIR page 3.8-33).
DEIR Impact 3.8-1 and 3.8-2 address water quality impacts associated with construction and operation of
commercial cannabis operations. These impacts identify that construction activities and operation of
commercial cannabis operations would be required to incorporate water quality controls and best
management practices (BMPs) through compliance with the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB
or State Water Board) statewide National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) General Permit
for Storm Water Discharges Associated with Construction Activity, Section 331.14 of the County Code
regarding grading, excavation, erosion, and sedimentation control, and the North Coast Regional Water
Quality Control Board (RWQCB) Order No. 2015-0023: The Cannabis Cultivation Waste Discharge Regulatory
Program. These requirements are designed to protect beneficial uses of County water resources.
Since release of the DEIR, the State Water Board has finalized and adopted the Cannabis Cultivation Policy –
Guidelines for Cannabis Cultivation (Policy). This Policy establishes new requirements for cannabis
cultivation activities (including commercial cannabis cultivation in the County) to protect water quality,
instream flows, and supercedes the regulations under the RWQCB Order No. 2015-0023. The requirements
under this Policy will be incorporated into, and implemented through, the state’s permitting process for
commercial cannabis under the following regulatory programs:


CDFA’s CalCannabis Cultivation licensing program;



State Water Board’s Cannabis General Waste Discharge Requirements for Discharges of Waste
Associated with Cannabis Cultivation Activities (Cannabis General Order) or any Waste Discharge
Requirements addressing cannabis cultivation activities adopted by a RWQCB;



State Water Board’s General Water Quality Certification for Cannabis Cultivation Activities;



State Water Board’s Cannabis Small Irrigation Use Registration; and



State Water Board’s Water Rights Permitting and Licensing Program (State Water Board 2017a).

The Policy uses a structure that consists of two conditional exemptions under the Cannabis General Order
for indoor commercial cultivation activities and outdoor commercial cultivation activities that disturb less
than 2,000 square feet. For outdoor commercial cannabis cultivation area greater than 2,000 square feet,
the Policy establishes Tier 1 (2,000 square feet to less than one acre) and Tier 2 (equal to or greater than
one acre) that subject to requirements based on a risk determination based on site conditions. All outdoor
commercial cannabis operations (conditionally exempt, Tier 1, and Tier 2) must comply with applicable water
quality requirements set forth in Attachment A of the Policy. Indoor commercial cannabis operations are
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required to obtain separate waste discharge approvals for any on-site discharge of wastewater (such as to a
septic tank and leach field) (State Water Board 2017b).
Water quality requirements are specified under Attachment A of the Policy and address the following:


Clean up, restoration, and mitigation of existing cultivation impacts;



Water quality control features that include Nitrogen Management Plan, runoff/erosion control and
treatment, fertilizer application limitations, and use of pesticides in a manner that will enter waterways;



Standard setbacks from riparian areas and headwater streams and springs;



Roadway and drainage design;



Soil disposal and storage; and



Winterization of sites.

These requirements were developed in consultation with California Department of Fish and Wildlife to
ensure that the individual and cumulative effects of water diversions and discharges associated with
cannabis cultivation do not affect instream flows necessary for fish spawning, migration, and rearing for
endangered anadromous salmonids, and flows to needed to maintain natural flow variability (State Water
Board 2017c). The Policy was scientifically peer reviewed by four experts. The peer review determined that
water quality, instream flow, and diversion requirements of the Policy were based on sound scientific
knowledge, methods, and data (State Water Board 2017d).
The Policy also identifies various methods of enforcement of its requirements. These include the following:


Modification of water right permits by the State Water Board should it determine that a permitted
diversion results in an adverse impact as provided under Water Code Section 100 and 275;



Expansion of the Watershed Enforcement Team to conduct enforcement actions on cannabis cultivation
activities that are not in compliance with the Policy requirements;



Informal and formal enforcement actions involving Notices of Violation, Notices to Comply, orders for
investigations and monitoring, monetary penalties, Cleanup and Abatement Orders, Time Schedule
Orders, Cease and Desist Orders, revocation of water right permits and licenses, and modification or
rescissions of water discharge requirements.

Thus, compliance with the local, regional, state water quality requirements would adequately mitigate
commercial cannabis facility impacts to surface water and groundwater quality. None of the comment letters
provide any evidence or technical studies that counter the conclusions of the DEIR or the State Water Board
Policy.
The following text changes are made to the DEIR regarding water quality and the new State Water Board
Policy:
DEIR page 3.8-9 through 3.8-10, the following text changes are made to the discussion titled “State Water
Resources Control Board Principles and Guidelines for Cannabis Cultivation.” These changes do not result in
any new significant impacts, and in fact provide greater certainty over the control of water quality effects.
Recirculation of the DEIR is not warranted.

State Water Resources Control Board Principles and Guidelines for Cannabis Cultivation

On October 17, 2017, tThe State Water Resources Control Board (State Water Board) adopted the
Cannabis Cultivation Policy – Guidelines for Cannabis Cultivation (Policy). This Policy establishes new
Humboldt County
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requirements for cannabis cultivation activities (including commercial cannabis cultivation in the
County) to protect water quality, instream flows, and supercedes the regulations under the North
Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board Order No. 2015-0023. The requirements under this
Policy will be incorporated into, and implemented through, the state’s permitting process for
commercial cannabis under the following regulatory programs:


CDFA’s CalCannabis Cultivation licensing program;



State Water Board’s Cannabis General Waste Discharge Requirements for Discharges of Waste
Associated with Cannabis Cultivation Activities (Cannabis General Order) or any Waste Discharge
Requirements addressing cannabis cultivation activities adopted by a RWQCB;



State Water Board’s General Water Quality Certification for Cannabis Cultivation Activities;



State Water Board’s Cannabis Small Irrigation Use Registration; and



State Water Board’s Water Rights Permitting and Licensing Program.

is developing a policy for water quality control (policy) to establish interim principles and guidelines
for cannabis cultivation. The principles and guidelines shall include measures to protect springs,
wetlands, and aquatic habitats from negative impacts of cannabis cultivation. Principles and
guidelines may include instream flow objectives, limits on diversions, and requirements for screening
of diversions and elimination of barriers to fish passage. The principles and guidelines may include
requirements that apply to groundwater extractions.
Attachment A of the Policy includes requirements for cannabis cultivation. It establishes that two
conditional exemptions under the Cannabis General Order for indoor commercial cultivation
activities and outdoor commercial cultivation activities that disturb less than 2,000 square feet. For
outdoor commercial cannabis cultivation area greater than 2,000 square feet, the Policy establishes
Tier 1 (2,000 square feet to less than one acre) and Tier 2 (equal to or greater than one acre). All
outdoor commercial cannabis operations (conditionally exempt, Tier 1, and Tier 2) must comply with
applicable water quality requirements set forth in Attachment A of the Policy. Indoor commercial
cannabis operations are required to obtain separate waste discharge approvals for any on-site
discharge of wastewater (such as to a septic tank and leach field).
The Policy also establishes requirements for water diversion, storage, and use for both surface water
and groundwater resources. These requirements include design requirements for fish screens,
diversion structures, off-stream storage reservoirs, and storage bladders.
Diversion provisions of the Policy are based on three types of requirements to ensure sufficient
instream flows:


Dry season forbearance period and limitations on the wet season diversions;



Narrative instream flow requirements; and



Numeric instream flow requirements during the wet season.

Principles and guidelines in the draft policy include minimum instream flows, forbearance periods,
off-stream storage requirements, riparian buffers, maximum diversion rates, irrigation conservation
measures, and other best management practices. Minimum instream flows and the forbearance
periods help maintain natural flow variability and minimize the effects of cannabis cultivation on
fisheries and wildlife by protecting water quantity during critical life stages. The riparian buffers, best
management practices, and other operational guidelines help maintain healthy riparian corridors
and minimize the water quality impacts resulting from cannabis cultivation.
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Instream flow requirements during the wet season were established by the State Water Board in
consultation with California Department of Fish and Wildlife for the protection of aquatic species life
history needs, including endangered anadromous salmonids. Numeric instream flow requirements
(minimum instream flows required to protect aquatic species) are established for each region in the
state in Attachment A of the Policy. Aquatic base flows have also been established to address
instream flow impacts from groundwater diversions. The aquatic base flow is the set of chemical,
physical, and biological conditions that represent limiting conditions for aquatic life in stream
environments. Table 3.8-1 provides representative gage stream flow requirements for watersheds in
Humboldt County.
Surface water and groundwater diversions for cannabis cultivation operations will be limited in the
following manner:


Surface water diversions will be prohibited from April 1 to October 31 each year (forbearance
period).



Surface water diversions may occur from November 1 to March 31 each year subject to the
following requirements:





Surface water diversions will not occur until the real-time daily average flow is greater than
the minimum monthly instream flow requirement at a compliance gage for seven
consecutive days or after December 15 when flows are greater than the numeric flow
requirement.



Surface water diversions must bypass a minimum of 50 percent of the streamflow past the
point of diversion as estimated based on the cultivator’s visual observation.

The State Water Board will monitor instream flows during the dry season and evaluate whether
the number or location of groundwater diversions to determine whether imposition of a
groundwater forbearance period or other measures. The State Water Board will notify cannabis
cultivators the possibility of a groundwater forbearance period or other measures may be
imposed to address the low flow condition.

The State Water Board policy provides compliance gage instream flow requirements by region. These
requirements would require that cannabis cultivators check an online mapping tool to determine if
water is available to divert from the parcel’s assigned gage (i.e., the real-time daily average flow is
greater than the Numeric Flow Requirement at the assigned compliance gage). The gage Numeric
Instream Flow Requirements provide a threshold for flow rate in cubic feet per second (cfs) for
surface water flows and groundwater low flow thresholds (see Appendix E). Table 3.8-1 provides
representative gage instream flow requirements for watersheds in Humboldt County included in the
Draft Cannabis Cultivation Policy. These numbers are representative of flows from one location
within the major watersheds of Humboldt County and are provided as an example. There are two
types of flow thresholds, described below.
Numeric Instream Flow Requirements: The Numeric Instream Flow Requirements (minimum
instream flow requirements) ensure that individual and cumulative effects of water diversion and
discharge associated with cannabis cultivation do not affect the instream flows needed for fish
spawning, migration, and rearing, and the flows needed to maintain natural flow variability.
Groundwater Low Flow Thresholds: The low flow threshold represents the minimum flow that should
be in streams during all water type years to support aquatic ecosystems, including juvenile salmonid
migration and rearing and water quality.

Humboldt County
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Table 3.8-1

Draft Gage Numeric Instream Flow Requirements

USGS Gage
Number

Surface Water
Watershed

November
(cfs)

December
(cfs)

January
(cfs)

February
(cfs)

March
(cfs)

Aquatic Base
FlowGroundwater
Low Flow Threshold
(cfs)

11469000

Mattole

406

942

1,118

960

769

27

11476500

South Fork Eel

749

1,708

2,125

1,857

1,424

54

11477000

Lower Eel

3,293

7,218

9,280

8,443

6,013

145

11481000

Mad Redwood

641

1,406

1,555

1,453

1,245

57

11530000

Trinity

2,349

3,440

4,712

5,165

4,772

423

11530500

Lower
Klamath

9,785

10,162

14,400

13,657

16,450

4,789

Source: SWRCB 2017a

The draft policy was released for public comment in June 2017, and the final policy is anticipated to
be brought to the State Water Board for adoption in October 2017. Upon approval, the North Coast
RWQCB Order R1-2015-0023, described below, would sunset and cannabis operations would be
subject to the State Water Board’s policy.
DEIR page 3.8-11 and 3.8-12, the discussion of the North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board
Cannabis Waste Discharge Regulatory Program is deleted:

North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board Cannabis Cultivation Waste Discharge
Regulatory Program

The North Coast RWQCB’s Order R1-2015-0023: The Cannabis Cultivation Waste Discharge
Regulatory Program (Order R1-2015-0023 or Order) addresses water quality impacts from cannabis
cultivation and associated activities or other operations with similar environmental effects on private
property in the North Coast Region. The Water Boards are the principal state agencies with primary
responsibility for the coordination and control of water quality. Nonpoint source pollution, also known
as polluted runoff, is the leading cause of water quality impairments in the North Coast. The majority
of the streams in the North Coast are impacted by excess sediment, nutrients, and elevated
temperatures. The problems are often associated with poorly planned forest clearing, earth-moving
activities, and other land use management practices, resulting in polluted stormwater runoff to
streams. Dry-season surface water diversions intensify these water quality impacts. The regulatory
program has several components: A Waiver of Waste Discharge Requirements, Third Party Programs,
Inspections, Enforcement, and Education and Outreach.
The Order includes enforceable requirements which cultivators need to become familiar with to
ensure their operations do not impact water resources. Below is a summary of primary elements of
the Order:
1. A tiered enrollment structure relative to the potential threat to water quality. Tier 1 is a low-threat
tier based on compliance with defined standard conditions and site characteristics. Tier 2 is a
management tier, which requires the development and implementation of a water resource
protection plan. Tier 3 is a cleanup tier, which requires the development and implementation of a
cleanup and restoration plan.
2. Standard conditions to protect water quality, in conjunction with a list of Best Management
Practice (BMP), provide a framework for cultivators to assess their sites for appropriate tiers and
determine what management measures are necessary to protect water quality. All BMPs in the
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order are considered enforceable conditions under the Order as applicable to a given site. The
draft Order includes standard conditions regarding:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.

Site maintenance, erosion control and drainage features
Stream crossing maintenance and improvement
Stream and wetland buffers
Spoils management
Water storage and use
Irrigation runoff
Fertilizers and soil amendments
Pesticides
Petroleum products and other chemicals
Cultivation-related wastes
Refuse and human waste, and
Remediation, cleanup, and restoration activities.

3. Associated procedural forms including a notice of intent of enrollment, a monitoring and
reporting form, and a checklist for remediation and restoration work in streams or wetlands.
4. General Prohibitions including discharges or threatened discharges to surface waters.
5. A framework for non-governmental third-party programs to assist cultivators with enrollment,
compliance activities, and monitoring and reporting.
6. A framework for development and implementation of water resource protection and cleanup and
restoration plans.
DEIR page 3.8-35, the following text changes are made to Impact 3.8-1:

Impact 3.8-1: Construction water quality impacts.
New and modifications to existing commercial cannabis operations in the County that may occur under
the proposed ordinance would require ground-disturbing activities that could result in erosion and
sedimentation, leading to degradation of water quality. Construction related to commercial cannabis
operations would be subject to compliance with State Water Board North Coast Regional Water Quality
Control Board and County regulations that require water quality controls for construction to prevent
impacts to water quality. Thus, potential water quality impacts may occur during construction and
would be considered less than significant.
DEIR page 3.8-36, the following text changes are made to the fourth full paragraph:
The proposed ordinance would require demonstration of compliance with the State Water Board
Cannabis Policy – Principles and Guidelines for Cannabis Cultivation (Policy) North Coast RWQCB
Order No. 2015-0023 or any subsequent water quality standards established (e.g., State Water
Board interim principles and guidelines). This Policy establishes new requirements for cannabis
cultivation activities to protect water quality and instream flows. As noted above, the Policy Order No.
2015-0023 requires measures to protect water quality that includes water quality controls such as
runoff and erosion control, standard setbacks from riparian areas and headwater streams and
springs, roadway and drainage design requirements, and winterization requirements and includes
standard conditions for site maintenance, erosion control, stream and wetland buffers, spoils
management, remediation, and restoration activities. The proposed ordinance also includes water
quality protection requirements for roadways servicing commercial cannabis operations that
identifies use of BMPs to address point and non-point sources of sediment and other pollutants (see
Chapter 2, “Project Description,” for a detailed description of these performance standards).
Humboldt County
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DEIR page 3.8-37 and 3.8-38, the following text changes are made to the third and fourth paragraphs and
Mitigation Measure 3.8-2 under Impact 3.8-2:
The proposed ordinance contains requirements associated with the design of ponds that reduces the
risk of leaks or systems failures. The proposed ordinance also includes performance standards that
require proper storage and use of any fuels, fertilizer, pesticide, fungicide, rodenticide, or herbicide,
and provisions for annual on-site inspections to ensure those standards are being met. The proposed
ordinance also requires demonstration of compliance with the State Water Board Policy North Coast
RWQCB Order No. 2015-0023 or any subsequent water quality standards established (e.g., State
Water Board interim principles and guidelines) for existing and new commercial cannabis operations.
As noted above, the Policy Order No. 2015-0023 requires measures to protect water quality that
include clean-up and restoration of existing cannabis cultivation sites, water quality controls for
construction and operation, standard setbacks from riparian area and headwater streams and springs,
roadway and drainage design requirements, soil disposal and storage, and winterization of sites and
includes standard conditions for site maintenance, erosion control, stream and wetland buffers, spoils
management, and the proper use and storage of regulated fertilizers, pesticides, and other chemicals
to avoid impacts to water quality. The reader is referred to Section 3.7, “Hazards and Hazardous
Materials,” for a further discussion of pesticide and other chemical usage impacts. However, the State
Water Board Policy conditionally exempts cultivation sites less than 2,000 square feet in size from
the Cannabis General Order (though they are still required to comply with the water quality standards
in Attachment A of the Policy). this applies only to cultivation sites of 2,000 square feet or greater,
thus some sites may not be required to follow practices to prevent, minimize, control, and reduce the
discharges to waterways.
Compliance with laws and regulations controlling on-site pollutants would ensure that the threat of
pollution from improperly constructed sites would not result in water quality degradation. However, as
noted above, any cannabis cultivation activities under 2,000 square feet in disturbance area would be
conditionally exempt under the Cannabis General Order and may not be checked for compliance with
the Policy. not be required to comply with the North Coast RWQCB Order 2015-0023 and its specific
requirements pertinent to the control and minimization of erosion, sedimentation, and chemical
transport. As a result, impacts would be significant.

Mitigation Measure 3.8-2: Minimum Size of Commercial Cultivation Activities
The County shall amend the proposed ordinance to demonstrate require compliance with the
requirements of the State Water Board Cannabis Cultivation Policy – Guidelines for Cannabis
Cultivation North Coast RWQCB Order 2015-0023 or any subsequent water quality standards to apply
to for all new commercial cannabis cultivation operations and not limited by a minimum cultivation
area size.
Significance after Mitigation
Mitigation Measure 3.3-1 would require all new commercial cannabis activities in the County to
comply with the State Water Board Policy requirements conditions of North Coast RWQCB Order
2015-0023 or any subsequent water quality standards. Coupled with the County’s program of storm
water pollution prevention and remediation, cannabis-related activities within the County would be
required to implement BMPs, subject to regular inspections by local and state regulators, thus
limiting the amount of pollution entering receiving waterways. Implementation of the proposed
ordinance for existing cannabis operations that intend to comply with the performance standards of
the ordinance would result in water quality benefits over existing conditions. Consequently, with
implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-2 in combination with the performance standards of the
proposed ordinance, impacts to surface and groundwater quality would be less than significant.
DEIR page 4-10 and 4-11, the following text changes are made to reflect the State Water Board Policy:
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…cannabis operations that may occur under the proposed ordinance have the potential to modify
surface drainage and flows in such a manner that increased sedimentation and erosion could take
place, leading to water quality degradation. The long-term operational use of pesticides, fertilizers, and
other chemicals can also have a negative effect on water quality and ultimately affect the health and
sustainability of organisms that rely on high quality waters. Compliance with County Code Section 33114 (detailed rules and regulations regarding grading, excavation, erosion, and sedimentation control)
and State Water Board Policy North Coast RWQCB Order 2015-0023 (requirements for discharges of
waste from cannabis cultivation) would generally minimize the potential for erosion, sedimentation,
and chemical transportation. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-2 would ensure that
compliance with the State Water Board Policy’s water quality requirements is verified for extend the
requirements of North Coast RWQCB Order 2015-0023 to all cannabis operations, thereby offsetting
impacts from construction and operation of commercial cannabis operations to water quality. Thus,
after implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-2, the project’s contribution to cumulative impacts to
surface water quality would not be cumulatively considerable.
The project could result in an increase in demand for local groundwater resources that could contribute
to cumulative groundwater supply and impacts in areas of the County with limited groundwater
resources (e.g., fractured bedrock conditions). The proposed ordinance contains testing requirements
for new wells on parcels 10 acres or smaller located within 400 feet of property lines to determine if
drawdown would occur on any adjacent wells. These requirements further identify that use of a well
for cannabis related irrigation may be prohibited, limited or subject to provisional approval and
monitoring. These requirements would address groundwater impacts of the initial installation of a
new well, but may not necessarily identify later operational impacts that could result in unanticipated
reductions in local groundwater levels that could adversely impact adjacent wells. Mitigation
Measure 3.8-3 will require the reporting of annual monitoring of groundwater conditions to the
County as part of the annual inspections of commercial cannabis operations. This monitoring will
identify if on-site well operations are resulting in groundwater drawdown impacts and what adaptive
measures that will be implemented to recover groundwater levels and protect adjacent wells.
Because implementation of this mitigation measure would be required as part of annual commercial
cannabis operations permit renewals, it would provide on-going protection of local groundwater
resources and would offset contribution to cumulative impacts to local groundwater conditions. Thus,
after implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-3, the project’s contribution to cumulative impacts to
groundwater would not be cumulatively considerable.
Implementation of proposed ordinance could alter drainage patterns that may contribute to
cumulatively significant drainage and flooding impacts within the County watersheds. As shown in
Exhibit 3.8-9, the 100-year floodplain is currently located near existing populated areas of the County
that could be worsen from cumulative development activities in the watersheds. Implementation of
Mitigation Measure 3.8-4 would offset the project contributions to cumulative drainage and flood
impacts by requiring site drainage facilities to retain pre-development flow conditions. Thus, after
implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-4, the proposed ordinance’s contribution to cumulative
impacts to drainage and flooding would not be cumulatively considerable.
Surface water diversion for future cannabis irrigation under the proposed ordinance could substantially
reduce or eliminate surface water flows on individual tributaries that are already affected by existing
illegal cannabis cultivation operations. Low flows are associated with increased temperature. In addition,
low flows also aggravate the effects of water pollution (see Impact 3.8-5 for more information regarding
the effects of low flow conditions on water quality). As noted in Section 3.8, “Hydrology and Water
Quality,” several watersheds in the County are currently impaired by historic land use activities (e.g.,
timber production). Dilution is the primary mechanism by which the concentrations of contaminants (e.g.,
copper, lead) discharged from industrial facilities and other point and some non-point sources are
reduced. However, during a low flow event, there is less water available to dilute effluent loadings,
resulting in higher in-stream concentration of pollutants. This could occur along waterways listed as
impaired under Section 303(d) of the federal Clean Water Act, thereby resulting in a considerable
Humboldt County
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contribution to an existing cumulative impact. Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 would require cannabis-related
surface water diversions to meet instream flow and aquatic base flow requirements future flow rate
standards set forth in the State Water Board Policy for the protection of aquatic species life history needs,
including endangered anadromous salmonids by the State Water Resources Control Board during a
limited period of time through the year, which correlates to the greater level of water availability within
watersheds in Humboldt County. This mitigation measure would offset project impacts to surface water
resources because it would restrict diversions to ensure that Numeric Flow Requirements and
requirements for groundwater diversions associated with the aquatic base flow during the dry season are
met and beneficial uses are protected that are based on information from the State Water Board. Thus,
after implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-5, the proposed ordinance’s contribution to cumulative
impacts to surface water would not be cumulatively considerable.

SURFACE WATER FLOW IMPACTS
DEIR pages 3.8-21 through 3.8-25 provides quantification of historic surface water flow rates for the
watersheds in the County based on available United States Geological Survey (USGS) gage data. Flow data
for the Lower Eel, Lower Klamath, Mad-Redwood, Mattole, South Fork Eel, and Trinity watersheds include
recent flow conditions that would include the impact of water diversions for existing cannabis cultivation in
these watersheds. While this information identifies that the County’s watersheds pass large surface water
flows during the peak portions of the wet season, the DEIR specifically acknowledges that surface water
diversions from existing cannabis cultivation has caused elimination of stream flows during the dry season
that have resulted in impacts to protected wildlife and plant species (see DEIR page 3.4-59 and 3.8-33).
DEIR Table 3.8-5 estimates cannabis irrigation water demands by watershed for existing cultivation sites
(sites that have submitted applications for permitting under the CMMLUO), proposed new commercial
cannabis cultivation sites that submitted applications for permitting under the CMMLUO, and assumed new
commercial cannabis under the proposed ordinance. DEIR Exhibits 3.8-10 through 3.8-15 identify the
contribution of these cannabis irrigation demands to watershed flows during the year. The DEIR analysis
acknowledges that cannabis irrigation could result in a significant decrease in watershed flows during low
flow conditions (see DEIR pages 3.8-44 and 3.8-45).
Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 would require the proposed ordinance to implement the surface water and
groundwater diversion requirements of the draft State Water Board Policy that were designed to maintain
instream flows that would protect beneficial uses (aquatic resources). As noted above, the State Water
Board has finalized and adopted the Cannabis Cultivation Policy – Guidelines for Cannabis Cultivation. The
requirements of this Policy will be incorporated into the state’s permitting process for commercial cannabis,
which includes the State Water Board’s Cannabis Small Irrigation Use Registration and the Water Rights
Permitting and Licensing Program. The diversion requirements would ensure that the individual and
cumulative effects of water diversions and discharges associated with cannabis cultivation do not affect
instream flows necessary for fish spawning, migration, and rearing for endangered anadromous salmonids,
and flows to needed to maintain natural flow variability (State Water Board 2017c). The Policy was
scientifically peer reviewed by four experts. The peer review determined that water quality, instream flow,
and diversion requirements of the Policy were based on sound scientific knowledge, methods, and data
(State Water Board 2017d).
Thus, implementation Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 (as modified below to reflect the adopted Policy) would
ensure that instream flows and aquatic resources are protected from implementation of the proposed
ordinance. The proposed ordinance would prohibit new commercial cannabis cultivation in the forested
areas of the upper watersheds and limit it to non-forested areas generally in the lower portions of the
watersheds where the USGS gages used in the implementation of the State Water Board Policy exist.
DEIR page 3.8-46 and 3.8-47, the following text changes are made associated with Mitigation Measure
3.8-5:
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Mitigation 3.8-5: Implement water diversion restrictions and monitoring and reporting
requirements.
The text of the proposed ordinance shall be modified to align with the State Water Resources Control
Board Cannabis Cultivation Policy when it is approved, which may includes the following measures that
are in the draft policy as of July 1, 2017:


The period of forbearance shall extend from April 1 through October 31 of each year, and be
subject to the following additional restrictions:


From November 1 through December 14 of each year, the surface water diversion period
shall not begin until after seven consecutive days in which the surface waterbody’s real-time
Numeric Flow Requirement are met (see Appendix E).



From December 15 through March 31 of each surface water diversion period, surface water
diversion may occur on any day in which the surface waterbody’s real-time daily average flow
is greater than the Numeric Flow Requirement (see Appendix E).



The State Water Board will monitor instream flows during the dry season and evaluate
whether the number or location of groundwater diversions to determine whether imposition
of a groundwater forbearance period or other measures. The State Water Board will notify
cannabis cultivators the possibility of a groundwater forbearance period or other measures
may be imposed to address the low flow condition. Groundwater users will be required to
demonstrate that the groundwater source is not hydrologically connected to an adjacent
surface water feature and is not subject to the forbearance requirements through the
establishment of a flow gage in the stream or river and groundwater pumping tests to
monitor and verify no connection to the satisfaction of the County and/or State Water
Resources Control Board. The monitoring and testing protocol shall be reviewed and
approved by the County and/or State Water Resources Control Board prior installation of the
well and flow gage.



Cannabis cultivators shall bypass a minimum of 50 percent of the surface water flow past
their point of diversion, as estimated based on visually observing surface water flow at least
daily.



Water diversion rates may be further restricted in a manner to provide minimum instream
flow requirements needed for fish spawning, migration, and rearing, and the flows needed to
maintain natural flow variability by the State Water Resources Control Board and/or
California Department of Fish and Wildlife as part of state surface water diversion approvals
in circumstances where multiple diversions existing along a single waterway.



The cannabis cultivator shall not divert more than a maximum instantaneous diversion rate
of 10 gallons per minute, unless authorized under an existing appropriative water right.



Cannabis cultivators shall plug, block, cap, disconnect, or remove diversion intake structures
associated with cannabis cultivation activities during the source water forbearance period, unless
the diversion intake is used for other beneficial uses.



Diverted water storage systems for cannabis cultivation shall be separated from storage systems
used for other beneficial uses within a cultivation site.



Cannabis cultivation shall inspect for leaks in mainlines, laterals, in-irrigation connections, sprinkler
headers, and/or the ends of drop tape and feeder lines on a monthly basis. Any leaks discovered
shall be immediately repaired upon detection. Worn, outdated, or inefficient irrigation system
components and equipment shall be regulatory replaced to ensure a properly function, leak-free
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irrigation system at all times. Records of the date of inspections, repairs, and replacements shall
be maintained.


Cannabis cultivators shall retain irrigation, inspection, and repair records at the cannabis
cultivation site and shall make all records available for review by the Water Boards, CDFW, and the
County upon request for a period of 10 years.

Significance after Mitigation
When State Water Board Policy is adopted, Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 and State
Water Board Policy will require cannabis-related surface water diversions to meet flow rate standards
during a limited period of time through the year, which correlates to the greater level of water
availability within watersheds in Humboldt County that protect aquatic species life history needs,
including endangered anadromous salmonids. Monitoring of flow and inspection and repair of leaks
and old equipment will ensure that cannabis cultivation activities are consistent with permitted
diversion rates established by legal water rights. Because implementation of this mitigation measure
would ensure that Numeric Flow Requirements and aquatic base flow requirements are met
throughout Humboldt County, this impact would be less than significant. Even if the State Water
Board’s policy on water diversion is not yet approved prior to adoption of this ordinance, this
mitigation is reasonably protective of surface water resources because it would restrict diversions to
ensure that Numeric Flow Requirements are met and beneficial uses are protected that are based
on information from the State Water Board.

WATERSHED EVALUATION OF PROPOSED ORDINANCE IMPACTS
Several comment letters recommend that the County evaluate impacts of the proposed ordinance on a
watershed basis that factors in existing unpermitted cannabis cultivation and identifies future cannabis
cultivation limits tied to an aquatic carrying capacity.
A watershed analysis to establish cannabis cultivation caps for each watershed would be difficult for the
County to conduct as it would require details on existing water users in each watershed and the extent that
riparian water rights may be exercised. The watersheds include public lands and tribal lands that the County
does not have jurisdiction. This analysis would also require details on water right appropriations approved
and any pending before the State Water Board. Setting a cap on new commercial cannabis cultivation would
need to factor the ability of cultivation sites to utilize groundwater resources that have no connection to the
watershed. The County lacks the technical experience to collect this extent of data and determine what is
the appropriate aquatic carrying capacity. Regional and state agencies that would have the appropriate
technical information and experience to conduct a watershed analysis include State Water Board, North
Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board, and California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW). The
County would be willing to participate in joint watershed evaluation studies with these agencies.
DEIR pages 3.8-14 through 3.8-47 provides details regarding water quality (see DEIR Table 3.8-3 for water
quality information) and surface water flow conditions (see DEIR Exhibits 3.8-2 through 3.8-7 for medium
and minimum surface water flow conditions) for the County watersheds. The DEIR also estimates cannabis
irrigation water demands by watershed for existing and proposed new commercial cannabis cultivation sites
(see DEIR Table 3.8-5). DEIR Exhibits 3.8-10 through 3.8-15 identify the contribution of these cannabis
irrigation demands to watershed flows during the year. The DEIR analysis acknowledges that cannabis
irrigation could result in a significant decrease in watershed flows during low flow conditions (see DEIR
pages 3.8-44 and 3.8-45). Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 in compliance with State Water
Board Policy would require that all cannabis cultivation surface water and groundwater diversions comply
with the numeric flows and aquatic base flows that have been established by watershed under the Policy in
consultation with CDFW. The State Water Board Policy’s numeric flows and aquatic base flows and
associated diversion requirements function as an aquatic carrying capacity suggested by the comment
letters. The proposed ordinance would prohibit new commercial cannabis cultivation in the forested areas of
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the upper watersheds and limit it to non-forested areas generally in the lower portions of the watersheds
where the USGS gages used in the implementation of the State Water Board Policy exist.
As noted above, the State Water Board Policy’s flow standards and diversion requirements were developed
to protect fish spawning, migration, and rearing for endangered anadromous salmonids, and flows to
needed to maintain natural flow variability within each watershed. Thus, the need to prepare a watershed to
a determine the aquatic carrying capacity is not necessary to adequately address the water resources
impacts of the proposed ordinance.
It should be noted that at the time of the preparation of this Final EIR the County was considering
modifications to the proposed ordinance that would establish a cap to limit the extent of permitted
commercial cannabis operations in the County.

EVALUATION OF GROUNDWATER SUPPLY IMPACTS
The major sources of groundwater in the County include four principal groundwater basins and ten minor
basins that are described on DEIR pages 3.8-25 through 3.8-30 and shown in DEIR Exhibit 3.8-8. While
there is published information on the groundwater supply and water quality for several of the groundwater
basins in the County, there is no county-wide data on groundwater resources that occur in fractured
bedrock conditions outside of these basins. The DEIR does acknowledge that it is possible that new
commercial cannabis operations that use groundwater could result in drawdown to adjacent off-site wells.
One of the most important factors is distance; larger parcels generally have larger areas to draw from,
thereby reducing the potential to adversely affect adjacent properties. The proximity of wells to other wells,
and structure and volume of the groundwater basin (among many factors), can influence if a well would
affect other wells. The effect of wells in fractured bedrock on groundwater elevations is dependent on the
connectivity of fracture and joint sets in the bedrock. No mapping of subsurface features, including
fracture locations, orientations, or depths has been completed on a county-wide scale; nor would this be
feasible given that these are subsurface structures and are unique and variable from location to location.
Thus, groundwater management in these types of conditions is best conducted through managing the
distances between wells and through well testing.
The proposed ordinance contains testing requirements for wells on parcels 10 acres or smaller located
within 400 feet of property lines to determine if drawdown could occur on any adjacent wells. It is presumed
that parcels larger than this contain sufficient buffer to prevent effects to wells on adjacent properties. Ten
acres is also the smallest parcel size under the proposed ordinance that up to 1 acre (43,560 square feet)
of cannabis cultivation may be allowed with a Special Permit in resource protection and residential zoning
districts that would generate the greatest water demand in relation to parcel size (347,173 gallons per year,
approximately the 3.17 times the equivalent demand of a single family residential dwelling unit that uses
300 gallons per day). As identified on DEIR page 3.8-33 and 3.8-34, mixed-light and outdoor operations use
an average of 7.97 gallons of water per canopy square foot per year. Without a Special Permit, cannabis
cultivation is limited to 5,000 square feet for parcels 5 to 10 acres in size, 10,000 square feet for parcels
10 acres or larger. Parcels 320 acres or larger would be allowed up to 43,560 square feet of cannabis
cultivation per 100 acres with a Use Permit. Commercial and industrial zoned areas where commercial
cannabis cultivation would be allowed on parcels at least 2 acres in size and would allow up to 1 acre of
cultivation with a Zoning Clearance. Thus, the proposed ordinance requirements address the greatest
potential for groundwater impacts.
The testing requirements further identify that use of a well for cannabis-related irrigation may be prohibited,
limited or subject to provisional approval and monitoring, depending on the results of the testing. The well
tests (in the ordinance) are designed to prevent drawdown on adjacent properties; however, it is not possible
to assure that, over the long-term and in variable hydrologic conditions where wells are located closer than
400 feet from adjacent properties, that some isolated wells could be affected by adjacent cannabis
operations. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8.3 would modify the requirements of the proposed
ordinance by requiring the reporting of annual monitoring of groundwater conditions to the County as part of
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the annual inspections required under the ordinance. This monitoring will identify if on-site well operations
are resulting in groundwater drawdown impacts along with adaptive measures that will be implemented to
recover groundwater levels and protect adjacent wells.
Because implementation of this mitigation measure would be required as part of annual commercial
cannabis operations permit renewals, it would provide on-going protection of local groundwater resources.
The State Water Board will also monitor instream flows during the dry season and evaluate whether the
number or location of groundwater diversions to determine whether imposition of a groundwater
forbearance period or other measures. The State Water Board will notify cannabis cultivators the possibility
of a groundwater forbearance period or other measures may be imposed to address low flow conditions.

2.2.6

Master Response 6: Enforcement of Ordinance

Several comment letters expressed doubt about the County’s code enforcement process and the ability to
address illegal cannabis cultivation occurring within the County. Some comments suggest that the County
should create a new code enforcement department.
It is important to note that code enforcement is not a part of the proposed ordinance, but the County has
made substantial changes in the organization supporting code enforcement and the process involved in
resolving code violations, particularly related to cannabis. Historically there has been a single code
enforcement inspector working out of the County Counsel’s office. In 2015 a Code Compliance Officer and
part time legal office assistant were added. With this limited team, complaints were submitted to the
department having responsibility over the particular area of violation. The complaints were investigated to
determine if they had merit, and an attempt was made by the department to resolve violations. If the
violation could not be resolved, the case was referred to the Code Enforcement Unit which would then
investigate the complaint and initiate proceedings to resolve the violation. This often resulted in the filing of
a Notice of Nuisance which could result in a fine of up to $250.00 per day. Due to the process, it often took
three to six months to get to this point.
The County has taken two significant actions to improve the code enforcement process and address illegal
cannabis activities. First, on June 27, 2017 the Board of Supervisors adopted ordinance 2576; this
ordinance streamlined the code enforcement process and created penalties up to $10,000.00 per day per
violation. Second the Code Enforcement Unit was reassigned from the office of County Counsel to the
Planning and Building Department. The reassignment of the Code Enforcement Unit included direction from
the Board of Supervisors to pursue the most egregious cannabis related violations in a proactive manner
and included allocation for three additional code enforcement inspectors, and subsequently an
administrative assistant and legal office assistant have been added to the staff.
The procedural improvements to code enforcement provide that a Notice to Abate is sent to the property
owner immediately upon a determination that a violation exists. The ordinance includes the provision that
the Notice to Abate includes a 10-day period for the property owner to respond. If the property owner does
not respond, then the County may pursue other actions. The ordinance also allows that the County
simultaneously send a Notice of Violation which can start to impose a fine of up to $10,000.00 per day per
violation. For cannabis related violations the ordinance calls for imposition of the maximum fine
($10,000.00). At the time property owners respond to these notices, they are given the opportunity to enter
into a Compliance Agreement which species the remedial actions to be taken and the time-frame in which
they will be completed in exchange for a reduced fine (typically $10,000 for each violation, e.g. cultivation,
grading and building.) If the property owner chooses not to enter into the compliance agreement, the option
is to present their case to a Hearing Officer, which is not an employee of the County or an elected official of
the County. At the hearing the county and property owner will present evidence to the hearing officer who will
decide whether a violation exists, the correct remediation for the violation and can adjust fines as
appropriate. There has been one cannabis case presented to the hearing officer who has yet to render a
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decision. By contrast there are currently 45 compliance agreements in process. The update to the ordinance
also provides for re-imbursement of staff time associated with the bringing sites into compliance.
Code enforcement related to cannabis is initiated in several different ways. In consultation with the Sherriff’s
office, the California Department of Fish and Wildlife or other agencies where a multi-agency visit of the site
is conducted under a search warrant. In these inspections, the Code Enforcement inspector documents all
violations of County Planning and Building Code. In these situations, the County will issue a Notice to Abate
all of the unpermitted activity (cannabis cultivation, grading, structures, and development within a
Streamside Management Area) along with a Notice of Violation imposing fines of $10,000.00 per day for
each violation. Second, Code Enforcement responds to complaints from the public. This typically involves an
inspection of the site to confirm the basis of the complaint. Upon confirmation that a violation exists, a
Notice to Abate and Notice of Violation will be issued. Third, Code Enforcement uses aerial images to identify
cannabis cultivation sites that are not in the permit process. In these situations, initiation of the enforcement
action begins by using aerial images to identify one or more sites that have been heavily graded usually
associated with tree removal, installation of greenhouses (or other structures without building permit, and
evidence of cannabis cultivation without being in the permit process.) A radial search out from that point is
made to determine if there are other properties in the area that have the same or similar characteristics. The
investigation is concluded when there are no abutting properties that are in violation. The evidence is put
into a file, and Notices to Abate and Notices of Violation are then sent to each of the property owners. This
process has been repeated six times to 90 property owners. Approximately half of the property owners are
pursuing Compliance Agreements and have removed illegal structures related to cannabis and are in a
position to take additional remedial work after the wet season. This process has also resulted in several
property owners who have not been sent a Notice to Abate or Notice of Violation voluntarily coming into the
county and asking to enter into a compliance agreement to remediate their property with being subject to
fines and penalties. This is opportunity is being granted to these property owners.
The Code Enforcement effort is generating funds which allow the effort to be self-sustaining. The
combination of re-imbursement for staff time and fines and penalties is capable of generating over
$1,000,000. This amount of money has not yet been realized, but as it is, the County will be assessing what
can be done to make the effort more efficient and more effective. Since the primary enforcement of
cannabis is based upon aerial imagery, it will be a year-round enterprise and it is expected that at current
staffing levels 500 sites per year can be cited. The number of violations cited can be increased with
expanded staffing.
It is important to note that code enforcement activities are conducted on private property and are not
conducted on state, federal or tribal trust land.

COMMENTS AND RESPONSES
The comments received on the Draft EIR and the responses to those comments are provided below. The
comment letters are reproduced in their entirety and are followed by the response(s). Where a commenter
has provided multiple comments, each comment is indicated by a line bracket and an identifying number in
the margin of the comment letter.

2.3.1

State Agencies
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California Department of Fish and Wildlife, Northern Region
Neil Manji, Regional Manager
10/16/2017

S1-1

This comment provides a summary of concerns regarding the analysis in the DEIR and the
proposed ordinance. These items are addressed below in response to more specific
comments on each issue.

S1-2

This comment references CDFW’s notice of preparation (NOP) comments regarding biological
resources, water resources, and consequences of inadequate enforcement. DEIR Table 1-1
provides a summary of CDFW NOP comments and where they are addressed in the DEIR. The
reader is referred to Master Response 6 regarding improvements to enforcement efforts by
the County to ensure compliance with the proposed ordinance and reduction of illegal
cannabis cultivation operations.

S1-3

The comment identifies that the DEIR’s focus is to address the environmental effects of the
proposed ordinance and should ensure no significant impacts to fish and wildlife occur. The
comment is correct that the purpose of the DEIR is to disclose the significant environmental
effects of the proposed ordinance, identify ways to feasibly mitigate or avoid the significant
effects, and identify a range of feasible alternatives that could lessen or avoid significant
environmental impacts. DEIR Section 3.4, “Biological Resources,” evaluates potential
significant environmental impacts to biological resources and identifies mitigation measures
to mitigate identified impacts. No significant and unavoidable impacts to biological resources
are identified in the DEIR.

S1-4

The comment provides a summary of concerns regarding the environmental baseline used in
the DEIR for the evaluation of existing and cumulative conditions and that certain potentially
significant impacts to fish and wildlife are not adequately addressed. The comment identifies
that CDFW has provided 29 recommendations that would need to be implemented to reduce
biological resource impacts below a level of significance.
Each of the comments identified by CDFW are responded to below and several cases involve
refinements to the mitigation measures identified in the DEIR.

S1-5

The comment asserts that the DEIR improperly declines to address illegal cannabis
cultivation sites as an important existing contribution to cumulative impacts and cites a
statement from the DEIR to support this assertion. The comment also asserts that the
cumulative impact analysis should consider rural residential development and other types of
development that have similar impacts.
Section 15130(a) of the State CEQA Guidelines requires a discussion of the cumulative
impacts of a project when the project’s incremental effect is cumulatively considerable.
Cumulatively considerable, as defined in CEQA Guidelines Section 15065(a)(3), means that
the “incremental effects of an individual project are significant when viewed in connection
with the effects of past projects, the effects of other current projects, and the effects of
probable future projects.” The State CEQA Guidelines Section 15355 defines a cumulative
impact as two or more individual effects which, when considered together, are considerable
or which compound or increase other environmental impacts. Prior illegal activity is not a
project for purposes of cumulative impact analysis under CEQA, but is a baseline condition
against which the impacts of the project under consideration are assessed. Cumulative
impacts can result from individually minor but collectively significant projects taking place
over a period of time. CEQA requires that EIRs consider feasible mitigation measures to
offset the project’s contribution to each identified significant cumulative impact.
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DEIR pages 4-1 through 4-3 describes the base conditions upon which the proposed
ordinance’s cumulative impact analysis was based. This includes identification of the
anticipated change in the County’s population from 2000 to 2040 and identification of
historic and on-going land use conditions (e.g., development of the unincorporated area, and
cities, historic and on-going agricultural activities, water diversions, and historic timber
production). DEIR Subsection 4.2.2, “Existing Cannabis Cultivation Operations in Humboldt
County,” specifically describes the historic and on-going extent of cannabis cultivation
operations in the County and the associated environmental damage that has occurred. This
was factored in the cumulative base conditions.
As identified in Master Response 1, the statement referenced by the comment has been
taken out of context of the discussion in the DEIR. DEIR Subsection 4.2.2 refers to the
identification and extent of future illegal cannabis operations in the County after
implementation of the proposed ordinance. Enforcement is anticipated to reduce the number
of illegal cannabis operations that occur in the unincorporated areas of the County that do
not include tribal, state, or federally owned lands (the reader is referred to Master Response
6 regarding enforcement activities by the County). However, it is not currently feasible to
quantify the effectiveness of future enforcement efforts in reducing the extent of illegal
cannabis operations. Thus, the DEIR acknowledges that it would speculative to identify the
future extent of environmental effects of existing cannabis operations pursuant to State
CEQA Guidelines Section 15145. Thus, the DEIR properly considers illegal cannabis
operations in the County as part of the baseline for project and cumulative impacts as
required under CEQA.
Nevertheless, the County expects that, through a combination of enforcement activities and
compliance with the existing and proposed regulations in the ordinance, that cumulative
impacts of permitted and unpermitted cannabis operations will be substantially reduced
below current impacts. As outlined in Master Response 6, the County has embarked on an
aggressive enforcement program aimed at eradicating illegal grows or, alternatively, bringing
them into compliance with the ordinance. In either instance, the end result would be
reduction of associated environmental impacts that should, on balance, result in overall
improved environmental conditions in the County.
S1-6

The comment asserts that stronger enforcement efforts should be implemented for
unpermitted cultivation sites and references unpublished data on increases in unpermitted
cannabis activities.
As identified in Master Response 1, the DEIR does acknowledge unpermitted (illegal)
cannabis cultivation activities in the County and estimates that the County could contain up
to 15,000 cannabis operations. The County has addressed enhanced enforcement as a
separate project with amendments to its Code Enforcement program. (Ordinance No. 2576,
June 27, 2017 and Ordinance No. 2585, November 7, 2017) designed to eliminate delays
that hindered effective enforcement, and substantially increase administrative civil penalties.
The Code Enforcement Unit is engaged in the initial implementation of the enhanced
enforcement program. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for further information
on County enforcement efforts.

S1-7

2-52

This comment cites the documented environmental impacts associated with cannabis
cultivation and recommends that the DEIR and proposed ordinance address the impacts of
unpermitted cannabis cultivation. As identified in Master Response 1, these impacts have
been identified in several sections of the DEIR as part of the baseline conditions. While these
existing environmental conditions of unpermitted cannabis cultivation operations were
disclosed as part of the baseline condition in the DEIR, CEQA is not intended to conduct
environmental review and mitigate these conditions. State CEQA Guidelines Section
15125(a) identifies that the baseline physical conditions are the basis by which a lead
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agency determines whether an impact of the project is significant. Published case law has
identified that baseline conditions include unpermitted and/or harmful activities that have
occurred prior to the project. In Center for Biological Diversity v. Department of Fish and
Wildlife (2015) 234 Cal.App.4th 214 (183 Cal.Rptr.3d 736], the Fourth Appellate District
upheld the baseline conditions and ruled that the baseline condition must reflect the
physical conditions at the time the environmental analysis begins even if the current
conditions include unauthorized and even environmental harmful conditions that never
received environmental review. As identified under Response to Comment S1-5, the DEIR
properly considers illegal cannabis operations in the County as part of the baseline for
project and cumulative impacts as required under CEQA.
The reader is also referred to Master Response 6 regarding enforcement activities by the
County regarding illegal cannabis operations.
S1-8

The comment cites text from the DEIR regarding assumptions on the extent of new
commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance and asserts that the DEIR
should address the maximum acreage of cannabis cultivation that the proposed ordinance
would allow as there are no limits on the total number of cannabis cultivation projects. The
comment recommends that the County prepare an analysis of the potential carrying capacity
of each watershed to accommodate cultivation sites.
The assumptions regarding new commercial cannabis operations identified in the DEIR were
specifically used in the quantification of air quality, greenhouse gases, water demand, and
traffic impacts (see DEIR Sections 3.3, “Air Quality and Greenhouse Gases,” 3.8, “Hydrology
and Water Quality,” 3.10, “Noise,” and 3.12, “Transportation and Circulation”). The biological
resources impact analysis regarding special-status species and habitat loss in DEIR Section
3.4, “Biological Resources,” evaluated all land areas in the County that could allow a
commercial cannabis operation to be permitted and was not limited to the assumed number of
new commercial cannabis operations. As identified in Master Response 2, the proposed
ordinance does not entitle or approve any new commercial cannabis operations. To evaluate
reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts from implementation of the ordinance, DEIR
Chapter 3, “Project Description,” includes Subsection 2.4.5, “Reasonably Foreseeable
Compliance Responses.” Subsection 2.4.5 describes anticipated compliance responses to the
proposed ordinance that are based on assumptions developed by County staff based on review
of cannabis applications received in response to the 2016 CMMLUO, field review and data
associated with existing cannabis operations in the County, CalCannabis documentation, and
published information regarding cannabis operations. This approach to the evaluation of
impacts is consistent with State CEQA Guidelines Section 15144 which addresses the issue of
forecasting: “Drafting an EIR or preparing a Negative Declaration necessarily involves some
degree of forecasting. While foreseeing the unforeseeable is not possible, an agency must use
its best efforts to find out and disclose all that it reasonably can.”
The County received limited interest in new commercial cannabis operations (see DEIR Table 22). Of the 2,936 cannabis applications submitted in response to the CMMLUO, only 941
applications for 432 new commercial cultivation sites were for proposed new commercial
cannabis operations. The DEIR assumes that the County could receive an additional 941
applications for new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance (see DEIR
page 2-29). This assumption was based on review the County’s application information and is
further supported by CDFA estimates of state-wide cannabis production capacity and
estimated demands. CDFA estimates that cannabis production in the state in 2016 was 13.5
million pounds. Of this total, CDFA estimates that the North Coast area (consisting of Del Norte,
Humboldt, Mendocino, Lake, Sonoma, Napa, and Marin counties) cannabis production in 2016
was 4.15 million pounds. Estimates for state cannabis consumption in 2018 under the
Medical Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act (MCRSA) and the Adult Use of Marijuana Act
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(AUMA) range from 1.4 million pounds (2016 Economic Impact Study of the Cannabis Sector in
the Greater Sacramento area) to 2.5 million pounds (Standard Regulatory Impact Assessment),
which is far below the North Coast area’s and state’s current cannabis production capability.
Thus, the DEIR uses reasonable assumptions to forecast compliance to the proposed
ordinance consistent, with CEQA Guidelines Section 15144, that is supported by substantial
evidence in the record. Consideration of the theoretical maximum potential for commercial
cannabis operations in the County would be counter to studies, evidence, and foreseeable
demand. The comment letter provides no evidence that supports the argument that the County
would experience substantial growth in new cannabis cultivation.
As further described under Master Response 5, a watershed analysis to establish cannabis
cultivation caps for each watershed would be difficult for the County to conduct as it would
require details on existing water users in each watershed and the extent that riparian water
rights may be exercised. The County lacks the technical experience and financial resources
to collect this extent of data and determine what is the appropriate aquatic carrying capacity.
Regional and state agencies that would have the appropriate technical information and
experience to conduct a watershed analysis include State Water Board, North Coast Regional
Water Quality Control Board, and CDFW. The County would be willing to participate in joint
watershed evaluation studies with these agencies. The DEIR does provide a watershed level
impact analysis associated with the proposed ordinance that includes details on current
water quality and surface water flow conditions (see DEIR pages 3.8-14 through 3.8-47).
Water quality impacts would be mitigated through compliance with the State Water Board
Policy as well as implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-2.
The DEIR analysis acknowledges that cannabis irrigation could result in a significant
decrease in watershed flows during low flow conditions (see DEIR pages 3.8-44 and 3.8-45).
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 in compliance with State Water Board Policy
would require that all cannabis cultivation surface water and groundwater diversions comply
with the numeric flows and aquatic base flows that have been established by watershed
under the Policy in consultation with CDFW. As described in Master Response 5, the State
Water Board Policy establishes new requirements for cannabis cultivation activities
(including commercial cannabis cultivation in the County) to protect water quality, water
diversion standards and restrictions, instream flows, and supercedes the regulations under
the RWQCB Order No. 2015-0023. The State Water Board Policy’s numeric flows and aquatic
base flows and associated diversion requirements function as an aquatic carrying capacity
suggested by the comment. The proposed ordinance would prohibit new commercial
cannabis cultivation in the forested areas of the upper watersheds and limit it to areas
generally in the lower portions of the watersheds where the USGS gages used in the
implementation of the State Water Board Policy exist. The State Water Board Policy’s flow
standards and diversion requirements were developed to protect fish spawning, migration,
and rearing for endangered anadromous salmonids, and flows to needed to maintain natural
flow variability within each watershed. Thus, the need to prepare a watershed analysis to
determine the aquatic carrying capacity is not necessary to adequately address the water
resources impacts of the proposed ordinance at a watershed level of detail. Habitat and
wildlife impacts from proposed ordinance would be mitigated through implementation of the
mitigation measures identified in DEIR Section 3.3, “Biological Resources,” as well as
compliance with the requirements in Attachment A of the State Water Board Policy that
include requirements to protect riparian and oak woodland habitats.
It should be noted that at the time of the preparation of this FEIR the County was considering
modifications to the proposed ordinance that would establish a cap to limit the extent of
permitted commercial cannabis operations in the County. However, as this is not currently
part of the ordinance, this FEIR cannot provide further commentary.
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S1-9

The comment recommends that the County define a cap of cannabis cultivation for
watersheds based on an analysis each watershed as described in Comment S1-8. This
comment is responded to in Response to Comment S1-8.

S1-10

This comment includes an update regarding the status of foothill yellow-legged frog under
the California Endangered Species Act (CESA). On June 27, 2017, the status of foothill
yellow-legged frog changed from a state species of special concern to a candidate for listing
as an endangered species under the CESA. At the time of completion of the final draft of the
DEIR, this status change had not been finalized. Mitigation for this species is included in the
DEIR and has been refined as identified in Response to Comment S1-11.
On DEIR page 3.4-34, the third row of the third column in table 3.4-2 is corrected to read:
SC SSC
On DEIR page 3.4-61, under the heading “Special-Status Amphibians,” the text is corrected
to read:
Foothill yellow-legged frog is a candidate for listing under the CESA. Foothill yellowlegged frog; Nnorthern red-legged frog, Pacific tailed frog, red-bellied newt, and
southern torrent salamander are all CDFW species of special concern.

S1-11

This comment summarizes the threats to northern spotted owl in California, including habitat
destruction and human-related activities. The comment highlights the fact that the DEIR
failed to incorporate application of the USFWS “Protocol for Surveying Proposed
Management Activities that may Impact Northern Spotted Owls,” (USFWS 2012) did not
address the species individually, and did not attempt to avoid impacts to occupied or
otherwise suitable habitat.
The DEIR addresses northern spotted owl under Impact 3.4-1 and Mitigation Measure 3.4-1c
(see DEIR pages 3.4-62 and 3.4-63). In response to CDFW input, additional impact
discussion and mitigation has been added to address northern spotted owl. An exhibit (3.4-9)
utilizing CDFW northern spotted owl occurrence data was created to provide a visual
representation of northern spotted owl distribution throughout the County as part of the new
Mitigation Measure 3.4-1e. As shown in Exhibit 3.4-9, the majority of owl occurrences are
within areas where new cultivation is prohibited, including public land and land not zoned for
cultivation.
On pages 3.4-64 to 3.4-65, the following text was added:

Northern spotted owl

Northern spotted owl is listed as threatened under ESA and CESA. Northern spotted
owl is known to occur throughout Humboldt County coniferous forests (CNDDB 2017,
eBird 2017). Critical habitat for this species is present within the County (Exhibit 3.45). Large portions of this critical habitat area are in land areas (public lands and
areas designated for timber uses) where new commercial cannabis operations would
be prohibited under the proposed ordinance.
Exhibit 3.4-9 presents the distribution of known occurrences of spotted owls
throughout Humboldt County and shows that the majority of occurrences are within
areas where new cultivation is prohibited, including public land and land not zoned
for cultivation. However, there are some known occurrences located within land
zoned for cultivation (Exhibit 3.4-9).
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Project implementation associated with potential impacts to habitat and vegetation
removal could disturb nesting northern spotted owls if they are present, potentially
resulting in nest abandonment, nest failure, or mortality of chicks or eggs.
Additionally, human presence associated with construction of cultivation sites, roads,
and cultivation activities could result in increased noise and visual disturbance to
nesting raptors. CDFW conducted a spatial analysis of existing cannabis cultivation
sites and County cannabis permit application data to determine proximity of known
and historic northern spotted owl occurrences that could be impacted by noise and
visibility of the cultivation. Based on the CDFW's analysis, 53 cannabis projects (sites)
have activities within 40 meters of a northern spotted owl activity center, 525
cannabis projects occur within 0.7 mile, and 1184 occur within 1.3 miles (CDFW
2017). The potential loss of northern spotted owls and their nests would be a
potentially significant impact.
In addition to direct impacts to the species, new cannabis-related development under
the proposed ordinance result in the loss or fragmentation of northern spotted owl
habitat. This would also be a potentially significant impact.

Mitigation 3.4-1e: Northern spotted owl preconstruction habitat suitability
surveys and determination of presence or absence.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance
for the protection of northern spotted owl from new development related to cannabis
activities.


To avoid the potential for loss of northern spotted owl and their nests, or loss or
fragmentation of occupied or suitable habitat for northern spotted owl, removal of
old growth habitat shall be prohibited, as outlined in Mitigation Measure 3.4-3,
Sensitive natural communities, riparian habitat, old growth habitat, and wetland
vegetation.



If the area of proposed new development activities is within suitable habitat for
northern spotted owl (e.g., coniferous forest), and is within 1.3 miles (average
species home range) of a known occurrence of northern spotted owl, as
determined by a qualified biologist, the following measures shall be followed.
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Prior to removal of any trees, or ground-disturbing activities adjacent or within
suitable nesting, roosting, or foraging habitat (e.g. forest clearings) for
spotted owl, a qualified biologist, familiar with the life history of the northern
spotted owl, shall conduct preconstruction surveys for nests within a 1.3-mile
buffer around the site as described in Protocol for Surveying Proposed
Management Activities that May Impact Northern Spotted Owls (USFWS
2012). Surveys shall take place between March 1 and August 31. Three
complete surveys spaced at least 7 days apart must be completed by June
30. Six complete surveys over the course of 2 years must be completed to
determine presence or absence of northern spotted owl.
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Exhibit 3.4-9

Cultivation Areas and Northern Spotted Owl Observation and
Activity Areas
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If northern spotted owls are determined to be absent 1.3 miles from the site,
then further mitigation is not required.



If northern spotted owls are determined to be present within 1.3 miles of the
site, then it is presumed that habitat removal could cause harm to northern
spotted owl populations in the area, and could result in direct take of
northern spotted owls. If northern spotted owls are determined to be present
within 1.3 miles of the site, proposed cultivation activities will not be
permitted consistent with the General Requirement and Prohibition 4 of the
Attachment A of the State Water Board Policy.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1e would reduce significant impacts to a
less-than-significant level because direct take of northern spotted owls and
disturbance or fragmentation of northern spotted owl habitat would be avoided
through preconstruction surveys and, if found, prohibition of proposed cultivation
activities consistent with the State Water Board Policy.
On DEIR pages 3.4-65 through 3.4-68, the mitigation measures are re-numbered as follows:

Mitigation 3.4-1fd: Special-status nesting bird surveys and establishment of
protective buffers.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance
for the protection of bank swallow, little willow flycatcher, tricolored blackbird, and
western yellow-billed cuckoo from new development related to cannabis activities. This
will apply to any commercial cannabis activity that would result in the disturbance or
loss of riparian, riverine, mudflat, or grassland habitats.


To minimize the potential for disturbance or loss of bank swallow, little willow
flycatcher, tricolored blackbird, western snowy plover, western yellow-billed cuckoo,
or other bird nests, vegetation removal activities shall only occur during the
nonbreeding season (September 1-January 31). Alteration of or disturbance to
suitable river bank habitat (i.e., for bank swallow nests) and mudflat habitat (i.e.,
for western snowy plover) is prohibited because of limited habitat availability for
this species.



Prior to removal of any vegetation or any ground disturbance between February 1
and August 31, a qualified biologist shall conduct preconstruction surveys for nests
on any structure or vegetation slated for removal, as well as for potential tricolored
blackbird nesting habitat. The surveys shall be conducted no more than 14 days
before construction commences. If no active nests or bank swallow colonies are
found during focused surveys, no further action under this measure will be
required. If active nests are located during the preconstruction surveys, the
biologist shall notify the Planning Director and CDFW. If deemed necessary by the
Planning Director in consultation with CDFW, modifications to the project design to
avoid removal of occupied habitat while still achieving project objectives may be
required. If the Planning Director determines in consultation with CDFW that
avoidance is not feasible or conflicts with project objectives, construction shall be
prohibited within a minimum of 100 feet of the nest to avoid disturbance until the
nest or colony is no longer active.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1fd would reduce significant impacts to a
less-than-significant level because bank swallow, little willow flycatcher, tricolored
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blackbird, western snowy plover, western yellow-billed cuckoo, and other bird nests
would be avoided and protected from new development related to cannabis
activities.

Mitigation 3.4-1ge: Marbled murrelet preconstruction habitat suitability
surveys and establishment of protective buffers.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance
for the protection of marbled murrelet from new development related to cannabis
activities.


To avoid the potential for loss of or disturbance to marbled murrelet nests and
habitat, removal of old growth habitat shall be prohibited, as outlined in Mitigation
Measure 3.4-3, Sensitive natural communities, riparian habitat, old growth habitat,
and wetland vegetation.



Prior to removal of any trees, or ground-disturbing activities adjacent or within
suitable habitat for marbled murrelet between April 15 and August 5, a qualified
biologist, familiar with the life history of the marbled murrelet, shall conduct
preconstruction surveys for nests within a 0.25-mile buffer around the site as
described in Methods for Surveying Marbled Murrelets in Forests: A Revised
Protocol for Land Management and Research (Evans Mack et. al 2003).



If marbled murrelets are determined to be absent from the site, then no further
mitigation is required.



If marbled murrelets are determined to be present within the site, a 0.25-mile
buffer will be established around occupied nest sites. No project activity may occur
within the 0.25-mile buffer areas until the end of marbled murrelet breeding
season (August 6).

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1ge would reduce significant impacts to a
less-than-significant level because disturbance of marbled murrelet would be
avoided through preconstruction surveys and, if found, establishment of a protective
buffer.

Mitigation 3.4-1hf: Generator noise reduction.
The ordinance requires generators not to increase existing ambient noise levels at the
property line of the site beyond 3 dB. In addition, the noise standards shall include the
following standards to protect wildlife (USFWS 2006).
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Project-generated sound must not exceed ambient nesting conditions by 20-25
decibels.



Project-generated sound, when added to existing ambient conditions, must not
exceed 90 decibels.



Time of day adjustment: Marbled murrelet and northern spotted owl are most
active during dawn and dusk. Within approximately 2 hours of sunrise and sunset,
ambient sound levels are lower than during the middle of the day (by approximately
5-10 decibels). This will be accounted for when determining impacts of projectgenerated sound.
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Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1hf would reduce significant impacts to a
less-than-significant level because project-generated sound would not exceed levels
known to result in disturbance to avian forest species, such as marbled murrelet and
northern spotted owl. Disturbance to these species would be avoided.

Mitigation Measure 3.4-1ig: American badger preconstruction survey and
establishment of protective buffers.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance
for the protection of the American badger from new development related to cannabis
activities.


Prior to the commencement of construction activities, a qualified wildlife biologist
shall conduct surveys of the suitable grassland or agricultural habitats slated for
conversion within the site to identify any American badger burrows/dens. These
surveys shall be conducted not more than 30 days prior to the start of
construction. If occupied burrows are not found, further mitigation shall not be
required. If occupied burrows are found, impacts to active badger dens shall be
avoided by establishing exclusion zones around all active badger dens, within
which construction related activities shall be prohibited until denning activities are
complete or the den is abandoned. A qualified biologist shall monitor each den
once per week to track the status of the den and to determine when a den area
has been cleared for construction.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1ig would reduce impacts on American
badger to a less-than-significant level because preconstruction surveys would be
conducted and active badger dens would be protected from construction activities.

Mitigation Measure 3.4-1jh: Fisher and Humboldt marten preconstruction
survey and preservation of active den sites.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance
for the protection of the fisher and Humboldt marten from new development related to
cannabis activities.


To minimize the potential for loss of or disturbance to fisher and Humboldt marten
habitat and dens, removal of old growth habitat shall be prohibited, as outlined in
Mitigation Measure 3.4-3, Sensitive natural communities, riparian habitat, old
growth habitat, and wetland vegetation.



Prior to commencement of from new development related to cannabis activities
occurring within the fisher and Humboldt marten denning season (March 1 to July
31), including tree removal (non-old growth), a qualified wildlife biologist will
conduct preconstruction surveys of all suitable habitat within the site, and will
identify sightings of individual fishers or martens, as well as potential dens.



If individuals or potential or occupied dens are not found, further mitigation will not
be required.



If fisher or Humboldt marten are identified or if potential dens of these species are
located, an appropriate method shall be used by a qualified wildlife biologist to
confirm whether a fisher or marten is occupying the den. This may involve use of
remote field cameras, track plates, or hair snares. Other devices such as fiber optic
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scope may be utilized to determine occupancy. If no fisher or marten occupies the
potential den, the entrance will be temporarily blocked so that no other animals
occupy the area during the construction period but only after it has been fully
inspected. The blockage will be removed once construction activities have been
completed.


If a den is found to be occupied by a fisher or marten, a no-disturbance buffer will
be placed around the occupied den location. The no-disturbance buffer will
include the den tree (or other structure) plus a suitable buffer as determined by
the biologist in coordination with USFWS and CDFW. Construction activities in the
no-disturbance buffer will be avoided until the nest is unoccupied as determined
by a qualified wildlife biologist in coordination with USFWS and CDFW.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1jh would reduce impacts on fisher and
Humboldt marten to a less-than-significant level because preconstruction surveys
would be conducted and active dens would be protected from construction activities.

Mitigation Measure 3.4-1ki: Preconstruction bat survey and exclusion.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance
for the protection of the pallid bat and Townsend’s big-eared bat from new
development related to cannabis activities.


Before commencing any new development related to cannabis activities, a
qualified biologist shall conduct surveys for roosting bats. If evidence of bat use
is observed, the species and number of bats using the roost shall be determined.
Bat detectors may be used to supplement survey efforts. If no evidence of bat
roosts is found, then no further study will be required.



If pallid bats or Townsend’s big-eared bats are found in the surveys, a mitigation
program addressing mitigation for the specific occurrence shall be submitted to
the Planning Director and CDFW by a qualified biologist subject to the review and
approval of the Planning Director in consultation with CDFW. Implementation of
the mitigation plan shall be a condition of project approval. At a minimum, the
mitigation plan shall establish a 400-foot buffer area around the nest during
hibernation or while females in maternity colonies are nursing young.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1ki would reduce impacts on specialstatus bats to a less-than-significant level because preconstruction surveys would be
conducted and active bat roosts would be protected from new development related
to cannabis activities.

Mitigation Measure 3.4-1lj: Preconstruction vole survey and relocation.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance
for the protection of the Sonoma tree vole and white-footed vole from new
development related to cannabis activities.
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To minimize the potential for loss of or disturbance to vole habitat and nests,
removal of old growth habitat shall be prohibited, as outlined in Mitigation
Measure 3.4-3 Sensitive natural communities, riparian habitat, old growth
habitat, and wetland vegetation.
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Before commencing any tree or other vegetation removal activities, or grounddisturbance, a qualified biologist shall conduct surveys for vole nests (e.g., nest
searching within trees on the site, and confirming that nests belong to voles
rather than squirrels or birds). If no evidence of vole nests is found, then no
further study shall be required. A report summarizing the results of the surveys
shall be prepared and submitted to the Planning Director and shall be subject to
his review and approval in consultation with CDFW.



If occupied trees or nests are identified within 100 feet of the site, the biologist
shall determine whether project development activities will adversely affect the
voles, based on factors such as noise level of development activities, or line of
sight between the tree and the disturbance source. If it is determined that
development activities would not affect the voles, then development can proceed
without protective measures.



If the biologist determines that development activities would likely disturb voles,
the proposed area of disturbance shall be relocated a minimum of 200 feet from
the nest.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1lj would reduce impacts on specialstatus voles to a less-than-significant level because preconstruction surveys would be
conducted and active vole nests would be protected from new development related
to cannabis activities.
On DEIR page 4-7, the following text change is made to the first paragraph:
Implementation of the proposed ordinance would result in impacts related to the
disturbance or loss of special-status wildlife species and habitat (see Section 3.4,
“Biological Resources”). This would contribute to significant cumulative impacts,
because they would include ground disturbance, vegetation removal, and overall
conversion of wildlife habitat in Humboldt County where adverse effects on special
status wildlife species and habitat are significant. Mitigation Measures 3.4-1a
through 3.4-1lj and 3.8-5 would address impacts because actions including
preconstruction surveys, establishment of protective buffers, limits on surface water
diversion, and avoidance of individual animals would reduce the potential impacts of
injury, mortality or other disturbance on individual animals and habitat. These
mitigation measures would offset the project’s contribution to cumulative specialstatus wildlife species and habitat impacts. Thus, after implementation of these
mitigation measures, the project’s contribution to significant cumulative impacts to
sensitive natural communities would not be cumulatively considerable.
Additionally, the comment addresses a section in the proposed ordinance regarding noise
restrictions within one mile of “mapped critical habitat for Marbled Murrelet or Spotted
Owls…” The term critical habitat was used erroneously, and will be corrected to read “Where
located within suitable habitat for either Marbled Murrelet or Spotted Owl…”
S1-12

The comment recommends additional measures to protect northern spotted owl. This
comment is responded to in Response to Comment S1-11.

S1-13

This comment includes several points regarding mitigation for special-status amphibians and
their habitat. The comment states that a mitigation measures requiring relocation of a
proposed development area 200 feet from an occurrence of a special-status amphibian or
western pond turtle could result in different, unexpected impacts. The comment also
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includes a recommendation for pre-project surveys “well in advance” of proposed project
construction to allow for consultation with CDFW when necessary.
The County acknowledges that an initial habitat assessment of every proposed new
development area would be useful, and would result in more efficient consultation with
CDFW or USFWS if necessary, and would alert the land owner to potential future mitigation
needs. This approach is also consistent with General Requirement and Prohibition 10 of the
Attachment A of the State Water Board Policy. The County will include an additional
mitigation measure (now Mitigation 3.4-1a) requiring a biological reconnaissance survey
prior to application approval. This survey will serve as an initial habitat assessment to
determine whether suitable habitat for special-status species identified as having potential
to occur in the County is present within the proposed development area, what potential
mitigation measures will be required per the proposed ordinances performance standards,
and whether consultation with CDFW or USFWS is necessary.
On DEIR page 3.4-61, the following text was added:

Mitigation 3.4-1a: Pre-approval biological reconnaissance surveys.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance
for the protection of special-status wildlife species and habitat from new development
related to cannabis activities.


Prior to approval of any application for commercial cannabis operations, a biological
reconnaissance survey shall be conducted within the proposed development area
by a qualified biologist. The qualified biologist shall assess the habitat suitability of
the proposed development area for all 35 special-status wildlife species identified
as having potential to occur in the County consistent with General Requirement and
Prohibition 10 of the Attachment A of the State Water Board Policy.



The biologist shall provide a letter report to the project applicant and the County
with evidence to support a conclusion as to whether special-status species and
sensitive habitats are present or are likely to occur within the proposed
development area. If special-status species or sensitive habitats are present, the
appropriate mitigation measures from this EIR shall be identified. The County shall
require implementation of the mitigation measures as part of the application
approval.

On page 3.4-61, the text within “Mitigation 3.4-1a: Special-status amphibian preconstruction
surveys” (now Mitigation 3.4-1b) is modified to read:

Mitigation 3.4-1ba: Special-status amphibian preconstruction surveys and
relocation.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance
for the protection of special-status amphibian species from new development related
to cannabis activities.
Forty-eight hours prior to proposed new development activities within 200 feet of any
SMA or Other Wet Area, a preconstruction survey for special-status amphibians shall be
conducted by a qualified biologist. The biologist shall be familiar with the life cycle of
foothill yellow-legged frog, northern red-legged frog, Pacific tailed-frog, red-bellied newt,
and southern torrent salamander, and will conduct appropriate surveys for the
applicable life stages (i.e., eggs, larvae, adults).
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Preconstruction surveys for special-status amphibian species shall be conducted
throughout the proposed construction area and a 400-foot buffer around the proposed
development area. Surveys shall consist of “walk and turn” surveys of areas beneath
surface objects (e.g., rocks, leaf litter, moss mats, coarse woody debris) for newts and
salamanders, and visual searches for frogs.
If red-bellied newt or southern torrent salamander or special status frogs are detected
during the preconstruction survey, the proposed development area shall be relocated
to be no closer than 200 feet from the occurrence(s) measured as a horizontal line
perpendicular to, and moving away from, the SMA.


If special-status amphibians are detected during the initial biological
reconnaissance survey (see Mitigation 3.4-1a), preconstruction surveys, or are
determined to be likely to occur, consultation with CDFW shall be initiated to
determine whether additional measures, such as project design modifications,
relocation of the site, relocation of individual animals, or installation of
exclusionary fencing, will be necessary and appropriate.



Regardless of detection during the initial biological reconnaissance survey, if
suitable habitat for special-status amphibians is present within the proposed
development area, a qualified biologist familiar with the life cycle of foothill
yellow-legged frog, northern red-legged frog, Pacific tailed-frog, red-bellied newt,
and southern torrent salamander shall conduct preconstruction surveys of
proposed new development activities 48 hours prior to such development
activities. Preconstruction surveys for special-status amphibian species shall be
conducted throughout the proposed construction area and a 400-foot buffer
around the proposed development area. Surveys shall consist of “walk and turn”
surveys of areas beneath surface objects (e.g., rocks, leaf litter, moss mats,
coarse woody debris) for newts and salamanders, and visual searches for frogs.
Preconstruction surveys shall be conducted within the appropriate season to
maximize potential for observation for each species, and appropriate surveys will
be conducted for the applicable life stages (i.e., eggs, larvae, adults).



If special-status amphibians are not detected during the preconstruction survey,
then further mitigation is not required.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1a and 3.4-1b would reduce potential
impacts on special-status amphibians to a less-than-significant level by requiring
preconstruction surveys and the protection of special-status frogs, newts, and
salamanders from construction-related injury, mortality, or other disturbance when
new cannabis facilities are developed near aquatic habitat consistent with General
Requirement and Prohibition 10 of the Attachment A of the State Water Board Policy.
On page 3.4-62, the text within “Mitigation 3.4-1b: Western pond turtle preconstruction
surveys” (now Mitigation 3.4-1c) is modified to read:

Mitigation 3.4-1cb: Western pond turtle preconstruction surveys and
relocation.
The following shall be included as a performance standard in the proposed ordinance
for the protection of western pond turtle from new development related to cannabis
activities.
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Within 24 hours before beginning proposed new development activities within 200
feet of SMA or Other Wet Area, a qualified biologist shall survey areas of anticipated
disturbance for the presence of western pond turtle. If pond turtles are found during
the survey the proposed development area shall be relocated to be no closer than
200 feet from the occurrence(s) measured as a horizontal line perpendicular to, and
moving away from, the SMA.


If pond turtles are detected during the initial biological reconnaissance survey
(see Mitigation 3.4-1a), preconstruction surveys, or are determined to be likely to
occur, consultation with CDFW shall be initiated to determine whether mitigation
measures, such as project design modifications, relocation of the site, relocation
of individual animals, or installation of exclusionary fencing, will be necessary and
appropriate.



Regardless of detection during the initial biological reconnaissance survey, if
suitable aquatic habitat for western pond turtle is present within the proposed
development area, a qualified biologist familiar with the life history of western
pond turtle shall conduct preconstruction surveys of proposed new development
activities within 200 feet of any SMA or Other Wet Area 24 hours prior to new
development activities.



If pond turtles are not detected during the preconstruction survey, then further
mitigation is not required.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1cb would reduce potential impacts on
western pond turtle to a less-than-significant level by requiring preconstruction
surveys and the protection of western pond turtles from cannabis developmentrelated injury, mortality, or other disturbance.
S1-14

This comment states that Mitigation measure 3.4-1c (now 3.4-1d) regarding nesting raptors
only addresses preconstruction surveys and avoidance of direct impacts to nests, and does
not address disturbance because of human presence associated with construction activities.
The County feels that the implementation of a 500-foot buffer around any active raptor nest
found during preconstruction surveys would provide sufficient protection from visual and
auditory disturbance resulting from construction activities. This buffer size is based on
recommendations and guidance by CDFW.
The comment also states that removal of trees outside of the breeding season would result
in a reduction of suitable nesting habitat for raptors. As shown in DEIR Table 3.4-1, Exhibit
3.4-1 and 3.4-4, there is substantial nesting habitat in the County. Implementation of the
proposed ordinance would not substantially diminish nesting habitat as new commercial
cannabis operations would be prohibited in TPZ zoned areas and areas designated
Timberland under the General Plan. The following text was added on DEIR page 3.4-62 to
clarify that bald eagle and golden eagle nests cannot be removed regardless of occupancy
status under the federal Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. Revisions to Mitigation 3.4-1c
are also provided below.
On DEIR page 3.4-62, the following text change is made to the first paragraph under “Nesting
Raptors:”
The County contains suitable nesting habitat and many known nesting occurrences
for several raptor species, including American peregrine falcon, bald eagle, golden
eagle, northern goshawk, northern spotted owl, and white-tailed kite. Peregrine
falcon, bald eagle, golden eagle, and white-tailed kite are fully protected under
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California Fish and Game Code. Bald eagle is also listed as endangered under CESA.
Bald and golden eagles are also protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection
Act. Northern spotted owl is listed as threatened under ESA and CESA, and is also a
CDFW species of special concern. Northern goshawk is a CDFW species of special
concern. Suitable nesting habitat for these species includes trees, snags, cliffs, and
human-made structures (e.g., utility poles). Critical habitat for northern spotted owl is
present within the County (Exhibit 3.4-5). Large portions of this habitat area are in land
areas (public lands and areas designated for timber uses) where new commercial
cannabis operations would be prohibited under the proposed ordinance.
On page 3.4-63, the text within “Mitigation 3.4-1c” (now Mitigation 3.4-1d) is modified to read:

Mitigation 3.4-1dc: Nesting raptor preconstruction survey and establishment
of protective buffers.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance
for the protection of nesting raptors from new development related to cannabis
activities.


To minimize the potential for loss of nesting raptors, tree removal activities shall
only occur during the nonbreeding season (September 1-January 31.



Prior to removal of any trees, or ground-disturbing activities between February 1 and
August 31, a qualified biologist shall conduct preconstruction surveys for nesting
raptors, and shall identify active nests within 500 feet of the proposed development
area. The surveys shall be conducted between February 1 and August 31.



Impacts to nesting raptors, including direct impacts and indirect impacts (e.g.,
noise, presence of construction crews) shall be avoided by establishing appropriate
buffers around active nest sites identified during preconstruction raptor surveys.
The buffer areas shall be protected with construction fencing, and no activity shall
occur within the buffer areas until a qualified biologist has determined, in
coordination with CDFW, that the young have fledged, the nest is no longer active,
or reducing the buffer would not likely result in nest abandonment. CDFW
guidelines recommend implementation of a 500-foot buffer for raptors, but the size
of the buffer may be adjusted if a qualified biologist and the applicant, in
consultation with CDFW, determine that such an adjustment would not be likely to
adversely affect the nest. Monitoring of the nest by a qualified biologist during and
after construction activities will be required if the activity has potential to adversely
affect the nest.



Removal of bald and golden eagle nests are prohibited regardless of the
occupancy status under the federal Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. If bald or
golden eagle nests are found during pre-construction surveys, then the nest tree
shall not be removed.



Trees shall not be removed during the breeding season for nesting raptors unless a
survey by a qualified biologist verifies that there is not an active nest in the tree.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1c would reduce significant impacts on
nesting raptors a less-than-significant level because active raptor nests would be
avoided and protected from construction activities.
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For other raptor species covered in the DEIR, there currently is no mechanism to prohibit
removal of inactive nests on privately-owned property. The County feels that other protective
measures; such as Mitigation 3.4-4: Sensitive natural communities, riparian habitat, and
wetland vegetation; offer protections to nesting raptor habitat. Additionally, built-in
prohibition of cultivation activities within public land (e.g., state and national parks, Six Rivers
National Forest) and within TPZ-zoned and Timberland designated areas under the proposed
ordinance further protects nesting raptor habitat in the County (see Exhibit 3.4-9).
S1-15

This comment suggests that Mitigation Measure 3.4-3a, regarding special-status plants,
should specify the plant survey protocol and should require that a full report be submitted
following surveys. Mitigation Measure 3.4-3a bullet 2 requires documentation and submittal
of survey findings. The following text changes are made to the mitigation measure based on
this suggestion and to ensure consistency with General Requirement and Prohibition 10 of
the Attachment A of the State Water Board Policy.
On DEIR page 3.4-71, the following text changes are made to Mitigation 3.4-3a:

Mitigation 3.4-3a: Special-status plants.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance
for the protection of special-status plant species from new development related to
cannabis activities.
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Prior to commencement of new development related to cannabis activities and
during the blooming period for the special-status plant species with potential to
occur in the site, a qualified botanist will conduct protocol-level surveys for specialstatus plants in all proposed disturbance areas following survey methods from
CDFW’s Protocols for Surveying and Evaluating Impacts to Special Status Native
Plant Populations and Natural Communities (CDFW 2009).



If special-status plants are not found, the botanist will document the findings in a
letter report to USFWS, CDFW, and the applicant and no further mitigation will be
required.



If special-status plant species are found, a qualified biologist shall consult with
CDFW to designate a no-disturbance buffer that will be reflected in the application
to the County consistent with General Requirement and Prohibition 10 of the
Attachment A of the State Water Board Policy. If the special-status plant species
that cannot be avoided, the application will be denied. applicant, as part of its
application to the County, shall retain a qualified botanist to consult with CDFW
and/or USFWS (as appropriate, depending on species status) to determine the
appropriate mitigation measures for direct and indirect impacts through a
Mitigation and Monitoring Plan. The applicant shall be responsible for
implementing the approved Mitigation and Monitoring Plan to the satisfaction of
the Planning Director in consultation with, CDFW, and/or USFWS to achieve a 2:1
replacement ratio of habitat and individuals. Mitigation measures may include
preserving and enhancing existing populations, creation of off-site populations on
project mitigation sites through seed collection or transplantation, and/or restoring
or creating suitable habitat in sufficient quantities to achieve a 2:1 replacement
ratio of habitat and individuals.



If relocation efforts are part of the Mitigation and Monitoring Plan, the plan shall
include details on the methods to be used, including collection, storage,
propagation, receptor site preparation, installation, long-term protection, and
management, monitoring and reporting requirements, success criteria, and
Humboldt County
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remedial action responsibilities should the initial effort fail to meet long-term
monitoring requirements.


Success criteria for preserved and compensatory populations shall include:


The extent of occupied area and plant density (number of plants per unit
area) in compensatory populations will be equal to or greater than the
affected occupied habitat.



Compensatory and preserved populations will be self-producing. Populations
will be considered self-producing when:





plants reestablish annually for a minimum of five years with no human
intervention such as supplemental seeding; and



reestablished and preserved habitats contain an occupied area and
flower density comparable to existing occupied habitat areas in similar
habitat types in the project vicinity.

If off-site mitigation includes dedication of conservation easements,
purchase of mitigation credits, or other off-site conservation measures, the
details of these measures shall be included in the mitigation plan, including
information on responsible parties for long-term management, conservation
easement holders, long-term management requirements, success criteria
such as those listed above and other details, as appropriate to target the
preservation of long term viable populations.

This comment also states that the County should be advised that mitigation might not be
possible for all plant species, and that failure to avoid these species may result in
recommendation of denial of the permit. This comment is noted and modifications to the
mitigation measure have been made to eliminate mitigation options beyond avoidance.
S1-16

The comment concurs with Mitigation Measure 3.4-3b and requests more detail regarding
monitoring and enforcement of this mitigation measure. The following text changes are made
to the mitigation measure.
DEIR pages 3.4-71 and 3.4-72, the following text changes are made to Mitigation Measure
3.4-3b:

Mitigation 3.4-3b: Invasive plant species.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance to
avoid the introduction or spread of plants classified as invasive plant species by the
California Invasive Plant Council.


The application will include identification of invasive plant species that occur on the
site and where they are located. The application will identify specific measures to
be employed for the removal invasive species and on-site management practices.
As part of the County’s annual inspection areas where invasive plant species were
removed will be checked to verify removal. Corrective actions may be required as
part of the annual permit renewal if invasive species remain or have returned.



All invasive plant species shall be removed from the site using measures
appropriate to the species. For example, species that cannot easily re-root, resprout, or disperse seeds may be left on site in a debris pile. Species that re-sprout
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readily (e.g., English ivy) or disperse seeds (e.g., Pampas grass) should be hauled
off-site and disposed of appropriately at a landfill site.


S1-17

Heavy equipment and other machinery shall be inspected for the presence of
invasive species prior to on-site use, and shall be cleaned prior to entering the
site, to reduce the risk of introducing invasive plant species.

The comment expresses concern regarding water quality and water diversion impacts on
Coho salmon populations. While the comment does acknowledge the water use and
diversion restriction requirements and watershed analysis provided in the DEIR, CDFW
asserts that the DEIR did not consider the cumulative impact of illegal and legal water
diversions and the maximum impact potential of new cannabis cultivation under the
proposed ordinance.
The reader is referred to Master Responses 1, 2, and 5, and Response to Comments S1-5
and S1-8 regarding baseline, cumulative impacts, future new cannabis assumptions, and
watershed analysis comments and concerns.

S1-18

The comment recommends a water availability analysis based on the potential number of
cultivation sites that could be allowed in each watershed and identify a cap on the
determined watershed carrying capacity. The reader is referred to Master Response 5 and
Response to Comment S1-8 that addresses this request.

S1-19

The comment states that chronic noise pollution creates negative impacts on wildlife and
specifically notes that adverse impacts of generator-produced noise. The comment asserts
that the DEIR analysis in Section 3.10 only addresses neighboring properties and does not
address noise impacts on wildlife.
The comment appears to be referring to DEIR Impact 3.10-2 that specifically addresses noise
impacts to noise-sensitive uses (residential) from seasonal noise associated with harvesting
activities. DEIR pages 3.10-10 identifies that motorized trimmers can generate a noise level
of 55 dB Leq at 30 feet distance. This noise level is similar to the noise level generated by
residential landscape equipment and would be similar to the typical ambient noise levels of
rural and agricultural areas. Motorized trimmers would be used at the cultivation site only.
Thus, this harvesting noise source would be similar to existing ambient noise conditions and
is not anticipated to result in new adverse impacts to wildlife.
Noise impacts on biological resources are addressed on DEIR pages 3.4-65 and 3.4-66. This
noise analysis is focused on generator noise impacts that could be a significant on-going
noise impact to wildlife. The proposed ordinance includes performance standards that
require no increase in existing ambient noise levels at the property line of the site beyond 3
dB. In addition, Mitigation Measure 3.4-1f (now 3.4-1h) requires that generators meet noise
standards that would not disturb avian forest species based on the USFWS 2006 Transmittal
of Guidance: Estimating the Effects of Auditory and Visual Disturbance to Northern Spotted
Owls and Marbled Murrelets in Northwestern California. This mitigation measure would apply
to on-site noise levels.

S1-20

This comment suggests that impacts to oak woodlands within the County will require
mitigation or should be avoided altogether by prohibiting new cultivation in this vegetation
community. The comment also recommends new commercial cannabis cultivation be
prohibited on Forestry Recreation areas.
As identified in the comment, the County would require compliance with the Oak Woodland
Conservation Act for any individual commercial cannabis project. While not defined by CDFW
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as a special-status plant community, the following text changes are made to the discussion
under Impact 3.4-4 and Mitigation Measure 3.4-4.
On DEIR page 3.4-72, the following text is added after the third paragraph under Impact 3.44:
Approximately 22,175 acres of coastal oak woodland habitat occurs within the
County. Oak woodlands are considered under the state Oak Woodlands Conservation
Act, which requires the County to determine whether proposed development would
result in conversion of oak woodlands that would have a significant adverse effect on
the environment. General Plan Policy BR-P8 requires the County to conserve oak
woodlands through review and approval of discretionary projects. However, the
General Plan establishes no specific standards for tree protection or mitigation of
tree removal. Development of cannabis-related uses under the proposed ordinance
could result in removal of oak woodlands if present in a proposed development area.
This impact would be significant.
On page 3.4-73, Mitigation 3.4-4: Sensitive natural communities, riparian habitat, and
wetland vegetation was modified to read:

Mitigation 3.4-4: Sensitive natural communities, riparian habitat, and
wetland vegetation.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance
for the protection of sensitive natural communities and riparian habitat.


For projects that could disturb sensitive natural communities or riparian habitat,
the application shall include a report prepared by a qualified biologist that surveys
the site for these sensitive resources, including riparian habitat associated with
aquatic features; old growth Sitka spruce, Douglas fir, and redwood forests; coastal
oak woodlands; special-status fish stream habitats; marsh habitats; and northern
foredune grassland near Humboldt Bay and the Mattole River; and coastal terrace
prairie within Table Bluff Ecological Reserve.



The report shall include requirements that before development activities
commence, all sensitive areas identified above shall be flagged or fenced with
brightly visible construction flagging and/or fencing under the direction of the
qualified biologist to require that grading, excavation, other ground-disturbing
activities, and vegetation removal will not occur within these areas. Foot traffic by
construction personnel shall also be limited in these areas to prevent the
introduction of invasive or weedy species. Periodic inspections during construction
shall be conducted by the monitoring biologist to maintain the integrity of exclusion
fencing/flagging throughout the period of construction involving ground
disturbance.



If the report documents that site development would affect the bed, bank,
channel, or associated riparian habitat subject to CDFW jurisdiction under Fish
and Game Code Section 1602, a Streambed Alteration Notification shall be
submitted to CDFW, pursuant to Section 1600 et seq. of the California Fish and
Game Code. If proposed activities are determined to be subject to CDFW
jurisdiction, the project proponent shall abide by the conditions of any executed
agreement prior to the issuance of a grading permit by Humboldt County.



Subject to the review and approval of the Planning Director in consultation with
CDFW applicants shall compensate for permanent loss of riparian habitat at a
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minimum of a 2:1 ratio through contributions to a CDFW approved wetland
mitigation bank or through the development and implementation of a
Compensatory Stream and Riparian Mitigation and Monitoring Plan for creating or
restoring in-kind habitat in the surrounding area (such as the proposed ordinance
site reconfiguration criteria for existing cultivation sites). If mitigation credits are not
available, stream and riparian habitat compensation shall include establishment of
riparian vegetation on currently unvegetated bank portions of streams affected by
the project and enhancement of existing riparian habitat through removal of
nonnative species, where appropriate, and planting additional native riparian
plants to increase cover, continuity, and width of the existing riparian corridor along
streams in the site and surrounding areas. Construction activities and
compensatory mitigation shall be conducted in accordance with the terms of a
streambed alteration agreement as required under Section 1602 of the Fish and
Game Code as well as the Regional Water Quality Control Board North Coast
Region Order R1-2015-0023.
The Compensatory Stream and Riparian Mitigation and Monitoring Plan shall
include the following:


identification of compensatory mitigation sites and criteria for selecting these
mitigation sites;



in kind reference habitats for comparison with compensatory riparian
habitats (using performance and success criteria) to document success;



monitoring protocol, including schedule and annual report requirements
(Compensatory habitat will be monitored for a minimum of 5 years from
completion of mitigation, or human intervention [including recontouring and
grading], or until the success criteria identified in the approved mitigation
plan have been met, whichever is longer.);



ecological performance standards, based on the best available science and
including specifications for native riparian plant densities, species composition,
amount of dead woody vegetation gaps and bare ground, and survivorship; at a
minimum, compensatory mitigation planting sites must achieve 80 percent
survival of planted riparian trees and shrubs by the end of the five-year
maintenance and monitoring period or dead and dying trees will be replaced
and monitoring continued until 80 percent survivorship is achieved;



corrective measures if performance standards are not met;



responsible parties for monitoring and preparing reports; and



responsible parties for receiving and reviewing reports and for verifying
success or prescribing implementation or corrective actions.

The comment’s suggestion of banning new commercial cannabis cultivation is noted and will
be forwarded to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors as part of project
consideration. Built-in prohibition of cultivation activities within public land (e.g., state and
national parks, Six Rivers National Forest) and within TPZ-zoned and Timberland designated
areas under the proposed ordinance a large areas forest habitat in the County.
S1-21
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The comment identifies current concerns with the County’s ability to conduct code
enforcement and recommends improvements to the County’s code enforcement process.
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The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to
the County’s code enforcement activities.
S1-22

The comment recommends that General Provisions definition in the proposed ordinance of
pre-existing sites consider current site conditions when determining the level of review
required.
The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed
ordinance. The proposed ordinance contains language to limit the acceptance of applications
for pre-existing sites in the following manner: “One hundred percent of the cultivation area
may be permitted for applications for Pre-Existing Cultivation Sites submitted through
December 31, 2018 and fifty percent of the cultivation area may be permitted for
applications submitted between January 1, 2019 through December 31, 2019. No new
applications for Pre-Existing Cultivation Sites shall be accepted after December 31, 2019.”

S1-23

The comment recommends that previous trespass cultivation sites not qualify as pre-existing
sites under the proposed ordinance. The County is considering this requested change as part
of revisions to the proposed ordinance. However, even if this consideration is not included,
trespass sites would be required to conform with the proposed ordinance, including
environmental protection measures.

S1-24

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.5.3 (Penalties
and Enforcement). The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for a detailed discussion of
improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

S1-25

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.5.7 (Annual
Inspection). The proposed ordinance now reflects this requested change that provides
timelines for follow-up. Section 55.4.5.9 of the proposed ordinance requires notification to
state licensing agencies when a permit has been revoked or terminated following the
expiration of any appeal period, or if an appeal has been filed, following the final
determination of the appeal. Commercial cannabis operations that fail to comply with the
proposed ordinance and its performance standards would be subject to County code
enforcement actions. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for a detailed discussion
of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

S1-26

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.5.10
(Restriction of Water Use Under Special Circumstance).
As discussed in Master Response 5, Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 in
compliance with State Water Board Policy would require that all cannabis cultivation surface
water and groundwater diversions comply with the numeric flows and aquatic base flows that
have been established by watershed under the Policy in consultation with CDFW. The State
Water Board will also monitor instream flows during the dry season and evaluate whether the
number or location of groundwater diversions to determine whether imposition of a
groundwater forbearance period or other measures. The State Water Board will notify
cannabis cultivators the possibility of a groundwater forbearance period or other measures
may be imposed to address the low flow condition. The proposed ordinance would prohibit
new commercial cannabis cultivation in the forested areas of the upper watersheds and limit
it to areas generally in the lower portions of the watersheds where the USGS gages used in
the implementation of the State Water Board Policy exist. The State Water Board Policy’s flow
standards and diversion requirements were developed to protect fish spawning, migration,
and rearing for endangered anadromous salmonids, and flows to needed to maintain natural
flow variability within each watershed.
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The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.6.5.6 (Energy
Source for Ancillary Propagation Facility or Mixed Light Cultivation).
The proposed ordinance requires that artificial lighting used for mixed-light cultivation or
nurseries in a greenhouse be prohibited from allowing any light from escaping the structure
between sunset and sunrise (see DEIR page 3.1-18). The reader is referred to Response to
Comment S1-19 regarding noise concerns.
The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed
ordinance.

S1-28

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.6.5.7
(Provisional Permitting).
The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed
ordinance. Qualified biologists may be used to document current violations. They are defined
in the definitions section of Attachment A of the State Water Board Policy as:
Qualified Biologist – an individual who possesses, at a minimum, a bachelor’s or
advanced degree, from an accredited university, with a major in biology, zoology,
wildlife biology, natural resources science, or a closely related scientific discipline, at
least two years of field experience in the biology and natural history of local plant,
fish, and wildlife resources present at the cannabis cultivation site, and knowledge of
state and federal laws regarding the protection of sensitive and endangered species.
This definition will be used in the state permitting process of all commercial cannabis
operations in the County. Comments that CDFW may require remediation of violations on an
expedited timeline are noted.

S1-29

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.6.5.9
(Retirement, Remediation, and Relocation of Pre-Existing Cultivation Sites).
The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed
ordinance. The reader is referred to Response to Comment S1-28 regarding qualified
biologists that would likely be used in the development of RRR plans.

S1-30

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.6.6 (Site
Restoration) regarding abandoned cultivation sites and ensuring restoration.
The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed
ordinance. Abandoned sites that are not in compliance with the RRR provisions of the
proposed ordinance would be subject to County code enforcement actions that involve fines
and potentially liens on properties to bring compliance through restoration. The reader is
referred to Master Response 6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s
code enforcement activities.

S1-31

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.6.6 (Site
Restoration) regarding referral of restoration plans to appropriate resource agencies for
review and concurrence.
The County’s standard operating procedures reflect this suggestion of providing restoration
plans to resource agencies for review. The reader is referred to Response to Comment S1-28
regarding qualified biologists that would likely be used in the development of restoration
plans for forested areas.
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The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.11 (Application
Requirements for Clearances or Permits).
Individual applications that require approval of a Special Permit or Use Permit under the
proposed ordinance would be subject to further site-specific environmental review under CEQA
pursuant to the consideration of subsequent activities under State CEQA Guidelines Section
15168(c). The County may determine that the environmental impacts of an individual application
are adequately addressed in the proposed ordinance EIR and no further environmental review is
required or that additional environmental review is required. The criteria that would require the
preparation of a site-specific environmental review document is whether the individual
application would cause a significant environmental impact that was not examined in the EIR or
would substantially increase the severity of a previously identified significant impact pursuant to
State CEQA Guidelines Section 15162 and 15168(c).

S1-33

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12.1.8
(Performance Standard – Road Systems).
The proposed ordinance does in fact provide strategies to address the water quality impacts
of the existing rural road network. Compliance with the Road Systems Performance Standard
set forth in Section 55.4.12.1.8 is a basic eligibility criteria that applies to all commercial
cannabis activities governed by the proposed ordinance. The Road Systems Performance
Standard has three components: Dead End Road Length, Functional Capacity, and
Protections for Water Quality and Biological Resources. The standard for the third component
is specified in subsection (c) 1) as the latest edition of the document titled, A Water Quality
and Stream Habitat Protection Manual for County Road Maintenance in Northwestern
California Watersheds, which was adopted by the Humboldt County Board of Supervisors on
July 6, 2010, and is also known as the Five Counties Salmonid Conservation Roads
Maintenance Manual. The third component also requires the establishment of road
maintenance associations and cost sharing. Privately owned segments of road systems
must be evaluated for compliance with all three components. If not met, a plan must be
prepared to achieve compliance. DEIR Mitigation Measure 3.8-4 requires that commercial
cannabis applications include details on drainage facilities and stormwater management
that would include roadway improvements. This mitigation measure requires that pre-project
drainage conditions be maintained. The County is considering this requested change as part
of revisions to the proposed ordinance.

S1-34

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12.2
(Performance Standards for Commercial Cannabis Cultivation Activities).
The reader is referred to Master Response 5 for a description of the recently adopted State
Water Board Policy and its water quality protection requirements that superceded the North
Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board’s Order.
The County’s intent is not to replace the State regulation, rather it is to provide more
protective regulations where necessary.

S1-35

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12.2.3
(Performance Standards for Commercial Cannabis Cultivation Activities) regarding Section
1602 of the Fish and Game Code.
The proposed ordinance now reflects this requested change to ensure consistency with the
Fish and Game Code. This modification to the proposed ordinance would not result in a
significant biological resource impacts that were not already disclosed in the DEIR.

S1-36

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12.4
(Performance Standard for Light Pollution Control).
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The light pollution performance standard appropriately applies to all zones where cannabis
activities are allowed except commercial and industrial zones. The County is considering this
requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance. As identified in DEIR
Section 3.1, “Aesthetics,” and 3.4, “Biological Resources,” no significant nighttime lighting
impacts are expected with implementation of the proposed ordinance. Annual inspections
will confirm compliance with this standard. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for a
further discussion of code enforcement activities of the County.
S1-37

The comment identifies that compliance with Section 55.412.4(d) must be enforced to avoid
lighting impacts and recommends changes to the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12.6
(Performance Standard for Noise from Generator Use at Pre-Existing Sites).
The County would conduct inspections during permit renewals to confirm compliance with
lighting standards and would respond to any noncompliance issues. The reader is referred to
Master Response 6 for a detailed discussion of County code enforcement and Response to
Comment S1-19 regarding noise concerns.

S1-38

The comment assert that the thresholds of significant are general and undefined and
recommends the thresholds should be specifically defined.
As identified in the “Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures” sub-section of DEIR
sections 3.1 through 3.14, the thresholds of significance are based on questions in Appendix
G of the State CEQA Guidelines. These sub-sections also identify the methods and
assumptions that were used in the impact analysis to determine whether the proposed
ordinance would result in a significant impact. In some circumstances the DEIR uses
quantification to determine if a threshold would be exceeded and a significant impact would
occur (e.g., air quality impacts use North Coast Unified Air Quality Management District
recommended mass emission thresholds and noise is based on compliance with County
Noise Element standards). Biological resource thresholds of significance are not quantified
and require technical evaluation by a biologist using published data and habitat mapping to
determine significance. The rationale for determining an impact is significant is identified
under each DEIR impact discussion and is supported by substantial evidence. No changes to
the DEIR thresholds of significance are recommended.

S1-39

This comment suggests that the DEIR provides a definition for “qualified biologist.” Qualified
biologist is defined in the definitions section of Attachment A of the State Water Board Policy as:
Qualified Biologist – an individual who possesses, at a minimum, a bachelor’s or
advanced degree, from an accredited university, with a major in biology, zoology,
wildlife biology, natural resources science, or a closely related scientific discipline, at
least two years of field experience in the biology and natural history of local plant,
fish, and wildlife resources present at the cannabis cultivation site, and knowledge of
state and federal laws regarding the protection of sensitive and endangered species.
This definition will be used in the state permitting process of all commercial cannabis
operations in the County. Thus, there is no need for the DEIR or the proposed ordinance to
provide a separate definition.

S1-40

The comment identifies that the County and applicants should consult with CDFW to ensure
compliance with all Fish and Game Code sections, not just section 1602. The County would
distribute applications requiring discretionary review to CDFW for comment. In addition,
several of the mitigation measures identified in the DEIR require consultation with CDFW.

S1-41

This comment summarizes comments provided in the letter as well as recommendations.
These comments and recommendations are responded to above.
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S2

Responses to Comments

California Department of Transportation (Caltrans)
Jessie Robertson
10/16/2017

S2-1

This comment is an introduction to the letter and summarizes the project. This comment is
noted.

S2-2

The comment disagrees the DEIR impact conclusions regarding geologic and soil stability
and recommends mitigation that would include a grading permit or compliance with the
recommendations of an engineering geology report.
Geologic and soil stability issues are addressed in DEIR impacts 3.6-2 and 3.6-3 (see DEIR
pages 3.6-18 through 3.6-20). As identified in these impact discussions, construction and
operation of commercial cannabis operations (existing and new) would be required to comply
with the California Building Code (CBC). The CBC provides soil classification guidelines for
unstable and expansive soils, and special design considerations depending on specific
criteria. In addition, construction of new buildings would be subject to the Humboldt County
Geologic Hazards Ordinance, which requires engineering studies to evaluate and make
recommendations related to slope stability and potential for liquefaction associated with
individual development projects, as appropriate.
The proposed ordinance includes performance standards for new and existing cannabis
cultivation sites that would eliminate and reduce such impacts. Each permitted operation
would be required to develop a cultivation and operations plan that meets or exceeds
standards for water storage, conservation, and use and drainage, runoff, and erosion control
among other requirements. New and existing roads would be required to be constructed or
improved to incorporate water quality and erosion control protection measures. Such
measures include features to prevent discharge of sediment and other pollutants that
constitute a potential threat to water quality, implementation of best management practices
(BMPs) for erosion control, drainage features, and stream crossing maintenance. To obtain a
permit, existing cannabis cultivation operations must not only meet the cultivation and
operations plan requirements described above, but would also be required to remediate
existing adverse environmental effects, including soil erosion. Development associated with
new and existing cannabis cultivation projects must also comply with the County’s Grading,
Excavation, Erosion, and Sedimentation Control Ordinance. The County’s Grading Ordinance
requires preparation and implementation of a site-specific erosion and sediment control
plan; implementation of BMPs to prevent or reduce erosion, sedimentation, and pollution of
water during ground-disturbing activities; and grading activities must conform to grading
standards, including for cut slope, fill material, setbacks, terracing, and drainage.
Thus, suggested mitigation measures in the comment are already required of the ordinance
and existing regulations.

S2-3

The comment expresses concerns regarding previously unpermitted land disturbance
activities on steep and the need for rehabilitation and corrective action. As identified in
Response to Comment S2-2, the proposed ordinance requires existing and new cannabis
cultivation site to address stability, drainage, and erosion control. These requirements would
also apply to existing roadways. The State Water Board Policy also includes BMP controls and
standards associated with slope conditions.

S2-4

The comment recommends that applications for cannabis cultivation include site-specific
information regarding slope conditions. The proposed ordinance application requirements
would require applicants to provide details on site conditions that includes slope conditions.
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The proposed ordinance would prohibit new commercial cannabis cultivation on slopes
greater than 15 percent.
S2-5

The comment disagrees with the DEIR Impact 3.12-1 and 3.12-2 impact conclusions in
regards for the potential operation issues with access points onto highways. The potential
traffic generated by commercial cannabis operations (construction and operation) is
anticipated to be dispersed throughout the County and is not expected to generate a level of
service impact on any access point or highway. However, it is acknowledged that access
points to County highways could potentially present operational safety issues. The following
edits are made to the impact discussion for Impact 3.12-2.
DEIR page 3.12-14, the following text change is made to Impact 3.12-2:

Impact 3.12-2: Long-term increase in traffic.
New commercial cannabis operations in the County that may occur under the
proposed ordinance would result in the addition of vehicle trips to existing traffic
levels on the state highway system within Humboldt County. This increase would be
greatest during the fall harvest, but would not result in the LOS degrading below LOS C
along any of the State highway segments analyzed. Therefore, LOS would not exceed
existing LOS standards. However, roadway access points to state highway could result
in operational safety issues. This impact is considered less than significant.
DEIR page 3.12-17, the following text changes are made to the impact discussion and
mitigation for Impact 3.12-2:
In addition, where access to a site is provided by roads not meeting the Category 4
standard, the commercial cannabis operation would be subject to a Special Permit
and preparation of a report prepared by a licensed engineer evaluating whether the
design, condition, and performance of all necessary road segments are currently
capable of supporting increases in traffic volume created by the site, in addition to
the existing traffic using the road(s). The report would detail all substandard
conditions and prescribe measures that would be taken to achieve compliance with
the relevant road standards and objectives, or the same practical effect. A cost
estimate and schedule would be required to be provided. The report would be
required to also include a recommendation, or formula for cost sharing among all
parcels served by the road system. Thus, the proposed ordinance would not
contribute to increased congestion, and therefore would not conflict with an
applicable plan, policy, or ordinance establishing measures of effectiveness for the
performance of the circulation system. This impact is considered less than
significant.
However, commercial cannabis operation traffic could result in significant operation
safety issues at existing and new roadway access points to a state highway (e.g.,
inadequate roadway access point width and sight distance). This impact is
considered significant.

Mitigation Measure 3.12-2: Proper design of highway access points

The proposed ordinance’s roadway design standards shall be modified to include the
following requirement:
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An evaluation of the existing or proposed new roadway access point to a state
highway shall be provided. The evaluation will identify the required improvements
to ensure proper function of the access based on anticipated traffic volumes.
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Improvements may include widening of the throat of the driveway to a minimum
of 20 feet, provision of adequate sight distances, and other improvements
determined necessary to comply with County and Caltrans standards. This
improvement shall be in place prior to construction of the commercial cannabis
operation. A copy of the approved Caltrans encroachment permit (if required) will
be provided to the County.
Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.12-2 would ensure roadway access points
to state highways are designed to meet operational safety needs. Thus, this impact
would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.

Mitigation Measures
No mitigation is required.
S2-6

The comment recommends that DEIR Impacts 3.12-1 and 3.12-2 be identified as potentially
significant and mitigation be provided to address the state highway access impact. Response
to Comment S2-5 responds to this comment and identifies mitigation to ensure properly
designed access points prior to construction of commercial cannabis operations.
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California Department of Parks and Recreation (CDPR)
Victor Bjelajac, District Superintendent North Coast Redwoods District
10/16/2017

S3-1

The comment includes introductory language as well as information and the mission
statement of California Department of Parks and Recreation. These comments are noted.

S3-2

The comment requests clarifications on setbacks from state park lands. The setback
requirement would apply all land areas within the state park system.

S3-3

The comment includes information regarding the future Grizzly Creek Redwoods State Park
expansion. The expanded Grizzly Creek Redwoods State Park area would be subject to the
600-foot setback requirement of the proposed ordinance.

S3-4

The comment requests that the County consult with CDPR for restoration projects within 600
feet of state park boundary. The County’s standard operating referral and noticing
procedures are responsive to this request.

S3-5

The comment requests that the proposed ordinance specify that licensed engineers should
be California licensed engineers. The County is considering this requested change as part of
revisions to the proposed ordinance.

S3-6

The comment provides conclusory remarks. The comment is noted.
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North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board
Adona White, PE, Water Resource Control Engineer
10/16/2017

This comment requests a time extension to submit comments on the DEIR. The County
provided the North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board a one-week extension.
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North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board
Josh Curtis, Compliance Assurance, Stewardship, and Planning Division Chief
10/20/2017

R2-1

This comment introduces the letter and identifies that comments on the NOP were provided
for project consideration. DEIR Table 1-1 provides a summary of North Coast Regional Water
Quality Control Board NOP comments and where they were addressed in the DEIR.

R2-2

The comment identifies that the State Water Board adopted its Cannabis Cultivation Policy –
Principles and Guidelines for Cannabis Cultivation and the associated Cannabis General
Order. The reader is referred to Master Response 5 that describes the State Water Board
Policy and identifies changes to the DEIR to reflect these new regulations.

R2-3

The comment asserts that the DEIR fails to meet CEQA requirements by not addressing
cumulative impacts of past, present, and probable future projects and specifically notes
existing unpermitted cultivation. The DEIR does disclose the environmental effects of existing
unpermitted cultivation existing and cumulative conditions; the reader is referred to Master
Response 1 and Response to Comment S1-5 regarding the consideration of unpermitted
cultivation in the DEIR under baseline and cumulative conditions.

R2-4

The comment states that environmental impacts of unpermitted cannabis cultivation are
significant and well documented. The DEIR does disclose the environmental effects of
unpermitted cannabis operations in several sections of the DEIR. The reader is referred to
Master Response 1 a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s disclosure and evaluation of existing
unpermitted cultivation.

R2-5

The comment asserts that the DEIR and the proposed ordinance must identify current and
future impacts of illegal cannabis operations. The reader is referred to Master Response 1
for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cultivation in the DEIR
under baseline and cumulative conditions.

R2-6

The comment states that roadways are the most significant source of chronic sediment
discharges to surface waters. Comment noted. This is acknowledged in the DEIR in the
discussion of impaired waterways in the County on DEIR pages 3.8-17 through 3.8-21.

R2-7

The comment asserts that the proposed ordinance roadway requirements do not address
sediment discharges associated with existing roadways or improvements to roadways. The
proposed ordinance roadway standards for new roadways and improvements to existing
roadways include compliance with the Water Quality and Stream Habitat Protection Manual for
County Road Maintenance in Northwestern California Watersheds that would require
implementation of BMPs to control sediment and protect water quality (see DEIR page 2-23). In
addition, commercial cannabis operations would also be required to comply with the sediment
control requirements set forth in the State Water Board Policy and the Cannabis General Order.
The reader also referred to Master Response 5 and Response to Comment R2-8.

R2-8

The comment recommends mitigation for the provision of a roadway association and
sediment control plan for roadway impacts to water quality. The proposed ordinance does in
fact provide strategies to address the water quality impacts of the existing rural road
network. Compliance with the Road Systems Performance Standard set forth in Section
55.4.12.1.8 is a basic eligibility criteria that applies to all commercial cannabis activities
governed by the proposed ordinance. The Road Systems Performance Standard has three
components: Dead End Road Length, Functional Capacity, and Protections for Water Quality
and Biological Resources. The standard for the third component is specified in subsection (c)
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1) as the latest edition of the document titled, A Water Quality and Stream Habitat Protection
Manual for County Road Maintenance in Northwestern California Watersheds, which was
adopted by the Humboldt County Board of Supervisors on July 6, 2010, and is also known as
the Five Counties Salmonid Conservation Roads Maintenance Manual. The third component
also requires the establishment of road maintenance associations and cost sharing. Privately
owned segments of road systems must be evaluated for compliance with all three
components. If not met, a plan must be prepared to achieve compliance.
R2-9

The comment states that roadway associations are critical for shared road systems. Under
Section 55.4.12.1.8 (d) of the proposed ordinance where three or more applications are filed
for commercial cannabis activities served by the same shared private road system, the
owner of each property must join or establish a Road Maintenance Association. The owners
of properties with commercial cannabis activities permits granted under the existing
CMMLUO as a condition of permit renewal. Owners of existing small cultivation sites must
also participate in any Road Maintenance Association for road systems serving that parcel
(Section 55.4.6.5.1 e).

R2-10

The comment states that the proposed ordinance to define a clear strategy to address
sediment discharges from roadways on a timeframe and at locations that are in sync with
cannabis permitting. Section 55.4.12.1.8 of the proposed ordinance outlines the strategy to
address sediment discharges from private, shared-use roads by commercial cannabis permit
applicants. Road evaluations that are the responsibility of the applicants will inventory
existing sources, monitored by the Public Works Department. Remediation plans will be
required where necessary. The County is responsible for addressing sediment discharges
from county roads.

R2-11

This comment suggests the ordinance include specific penalties and/or remedies for noncompliance. Violations of the proposed ordinance are public nuisances, pursuant to Section
55.4.5.3, subject to remedies provided elsewhere under existing provisions of the Humboldt
County Code, that include injunction, abatement, and any other administrative, civil, or
criminal sanctions. As described in Master Response 6, Humboldt County Code was
amended by Ordinance No. 2576 on June 27, 2017 to streamline and enhance the
administrative civil penalties to be administered by the County Code Enforcement Unit (CEU),
intended to more effectively address unpermitted cannabis activities. See Humboldt County
Code Title III, Division 5, Chapters 1 and 2, Sections 351-1, et seq. and 352-1, et seq. Civil
fines of up to $10,000 per day are authorized under the ordinance. The CEU staffing has
been increased and the unit transferred to the Planning and Building Department. The Board
of Supervisors directed that code enforcement related to commercial marijuana cultivation
matters be implemented pro-actively, without requiring a public complaint to initiate
proceedings. The CEU has begun issuing Notices of Violation and Proposed Administrative
Civil Penalties for properties where there is evidence that unauthorized cannabis cultivation
is taking place. The CEU regularly coordinates with the Humboldt County Sheriff’s Office and
the WET Enforcement Team that includes representatives from the CDFW and the Regional
Water Quality Control Board.

R2-12

The comment suggests that the County establish an independent enforcement unit to
address unpermitted operations. The reader is referred to Response to Comment R2-11
above regarding enhanced code enforcement efforts by the County.

R2-13

The comment asserts that surface water diversion limitations have resulted in a significant
increase in the installation of permitted and unpermitted wells. The water resources impact
analysis provided on DEIR pages 3.8-38 through 3.8-47 conservatively assumes that both
surface water and groundwater would be used by permitted commercial cannabis operations
under the proposed ordinance.
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R2-14
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The comment identifies that the North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board has
received complaints from neighbors of cannabis operations that are concerned about
groundwater drawdown. The comment acknowledges the groundwater requirements in the
proposed ordinance, but requests that larger parcels also be monitored.
As identified in Master Response 5, the proposed ordinance contains testing requirements
for new wells on parcels 10 acres or smaller located within 400 feet of property lines to
determine if drawdown could occur on any adjacent wells. It is presumed that parcels larger
than this contain sufficient buffer to prevent effects to wells on adjacent properties. Ten
acres is also the smallest parcel size under the proposed ordinance that up to one acre
(43,560 square feet) of cannabis cultivation may be allowed with a Special Permit in
resource protection and residential zoning districts that would generate the greatest water
demand in relation to parcel size (347,173 gallons per year, approximately the 3.17 times
the equivalent demand of a single family residential dwelling unit that uses 300 gallons per
day). Without a Special Permit, cannabis cultivation is limited to 5,000 square feet for
parcels 5 to 10 acres in size, 10,000 square feet for parcels 10 acres or larger. Parcels 320
acres or larger would be allowed up to 43,560 square feet of cannabis cultivation per 100
acres with a Use Permit. Commercial and industrial zoned areas where commercial cannabis
cultivation would be allowed on parcels at least 2 acres in size and would allow up to 1 acre
of cultivation with a Zoning Clearance. Thus, the proposed ordinance requirements address
the greatest potential for groundwater impacts.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8.3 would modify the requirements of the proposed
ordinance by requiring the reporting of annual monitoring of groundwater conditions to the
County as part of the annual inspections required under the ordinance. This monitoring will
identify if on-site well operations are resulting in groundwater drawdown impacts along with
adaptive measures that will be implemented to recover groundwater levels and protect
adjacent wells. Because implementation of this mitigation measure would be required as
part of annual commercial cannabis operations permit renewals, it would provide on-going
protection of local groundwater resources. The State Water Board will also monitor instream
flows during the dry season and evaluate whether the number or location of groundwater
diversions to determine whether imposition of a groundwater forbearance period or other
measures. The State Water Board will notify cannabis cultivators the possibility of a
groundwater forbearance period or other measures may be imposed to address low flow
conditions. The proposed ordinance also includes a provision that allows the County to curtail
cannabis cultivation in the event that water shortages are documented to exist.

R2-15

The comment recommends that the County evaluate and monitor water resources on a
watershed scale. The comment suggests that thresholds for cumulative impacts and
watershed carrying capacities.
As further described under Master Response 5, a watershed analysis to establish cannabis
cultivation caps for each watershed would be difficult for the County to conduct as it would
require details on existing water users in each watershed and the extent that riparian water
rights may be exercised. The County lacks the technical experience to collect this extent of
data and determine what is the appropriate aquatic carrying capacity. Regional and state
agencies that would have the appropriate technical information and experience to conduct a
watershed analysis include State Water Board, North Coast Regional Water Quality Control
Board, and CDFW. The County would be willing to participate in joint watershed evaluation
studies with the North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board and other interested
agencies. The DEIR does provide a watershed level impact analysis associated with the
proposed ordinance that includes details on current water quality and surface water flow
conditions (see DEIR pages 3.8-14 through 3.8-47). Water quality impacts would be
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mitigated through compliance with the State Water Board Policy as well as implementation of
Mitigation Measure 3.8-2.
The DEIR analysis acknowledges that cannabis irrigation could result in a significant
decrease in watershed flows during low flow conditions (see DEIR pages 3.8-44 and 3.8-45).
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 in compliance with State Water Board Policy
would require that all cannabis cultivation surface water and groundwater diversions comply
with the numeric flows and aquatic base flows that have been established by watershed
under the Policy in consultation with CDFW. The State Water Board Policy’s numeric flows
and aquatic base flows and associated diversion requirements function as an aquatic
carrying capacity suggested by the comment. The State Water Board Policy’s flow standards
and diversion requirements were developed to protect fish spawning, migration, and rearing
for endangered anadromous salmonids, and flows to needed to maintain natural flow
variability within each watershed. Thus, the need to prepare a watershed to a determine the
aquatic carrying capacity is not necessary to adequately address the water resources
impacts of the proposed ordinance at a watershed level of detail.
It should be noted that at the time of the preparation of this Final EIR the County was
considering modifications to the proposed ordinance that would establish a cap to limit the
extent of permitted commercial cannabis operations in the County.
R2-16

This comment identifies interest by the North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board to
coordinate with the County on the project. This comment is noted.
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Ascent Environmental

City of Arcata
Mark Andre
9/11/2017

This comment provides a map showing a potential 1,000-foot cannabis buffer around the
City of Arcata corporate boundary. The information provided in the map is noted and is being
considered as part of the refinement of the proposed ordinance.
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Ascent Environmental

City of Arcata
Mark Andre
9/25/2017

The comment identifies that a comment letter from the City would be sent to the Board of
Supervisors. This comment is noted. No comment letters regarding the adequacy of the DEIR
were received.
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Humboldt County Department of Health and Human Services
Melissa Martel
10/16/2017

L3-1

The comment introduces comments submitted on the General Plan Update Draft EIR. While
this comment refers to a different project DEIR, the comments provided do address this DEIR.

L3-2

The comment asserts that the DEIR does not adequately address impacts on the County’s
existing solid waste handling infrastructure. Concerns regarding Mitigation Measure 3.13-1a
are responded in Response to Comment L3-3 below.

L3-3

The comment asserts that Mitigation Measure 3.13-1a is infeasible as the County does not
place these requirements on any other business; the proposed ordinance does not expressly
address solid waste; the County does not have the authority to receive waste disposal plans;
the term “treatment program” is incorrect and misleading; and the mitigation measure
should apply to outdoor cannabis cultivation.
CEQA allows the County to implement mitigation measures that can establish new
requirements on certain land uses within the County’s jurisdiction that currently does not
exist in County Code to address significant environmental impacts. Adoption of Mitigation
Measure 3.13-1a may involve modification to the proposed ordinance or may be included as
a component of the application content requirements. As identified on DEIR page 3.13-18,
there are potential waste disposal impacts associated with hazardous materials from indoor
cannabis cultivation and processing facilities that could impact County solid waste disposal
operations. Permitted outdoor cannabis cultivation that would be permitted under the
proposed ordinance would not be a likely source of hazardous material waste as it involves
minimal use of hazardous materials associated with growing cannabis.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.13-1a will require individual applicants to determine
and plan for handling and disposal methods for all materials (e.g., plant materials, solvents,
empty containers) used during commercial cannabis operations. Waste disposal plans would
be submitted to the Humboldt County Division of Environmental Health and other
appropriate public agencies or private enterprises, including transfer stations, for approval
before issuance of permits. Waste disposal plans may take the form of Hazardous Materials
Business Plans that are required under the California Health and Safety Code (see DEIR page
3.7-2 and 3.7-3).
Mitigation Measure 3.13-1a’s use of the term “treatment program” is intended to address
both solid waste and wastewater handling. As identified on DEIR pages 3.13-15 and 3.1316, wastewater discharges can cause environmental issues and damage to wastewater
treatment facilities if the wastewater does not receive pretreatment (DEIR Impact 3.13-1).
The County considers Mitigation Measure feasible, within the County’s authority to
implement, and would mitigate potential solid waste impacts to less than significant. It
should be noted that Attachment A of the State Water Board Policy also includes
requirements for the handling solid waste, hazardous waste, and wastewater.

L3-4

The comment identifies that the Redway Transfer Station is currently in poor condition and is
undersized resulting in the exceedance of its permitted tonnage limit. The comment asserts
that the proposed ordinance will greatly impact the Redway Transfer Station and also
suggests that other County transfer stations may be impacted. The comment also states that
the only mitigation is the reconstruction of such facilities.
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The DEIR does identify that the Redway Transfer Station has experienced a substantial
increase in received materials over the past five years (see DEIR page 3.13-18). As identified
above, DEIR Impact 3.13-3 is associated with the potential of hazardous materials being
improperly disposed at transfer stations and other facilities.
The current operational and capacity issues at the Redway Transfer Station are part of the
existing baseline conditions and are not the result of the implementation of the proposed
ordinance. There is no evidence in the record or provided in the comment letter that
implementation of the proposed ordinance would necessitate the expansion of the Redway
Transfer Station or any other transfer station in the County that could cause significant
impacts on the environment.
Thus, no significant and unavoidable impacts from implementation of the proposed
ordinance on solid waste facilities would occur,
L3-5

The comment asserts that the project would result in significant and unavoidable impacts
associated with the increase in illegal solid waste disposal.
The comment provides no evidence to support that implementation of the proposed
ordinance would result in an increase in illegal solid waste disposal. Thus, this impact is
considered speculative and is not appropriate for consideration in the DEIR. Annual
inspections for commercial cannabis operation permit renewal would ensure that illegal solid
waste disposal would not occur on-site.

L3-6

The comment provides suggested edits to the DEIR. These changes are incorporated into the
DEIR as shown below.
On DEIR page 3.7-3, the following text change is made to the second paragraph:
Under Chapter 6.95, Article 2, operators of stationary sources of hazardous materials
are required (if they are deemed an accident risk) to prepare risk management plans,
detailing strategies to reduce the risk of accidental hazardous material release, and
submit them to the California Environmental Protection Agency and/or the
Administrative agency, as per Chapter 6.95, Article 2, Section 25535.1 (b and c).
Emergency Management Agency. Cannabis cultivators that store hazardous materials
(e.g., pesticides, fuel) exceeding the threshold quantity would be required to prepare
an HMBP (California Department of Food and Agriculture 2017).

L3-7

The comment provides suggested edits to the DEIR. These changes are incorporated into the
DEIR as shown below.
On DEIR page 3.7-8, the following text change is made to the third paragraph:
Depending on their specific cultivation practices and processes, commercial
cannabis cultivators could be considered hazardous waste generators that would be
subject to the requirements of the Hazardous Waste Generator Program or other
above CUPA programs.

L3-8

The comment provides suggested edits to the DEIR. These changes are incorporated into the
DEIR as shown below.
On DEIR page 3.7-8, the following text change is made to the title: “County Health Hazardous
Materials Program Local Oversight Program:”
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County Health Hazardous Materials Program Local Oversight Program
L3-9

The comment provides suggested edits to the DEIR. These changes are incorporated into the
DEIR as shown below.
On DEIR page 3.7-14, the following text change is made to the fifth paragraph:
The County Environmental Management Agency Division of Environmental Health
conducts inspections of every cultivation site for hazardous materials storage, as well
as any hazardous waste disposal. This is done through delegation by CalEPA to the
County as the CUPA. The County is responsible through the CUPA program for
inspection of all facilities that store hazardous materials or handle hazardous wastes.
Regulation of commercial cannabis cultivation and commerce sites provides for fees
to support the CUPA program.
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North Coast Regional Department of Child Support Services
Lisa Dugan, Director
10/11/2017

The comment enquires about adding language to the proposed ordinance requiring permit
holders to be current with monthly child support obligations, and attached proposed draft
language from Yolo County, which includes a requirement that permit holders submit
quarterly lists of all employees to the cannabis permitting agency for that county, mandating
collection of social security numbers or individual taxpayer identification numbers for all
permit holders and employees of permit holders.
The proposal is redundant of child support enforcement provisions applicable to state
cannabis licensing authorities under California Family Code Section 17520, without the
corresponding notice and due process protections in that statute. Such a provision would
impose additional burdensome record keeping and enforcement duties on already
overwhelmed staff of the Planning and Building Department unrelated to its primary mission
of land use regulation and protection of the environment. County Departments are also
required to protect social security numbers from public disclosure under the Public Records
Act, Government Code Section 6254.29. The Board of Supervisors has discretion to balance
the benefits of enhanced child support collection tools against the administrative burden on
County permitting agencies that would divert resources from achieving their primary mission.
This provision has no effect on the environmental impacts of the proposed ordinance.
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Letter
L5

Ascent Environmental

Humboldt County Department of Health and Human Services
Melissa Martel
10/16/2017

L5-1

The comment is an introduction to the letter regarding comments on the proposed
ordinance. This comment is noted.

L5-2

The comment raises questions regarding the well monitoring requirements under the
proposed ordinance. These comments are noted and will be considered as part of
refinement of the proposed ordinance.
As identified in Master Response 5, the proposed ordinance contains the testing requirements
for all groundwater wells on parcels 10 acres or smaller located within 400 feet of property
lines to determine if drawdown could occur on any adjacent wells. It is presumed that parcels
larger than this contain sufficient buffer to prevent effects to wells on adjacent properties. The
proposed ordinance also requires all cannabis operations are required to maintain records on
irrigation activities during the year that are subject to County review.
Ten acres is the smallest parcel size under the proposed ordinance that up one acre (43,560
square feet) of cannabis cultivation may be allowed with a Special Permit in resource
protection and residential zoning districts that would generate the greatest water demand in
relation to parcel size (347,173 gallons per year, approximately the 3.17 times the
equivalent demand of a single family residential dwelling unit that uses 300 gallons per day).
Without a Special Permit, cannabis cultivation is limited to 5,000 square feet for parcels 5 to
10 acres in size, 10,000 square feet for parcels 10 acres or larger. Parcels 320 acres or
larger would be allowed up to 43,560 square feet of cannabis cultivation per 100 acres with
a Use Permit. Commercial and industrial zoned areas where commercial cannabis cultivation
would be allowed on parcels at least 2 acres in size and would allow up to 1 acre of
cultivation with a Zoning Clearance. Thus, the proposed ordinance requirements address the
greatest potential for groundwater impacts.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8.3 would modify the requirements of the proposed
ordinance by requiring the reporting of annual monitoring of groundwater conditions to the
County as part of the annual inspections required under the ordinance. This monitoring will
identify if on-site well operations are resulting in groundwater drawdown impacts along with
adaptive measures that will be implemented to recover groundwater levels and protect
adjacent wells. Because implementation of this mitigation measure would be required as
part of annual commercial cannabis operations permit renewals, it would provide on-going
protection of local groundwater resources. The State Water Board will also monitor instream
flows during the dry season and evaluate whether the number or location of groundwater
diversions to determine whether imposition of a groundwater forbearance period or other
measures. The State Water Board will notify cannabis cultivators the possibility of a
groundwater forbearance period or other measures may be imposed to address low flow
conditions. The proposed ordinance also includes a provision that allows the County to curtail
cannabis cultivation in the event that water shortages are documented to exist.
CEQA allows the County to implement mitigation measures that can establish new
requirements on certain land uses within the County’s jurisdiction that currently does not
exist in County Code to address significant environmental impacts.
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Letter
L6

Ascent Environmental

City of Trinidad
Dwight Miller, Mayor
9/26/2017

L6-1

The comment identifies concerns regarding the negative impacts to the City and
watersheds in the area associated with the proposed ordinance. This comment is noted.
The reader is referred to Master Response 5 that provides a detailed discussion of the
DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts and the requirements of the recently adopted
State Water Board Policy.

L6-2

The comment states negative impacts from cannabis include increased crime, fire risk,
odors, traffic and road wear, and watershed impacts.
Law enforcement and fire protection impacts from implementation of the proposed
ordinance are addressed under DEIR Impact 3.7-7 (see DEIR pages 3.7-19 and 3.7-20),
Impact 3.11-1 (see DEIR pages 3.11-9 and 3.11-10), and Impact 3.11-2 (see DEIR pages
3.11-10 and 3.11-11). The DEIR does acknowledge that outdoor and mixed-light commercial
cannabis cultivation would result in significant and unavoidable odor impacts (see DEIR
pages 3.3-21 and 3.3-22). Traffic and roadway impacts are addressed on DEIR pages 3.1213 through 3.12-17. The reader is referred to Master Response 5 that provides a detailed
discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts and the requirements of the
recently adopted State Water Board Policy.

L6-3

The comment requests that the County prohibit commercial cannabis in the Greater Trinidad
Planning Area given the anticipated impacts.
The County acknowledges the City of Trinidad’s request to prohibit commercial cannabis
activities in the entire Trinidad Plan Area that surrounds the City. There are numerous
requirements in the proposed ordinance that may be adequate to respond to the City’s
concerns without an explicit area-wide prohibition.
In addition to the Special Area Notice and Special Permit Requirements in Section 55.4.5.1.5
applicable within the City of Trinidad’s Sphere of Influence, Trinidad Community Plan Area,
and Rural Residential Neighborhood Areas, the Eligibility and Siting Criteria in Sections
55.4.6.1—55.4.6.3, and 55.4.6.4 of the proposed ordinance significantly constrain, if not
altogether prohibit, the potential for development of permitted commercial cannabis
activities in much of the Trinidad area.
The vast majority of the area of the Trinidad Area Plan is zoned RA, where the minimum
parcel size for any new cultivation is five acres. There are 414 parcels in the RA-zone
surrounding Trinidad, of which 77 are five acres or larger (18.6 percent), that together
comprise about 55.5 percent of the total RA-zoned land area. Water for irrigation must be
sourced from non-diversionary sources (non-hydrologically connected wells, rainwater
capture, or public or private water suppliers with available supply) which may not be feasible
in the Trinidad area. Slopes must be 15 percent or less. Most significantly, conversion of
timberland is prohibited. The definition of timberland is not limited to parcels zoned TPZ and
would appear to apply to much of the RA-zoned land area within the Trinidad Area Plan. New
cultivation on land zoned TC or TPZ is prohibited. The minimum setback from existing
residences is 300 feet. Where parcels larger than five acres exist in the RA zone, this setback
requirement may preclude or severely restrict the area available for cannabis cultivation
where the parcel is adjacent to smaller, residentially developed parcels.
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More detailed planning constraints analysis would be required to fully evaluate the effect of
these limitations. Additional control methods are available for landowners in the
unincorporated area, should they or the Board of Supervisors wish to initiate special overlay
zoning pursuant to Humboldt County Code Section 313-32.1to prohibit or more significantly
restrict commercial cannabis activities in the Trinidad area, through the process specified in
Section 312-50.4.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment L6-2 above regarding the DEIR treatment of
impacts identified in the comment.
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Letter
L7

Ascent Environmental

City of Blue Lake
Adelene Jones, Mayor
10/12/2017

L7-1

The comment identifies concerns regarding the proposed ordinance and its impact on the
City. This comment is noted and will be forwarded to the Planning Commission and Board of
Supervisors.

L7-2

The comment states concern regarding law enforcement and on the City. Law enforcement
impacts from implementation of the proposed ordinance are addressed under DEIR Impact
3.11-2 (see DEIR pages 3.11-10 and 3.11-11). Traffic and roadway impacts are addressed
on DEIR pages 3.12-13 through 3.12-17.

L7-3

The comment recommends that cannabis cultivation within the City’s sphere of influence
require discretionary review and environmental review under CEQA. The proposed ordinance
now reflects this requested change that requires discretionary review (approval of a Special
Permit) that would be subject to project-specific CEQA review.
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Letter
L8

Ascent Environmental

City of Fortuna
Mark Wheetley, City Manager
10/19/2017

L8-1

The comment identifies concerns regarding the proposed ordinance and requests a buffer be
established for the City of Fortuna. This comment is noted and will be considered in the
refinement of the proposed ordinance.

L8-2

The comment states that odor from cannabis cultivation is the most significant issue for the
City. This comment is noted. The DEIR does acknowledge that outdoor and mixed-light
commercial cannabis cultivation would result in significant and unavoidable odor impacts
(see DEIR pages 3.3-21 and 3.3-22).

L8-3

The comment cites information provided in the DEIR regarding odor impacts. This comment
is noted.

L8-4

The comment states that it considers the adoption of a statement of overriding
considerations for approval of the proposed ordinance unacceptable. This comment is noted.
The County will be required to adopt a statement of overriding considerations for any
significant and unavoidable environmental impacts identified by the EIR as part of adoption
of the proposed ordinance to comply with the requirements of CEQA.
The City’s objection is noted and will be considered in the County’s deliberations on the
ordinance.

L8-5

The comment states that the DEIR recommends a Special Permit for any cannabis activity
located with a sphere of influence or 1,000 feet of a city limit, but this requirement does not
guarantee objectionable odors would be avoided.
The Special Permit process is part of the proposed ordinance and not a recommendation of
the DEIR. While is true that the Special Permit process does not guarantee against the
creation of objectionable odors, the County Hearing officer is explicitly granted discretion to
deny permit applications if there is substantial evidence that the impacts of the proposed
activity would have a significant adverse effect on the public health, safety, or welfare.
(Section 55.4.5.1.5 (d).)
There is evidence that it is possible to enclose natural light (“outdoor”) or mixed-light
cultivation operations in structures equipped with odor control filtration systems that can
reduce odor impacts of cannabis cultivation. Modifications of the proposed ordinance are
under consideration to require use of such systems for proposed new cultivation operations
in proximity to residentially-developed areas. Consideration is also being given to
retroactively apply odor control system requirements to cultivation operations that have
already been permitted after appropriate notice and amortization period.
Additional control methods are available for landowners in the unincorporated area within
the City of Fortuna SOI, should they or the Board of Supervisors wish to initiate special
overlay zoning (“Q” zone) pursuant to Humboldt County Code Section 313-32.1 to prohibit or
more significantly restrict commercial cannabis activities in the Fortuna area, through the
process specified in Section 312-50.4.

L8-6
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The comment states City support for DEIR Alternative 3. This comment is noted and will be
provided to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors.
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O1

Responses to Comments

Humboldt-Mendocino Marijuana Advocacy Project
Robert Sutherland
9/11/2017

O1-1

This comment provides introductory statements to the letter and provides comments on the
Artisanal Program under Section 55.4.13 of the proposed ordinance. In this comment, the
author objects to artificial lights being included in the provisions for the artisanal program in
Section 55.4.13 of the ordinance. DEIR Impact 3.1-3 addresses nighttime lighting impacts
and identifies that performance standards of the proposed ordinance would avoid significant
impacts (see DEIR pages 3.1-17 and 3.1-18). This comment has been forwarded to the
Planning Commission, and will be considered by the Planning Commission and Board of
Supervisors as part of their review.

O1-2

The comment states that the proposed ordinance’s references to timberland are confusing.
The ordinance defines timberland consistent with the state (section 4526 of the Public
Resources Code).

O1-3

The comment states that illegal timberland conversion has been occurring because of
cannabis cultivation and states that generator restrictions do not apply to the Forest
Recreation Zone. The comment expresses concern regarding spotted owl.
It is accurate that the use of generators is not prohibited in the Forest Recreation Zone.
Generator use in this zone is still subject to the performance standards for noise (see
Section 55.4.12.6 of the proposed ordinance).
The DEIR addresses northern spotted owl under Impact 3.4-1 and Mitigation Measure 3.4-1c
(see DEIR pages 3.4-62 and 3.4-63). As identified in the Response to Comment S1-11,
additional impact discussion and mitigation has been added to address northern spotted
owl. An exhibit (3.4-9) utilizing CDFW northern spotted owl occurrence data was created to
provide a visual representation of northern spotted owl distribution throughout the County as
part of the new Mitigation Measure 3.4-1e. As shown in Exhibit 3.4-9, the majority of owl
occurrences are within areas where cultivation is prohibited, including public land and land
not zoned for cultivation.

O1-4

The comment provides input on the Building Code compliance section of the proposed
ordinance (Section 55.4.6.5.1c). Alternative language was provided to the Planning
Commission that unlinks cannabis permitting from unpermitted homes on the property
unless they are needed for the cannabis permit.

O1-5

The comment asserts that commercial cannabis operators cannot afford building upgrades
including septic systems. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change
to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

O1-6

The comment recommends that existing homes not part of commercial operations should
not be regulated as part of the proposed ordinance. The reader is referred to Response to
Comment O1-4.

O1-7

This comment states concerns regarding the road standards of the proposed ordinance
(Section 55.4.12.1.8d). The Planning Commission has been and will continue to discuss this
section of the ordinance, including alternative measures to mitigate road impacts from
cannabis permitting that do not require participation in RMAs. This comment reflects a
proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in
the EIR.
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O1-8

The comment further comments on the roadway standards of the proposed ordinance
(Section 55.4.12.1.8d). This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to
the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

O1-9

The comment expresses concern regarding the costs of participation in roadway
associations. The reader is referred to Response to Comment O1-7.

O1-10

This comment asserts that traffic has increased on private roads by a probable factor of
twelve that has resulted in damage of the roadways. The comment letter provides no
evidence to support the assertion of the magnitude of the increase in traffic. As described on
DEIR page 3.12-16 and 3.12-17, existing and new commercial cannabis operations would be
required to obtain access to a roadway system meeting the County’s Category 4 road
standard. The County has determined that the Category 4 road standard is adequate to
accommodate commercial cannabis operation traffic volumes and vehicle types (e.g.,
passenger vehicles, small trucks, large service trucks). Commercial cannabis operations
would be required to demonstrate consistency with these standards during the application
process, and may require the construction of new roadways or improvement of existing
roadways. In addition, where access to a site is provided by roads not meeting the Category 4
standard, the commercial cannabis operation would be subject to a Special Permit and
preparation of a report prepared by a licensed engineer evaluating whether the design,
condition, and performance of all necessary road segments are currently capable of
supporting increases in traffic volume created by the site, in addition to the existing traffic
using the road(s). The report would detail all substandard conditions and prescribe measures
that would be taken to achieve compliance with the relevant road standards and objectives,
or the same practical effect.

O1-11

The comment asserts that roadway association costs should be the responsibility of
commercial users only and based on the size of the commercial operation. The draft
ordinance requires cannabis applicants to participate in RMAs equal to other participants.
This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address
environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

O1-12

The comment provides input on the hearing process in the proposed ordinance (Section
55.4.5.1.5d). This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

O1-13

The comment states its concerns regarding the extent of cannabis cultivation and its impact
to wildlands. The comment recommends that no new applications for any new commercial
cannabis cultivation be accepted until pending applications are considered.
Humboldt County Code was amended by Ordinance No. 2576 on June 27, 2017, to
streamline and enhance the administrative civil penalties to be administered by the County
Code Enforcement Unit (CEU), intended to more effectively address unpermitted cannabis
activities. The reader also Master Response 6 regarding enforcement. The DEIR evaluates
the significant environmental impacts associated with the implementation of the proposed
ordinance. Impacts to the natural habitat are addressed in DEIR Section 3.4, “Biological
Resources.”
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Letter
O2

Ascent Environmental

Environmental Protection Information Center, et al.
Tom Wheeler, Larry Glass, Hal Genger, Jen Kalt, and Carol Ralph
10/12/2017

O2-1

This comment includes introductory language about the organization, and acknowledges the
concerns involving the cumulative impacts of new cultivation sites compared to existing, unpermitted sites. This comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission and
Board of Supervisors for their consideration during review/consideration of the project.

O2-2

This comment includes support of a modified version of Alternative 5, provided in Section 6,
“Alternatives,” of the DEIR, by prohibiting new operations. This comment is noted and will be
provided to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project. It should be noted that at the time of the preparation of
this Final EIR the County was considering modifications to the proposed ordinance that would
establish a cap to limit the extent of permitted commercial cannabis operations in the County.

O2-3

The comment states that the County is experiencing unacceptable social and environmental
impacts and that the likely culprit is inadequate enforcement. The DEIR evaluates the
significant environmental impacts associated with the implementation of the proposed
ordinance. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 regarding enhancement in County
enforcement efforts that are anticipated to improve existing conditions.

O2-4

The comment provides recommendations on code enforcement efforts and acknowledges
improvements in the code enforcement process. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 regarding enhancement in County enforcement efforts that are anticipated to improve
existing conditions.

O2-5

This comment includes further support of modifications to Alternative 5. This comment is
noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their
consideration during review/consideration of the project. It should be noted that at the time
of the preparation of this Final EIR the County was considering modifications to the proposed
ordinance that would establish a cap to limit the extent of permitted commercial cannabis
operations in the County.
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Letter
O3

Ascent Environmental

Humboldt-Mendocino Marijuana Advocacy Project
Robert Sutherland
10/16/2017

O3-1

This comment provides introductory comments regarding the DEIR and expresses concern
regarding generator and other cultivation processing noise and how it is addressed in the
DEIR. The comments identified in this letter are responded to below. The reader is also
referred to Master Response 3 regarding noise concerns associated with noise impacts.

O3-2

The comment asserts that the DEIR does not address current noise issues associated with
generators. Noise associated with existing generator varies in the County depending on the
extent of generator use, distance from noise-sensitive receptors, and topography, vegetation
and structures that attenuate (reduce) noise. The DEIR addresses generator noise on DEIR
page 3.10-10 as well as on DEIR pages 3.4-65 and 3.4-66 (generator noise impacts on
wildlife). Under the proposed ordinance cultivation sites using generators would be required
to submit documentation demonstrating compliance with the noise standards (no increase in
existing ambient noise levels at the property line of the site beyond 3dB), including: a site
plan detailing the location of the generator, property lines, and nearby forested areas,
existing ambient noise levels at the property line using current noise measurements
(excluding generators) during typical periods of use, details on the design of any structure(s)
or equipment used to attenuate noise, as well as details on the location and characteristics
of any landscaping, natural features, or other measures that serve to attenuate generator
noise levels at nearby property lines or habitat.

O3-3

The comment states that the DEIR refers to railroad noise associated with the Northwestern
Pacific Railroad and identifies that this railroad is not in operation.
The comment is correct that the railroad is not currently in operation. The DEIR was intended
to acknowledge future noise anticipated with the planned re-opening of the railroad line to
freight rail service by the North Coast Railroad Authority. The following text correction is made
to the DEIR.
On DEIR page 3.10-6, the following text change is made to the first paragraph:
The predominant sources of noise in Humboldt County include highway and roadway
traffic; aircraft in the vicinity of airports; railroad traffic along the Northwestern Pacific
right-of-way; noise from industrial activities such as lumber mills; and power plants in
Blue Lake, Fairhaven, and Scotia (Humboldt County 2017). Noise levels along County
roads that provide access to the more sparsely populated areas are generally low
because these roads do not carry high volumes of traffic.

O3-4

The comment asserts that the DEIR does not address generator noise to protect the
environment and cites the DEIR’s description of existing noise-sensitive land uses from DEIR
page 3.10-6. The reader is referred to Response to Comment O3-2 and Master Response 3
regarding generator noise.

O3-5

The comment states that noise impacts wildlife. The reader is referred to Response to
Comment O3-2 regarding generator noise impacts on wildlife. The DEIR includes Mitigation
Measure 3.4-1f (now 3.4-1h) that requires additional noise standards that are based on the
USFWS 2006 Transmittal of Guidance: Estimating the Effects of Auditory and Visual
Disturbance to Northern Spotted Owls and Marbled Murrelets in Northwestern California.
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The comment states that commercial cannabis operations have also resulted in other noise
sources. The reader is referred to Master Response 3 that addresses noise sources from
commercial cannabis cultivation operations. Since release of the DEIR, the County adopted
the General Plan Update that consists of a new Noise Element. The new Noise Element
retains the same land use/noise compatibility standards from the previous Noise Element
cited in the DEIR, but now includes short-term peak noise standards for daytime (6:00 a.m.
to 10:00 p.m.) and nighttime conditions (10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.) (Standard N-S8). The new
Noise Element also includes Implementation Measure N-IM3 that requires the County to
investigate noise complaints and determine of a violation has occurred, and Implementation
Measure N-IM7x that requires the County to adopt a noise control ordinance (Humboldt
County 2017). Permitted commercial cannabis operations would be subject to these new
short-term noise standards and enforcement actions by the County.
The County has also updated the proposed ordinance’s performance standards for noise at
cultivation sites that now prohibit noise from cultivation and related activities from increasing
the ambient noise level at any property line by more than 3 dB. As identified on DEIR page
3.10-2, the human ear can begin to detect sound level increases at 3dB.

O3-7

The comment asserts that groves do not provide on-site worker housing that is assumed in
the DEIR. The basis of housing and other assumptions used in the DEIR are identified in
Master Response 2. The EIR consultant observed on-site housing on existing commercial
cannabis cultivation sites in the County during field visits with County staff. No evidence
countering the employee housing assumptions used in the DEIR was provided with the
comment letter.

O3-8

This comment asserts that traffic has increased on private roads by a probable factor of
twelve that has resulted in substantial increases in traffic noise. The comment letter provides
no evidence to support the assertion of the magnitude of the increase in traffic. As described
on DEIR page 3.10-11, commercial cannabis operations would be dispersed throughout the
county and no single commercial cannabis operation would result in a doubling of traffic
volumes on local roadways that could trigger significant increase in ambient noise conditions
that would exceed County noise standards. New commercial cannabis non-cultivation
operations are anticipated to be clustered in the more densely developed areas where
existing traffic volumes are relatively high and traffic from new operations would not
substantially alter traffic volumes that would result in noticeable increases in noise (3dB or
greater). Commercial cannabis operations clustered in the less developed areas of the
county and simultaneously engaged in harvest operations could result in a doubling of the
volume of traffic along the less-traveled roads that provide access to these remote areas.
However, the more remote commercial cannabis operations in the county would typically
provide on-site housing for seasonal employees working during the harvest period. It is
expected that operational traffic associated with new commercial cannabis operations
located in the less developed areas of the county would only result in limited daily trips (three
round trips per day) associated with worker trips and the delivery of materials and is not
likely to result in the doubling of traffic volumes that would noticeably increase noise along
these less-traveled roads. While daily traffic noise from new commercial cannabis operations
may be detected, the volumes would not exceed the County’s Noise Element land use/noise
compatibility standards. It should be also noted that permitted commercial cannabis
operations would be subject to County short-term noise standards (including nighttime noise)
and enforcement actions by the County should noise standards be violated. Since release of
the DEIR, the County has modified the proposed ordinance to prohibit all activities at
cultivation sites from increasing existing noise conditions by 3dB, which is the level that the
human ear can detect a change in noise levels.
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O3-9

The comment states that wildlife can be impacted by noise pollution and specifically
references generators. The reader is referred to Response to Comment O3-2 and O3-5
regarding generator noise impacts on wildlife. DEIR pages 3.10-10 identifies that motorized
trimmers can generate a noise level of 55 dB Leq at 30 feet distance. This noise level is similar
to the noise level generated by residential landscape equipment and would be similar to the
typical ambient noise levels of rural and agricultural areas. Motorized trimmers would be used
at the cultivation site only. Thus, this harvesting noise source would be similar to existing
ambient noise conditions and is not anticipated to result in adverse impacts to wildlife.

O3-10

The comment states that there is no compelling need to allow generator usage. This
comment is noted. The environmental impacts of generator use are addressed in DEIR
Sections 3.3, “Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions,” 3.4, “Biological Resources,” 3.10,
“Noise,” and 3.14, “Energy.”

O3-11

The comment states that commercial cannabis operations and generator use should not occur
in forestlands and asserts that fire hazards were not addressed adequately in the DEIR.
The proposed ordinance would prohibit the use of generators for existing cultivation sites in
TPZ and areas designated as Timberland under the General Plan. New commercial cannabis
operations would be prohibited in TPZ and areas designated as Timberland under the
General Plan. Fire hazard impacts are addressed in the DEIR on pages 3.7-19 through 3.720 and pages 3.11-9 and 3.11-10. The DEIR identifies that commercial cannabis activities
permitted by the proposed ordinance are also subject to the California Fire Code, which
includes safety measures to minimize the threat of wildfire. Title 14 of the California Code of
Regulations (CCR) sets forth the minimum development standards for emergency access,
fuel modification, setback, signage, and water supply, which help prevent damage to
structures or people by reducing wildfire hazards. In addition, Humboldt County applies
standards to proposed development within the State Responsibility Areas (SRA) to reduce the
risk of fire. These standards are a locally adopted alternative version of the state’s SRA Fire
Safe Regulations (Humboldt County Code Title III, Div 11) as authorized by Section 4290 of
the Public Resources Code, and have been approved by CAL FIRE as meeting or exceeding
state regulations. New development in the SRA is subject to Fire Safe regulations, and the
appropriate clearance of vegetation around such development is inspected by CAL FIRE and
potentially by Humboldt County with other improvements at the time of construction.
Licensed facilities under the proposed ordinance would be required to have certification that
they comply with building, electrical, and fire codes, which would require installation of fire
suppression systems, where appropriate. The comment letter provides no technical analysis
or information that counters the conclusions of the DEIR.

O3-12

The comment asserts that the DEIR fails to address measures to protect wildlife associated
with forestland habitats. The comment letter provides no technical analysis that identifies
deficiencies in the analysis provided in DEIR Section 3.4. DEIR Section 3.4, “Biological
Resources,” provides a detailed analysis of current wildlife associated with forest habitats in
the County and discloses the potential environmental impacts to special-status wildlife
species from implementation of the proposed ordinance. The reader is also referred to
responses to Letter S1 (California Department of Fish and Wildlife).

O3-13

The comment asserts that the DEIR provides an intentionally misleading analysis of noise
impacts. The DEIR provides an objective and technical analysis of the noise impacts from the
implementation of the proposed ordinance based on technical analysis and modeling. All
noise issues identified by the comment letter have been responded to above.

O3-14

The comment asserts that the DEIR is inadequate and violates CEQA. The DEIR has been
prepared consistent with the requirements of CEQA and the State CEQA Guidelines. All issues
identified by the comment have been responded to above. None of the issues identified by
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the comment constitute “significant new information” that would require recirculation of the
DEIR under State CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5. The County considers the DEIR
adequate for disclosure of the significant environmental effects of the proposed ordinance.
The comment also expresses concerns regarding the “invasive industrialization” and its
effect on the reputation of a local industry. While this may be a legitimate concern, and this
comment is part of the record that will be considered in deliberations over the ordinance, the
EIR’s purpose is evaluation of the ordinance as proposed. It is not intended to “support” any
particular approach to cannabis cultivation and production, but rather to evaluate and
mitigate, as feasible, foreseeable activities that would result.
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Friends of the Eel River
Scott Greacen
10/16/2017

O4-1

This comment provides introductory statements for the comment letter and the Friends of the
Eel River advocation for the protection and restoration of the Eel River. This comment is noted.

O4-2

The comment asserts that the cannabis industry in the County is already too large and that
the County continues to not utilize its land use authority to address cannabis. The DEIR is not
a land use regulation or policy document. It is a document used to inform lead agency
decision makers and the public of the significant environmental effects of the proposed
ordinance. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for a discussion on improvements to
the County’s code enforcement activities.

O4-3

The comment asserts that the environmental and social consequences of permitting
cannabis operations cannot be evaluated separate from the existing illegal cannabis industry
and its impacts.
As described in Master Response 1, the DEIR provides disclosure of the environmental
impacts from existing unpermitted cannabis operations in the County and Master Response
6 regarding enhanced enforcement.

O4-4

The comment states that the Friends of the Eel River have requested a cap on cannabis
operations that will be permitted and to conduct an analysis of watershed impacts and
carrying capacity in key fishery watersheds.
As further described under Master Response 5, a watershed analysis to establish cannabis
cultivation caps for each watershed would be difficult for the County to conduct as it would
require details on existing water users in each watershed and the extent that riparian water
rights may be exercised, which is infeasible given information availability and the financial
constraints to otherwise collecting this data. Regional and state agencies that would have
the appropriate technical information and experience to conduct a watershed analysis
include State Water Board, North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board, and CDFW.
The County would be willing to participate in joint watershed evaluation studies with these
agencies. The DEIR does provide a watershed level impact analysis associated with the
proposed ordinance that includes details on current water quality and surface water flow
conditions (see DEIR pages 3.8-14 through 3.8-47). Water quality impacts would be
mitigated through compliance with the State Water Board Policy as well as implementation of
Mitigation Measure 3.8-2.
The DEIR analysis acknowledges that cannabis irrigation could result in a significant decrease
in watershed flows during low flow conditions (see DEIR pages 3.8-44 and 3.8-45).
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 in compliance with State Water Board Policy
would require that all cannabis cultivation surface water and groundwater diversions comply
with the numeric flows and aquatic base flows that have been established by watershed under
the Policy in consultation with CDFW. The State Water Board Policy’s numeric flows and aquatic
base flows and associated diversion requirements function as an aquatic carrying capacity
suggested by the comment. The proposed ordinance would prohibit new commercial cannabis
cultivation in the forested areas of the upper watersheds and limit it to non-forested areas
generally in the lower portions of the watersheds where the USGS gages used in the
implementation of the State Water Board Policy exist. The State Water Board Policy’s flow
standards and diversion requirements were developed to protect fish spawning, migration, and
rearing for endangered anadromous salmonids, and flows to needed to maintain natural flow
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variability within each watershed. Thus, the need to prepare a watershed to a determine the
aquatic carrying capacity is not necessary to adequately address the water resources impacts
of the proposed ordinance at a watershed level of detail.
It should be noted that at the time of the preparation of this FEIR the County was considering
modifications to the proposed ordinance that would establish a cap to limit the extent of
permitted commercial cannabis operations in the County.
O4-5

The comment asserts that impacts of the illegal cannabis need to be addressed to allow
permitted cannabis operations.
While these existing environmental conditions of unpermitted cannabis cultivation operations
were disclosed as part of the baseline condition in the DEIR, CEQA is not intended to conduct
environmental review and mitigate these existing conditions. State CEQA Guidelines Section
15125(a) identifies that the baseline physical conditions are the basis by which a lead
agency determines whether an impact of the project is significant. Published case law has
identified that baseline conditions include unpermitted and/or harmful activities that have
occurred prior to the project. In Center for Biological Diversity v. Department of Fish and
Wildlife (2015) 234 Cal.App.4th 214 (183 Cal.Rptr.3d 736], the Fourth Appellate District
upheld the baseline conditions and ruled that the baseline condition must reflect the
physical conditions at the time the environmental analysis begins even if the current
conditions includes unauthorized and even environmental harmful conditions that never
received environmental review.
The County believes that regulating cannabis operations will result in permitting of “good”
operations—ones that comply with regulations—and the eventual eradication of illegal
operators who choose to avoid or ignore the permitting process. The County has addressed
enhanced enforcement as a separate project with amendments to its Code Enforcement
program. (Ordinance No. 2576, June 27, 2017 and Ordinance No. 2585, November 7, 2017)
designed to eliminate delays that hindered effective enforcement, and substantially increase
administrative civil penalties. The Code Enforcement Unit is engaged in the initial
implementation of the enhanced enforcement program (see Master Response 6). The overall
purposes of the proposed ordinance are to establish legal commercial cannabis activities
and expand upon the existing regulations set forth under the current CMMLUO to improve
baseline environmental conditions in the County.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-4 regarding comments on establishing a
cap on cannabis operations.

O4-6

The comment asserts that the proposed ordinance provides too many incentives for
compliance of cannabis operations that cannot provide meaningful reductions in watershed
impacts.
As noted above, the DEIR is an informational document that discloses the potential
significant environmental impacts from the implementation of the proposed ordinance. The
DEIR is not the proper document or process to develop incentives to existing unpermitted
cannabis operations to obtain coverage under the proposed ordinance. The reader is
referred to Response to Comment 04-4 regarding watershed impact concerns and 04-5
regarding the consideration of baseline environmental conditions from existing cannabis
operations. See Master Response 6 regarding enhanced enforcement.

O4-7
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avoid or ignore the permitting process. Enforcement is anticipated to reduce the number of
illegal cannabis operations that occur in the unincorporated areas of the County as well as
result in the remediation and restoration of environmental damage from these operations
(the reader is referred to Master Response 6 regarding enforcement activities by the County).
This is expected to improve baseline and cumulative environmental conditions associated
with cannabis operations.
O4-8

The comment asserts that the cannabis industry wishes to remain illegal (black market) and
that the County has no intention of undertaking enforcement measures. The comment also
asserts that the DEIR relies on unenforceable promises that mitigation measures will be
implemented.
The DEIR identifies and recommends mitigation measures that are feasible to implement
that are based on current local, regional, and state regulations and guidance and are based
on technical information in the record. Should the proposed ordinance be adopted, the DEIR
mitigation measures are adopted as part of a mitigation monitoring and reporting program
and are legally binding requirements. The comment provides no technical information or
analysis that identifies the DEIR mitigation measures are infeasible. This brings up a basic
tenant of CEQA and land use regulation in general: there is an assumption that regulated
individuals will act legally and within the requirements included in adopted mitigation
measures. To assume otherwise would obliterate the premise of land use regulation,
including CEQA compliance. Enforcement is a critical component.
The County believes that regulating cannabis operations will result in permitting of “good”
operations—ones that comply with regulations—and the eventual eradication of illegal
operators who choose to avoid or ignore the permitting process. The County has addressed
enhanced enforcement as a separate project with amendments to its Code Enforcement
program. (Ordinance No. 2576, June 27, 2017 and Ordinance No. 2585, November 7, 2017)
designed to eliminate delays that hindered effective enforcement, and substantially increase
administrative civil penalties. The Code Enforcement Unit is engaged in the initial
implementation of the enhanced enforcement program (see Master Response 6).

O4-9

The comment asserts that the proposed ordinance requirements are unenforceable and will
add to the inadequacies of the Regional Board and County approaches to protecting water
quality and fisheries.
The North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board Order R1—2015-0023 that regulated
cannabis cultivation has been superceded by the State Water Board Policy and Cannabis
General Order that establishes new water quality and water diversion regulations that are
designed to protect aquatic and fishery resources in County watersheds. These regulations
were developed in consultation with CDFW and were scientifically peer-reviewed. The reader
is referred to Master Response 5 for further details on the State Water Board Policy and
Master Response 6 for details on improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

O4-10

The comment asserts that the DEIR presents little analysis of the implications of the
CMMLUO or the proposed ordinance. DEIR Table 2-2 provides a summary of the applications
submitted for compliance with the CMMLUO. As shown in Table 2-2, most of the applications
submitted are for coverage of existing cannabis operations. The DEIR uses the application
information to identify reasonably foreseeable compliance response to the proposed
ordinance (see DEIR pages 2-28 through 2-30) and provides an extensive analysis of the
environmental impacts of the implementation of the proposed ordinance in DEIR Sections
3.0 through 3.14 and Chapters 4 and 5. This analysis is based on modeling, technical
analysis, and substantial evidence that is cited in DEIR Chapter 8, “References.” The
comment does not provide any specific examples or analysis of where the DEIR fails to
adequately analyze environmental impacts of the proposed ordinance.
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The comment states that the County permit application data identifies that few existing
cannabis operations have applied for permits and that most of the permits approved to date
are for new operations. The comment asserts that this permitting situation is the result of the
County’s actions associated with regulations.
DEIR Table 2-2 identifies that most of commercial cannabis operation permit applications
received have been for existing operations. New commercial cannabis cultivation operations
are anticipated to be limited. DEIR page 2-29 identifies that the California Department of
Food and Agriculture (CDFA) estimates that cannabis production in the state in 2016 was
13.5 million pounds. Of this total, CDFA estimates that the North Coast area (consisting of
Del Norte, Humboldt, Mendocino, Lake, Sonoma, Napa, and Marin counties) cannabis
production in 2016 was 4.15 million pounds. Estimates for state cannabis consumption in
2018 under the Medical Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act (MCRSA) and the Adult Use of
Marijuana Act (AUMA) range from 1.4 million pounds (2016 Economic Impact Study of the
Cannabis Sector in the Greater Sacramento area) to 2.5 million pounds (Standard Regulatory
Impact Assessment), which is far below the North Coast area’s and state’s current cannabis
production capability.
The DEIR acknowledges the anticipated continuance of unpermitted cannabis operations
after adoption of the proposed ordinance. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for
further details on disclosure of unpermitted cannabis operations under baseline and
cumulative conditions.

O4-12

The comment questions whether the County will have the staffing resources to supervise and
enforce compliance with the proposed ordinance.
The reader is referred to Master Response 6 regarding improvements to the County
enforcement activities.

O4-13

The comment asserts that the current illegal cannabis conditions in the County are a result of
the County lack of addressing the issue.
As described in Master Response 1, the DEIR discloses the environmental impacts of
existing unpermitted cannabis operations in the County. The reader is referred to Master
Response 6 regarding improvements to the County enforcement activities.

O4-14

The comment asserts that the County is incapable of regulating the commercial cannabis
industry, and that the effectiveness of the DEIR mitigation measures are limited because of
the County’s inability to regulate cannabis.
The reader is referred to Master Response 6 and Response to Comment O4-8 regarding
feasibility and enforcement of DEIR mitigation measures.

O4-15

The comment states that the DEIR did not establish numeric or geographic (watershed) limits
on cannabis operations or identify the number of existing operations that may be eligible for
permitting. The comment also states that there is adequate information available to
determine the extent of the existing industry.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-4 and Master Response 5 regarding caps
and watershed limits. While it is not the purpose of the DEIR to determine whether existing
cannabis operations may be eligible for permitting under the proposed ordinance, it does
estimate that the County may contain up to 15,000 cannabis operations (see DEIR page 228). The determination of the exact extent of cannabis operations in the County is difficult to
determine as several operations are located within forested areas and designed to not be
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easily identified. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 regarding improvements to the
County enforcement activities.
The current draft of the proposed ordinance does not specifically entitle any commercial
cannabis operation or set limits on the extent of permits that may be issued. The DEIR uses
reasonably foreseeable compliance responses to the proposed ordinance to conduct the
impact analysis county-wide, which includes existing commercial cannabis operations that
intend to comply with the ordinance (see DEIR pages 2-28 through 2-30). These existing
commercial cannabis operations are part of the existing environmental conditions, but
compliance with the proposed ordinance would result in the modification of their operations
that could have significant environmental impacts (e.g., restoration of habitat,
reconfiguration of cultivation areas, installation of water quality and water diversion control
facilities, and roadway improvements). The DEIR programmatically evaluates the
environmental impacts of these possible actions.
It should be noted that at the time of the preparation of this Final EIR the County was
considering modifications to the proposed ordinance that would establish a cap to limit the
extent of permitted commercial cannabis operations in the County.
O4-16

The comment asserts that increasing of the size of allowed cultivation sites without
addressing their operations should not occur and that the County should consider reducing
cultivation area size. The comment also states that the County must address impacts to the
County watersheds; develop mitigation and enforcement programs to reduce impacts, and
consider carrying capacities to prevent further take under the state and federal endangered
species acts.
The County is considering potential size restrictions to allowed cultivation areas as part of
revisions to the proposed ordinance. Impacts state and federally listed species under the
state and federal endangered species acts is addressed in the DEIR Section 3.4, “Biological
Resources.” The DEIR identifies mitigation measures to reduce impacts to listed and other
special-status species to a less-than-significant level. The reader is referred to Response to
Comment O4-4 and Master Response 5 regarding comments on watershed impacts and the
need for establishing a carrying capacity. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for
further information on County enforcement efforts.

O4-17

The comment questions the effectiveness of the proposed ordinance in meeting its purpose
and intent under Section 55.4.2.
This comment is noted. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 regarding
improvements to the County enforcement activities.

O4-18

The comment provides input on Section 55.4.5.3 (Penalties and Enforcement) of the
proposed ordinance and asserts that the County is not effective at code enforcement.
The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for further information on County code
enforcement efforts and improvements.

O4-19

The comment asserts that outdoor and mixed-light operations do not have the same impacts
and suggests limitations on mixed light cultivation.
The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed
ordinance. The DEIR evaluates the aesthetic, biological, air quality, greenhouse gases, and
energy impacts associated with mixed-light cultivation on DEIR pages 3.1-17 through 3.1-18
(aesthetics), 3.3-18 through 3.3-21 (air quality and greenhouse gases, 3.4-66 (biological
resources), and 3.14-7 through 3.14-10 (energy).
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The comment asserts that the annual inspections under the proposed ordinance are not
adequate to ensure compliance and that the County does not have the staff resources to
conduct inspections.
The County is considering this requested change to the inspection provisions as part of
revisions to the proposed ordinance. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for further
information on County code enforcement efforts and improvements.

O4-21

The comment states that the water use restrictions in Section 55.4.5.10 are not effective
and suggests stronger restrictions for water use.
The proposed ordinance requires compliance with the State Water Board requirements for
forebearance during the dry summer months. The proposed ordinance also includes a
provision that allows the County to curtail cannabis cultivation in the event that water
shortages are documented to exist. The reader is referred to Master Response 5 for
information on water use restrictions and numeric flow and aquatic base flow requirements
set forth in the State Water Policy for cannabis cultivation.

O4-22

The comment suggests that commercial cannabis cultivation be prohibited on Forest
Recreation lands as they are experiencing environmental impacts.
The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed
ordinance. The environmental impacts from the permitting of existing and new commercial
cannabis operations county-wide (including Forest Recreation zoned lands) are evaluated in
the technical sections of the DEIR. As identified in Master Response 1, the existing
environmental effects from unpermitted cannabis operations are disclosed in the DEIR.

O4-23

The comment asserts that the proposed ordinance allows for cultivation areas that are “too
large” and recommends changes to the ordinance. The DEIR evaluated the environmental
impacts of the provision of the ordinance allowing these larger grows.
The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed
ordinance.

O4-24

The comment asserts that the DEIR is deficient in its analysis of cumulative impacts for
watersheds with listed or special-status fish species that are already impacted by existing
unpermitted cannabis operation. The comment recommends that Zoning Certificates for
these watersheds not be used for approval of commercial cannabis operations.
The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed
ordinance. The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-4 and Master Response 5 for
concerns associated with the DEIR’s analysis of watershed impacts and Response to
Comment O4-5 for the consideration of the existing environmental effects of unpermitted
cannabis operations in the DEIR impact analysis.

O4-25

The comment recommends that pre-existing cultivation sites on Forest Recreation zoned
parcels should be restricted to their existing footprint. The comment asserts that the DEIR
fails to address the environmental impacts of expansion of existing cultivation sites.
The DEIR uses reasonably foreseeable compliance responses to the proposed ordinance to
conduct the impact analysis county-wide, which includes existing commercial cannabis
operations that intend to comply with the ordinance and may expand operations (see DEIR
pages 2-28 through 2-30). These existing commercial cannabis operations are part of the
existing environmental conditions, but compliance with the proposed ordinance would result
in the modification or expansion of their operations that could have significant environmental
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impacts (e.g., restoration of habitat, reconfiguration of cultivation areas, installation of water
quality and water diversion control facilities, and roadway improvements). The DEIR
programmatically evaluates the environmental impacts of these possible actions. The
comment letter provides no technical analysis demonstrating that the DEIR fails to
programmatically evaluate impacts of reconfiguration or expansion of existing commercial
cannabis operations.
O4-26

The comment states that the proposed ordinance should not allow the use of any generators
for commercial cannabis production. The comment asserts that the DEIR fails to address the
environmental impacts of generator noise and artificial lights on wildlife. The comment also
asserts that enforcement will be limited as sites that use generators will be remote and will
not generate complaints.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O3-2 regarding generator noise impacts on
wildlife. The DEIR includes Mitigation Measure 3.4-1f (now 3.4-1h) that requires additional
noise standards that are based on the USFWS 2006 Transmittal of Guidance: Estimating the
Effects of Auditory and Visual Disturbance to Northern Spotted Owls and Marbled Murrelets in
Northwestern California. The proposed ordinance requires that artificial lighting used for mixedlight cultivation or nurseries in a greenhouse be prohibited from allowing any light from
escaping the structure between sunset and sunrise (see DEIR page 3.1-18). The County would
conduct annual inspections as part of permit renewals to ensure compliance. The reader is
also referred to Master Response 6 regarding code enforcement efforts of the County.

O4-27

The comment recommends a text change to Section 55.4.12.7.2 of the proposed ordinance
regarding forbearance requirements for water diversions. The comment asserts that the
DEIR cannot assume that the County will require forbearance in dry seasons. The comment
identifies that stream diversions are known to be a critical cause of watershed and fishery
harms.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-4 and Master Response 5 regarding
consideration of impacts on watersheds in the DEIR and water diversion restrictions set forth
in the State Water Board Policy for cannabis cultivation.

O4-28

The comment asserts that no provisional permitting under the proposed ordinance should be
allowed and recommends changes to the proposed ordinance.
The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed
ordinance; regardless, provisional permitting was evaluated as part of the DEIR.

O4-29

The comment asserts that indoor cultivation cannot be justified and states that even
renewable grid power imposes substantial carbon costs.
It is unclear in the comment letter what “substantial carbon costs” would occur under the
proposed ordinance requirements for the purchase of renewable energy sources that would
avoid greenhouse gas emissions from indoor cultivation energy use. The purchase of
renewable energy is a common and state-wide method for projects to mitigate greenhouse
gas emissions associated with energy use.

O4-30

The comment states that the proposed ordinance requirements for roadway standards would
not address water quality impacts from roads.
The proposed ordinance roadway standards for new roadways and improvements to existing
roadways include compliance with the Water Quality and Stream Habitat Protection Manual
for County Road Maintenance in Northwestern California Watersheds that would require
implementation of BMPs to control sediment and protect water quality (see DEIR page 2-23).
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In addition, commercial cannabis operations would also be required to comply with the
sediment control requirements for roadways set forth in the State Water Board Policy and the
Cannabis General Order. The reader also referred to Master Response 5 and Response to
Comment R2-8.
O4-31

The comment suggests that no permits be granted for operations and roadways that cannot
be mitigated, including in areas of key fishery watersheds. The comment recommends
qualifications appropriate for the roadway impact evaluation include biologists. The comment
also suggests a standard for roadway maintenance.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-30 and Master Response 5 regarding
roadways and water quality. Qualified biologist is defined in the definitions section of
Attachment A of the State Water Board Policy as:
Qualified Biologist – an individual who possesses, at a minimum, a bachelor’s or
advanced degree, from an accredited university, with a major in biology, zoology,
wildlife biology, natural resources science, or a closely related scientific discipline, at
least two years of field experience in the biology and natural history of local plant,
fish, and wildlife resources present at the cannabis cultivation site, and knowledge of
state and federal laws regarding the protection of sensitive and endangered species.
This definition will be used in the state permitting process of all commercial cannabis
operations in the County.
Under Section 55.4.12.1.8 (d) of the proposed ordinance where three or more applications
are filed for commercial cannabis activities served by the same shared private road system,
the owner of each property must join or establish a Road Maintenance Association. The
owners of properties with commercial cannabis activities permits granted under the existing
Commercial Medical Marijuana Land Use Ordinance as a condition of permit renewal.
Owners of existing small cultivation sites must also participate in any Road Maintenance
Association for road systems serving that parcel (Section 55.4.6.5.1 e). Section 55.4.12.1.8
of the proposed ordinance outlines the strategy to address sediment discharges from
private, shared-use roads by commercial cannabis permit applicants. Road evaluations that
are the responsibility of the applicants will inventory existing sources, monitored by the
Public Works Department. Remediation plans will be required where necessary and annual
inspections of cannabis operations would include evaluation of roadway conditions. The
County is responsible for addressing sediment discharges from county roads.

O4-32

The comment asserts that the DEIR fails to address and mitigate the significant
environmental impacts of the proposed ordinance and needs to be revised and recirculated.
The DEIR provides detailed analysis of the significant environmental impacts of the proposed
ordinance that is based on technical reports, modeling results, consultation with natural
resource agencies, and the technical evaluation by environmental professionals. Each
comment in this letter has been evaluated and responded to. None of the issues identified
by the comment constitute “significant new information” that would require recirculation of
the DEIR under State CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5. The County considers the DEIR
adequate for disclosure of the significant environmental effects of the proposed ordinance.

O4-33

The comment asserts that the DEIR and County have the ability to reduce the significant
environmental impacts of the commercial cannabis industry in the County today, but fails to
address or mitigate these impacts.
The purpose of the DEIR is to disclose the significant environmental impacts of the proposed
ordinance and identify mitigation measures and alternatives to address these impacts. The
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DEIR identifies that all significant environmental impacts from the implementation of the
proposed ordinance can be mitigated to a less-than-significant level, with the exception of
project and cumulative impacts from particulate matter emissions, exposure to objectional
odors, and public water supplies and infrastructure facilities. While existing environmental
effects of current unpermitted cannabis cultivation operations in the County were disclosed
as part of the baseline condition in the DEIR, CEQA is not intended to conduct environmental
review and mitigate these conditions. State CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a) identifies that
the baseline physical conditions are the basis by which a lead agency determines whether an
impact of the project is significant. Published case law has identified that baseline conditions
include unpermitted and/or harmful activities that have occurred prior to the project. In
Center for Biological Diversity v. Department of Fish and Wildlife (2015) 234 Cal.App.4th
214 (183 Cal.Rptr.3d 736], the Fourth Appellate District upheld the baseline conditions and
ruled that the baseline condition must reflect the physical conditions at the time the
environmental analysis begins even if the current conditions includes unauthorized and even
environmental harmful conditions that never received environmental review. Nevertheless,
the proposed ordinance includes provisions that require restoration of environmental
damage under Section 55.4.6.5.9 and 55.4.6.6. The DEIR programmatically evaluates the
environmental impacts of restoration actions.
O4-34

The comment asserts that the DEIR’s conclusions regarding the mitigation of cumulative
watershed, fisheries, and wildlife impacts from the County’s commercial cannabis industry is
not supported by substantial evidence and mitigation will not be implemented by the County.
This comment appears to confuse the existing environmental conditions related to
unpermitted cannabis operations in the County with the proposed ordinance regarding the
adequacy of the DEIR. The reader is referred to Response O4-33 for a discussion of the
requirements of the CEQA to evaluate project impacts in relation to baseline environmental
conditions. The DEIR impact analysis of watersheds, fisheries, and wildlife impacts is based
on substantial evidence that is cited in DEIR Sections 3.4, “Biological Resources,” 3.8,
“Hydrology and Water Quality,” Chapter 4, “Cumulative Impacts,” and identification of the
reference material in Chapter 8, “References.” The reader is also referred to Master
Response 5 for further evidence that water quality and surface water flow impacts would be
mitigated through compliance with the State Water Board Policy. The State Water Board
Policy’s flow standards and diversion requirements were developed to protect fish spawning,
migration, and rearing for endangered anadromous salmonids, and flows to needed to
maintain natural flow variability within each watershed.
The County would conduct annual inspections as part of permit renewals to ensure
compliance. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 on enhanced code enforcement by
the County. The State Water Board Policy also identifies various methods of enforcement of
its requirements. These include the following:


Modification of water right permits by the State Water Board should it determine that a
permitted diversion results in an adverse impact as provided under Water Code Section
100 and 275;



Expansion of the Watershed Enforcement Team to conduct enforcement actions on
cannabis cultivation activities that are not in compliance with the Policy requirements;



Informal and formal enforcement actions involving Notices of Violation, Notices to
Comply, orders for investigations and monitoring, monetary penalties, Cleanup and
Abatement Orders, Time Schedule Orders, Cease and Desist Orders, revocation of water
right permits and licenses, and modification or rescissions of water discharge
requirements.
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The comment re-states areas of controversy identified in the Executive Summary of the DEIR
and asserts that the DEIR does not address enforcement, biological, and watershed impacts.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-34 for information on enforcement
measures, biological impacts, and consideration of watershed impacts.

O4-36

The comment asserts that the County will not enforce its Grading Ordinance.
Demonstration of compliance with the County’s grading requirements would be included as
part of commercial cannabis application submitted to the County. The County will conduct
annual inspections for permit renewals to ensure compliance and require any corrective
actions. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for a further discussion of the County
enhancements of its code enforcement operations.

O4-37

The comment generally agrees with the estimate of existing cannabis operations cited in the
DEIR. This comment is noted. The determination of the exact extent of cannabis operations
in the County is difficult to determine as several operations are located within forested areas
and designed to not be easily identified. They are illegal.

O4-38

The comment states that existing cannabis have large watershed impacts because of
roadways and that the County has not adequately addressed these sites. This comment is
noted. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for further information on the DEIR’s
disclosure of existing environmental effects from unpermitted cannabis operations and
Master Response 5 for further discussion on water quality and surface water impacts and
mitigation for the proposed ordinance.

O4-39

The comment asserts that the DEIR does not address existing roadway impacts from the
cannabis industry public trust resources that include wildlife habitat, surface waters, and
fisheries habitats.
The DEIR specifically addresses these impacts from implementation of the proposed
ordinance in DEIR Sections 3.4, “Biological Resources,” 3.8, “Hydrology and Water Quality,”
and Chapter 4, “Cumulative Impacts.” The reader is also referred to Master Response 5 for
further evidence that water quality and surface water flow impacts would be mitigated
through compliance with the State Water Board Policy. The comment letter provides no
technical analysis or information that counters the conclusions of the DEIR.

O4-40

The comment refers to information in the DEIR on permit applications received under the
CMMLUO and suggests that the state’s domestic legal market will require 1,110 acres of
cannabis cultivation. The comment also asks how much commercial cannabis cultivation will
be permitted by the County.
The proposed ordinance currently has no limitations on the total amount of commercial
cannabis cultivation that may be permitted in the County. DEIR page 2-29 identifies that the
California Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA) estimates that cannabis production in
the state in 2016 was 13.5 million pounds. Of this total, CDFA estimates that the North
Coast area (consisting of Del Norte, Humboldt, Mendocino, Lake, Sonoma, Napa, and Marin
counties) cannabis production in 2016 was 4.15 million pounds. Estimates for state
cannabis consumption in 2018 under the Medical Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act
(MCRSA) and the Adult Use of Marijuana Act (AUMA) range from 1.4 million pounds (2016
Economic Impact Study of the Cannabis Sector in the Greater Sacramento area) to 2.5
million pounds (Standard Regulatory Impact Assessment), which is far below the North Coast
area’s and state’s current cannabis production capability.
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The County received limited interest in new commercial cannabis operations (see DEIR Table
2-2). Of the 2,936 cannabis applications submitted in response to the CMMLUO, only 941
applications for 432 new commercial cultivation sites were for proposed new commercial
cannabis operations. The DEIR assumes that the County could receive an additional 941
applications for new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance (see
DEIR page 2-29).
It should be noted that at the time of the preparation of this Final EIR the County was
considering modifications to the proposed ordinance that would establish a cap to limit the
extent of permitted commercial cannabis operations in the County.
O4-41

The comment provides input on the project objectives and asserts that the objectives do not
relate to the current oversupply of cannabis in the state. The comment also asserts that the
objectives conflict regarding the permitting existing cannabis operations and environmental
protection.
The comment regarding project objectives and the current cannabis production capacity of
the state is noted. The comment appears to suggest that one of the DEIR project objectives
is “to protect the environment from harm resulting from cannabis activities, including but not
limited to streams, fish, and wildlife.” This is not correct. The DEIR identifies the following
project objectives that address the environment:


establish requirements that address land use and environmental impacts of
cannabis operations, consistent with state agency regulations; and



improve baseline environmental conditions in the County by removing existing
cannabis cultivation operations from environmentally sensitive locations and
relocating them to areas with public services. (see DEIR page 2-14)

The DEIR specifically addresses these impacts from implementation of the proposed
ordinance on streams, fish, and wildlife in DEIR Sections 3.4, “Biological Resources,” and
3.8, “Hydrology and Water Quality.”
O4-42

The comment asserts that the DEIR fails to address the environmental impacts of existing
cannabis cultivation sites that may elect to comply with the proposed ordinance. The
comment also asserts that cultivation sites and parcels are not the same thing and specific
sites and specific parcels must be considered for impact and suitability.
The current draft of the proposed ordinance does not specifically entitle any commercial
cannabis operation or set limits on the extent of permits that may be issued. The DEIR uses
reasonably foreseeable compliance responses to the proposed ordinance to conduct the
impact analysis county-wide, which includes existing commercial cannabis operations that
intend to comply with the ordinance and may expand their operations (see DEIR pages 2-28
through 2-30). These existing commercial cannabis operations are part of the existing
environmental conditions, but compliance with the proposed ordinance would result in the
modification of their operations that could have significant environmental impacts (e.g.,
restoration of habitat, reconfiguration of cultivation areas, installation of water quality and
water diversion control facilities, and roadway improvements). The DEIR programmatically
evaluates the environmental impacts of these possible actions in DEIR Sections 3.1 through
3.14 and Chapter 4.
The DEIR specifically notes that commercial cannabis operations may involve multiple
operations and licenses for a single parcel based on review of current applications (see DEIR
page 2-13). The purpose of the DEIR is to disclose the significant environmental impacts of
the proposed ordinance, including on sites that are less suitable for this activity.
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The comment suggests that the definition of pre-existing should be limited and that
generators should not be allowed on pre-existing sites.
This comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission and Board of
Supervisors for consideration of changes to the proposed ordinance. The DEIR evaluates the
continued use of generators as provided for under the proposed ordinance.

O4-44

The comment states that the DEIR must address the significant environmental impacts of all
operations of the commercial cannabis industry.
The DEIR evaluates the significant environmental impacts associated with the construction
and operation of all commercial cannabis operations provided in the proposed ordinance.
Assumptions regarding future compliance actions and commercial cannabis operations used
in the DEIR impact analysis are identified on DEIR pages 2-28 through 2-30 and within the
technical analyses of each section of the DEIR.

O4-45

The comment states that generators should be prohibited and that the County will not
enforce the mitigation identified in the DEIR. The comment also asserts that the DEIR did not
adequately address noise impacts to northern spotted owls and noise standards at parcels
will not address the impact.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O3-2 regarding generator noise impacts on
wildlife. The DEIR includes Mitigation Measure 3.4-1f (now 3.4-1h) that requires additional
noise standards beyond the proposed ordinance noise standards that are based on the
USFWS 2006 Transmittal of Guidance: Estimating the Effects of Auditory and Visual
Disturbance to Northern Spotted Owls and Marbled Murrelets in Northwestern California.
The County would conduct annual inspections as part of permit renewals to ensure
compliance. The reader is also referred to Master Response 6 regarding code enforcement
efforts of the County.

O4-46

The comment states that the County will not effectively enforce the lighting standards in the
proposed ordinance.
The County would conduct annual inspections as part of permit renewals to ensure
compliance. This would include confirming that security light shielding and light
covers/blankets for mixed-light and nursery facilities are in place. The reader is also referred
to Master Response 6 regarding code enforcement efforts of the County.

O4-47

The comment identifies concerns regarding the proposed ordinance site reconfiguration
criteria that is summarized in the DEIR Chapter 2, “Project Description.” The comment
asserts that the DEIR does not provide an adequate description of the setting (e.g.,
watershed conditions) in relation to understanding how this section of the proposed
ordinance would be implemented.
This section of the proposed ordinance only allows reconfiguration of the cultivation site and
associated infrastructure if the reconfiguration results in an improvement in the
environmental resources of the site. Generally, the County consults with the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife in evaluating these plans.
The DEIR provides a programmatic environmental impact analysis of the implementation of
the proposed ordinance county-wide. Each of the DEIR technical sections (Sections 3.1
through 3.14) provide a detailed description of the setting conditions of the County. This
includes vegetation and extent of habitat (see DEIR pages 3.4-19 through 3.4-59) and
watershed water quality and surface water flow conditions (see DEIR pages 3.8-14 through
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3.8-33). The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-31 regarding definition of a
“qualified professional.”
O4-48

The comment asserts that the proposed ordinance’s retirement, remediation, and relocation
of pre-existing cultivation provisions is not effective.
The comment provides no technical analysis or information on why these provisions of the
proposed ordinance would not be effective. This comment is noted.

O4-49

The comment asserts that the DEIR provides little evidence or analysis of any reduction of
impacts associated with the proposed ordinance’s retirement, remediation, and relocation of
pre-existing cultivation provisions.
As identified on DEIR page 2-28, the DEIR uses reasonably foreseeable compliance
responses to the proposed ordinance to conduct the impact analysis county-wide, which
includes existing commercial cannabis operations that intend to comply with the ordinance
and may include actions associated with retirement, remediation, and relocation of preexisting cultivation. These existing commercial cannabis operations are part of the existing
environmental conditions, but compliance with the proposed ordinance would result in the
modification of their operations that could have significant environmental impacts (e.g.,
restoration of habitat, reconfiguration of cultivation areas, installation of water quality and
water diversion control facilities, and roadway improvements). The DEIR programmatically
evaluates the environmental impacts of these possible actions in DEIR Sections 3.1 through
3.14 and Chapter 4. CEQA does not require the DEIR to evaluate whether the proposed
retirement, remediation, and relocation of pre-existing cultivation provisions would improve
existing environmental baseline conditions. The reader is referred to Master Response 5 for
further discussion of water resources and fisheries.

O4-50

The comment asserts that the proposed ordinance and DEIR do not provide enforceable
measures to ensure abandoned or remediated cultivation would be restored to ecological
function.
The comment is referring to the summary description of the proposed ordinance’s
retirement, remediation, and relocation (RRR) of pre-existing cultivation provisions provided
in DEIR Chapter 2, “Project Description.” Application submittals for participation in this
provision of the proposed ordinance would be required to provide technical information and
plans that demonstrate remediation of the site. As part of the County’s review of the
application, the technical materials would be reviewed and the site inspected to ensure
compliance with the ordinance’s requirements.

O4-51

The comment asserts that the DEIR does not address the environmental impacts of the
implementation of the RRR program associated with the relocated sites. The comment also
suggests that relocated sites should not be in Forest Residential zoned areas.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-49 that identifies how existing cannabis
operations that participate in the RRR provisions of the proposed ordinance were evaluated
in the DEIR.

O4-52

The comment asserts that DEIR Sub-Section 2.4.5, “Reasonably Foreseeable Compliance
Responses,” is not informative. The comment asserts that the Butsic study is misleading.
As identified in Master Response 2, The proposed ordinance does not entitle or approve any
specific commercial cannabis operation or establish restrictions on the total number or
acreage of new commercial cannabis operations. To evaluate reasonably foreseeable
environmental impacts from implementation of the ordinance, DEIR Chapter 3, “Project
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Description,” includes Subsection 2.4.5, “Reasonably Foreseeable Compliance Responses.”
Subsection 2.4.5 describes anticipated compliance responses to the proposed ordinance
that are based on assumptions developed by County staff based on review of cannabis
applications received in response to the 2016 CMMLUO, field review and data associated
with existing cannabis operations in the County, CalCannabis documentation, and published
information regarding cannabis operations. This approach to the evaluation of impacts is
consistent with State CEQA Guidelines Section 15144 which addresses the issue of
forecasting: “Drafting an EIR or preparing a Negative Declaration necessarily involves some
degree of forecasting. While foreseeing the unforeseeable is not possible, an agency must
use its best efforts to find out and disclose all that it reasonably can.” The County can
forecast a reasonable response to the ordinance, it is noted that individual applications that
require approval of a Special Permit or Use Permit under the proposed ordinance would be
subject to further environmental review under CEQA.
The Butsic study identified by the comment is a published source that estimated the extent
of existing unpermitted cannabis operation in the County. The DEIR uses the estimate of
15,000 existing cannabis operations in the County. The comment letter provides no
countering estimate of total cannabis operations in the County.
O4-53

The comment asserts that the DEIR provides an “anecdotal” estimate of existing cannabis
operations in the County and does not adequately identify the extent and impact of existing
cannabis operations. The comment cites a paragraph from the DEIR regarding the impact
analysis assumptions for existing cannabis operations in the County and states that it fails to
identify how many or where cannabis operations would be shut down, brought into
compliance, remediated, or would remain illegal.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-52 and Master Response 2 regarding the
use of forecasting to evaluate impacts of the proposed ordinance. Since the proposed
ordinance does not entitle or approve any specific commercial cannabis operations, it would
be speculative to identify the exact extent and location of cannabis operations that would be
shut down, brought into compliance, remediated, or would remain illegal.

O4-54

The comment questions the DEIR’s assumptions for new commercial cannabis operations.
The reader is referred to Master Response 2 for a detailed discussion of the assumptions
used of estimating new commercial cannabis operations. DEIR page 2-29 identifies that the
California Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA) estimates that cannabis production in
the state in 2016 was 13.5 million pounds. Of this total, CDFA estimates that the North
Coast area (consisting of Del Norte, Humboldt, Mendocino, Lake, Sonoma, Napa, and Marin
counties) cannabis production in 2016 was 4.15 million pounds. Estimates for state
cannabis consumption in 2018 under the Medical Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act
(MCRSA) and the Adult Use of Marijuana Act (AUMA) range from 1.4 million pounds (2016
Economic Impact Study of the Cannabis Sector in the Greater Sacramento area) to 2.5
million pounds (Standard Regulatory Impact Assessment), which is far below the North Coast
area’s and state’s current cannabis production capability.
The County received limited interest in new commercial cannabis operations (see DEIR Table
2-2). Of the 2,936 cannabis applications submitted in response to the CMMLUO, only 941
applications for 432 new commercial cultivation sites were for proposed new commercial
cannabis operations. The DEIR assumes that the County could receive an additional 941
applications for new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance (see
DEIR page 2-29). Given that the North Coast area and the rest of the state currently
produces more cannabis than projected demands, it would not be a reasonable for the DEIR
to assume that all eligible parcels under the proposed ordinance would be converted to
commercial cannabis operations. The DEIR uses reasonable assumptions to forecast
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compliance to the proposed ordinance consistent, with CEQA Guidelines Section 15144, that
is supported by substantial evidence in the record. Thus, consideration of the theoretical
maximum potential for commercial cannabis operations in the County would be counter to
studies, evidence, and foreseeable demand. The comment letter provides no technical
analysis or evidence that counters the information in the DEIR regarding cannabis demand
and supply.
It should be noted that at the time of the preparation of this FEIR the County was considering
modifications to the proposed ordinance that would establish a cap to limit the extent of
permitted commercial cannabis operations in the County.
O4-55

The comment asserts that the DEIR should consider a maximum scenario for new
commercial cannabis operations.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-54 and Master Response 2. It should be
noted that at the time of the preparation of this FEIR the County was considering
modifications to the proposed ordinance that would establish a cap to limit the extent of
permitted commercial cannabis operations in the County. Further, CEQA requires
consideration of the reasonably foreseeable impacts of a project. This term is used
throughout CEQA, and perhaps most pertinently to the project at hand, an ordinance, in
reference to adoption of a rule or regulation: “The environmental analysis shall, at minimum,
include all of the following:
(1) An analysis of the reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts of the methods of
compliance.
(2) An analysis of reasonably foreseeable feasible mitigation measures.
(3) An analysis of reasonably foreseeable alternative means of compliance with the rule or
regulation.” (Public Resources Code Section 21159.4)
While this statute addresses environmental analysis by state agencies, its concepts are
applicable here, to analysis of the County’s proposed ordinance. To that end, it is not
reasonably foreseeable—and nothing in the record supports the concept—that all sites that
could, under the ordinance, be used to cultivate cannabis, indeed would. One reason is the
over-supply of cannabis; if there is no market for the product, it stands to reason that lawabiding citizens would be hesitant to grow a product that can’t be sold. As addressed here
and elsewhere, the DEIR uses a reasonable estimate to determine the potential impacts of
the ordinance, and the comment provides no substantial evidence to suggest otherwise.

O4-56

The comment states that it is inconsistent for the proposed ordinance to not establish limits
for new commercial cannabis permits and the DEIR impact analysis to be based on a certain
number of new cannabis operations.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-54 and Master Response 2. It should be
noted that at the time of the preparation of this Final EIR the County was considering
modifications to the proposed ordinance that would establish a cap to limit the extent of
permitted commercial cannabis operations in the County.

O4-57

The comment asserts that the DEIR presents no detailed or substantive analysis of existing
and projected commercial cannabis operations or the potential significant impacts on public
trust resources (watersheds, water quality, fisheries, and habitat).
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The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for detailed information on the DEIR’s
disclosure of the estimate extent of existing cannabis operations in the County and the
existing environmental effects of cannabis operations; Response to Comment O4-54 and
Master Response 2 for details on estimates on reasonably foreseeable responses by existing
and new commercial cannabis operations to the proposed ordinance.
The DEIR specifically addresses impacts from implementation of the proposed ordinance on
watersheds, water quality, fish, wildlife, and habitat in DEIR Sections 3.4, “Biological
Resources,” and 3.8, “Hydrology and Water Quality.” The comment letter provides no
technical analysis or evidence that counters the conclusions of the DEIR.
O4-58

The comment asserts that the DEIR fails consider the proposed ordinance’s impact on
habitat and wetlands and that the County appears to be proceeding in violation of the federal
environmental law or consideration of the responsibilities of the CDFW and the state
endangered species act.
The comment appears to misinterpret a statement from the bottom of DEIR page 3-1 that
introduces the format of the DEIR impact analysis:
Cannabis is identified as a Schedule 1 controlled substance under the federal
Controlled Substance Act. Operations related to the growing, processing, and sale of
cannabis products are in violation of federal law. Federal agencies are prohibited
from issuing permits or approvals for any operation that is in violation of federal law.
Thus, compliance with federal permitting requirements that would usually address
environmental impacts (e.g., filling of waters of the U.S. and incidental take
authorization under the federal Endangered Species Act) cannot be utilized.
This statement identifies that federal actions such as the issuance of wetland fill permits
under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act cannot be utilized as a method to mitigate
potential wetlands cannot be relied upon for commercial cannabis operations. This does not
state that the County would ignore state and federal environmental laws. Federal and state
regulations that protect biological resources are acknowledged in the DEIR on pages 3.4-1
through 3.4-4. Biological resource mitigation measures identified in the DEIR include
consultation with CDFW and US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). Mitigation Measure 3.4-5
specifically requires that if a Section 404 permit cannot be obtained, the project must be
modified to avoid wetland features.

O4-59

The comment cites information from DEIR Section 3.0, “Approach to the Environmental
Analysis,” that describes the status of commercial cannabis permitting as part of the
environmental setting. The comment asserts that the DEIR should have provided a table with
more information on the permit applications and their status.
This section of the DEIR summarizes commercial cannabis permit application information
that was available at the time of preparation of the DEIR to describe baseline conditions.
DEIR Table 2-2 provides this summary information a table format. These applications are for
coverage under the CMMLUO and not the proposed ordinance. The reader is referred to the
County for details on the individual application status.

O4-60

The comment cites a paragraph from DEIR page 3-2 and appears to assert that the DEIR
needs to evaluate and mitigate impacts from existing unpermitted cannabis operations in the
County.
The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for further discussion on the consideration of
existing environmental effects from unpermitted cannabis operations.
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The comment asserts that the County is avoiding existing environmental impacts from
historic cannabis operations and the DEIR is not addressing this issue properly in the
cumulative analysis.
The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for further discussion on the consideration of
existing environmental effects from unpermitted cannabis operations and cumulative
impacts.

O4-62

The comment asserts that the DEIR should identify the extent that the County enforces its
existing regulations to determine their effectiveness in addressing environmental impacts.
The comment asserts that the County will not enforce the proposed ordinance.
The proposed ordinance would require submittal of an application with technical information
to demonstrate compliance with the ordinance performance standards and other County
requirements. The County will review the application material and inspect the site to confirm
compliance with the ordinance. The County would also conduct annual inspections as part of
permit renewal to confirm compliance and identify any required corrective measures. The
reader is referred to Master Response 6 for further discussion on improvements to the
County’s code enforcement program.

O4-63

The comment asserts that the DEIR cannot rely on compliance with the North Coast Regional
Water Quality Control Board program to address water resource impacts as enforcement is
lacking.
The reader is referred to Master Response 5 for information regarding the new State Water
Board Policy that supercedes the North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board. DEIR
mitigation measures 3.8-2 and 3.8-5 require commercial cannabis operations demonstrate
compliance with the water quality and water diversion requirements of the State Water Board
Policy. This would occur as part of the submittal of an application with technical information
to demonstrate compliance with the ordinance performance standards and other County
requirements. The County will review the application material and inspect the site to confirm
compliance with the ordinance. The County would also conduct annual inspections and
review of water use documentation as part of permit renewal to confirm compliance and
identify any required corrective measures. The County would conduct annual inspections as
part of permit renewals to ensure compliance. The reader is referred to Master Response 6
on enhanced code enforcement by the County. The State Water Board Policy also identifies
various methods of enforcement of its requirements. These include the following:


Modification of water right permits by the State Water Board should it determine that a
permitted diversion results in an adverse impact as provided under Water Code Section
100 and 275;



Expansion of the Watershed Enforcement Team to conduct enforcement actions on
cannabis cultivation activities that are not in compliance with the Policy requirements;



Informal and formal enforcement actions involving Notices of Violation, Notices to
Comply, orders for investigations and monitoring, monetary penalties, Cleanup and
Abatement Orders, Time Schedule Orders, Cease and Desist Orders, revocation of water
right permits and licenses, and modification or rescissions of water discharge
requirements.

Thus, enforcement and verification would be part of the permitting and renewal process to
ensure compliance that would protect water resources.
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The comment states that the status of the foothill yellow-legged frog is incorrectly cited in the
DEIR and asserts that the DEIR fails to provide any meaningful information or impacts
analysis on the species or its habitat.
DEIR page 3.4-34 identifies the habitat requirements and known occurrences in the County
of the foothill yellow-legged frog. DEIR pages 3.4-61 and 3.4-62 identifies potential impacts
to this species (direct take and habitat impacts) and identifies mitigation to reduce this
impact to a less-than-significant level. In response to CDFW comments, additional mitigation
has been added to ensure that potential impacts to the foothill yellow-legged frog or its
habitat are identified at application submittal and development of site-specific measures in
consultation with CDFW will be identified that may include project design modifications,
buffering, or other appropriate measures. The reader is referred to Response to Comment
S1-10 for text changes to the DEIR to reflect the current status of the species and Response
to Comment S1-13 for modifications to the mitigation measures.

O4-65

The comment asserts that the incorrect reference to the status of the foothill yellow-legged
frog in the DEIR will result in violation of state law by causing a take of the species. The
comment states that the DEIR must be recirculated to address this issue.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment 04-64. Minor corrections to the DEIR and
the additional mitigation to address identified significant impacts in the DEIR does not
constitute “significant new information” that would require recirculation of the DEIR under
State CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5.

O4-66

The comment asserts that DEIR mitigation that requires relocation of cultivation sites does
not address whether the relocation would be consistent with the provisions of the proposed
ordinance.
Implementation of the DEIR mitigation measures that require relocation of cannabis
cultivation sites would be identified in application submittals and would be required to
demonstrate compliance with all the performance standards of the ordinance and other
DEIR mitigation measures (including mitigation measures for amphibians). If an individual
commercial cannabis project cannot comply with the performance standards and DEIR
mitigation measures, it would be denied a permit. It is not expected that implementation of
the DEIR mitigation measures for amphibians and special-status plant species would result
in a conflict with other provisions of the ordinance.

O4-67

The comment states that the DEIR correctly notes the location of designated critical habitat,
but identifies that there are areas outside of the critical habitat areas that provide habitat for
listed species. The comment specifically notes concerns South Eel River and its tributaries
and impacts to coho salmon and steelhead habitat from existing cannabis operations and
future commercial cannabis operations.
DEIR Mitigation Measure 3.4-4 requires that proposed commercial cannabis operations
identify on-site sensitive habitat communities that include special-status fish stream habitats
and prohibit any ground disturbance in these areas. The State Water Board Policy also
includes standard setbacks from riparian areas and headwater streams and springs. As
identified in Master Response 5, implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 in compliance
with State Water Board Policy would require that all cannabis cultivation surface water and
groundwater diversions comply with the numeric flows and aquatic base flows that have
been established by watershed under the Policy in consultation with CDFW. The proposed
ordinance would prohibit new commercial cannabis cultivation in the forested areas of the
upper watersheds and limit it to non-forested areas generally in the lower portions of the
watersheds where the USGS gages used in the implementation of the State Water Board
Policy exist. This includes monthly numeric instream flow and aquatic base flow
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requirements for the Mad-Redwood, Lower Eel, and South Fork Eel watersheds (see Master
Response 5 for flow requirements by watershed). The State Water Board Policy’s flow
standards and diversion requirements were developed to protect fish spawning, migration,
and rearing for endangered anadromous salmonids, and flows to needed to maintain natural
flow variability within each watershed. Thus, implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-4 and
3.8-5 in concert with the State Water Board Policy would ensure that the proposed ordinance
would not result in significant impacts to coho salmon and steelhead and their habitat.
O4-68

The comment asserts that the DEIR does not address the importance of Eel River coho
salmon.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-67.

O4-69

The comment cites the fourth paragraph on DEIR page 3.4-59 and suggests that the DEIR
provide further details on the extent of existing unpermitted cannabis operations in the
County.
The DEIR does estimate that the County may contain up to 15,000 cannabis operations (see
DEIR page 2-28). The determination of the exact extent of cannabis operations in the County
is difficult to determine as several operations are located within forested areas and designed
to not be easily identified. The comment letter provides no countering estimate on the extent
of existing cannabis operations. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for further
discussion of baseline conditions and the DEIR’s disclosure of the existing environmental
effects of unpermitted cannabis operations.

O4-70

The comment asserts that the DEIR fails to provide an adequate level of detail for the
cumulative impact analysis.
The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for further discussion on the consideration of
existing environmental effects from unpermitted cannabis operations and cumulative
impacts. The DEIR provides a detailed analysis of cumulative impacts and identifies
cumulative baseline conditions. Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15130(b), the
discussion of cumulative impacts need not provide as great detail as is provided for effects
attributed to the project alone.

O4-71

The comment asserts that the thresholds of significant used by the DEIR appear to be an
attempt to define itself out of liability for the cumulative effects. The comment cites the State
CEQA Guidelines definition of thresholds of significance.
As identified in the “Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures” sub-section of DEIR
sections 3.1 through 3.14, the thresholds of significance are based on questions of
environmental impact in Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines. These sub-sections also
identify the methods and assumptions that were used in the impact analysis to determine
whether the proposed ordinance would result in a significant impact. In some circumstances
the DEIR uses quantification to determine if a threshold would be exceeded and a significant
impact would occur (e.g., air quality impacts use North Coast Unified Air Quality Management
District recommended mass emission thresholds and noise is based on compliance with
County Noise Element standards). Biological resource thresholds of significance are not
quantified and require technical evaluation by a biologist using published data and habitat
mapping to determine significance, the rationale for determining an impact is significant is
identified under each DEIR impact discussion and is supported by substantial evidence.
Cumulative impacts in the DEIR were determined to be significant if:
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the cumulative effects of related projects (past, current, and probable future projects) are
not significant and the incremental impact of implementing the ordinance is substantial
enough, when added to the cumulative effects of related projects, to result in a new
cumulatively significant impact; or



the cumulative effects of related projects (past, current, and probable future projects) are
already significant and implementation of the proposed ordinance makes a considerable
contribution to the cumulative impact. The standards used herein to determine a
considerable contribution are either that the effect of the proposed ordinance is
substantial or exceeds an established threshold of significance. (see DEIR page 4-3)

The comment asserts that the seventh threshold of significant in DEIR Section 3.4,
“Biological Resources” on DEIR page 3.4-60 is not an adequate threshold. The comment also
asserts that the DEIR not assume that the County will enforce requirements and mitigation
measures to avoid such impacts of fish and wildlife species. The comment cites existing
issues with cannabis cultivation impacting listed species in China Creek (water rights
violations and permitting requirements).
The referenced threshold of significant is an adequate threshold; it is identified as one of the
conditions that trigger the need to prepare an EIR under State CEQA Guidelines Section
15065(a)(1) (Mandatory Findings of Significance).
The proposed ordinance would require submittal of an application with technical information
to demonstrate compliance with the ordinance performance standards, adopted mitigation
measures, and other County requirements. The County will review the application material
and inspect the site to confirm compliance with the ordinance. The County would also
conduct annual inspections as part of permit renewal to confirm compliance and identify any
required corrective measures. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for further
discussion on improvements to the County’s code enforcement program.

O4-73

The comment asserts that DEIR mitigation fails to address wildlife value (habitat)
degradation. The comment notes raptor nests as an example.
DEIR mitigation measures identified in Section 3.4, “Biological Resources,” include
provisions for buffers zones for occupied habitats. Mitigation Measure 3.4-3b would ensure
that existing habitat conditions are not impacted by invasive species, and Mitigation Measure
3.4-4 would prohibit ground disturbance and vegetation removal for the following sensitive
habitats: old growth Sitka spruce, Douglas fir, and redwood forests; coastal oak woodlands;
riparian habitat associated with aquatic features; special-status fish stream habitats; marsh
habitats; and northern foredune grassland near Humboldt Bay and the Mattole River; and
coastal terrace prairie within Table Bluff Ecological Reserve. Thus, the DEIR includes
mitigation measures that provide habitat avoidance. Additionally, built-in prohibition of
cultivation activities within public land (e.g., state and national parks, Six Rivers National
Forest) and within TPZ-zoned and Timberland designated areas under the proposed
ordinance further protects nesting raptor habitat in the County.

O4-74

The comment asserts that the DEIR does not adequately address wildlife movement and
habitat fragmentation issues by failing to address existing habitat impacts from existing
cannabis cultivation operations.
The DEIR describes wildlife movement in the County on DEIR page 3.4-54 and identifies
essential connectivity areas in DEIR Exhibit 3.4-7. The DEIR identifies potential impacts to
aquatic and terrestrial corridors on DEIR pages 3.4-75 through 3.4-77. Implementation of
Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 in concert with the State Water Policy (water diversion restrictions),
Mitigation Measure 3.4-5 (wetland protection measures), and Mitigation Measure 3.4-6b
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(retention of fisher and Humboldt marten habitat features) would mitigate this impact to a
less-than-significant level.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-73 regarding mitigation measures to
protect habitat and Master Response 1 regarding the consideration of baseline
environmental conditions from unpermitted cannabis cultivation operations and DEIR
disclosure of these existing environmental conditions.
O4-75

The comment states that there are abundant sites available in the County where wildlife
conflicts with commercial cannabis operations could be avoided.
This comment is noted. It should be noted that the proposed ordinance would prohibit new
commercial cannabis operations from occurring on public land (e.g., state and national
parks, Six Rivers National Forest), TPZ-zoned areas, and General Plan designated Timberland
areas that contain a substantial portion of the County forest habitat areas.

O4-76

The comment asserts that the DEIR does not provide an adequate analysis of northern
spotted owl impacts associated with impacts to the birds, habitat, noise, and light.
The DEIR identifies habitat conditions that support northern spotted owl and specifically
identifies its habitat requirements and occurrences in the County (see DEIR page 3.4-36).
The reader is referred to Response to Comment S1-11 that provides additional information
on known norther spotted owl occurrences in relation the areas of the County where new
commercial cannabis operations would be allowed (see Exhibit 3.4-9) and additional
mitigation that would explicitly prohibit the removal of habitat for the species that was
already identified in Mitigation Measure 3.4-4 and prohibition of cultivation activities if
northern spotted owls are determined to the present in the area. Minor corrections to the
DEIR and the additional mitigation to address identified significant impacts in the DEIR does
not constitute “significant new information” that would require recirculation of the DEIR
under State CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O3-2 regarding generator noise impacts on
wildlife. The DEIR includes Mitigation Measure 3.4-1f (now 3.4-1h) that requires additional
noise standards beyond the proposed ordinance noise standards that are based on the
USFWS 2006 Transmittal of Guidance: Estimating the Effects of Auditory and Visual
Disturbance to Northern Spotted Owls and Marbled Murrelets in Northwestern California.
The proposed ordinance requires that artificial lighting used for mixed-light cultivation or
nurseries in a greenhouse be prohibited from allowing any light from escaping the structure
between sunset and sunrise as well as shielding for a security lighting (see DEIR page 3.1-18).

O4-77

The comment asserts that impacts to special-status fisheries would be a significant impact
(not potentially significant) and the DEIR does not provide sufficient analysis or mitigation
measures to reduce the impact to less than significant.
DEIR page 1-19 identifies that the term “potentially significant impact” used in the DEIR has
the same meaning as a significant impact. DEIR Impact 3.4-1 identifies that implementation
of Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 would reduce this impact to less than significant by protecting
surface water flow conditions for fisheries. As identified in Master Response 5, the DEIR
analysis acknowledges that cannabis irrigation could result in a significant decrease in
watershed flows during low flow conditions (see DEIR pages 3.8-44 and 3.8-45).
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 in compliance with State Water Board Policy
would require that all cannabis cultivation surface water and groundwater diversions comply
with the numeric flows and aquatic base flows that have been established by watershed
under the Policy in consultation with CDFW that was scientifically peer reviewed. The
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proposed ordinance would prohibit new commercial cannabis cultivation in the forested
areas of the upper watersheds and limit it to areas generally in the lower portions of the
watersheds where the USGS gages used in the implementation of the State Water Board
Policy exist. The State Water Board Policy’s flow standards and diversion requirements were
developed to protect fish spawning, migration, and rearing for endangered anadromous
salmonids, and flows to needed to maintain natural flow variability within each watershed.
O4-78

The comment asserts that the DEIR analysis of surface water fails to provide any information
by watershed.
As identified in Master Response 5, DEIR pages 3.8-21 through 3.8-25 provides
quantification of historic surface water flow rates for the watersheds in the County based on
available United States Geological Survey (USGS) gage data. Flow data for the Lower Eel,
Lower Klamath, Mad-Redwood, Mattole, South Fork Eel, and Trinity watersheds include
recent flow conditions that would include the impact of water diversions for existing cannabis
cultivation in these watersheds. While this information identifies that the County’s
watersheds pass large surface water flows during the peak portions of the wet season, the
DEIR specifically acknowledges that surface water diversions from existing cannabis
cultivation has caused elimination of stream flows during the dry season that have resulted
in impacts to protected wildlife and plant species (see DEIR page 3.4-59 and 3.8-33).
DEIR Table 3.8-5 estimates cannabis irrigation water demands by watershed for existing
cultivation sites (sites that have submitted applications for permitting under the CMMLUO),
proposed new commercial cannabis cultivation sites that submitted applications for
permitting under the CMMLUO, and assumed new commercial cannabis under the proposed
ordinance. DEIR Exhibits 3.8-10 through 3.8-15 identify the contribution of these cannabis
irrigation demands to watershed flows during the year. The DEIR analysis acknowledges that
cannabis irrigation could result in a significant decrease in watershed flows during low flow
conditions (see DEIR pages 3.8-44 and 3.8-45).
Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 would be primary mitigation to address water diversions associated
with commercial cannabis cultivation (existing and new operations) rather than compliance
with the County Coastal Code Section 313-124. This mitigation measure would require the
proposed ordinance to implement the surface water and groundwater diversion
requirements of the draft State Water Board Policy that were designed to maintain instream
flows that would protect beneficial uses (aquatic resources). The requirements of this Policy
will be incorporated into the state’s permitting process for commercial cannabis, which
includes the State Water Board’s Cannabis Small Irrigation Use Registration and the Water
Rights Permitting and Licensing Program. The diversion requirements would ensure that the
individual and cumulative effects of water diversions and discharges associated with
cannabis cultivation do not affect instream flows necessary for fish spawning, migration, and
rearing for endangered anadromous salmonids, and flows to needed to maintain natural flow
variability (State Water Board 2017c). The Policy was scientifically peer reviewed by four
experts. The peer review determined that water quality, instream flow, and diversion
requirements of the Policy were based on sound scientific knowledge, methods, and data
(State Water Board 2017d).
Thus, implementation Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 (as modified to reflect the adopted Policy)
would ensure that instream flows and aquatic resources are protected from implementation
of the proposed ordinance. The proposed ordinance would prohibit new commercial
cannabis cultivation in the forested areas of the upper watersheds and limit it to areas
generally in the lower portions of the watersheds where the USGS gages used in the
implementation of the State Water Board Policy exist.
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The comment questions the County’s enforcement of existing Coastal Zone requirements
and requests that the DEIR provide some information or numeric standards to address water
diversions.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-78 for a discussion of numeric standards
for instream flows associated with Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 in compliance with the State
Water Board Policy.

O4-80

The comment asserts that the DEIR provides no substantial evidence that implementation of
Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 would mitigate the impact. The comment also asserts that the
analysis fails to address the impact of existing cannabis operations.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-78 for a discussion of numeric standards
for instream flows associated with Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 in compliance with the State
Water Board Policy. As identified in Master Response 1, the DEIR is not required to evaluate
and mitigate impacts of existing unpermitted cannabis operations. Compliance with the
diversion restrictions and instream flow requirements are based on existing flow conditions
that include the impact of existing illegal diversions. The reader is referred to Response to
Comment O4-63 on enforcement of water diversion requirements.

O4-81

The comment state that the County will not be able to effectively inspect and enforce water
diversion restrictions and cannot rely on CDFW or the California Department of Water
Resources (DWR). The comment identifies that lack of enforcement and cumulative impacts
of existing unpermitted cannabis operations could continue to impact flows on Redwood
Creek’s tributaries and impact coho and steelhead populations.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-78 for a discussion of numeric standards
for instream flows associated with Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 in compliance with the State
Water Board Policy. As identified in Master Response 1, the DEIR is not required to evaluate
and mitigate impacts of existing unpermitted cannabis operations. Compliance with the
diversion restrictions and instream flow requirements are based on existing flow conditions
that include the impact of existing illegal diversions. The reader is referred to Response to
Comment O4-63 on enforcement of water diversion requirements and Master Response 6
regarding improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

O4-82

The comment requests that the County identify how inspections would be able to reveal
illegal water diversions. The comment asserts that the DEIR must be recirculated with an
adequate analysis of the cumulative and specific effects of commercial cannabis operation
water diversion impacts on listed and special-status fisheries on a watershed and
subwatershed basis.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-63 on enforcement of water diversion
requirements Master Response 6 regarding improvements to the County’s code enforcement
activities. Commercial cannabis cultivation operations will be required to water use records
that will reviewed annually by the County as part of permit renewals.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-78 for a discussion of the DEIR analysis
of current surface water flow conditions of the County’s watersheds; quantification of
potential water diversions by watershed and the associated impacts; and numeric standards
for instream flows associated with Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 in compliance with the State
Water Board Policy. As identified in Master Response 1, the DEIR is not required to evaluate
and mitigate impacts of existing unpermitted cannabis operations and did consider such
operations as part of the cumulative baseline conditions. The inclusion of this additional
information and minor modifications to the DEIR and mitigation measures to address
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identified significant impacts in the DEIR does not constitute “significant new information”
that would require recirculation of the DEIR under State CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5.
O4-83

The comment cites DEIR Impact 3.4-5 and asserts that the DEIR fails to consider cumulative
impacts on waters of the US and wetlands. The comment identifies that wetlands may need
to be avoided if permitting under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act is not available and
requests a definition of “qualified biologist.”
It is important to note that the DEIR cumulative impact analysis for biological resources is
provided in DEIR Chapter 4, “Cumulative Impacts.” DEIR Section 3.4, “Biological Resources,”
provides the project impact analysis. The comment is not clear on how the cumulative impact
analysis of impacts to waters of the US and wetlands is deficient. The cumulative impact
analysis in the DEIR identifies that implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-5 would
require no net loss of functions and wetland acreages and other waters and would offset the
proposed ordinance’s contribution to this cumulative impact (see DEIR page 4-7). The
comment letter provides no technical analysis or information that counters this analysis in
the DEIR.
Qualified biologist is defined in the definitions section of Attachment A of the State Water
Board Policy as:
Qualified Biologist – an individual who possesses, at a minimum, a bachelor’s or
advanced degree, from an accredited university, with a major in biology, zoology,
wildlife biology, natural resources science, or a closely related scientific discipline, at
least two years of field experience in the biology and natural history of local plant,
fish, and wildlife resources present at the cannabis cultivation site, and knowledge of
state and federal laws regarding the protection of sensitive and endangered species.
This definition will be used in the state permitting process of all commercial cannabis
operations in the County.

O4-84

The comment asserts that the DEIR fails to identify how mitigation would prevent continuing
impacts of cannabis-related diversions and development on aquatic corridors.
The DEIR identifies potential impacts to aquatic corridors on DEIR pages 3.4-75 through 3.476. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 in concert with the State Water Policy (water
diversion restrictions) and Mitigation Measure 3.4-5 (wetland protection measures) would
mitigate this impact to a less-than-significant level. The reader is referred to Response to
Comment O4-78 for a discussion of the DEIR analysis of current surface water flow
conditions of the County’s watersheds; quantification of potential water diversions by
watershed and the associated impacts; and numeric standards for instream flows associated
with Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 in compliance with the State Water Board Policy. As identified
in Master Response 1, the DEIR is not required to evaluate and mitigate impacts of existing
unpermitted cannabis operations.

O4-85

The comment asserts that the DEIR “punts” the County’s responsibility to address project
and cumulative impacts to aquatic corridors to state and federal agencies.
The DEIR does not “punt” the County’s responsibility to disclose significant environmental
impacts of the proposed ordinance and identify mitigation measures to reduce significant
impacts. The DEIR identifies Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 in concert with the State Water Policy
(water diversion restrictions) and Mitigation Measure 3.4-5 (wetland protection measures)
that would apply to individual commercial cannabis operation sites that receive permitting
under the proposed ordinance that would mitigate this impact to a less-than-significant level.
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As identified in Master Response 1, the DEIR is not required to evaluate and mitigate
impacts of existing unpermitted cannabis operations.
O4-86

The comment cites the terrestrial corridor discussion under DEIR Impact 3.4-5 and asserts
that the DEIR fails to adequately analyze cumulative impacts on populations, corridors,
existing human activities, development trends, and future areas of development. The
comment asserts that the DEIR relies on the North Coast Regional Water Quality Control
Board waiver to reduce impacts.
It is important to note that the DEIR cumulative impact analysis for biological resources is
provided in DEIR Chapter 4, “Cumulative Impacts.” DEIR Section 3.4, “Biological Resources,”
provides the project impact analysis. The cumulative baseline conditions and geographic
scope of the analysis are described on DEIR pages 4-1 through 4-3 and identify the following:


County-wide population and growth rates from 2000 through 2040;



Historic and existing land use and development of the unincorporated area of the County
and the incorporated cities;



Historic and on-going agricultural activities;



Timber production activities; and



Cannabis cultivation and related activities.

The DEIR describes wildlife movement in the County on DEIR page 3.4-54 and identifies
essential connectivity areas in DEIR Exhibit 3.4-7. The DEIR identifies potential impacts to
terrestrial corridors on DEIR pages 3.4-75 through 3.4-77. Implementation of Mitigation
Measure 3.4-6b (retention of fisher and Humboldt marten habitat features) would mitigate
the project level impact to a less-than-significant level. The cumulative impact analysis
identifies that implementation of this mitigation measure would prohibit the removal of old
growth habitat, and retain features critical for habitat connectivity and would offset the
project’s contribution to this cumulative impact (see DEIR page 4-7).
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-73 regarding mitigation measures to
protect habitat and Master Response 1 regarding the consideration of baseline
environmental conditions from unpermitted cannabis cultivation operations and DEIR
disclosure of these existing environmental conditions.
O4-87

The comment asserts that the cumulative analysis fails to adequately address geology and
soil issues. The comment also asserts that DEIR fails to address geologic stability issues
associated with development of sites and roadways from landslide hazards.
The comment appears to refer to repeated concerns that the cumulative impacts of the DEIR
must address and mitigate existing unpermitted cannabis operations. The reader is referred
to Master Response 1 regarding this issue.
The DEIR identifies current County geologic, soil, and landslide conditions on DEIR pages 3.64 through 3.6-13. Existing slope stability and landslide conditions are specifically addressed
on DEIR pages 3.6-11 and 3.6-12. Impacts associated with landsides are address in DEIR
Impact 3.6-2 on pages 3.6-18 and 3.6-19 that identifies compliance with the California
Building Code and the County’s Geologic Hazards Ordinance would require engineering
studies and design considerations to ensure slope stability for commercial cannabis
operations and roadway improvements. The comment letter provides no technical analysis or
information that counters this analysis in the DEIR.
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The comment cites a portion of a paragraph from DEIR Section 3.8, “Hydrology and Water
Quality,” (DEIR page 3.8-34) and appears to relate the information to the analysis of
landslide hazards.
The comment’s citation of the DEIR is incomplete and has been taken out of context. It was
not intended to address geologic stability hazards. The entire text of this discussion from
Section 3.8, “Hydrology and Water Quality,” to clarify the paragraph’s intent regarding
exposure to seiches, tsunamis, mudflow, and dam failures:
Environmental impact analyses under CEQA generally are not required to analyze the
impact of existing environmental conditions on a project’s future users or residents.
But when a proposed project risks exacerbating those environmental hazards or
conditions that already exist, an agency must analyze the potential impact of such
hazards on future residents or users. In those specific instances, it is the project’s
impact on the environment and not the environment’s impact on the project – that
compels an evaluation of how future residents or users could be affected by
exacerbated conditions (California Building Industry Association v. Bay Area Air
Quality Management District (2015) 62 Cal. 4th 369). Allowable uses within zoning
pertinent to the proposed ordinance would be similar to those currently allowed
within agricultural, industrial, and commercial areas. Thus, the proposed ordinance
would allow for commercial cannabis operations to occur within specific zones of the
County (see Chapter 2, “Project Description”) but would not exacerbate any existing
conditions related to the potential for seiche, tsunami, mudflow, or dam failure.
These topics are not discussed further.

O4-89

The comment asserts that the analysis that compliance with the County’s ordinance would
address impacts is not adequate.
Impacts associated with landsides are address in DEIR Impact 3.6-2 on pages 3.6-18 and
3.6-19 that identifies compliance with the California Building Code and the County’s Geologic
Hazards Ordinance (Sections 336-1 – 336-5) would require engineering studies and design
considerations to ensure slope stability for commercial cannabis operations and roadway
improvements. Design considerations may include grading restrictions, soil compaction
requirements, terracing, retaining walls, and special drainage design. The Ordinance
provides performance standards to ensure slope stability.

O4-90

The comment asserts that the DEIR impact analysis of wildlife risks fails to not support by the
analysis and is an admission that the cumulative impacts of the existing industry are large.
Fire hazard impacts are addressed in the DEIR on pages 3.7-19 through 3.7-20 and pages
3.11-9 and 3.11-10. The DEIR identifies that commercial cannabis activities permitted by the
proposed ordinance are also subject to the California Fire Code, which includes safety
measures to minimize the threat of wildfire. Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations
(CCR) sets forth the minimum development standards for emergency access, fuel
modification, setback, signage, and water supply, which help prevent damage to structures
or people by reducing wildfire hazards. In addition, Humboldt County applies standards to
proposed development within the State Responsibility Areas (SRA) to reduce the risk of fire.
These standards are a locally adopted alternative version of the state’s SRA Fire Safe
Regulations (Humboldt County Code Title III, Div 11) as authorized by Section 4290 of the
Public Resources Code, and have been approved by CAL FIRE as meeting or exceeding state
regulations. New development in the SRA is subject to Fire Safe regulations, and the
appropriate clearance of vegetation around such development is inspected by CAL FIRE and
potentially by Humboldt County with other improvements at the time of construction.
Licensed facilities under the proposed ordinance would be required to have certification that
they comply with building, electrical, and fire codes, which would require installation of fire
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suppression systems, where appropriate. The comment letter provides no technical analysis
or information that counters the conclusions of the DEIR.
The reader is referred to Master Response 1 regarding the consideration of existing
environmental effects from unpermitted cannabis operations.
O4-91

The comment asserts that the DEIR fails to address significant cumulative effects of existing
cannabis cultivation industry on hydrology, water quality, and beneficial uses of surface
waters for the County’s watersheds.
While the existing environmental conditions of unpermitted cannabis cultivation operations
were disclosed as part of the baseline condition in the DEIR, CEQA is not intended to conduct
environmental review and mitigate these conditions. State CEQA Guidelines Section
15125(a) identifies that the baseline physical conditions are the basis by which a lead
agency determines whether an impact of the project is significant. Published case law has
identified that baseline conditions include unpermitted and/or harmful activities that have
occurred prior to the project. In Center for Biological Diversity v. Department of Fish and
Wildlife (2015) 234 Cal.App.4th 214 (183 Cal.Rptr.3d 736], the Fourth Appellate District
upheld the baseline conditions and ruled that the baseline condition must reflect the
physical conditions at the time the environmental analysis begins even if the current
conditions includes unauthorized and even environmental harmful conditions that never
received environmental review. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for further
discussion of the DEIR’s disclosure of the existing environmental effects of unpermitted
cannabis and the cumulative impact analysis.

O4-92

The comment asserts that the DEIR fails to address significant water quality effects of
existing cannabis cultivation industry.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-91 and Master Response 1 for further
discussion of the evaluation of existing unpermitted cannabis operations.

O4-93

The comment asserts that the DEIR cannot rely on mitigations that are uncertain because of
lack of County enforcement.
The reader is referred to Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the evaluation of
water quality impacts and mitigation that would function in concert with the State Water
Board Policy and Master Response 6 and Response to Comment O4-63 on enforcement.

O4-94

The comment asserts that neither the proposed ordinance or DEIR address the vast majority
of the industry’s operations or their impacts on water quality.
The comment appears to in part refer to water quality impacts of existing unpermitted
cannabis operations in the County. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for further
discussion of the evaluation of existing unpermitted cannabis operations. The reader is
referred to Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the evaluation of water quality
impacts of the proposed ordinance and mitigation that would function in concert with the
State Water Board Policy.

O4-95

The comment asserts that the point of the CEQA analysis is to illuminate critical
environmental questions, such as whether to continue to allow cannabis operations and its
impacts to watercourses. The comment states that the DEIR fails to address this question
and the proposed ordinance fails to protect streams and rivers.
Pursuant to the requirements of CEQA, the DEIR is an informational document that discloses
the potential significant environmental impacts from the implementation of the proposed
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ordinance. The DEIR is not the proper document or process to determine whether the County
should permit commercial cannabis operations. The reader is referred to Master Response 5
for a detailed discussion of the evaluation of water resource impacts.
O4-96

The comment states that groundwater data must be made public. The comment asserts that
there is no identification that the County will engage in monitoring of surface water and
springs and that the DEIR fails to address surface water impacts on aquatic resources.
Application submittals that include groundwater data would be available for public review at
the County. The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-78 for further discussion of
the requirements of Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 and the State Water Board Policy to comply
with water diversion restrictions and numeric instream flow requirements, and Response to
Comment O4-63 regarding inspections, water use documentation, and enforcement of water
use performance standards of the proposed ordinance.

O4-97

The comment asserts that DEIR Impact 3.8-5 is incorrect that no data is available to key
tributaries.
The DEIR provides watershed flow data and estimated cannabis irrigation demands on DEIR
pages 3.8-41 through 3.8-45. While it is acknowledged that there is not complete surface
water flow data for each tributary in each watershed, the DEIR uses the USGS gage data that
will be used for establishing water diversion restrictions and numeric instream flow
requirements under the State Water Board Policy that provide protection of aquatic
resources. The reader is referred to Master Response 5 for further discussion of these flow
standards that provide protection of aquatic resources from cannabis cultivation water
diversions.

O4-98

The comment asserts that the DEIR fails to address cumulative impacts of cannabis-related
water diversions in the Eel River, its tributaries, and other County watersheds. The comment
also asserts that the DEIR must identify that water quality impacts are significant and not
potentially significant.
The reader is referred to Master Response 5 for further discussion of surface water flow and
water quality impacts and implementation of mitigation measures in concert with the State
Water Board Policy. The reader is also referred to Master Response 1 for further discussion
of the evaluation of existing unpermitted cannabis operations in relation to project and
cumulative impacts.

O4-99

The comment asserts that the DEIR cannot place confidence on compliance with regulations
without committing to increased enforcement efforts.
The reader is referred to Master Response 5 for further discussion of surface water flow and
water quality impacts and implementation of mitigation measures in concert with the State
Water Board Policy. The reader is also referred to Master Response 6 for a detailed
discussion of improved enforcement efforts by the County.

O4-100

The comment cites Sub-Section 4.2.2, “Existing Cannabis Cultivation Operations in Humboldt
County,” in DEIR Chapter 4, “Cumulative Impacts.” This comment is noted.

O4-101

The comment asserts that the analysis of cumulative impacts in the passage cited in
Comment O4-100 is fatally incomplete to guide policy choices to avoid, prevent and mitigate
those impacts in the future.
The comment appears to misunderstand the purpose of DEIR Sub-Section 4.2.2, “Existing
Cannabis Cultivation Operations in Humboldt County.” This discussion is part of the
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description of the base conditions upon which the proposed ordinance’s cumulative impact
analysis is based. While the environmental conditions of unpermitted cannabis cultivation
operations were disclosed in the DEIR, CEQA is not intended to conduct environmental
review and mitigate these conditions. Published case law has identified that baseline
conditions include unpermitted and/or harmful activities that have occurred prior to the
project. In Center for Biological Diversity v. Department of Fish and Wildlife (2015) 234
Cal.App.4th 214 (183 Cal.Rptr.3d 736], the Fourth Appellate District upheld the baseline
conditions and ruled that the baseline condition must reflect the physical conditions at the
time the environmental analysis begins even if the current conditions includes unauthorized
and even environmental harmful conditions that never received environmental review. The
reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a further discussion of CEQA requirements for
the consideration of baseline conditions.
Cumulative impacts analysis in the DEIR (see DEIR pages 4-3 through 4-14) is consistent
with the requirements of State CEQA Guidelines Section 15130. Cumulative impacts were
determined to be significant if:


the cumulative effects of related projects (past, current, and probable future projects) are
not significant and the incremental impact of implementing the ordinance is substantial
enough, when added to the cumulative effects of related projects, to result in a new
cumulatively significant impact; or



the cumulative effects of related projects (past, current, and probable future projects) are
already significant and implementation of the proposed ordinance makes a considerable
contribution to the cumulative impact. The standards used herein to determine a
considerable contribution are either that the effect of the proposed ordinance is
substantial or exceeds an established threshold of significance. (see DEIR page 4-3)

O4-102

The comment cites the definition of cumulative impacts provided in State CEQA Guidelines
Section 15355. This comment is noted. The DEIR includes this definition on DEIR page 4-1.

O4-103

The comment asserts that the DEIR fails to adequately consider the impacts of the proposed
ordinance and relies on uncertain mitigation. The comment also asserts that the DEIR fails to
address cumulative impacts associated with other past, present reasonably foreseeable
probable future projects.
The comment provides no specific examples or evidence on where the DEIR impact analysis
fails to address impacts or relies on uncertain mitigation. The DEIR identifies feasible
mitigation measures that would be triggered as part of the proposed ordinance
implementation. Previous comments on impact and mitigation measures inadequacy have
been responded to above.
The cumulative baseline conditions and geographic scope of the analysis are described on
DEIR pages 4-1 through 4-3 and identifies past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
probable land use activities in the County that include implementation of the current General
Plan and identify the following:


County-wide population and growth rates from 2000 through 2040;



Historic and existing land use and development of the unincorporated area of the County
and the incorporated cities;



Historic and on-going agricultural activities;



Timber production activities; and
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Cannabis cultivation and related activities.

The comment letter provides no information on what past, present, or foreseeable projects or
land use activities were omitted from the DEIR.
O4-104

The comment cites statement from the last paragraph of DEIR page 4-2. This comment is
noted.

O4-105

The comment asserts that the Butsic study understates the extent of the cannabis industry
and that the County refuses to consider additional information to fully address cumulative
effects is not consistent with CEQA requirements.
The Butsic study identified by the comment is a published source that estimated the extent
of existing unpermitted cannabis operations in the County. The determination of the exact
extent of cannabis operations in the County is difficult to determine as several operations are
located within forested areas and designed to not be easily identified. The DEIR uses the
estimate of 15,000 existing cannabis operations in the County as the best available
published information to describe the extent of existing unpermitted cannabis operations as
required by CEQA Guidelines Section 15144 (Forecasting). The comment letter provides no
countering estimate of total cannabis operations in the County. It should also be noted that
the focus of the cumulative impact analysis in an EIR is the project’s contribution to the
impact and identification of mitigation measures to reduce or offset the project’s contribution
to a less than cumulatively considerable level.

O4-106

The comment asserts that the County has not bothered to count existing sites or evaluate
their locations. The comment also asserts that the DEIR has provided no analysis of density
of existing cultivation operations and parcel sizes and their impact on public trust and
biological resources.
As part of its code enforcement efforts, the County has begun reviewing aerial imagery and
has GIS mapping data and the location and parcel sizes of existing cannabis operations that
have submitted permit applications under the CMMLOU. The reader is referred to Master
Response 1 for a further discussion of CEQA requirements for the consideration of baseline
conditions from unpermitted cannabis operations.

O4-107

The comment provides mapping the location and density of existing cannabis cultivation
sites in the southern portion of the County.
The County appreciates the mapping information. County GIS mapping data for this area also
identifies several existing cannabis operations that have submitted permit applications under
the CMMLOU.

O4-108

The comment asserts that it is not credible that the location of existing cannabis operations
cannot be known. The comment also states that it is a shame that the public and natural
resource agencies cannot decide that those impact are “speculative” and dismiss them as
the DEIR has.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O4-105 for a discussion of DEIR estimates
of the extent of existing cannabis operations in the County.
The comment appears to be referring to the statement cited in Comment O4-104 from DEIR
page 4-2. As identified in Master Response 1, this statement refers to the identification and
extent of future illegal cannabis operations in the County after implementation of the proposed
ordinance. Enforcement is anticipated to reduce the number of illegal cannabis operations that
occur in the unincorporated areas of the County that do not include tribal, state, or federally
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owned lands (the reader is referred to Master Response 6 regarding enforcement activities by
the County). However, it is not currently feasible to quantify the effectiveness of future
enforcement efforts in reducing the extent of illegal cannabis operations. Thus, the DEIR
acknowledges that it would speculative to identify the future extent of environmental effects of
existing cannabis operations pursuant to State CEQA Guidelines Section 15145. Thus, the
DEIR properly considers illegal cannabis operations in the County as part of the baseline for
project and cumulative impacts as required under CEQA.
O4-109

The comment identifies concerns regarding the impact of the County’s failure to conduct
enforcement on cannabis operations in the County.
The County believes that regulating cannabis operations will result in permitting of “good”
operations—ones that comply with regulations including providing for environmental
protection—and the eventual eradication of illegal operators who choose to avoid or ignore
the permitting process. The County has addressed enhanced enforcement as a separate
project with amendments to its Code Enforcement program. (Ordinance No. 2576, June 27,
2017 and Ordinance No. 2585, November 7, 2017) designed to eliminate delays that
hindered effective enforcement, and substantially increase administrative civil penalties. The
Code Enforcement Unit is engaged in the initial implementation of the enhanced
enforcement program (see Master Response 6). The overall purposes of the proposed
ordinance are to establish legal commercial cannabis activities and expand upon the existing
regulations set forth under the current CMMLUO to improve baseline environmental
conditions in the County.

O4-110

The comment asserts that the DEIR must be recirculated. All comments regarding the
adequacy of the DEIR have been addressed in the responses above and no significant new
information, as defined by CEQA (see State CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5) was raised in
this comment that would result in the need for recirculation. The County considers the EIR
adequate for disclosure of the significant environmental effects of the proposed ordinance.

O4-111

The comment asserts that the proposed ordinance will not prevent significant and severe
environmental impacts, including impact to listed species and their habitat and other
biological resources.
The DEIR adequately discloses the significant environmental impacts of the proposed
ordinance and includes feasible mitigation measures to reduce impacts to biological
resources and water resources to a less-than-significant level.
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Letter
O5

Ascent Environmental

Humboldt County Growers Alliance
Terra Carver, Executive Director
9/21/2017

O5-1

This comment is an introduction to the letter and provides further background of the
organization, as well as language outlining further concerns to be addressed within the letter.
This comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission and Board of
Supervisors for their consideration during review/consideration of the proposed ordinance.

O5-2

The comment requests changes to the proposed ordinance associated with permit limits. The
proposed ordinance now reflects this requested change. This comment reflects a proposed
change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

O5-3

The comment requests changes to the proposed ordinance associated with cannabis support
facilities. The proposed ordinance now reflects this requested change. This comment reflects
a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated
in the EIR.

O5-4

The comment requests changes to the proposed ordinance associated with volatile and nonvolatile manufacturing. The proposed ordinance now reflects this requested change. This
comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental
issues evaluated in the EIR.

O5-5

The comment requests changes to the proposed ordinance associated with indoor cultivation
and manufacturing. The proposed ordinance now reflects this requested change. This
comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental
issues evaluated in the EIR.

O5-6

The comment requests changes to the proposed ordinance associated road performance
standards. The proposed ordinance now reflects this requested change. This comment
reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues
evaluated in the EIR.

O5-7

The comment requests changes to the proposed ordinance associated with consistency with
state regulation definitions. The proposed ordinance reflects the cultivation areas
appropriate for local conditions. There is no compelling advantage to using the state
standards for cultivation area. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance
and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

O5-8

The comment requests changes to the proposed ordinance associated with Section
55.4.3.1. The proposed ordinance now reflects this requested change. This comment reflects
a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated
in the EIR.

O5-9

The comment requests changes to the proposed ordinance associated with Section 55.4.4.
The proposed ordinance now reflects this requested change. This comment reflects a
proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in
the EIR.

O5-10

The comment requests changes to the proposed ordinance associated with Section 55.4.4.
The proposed ordinance now reflects this requested change. This comment reflects a
proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in
the EIR.
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O5-11

The comment requests changes to the proposed ordinance associated with Section
55.4.5.4. The proposed ordinance now reflects this requested change. This comment reflects
a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated
in the EIR.

O5-12

The comment requests changes to the proposed ordinance associated with Section
55.4.6.2.1. The proposed ordinance now reflects this requested change where the
application is for a microbusiness. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

O5-13

The comment requests changes to the proposed ordinance associated with Section
55.4.6.4.2. The proposed ordinance appropriately requires consultation with CDFW. It does
not abdicate County approval authority to state agencies. This comment reflects a proposed
change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

O5-14

The comment requests changes to the proposed ordinance associated with Section 55.4.7.
The proposed ordinance now reflects this requested change. This comment reflects a
proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in
the EIR.

O5-15

The comment requests changes to the proposed ordinance associated with Section
55.4.7.1. The proposed ordinance now reflects this requested change. This comment reflects
a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated
in the EIR.

O5-16

The comment requests changes to the proposed ordinance associated with Section 55.4.8.
The proposed ordinance now reflects this requested change. This comment reflects a
proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in
the EIR.

O5-17

The comment requests changes to the proposed ordinance associated with Section
55.4.10.2. The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the
proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does
not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

O5-18

The comment requests changes to the proposed ordinance associated with Section
55.4.10.3. The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the
proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does
not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

O5-19

The comment requests changes to the proposed ordinance associated with wording
modification. The proposed ordinance now reflects this requested change. This comment
reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues
evaluated in the EIR.

O5-20

The comment requests changes to the proposed ordinance associated with road
performance standards. The proposed ordinance now reflects this requested change. This
comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental
issues evaluated in the EIR.

O5-21

The comment requests changes to the proposed ordinance associated with public
accommodation performance standards. The County is considering this requested change as
part of revisions to the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.
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O5-22

This comment includes a closing statement from the organization. This comment is noted.

O5-23

This comment includes a repeat of the provided letter. Comments have been addressed in
Response to Comments O5-1 through O5-22.
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Ascent Environmental

Lost Coast Humane Society
Barbara Shults, Director and Founder
10/16/2017

The comment identifies that DEIR does not adequately address animal welfare Animal
welfare is not a topic covered under CEQA. Impacts to wildlife is addressed in DEIR Section
3.4, “Biological Resources.” The comment has been noted and will be provided to the
Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
O7

Ascent Environmental

Humboldt Baykeeper
Jennifer Kalt, Director
10/16/2017

O7-1

The comment is an introduction to the letter and brings the former Blue Lake Products site to
attention. This comment is noted.

O7-2

The comment includes additional introduction and background information regarding the
organization and their mission. This comment is noted.

O7-3

The comment states that the DEIR does not adequately protect public health, safety, and
welfare by not fully assessing contaminated soil and groundwater.
Existing conditions and information pertinent to contaminated soil and groundwater is
included in Section 3.7, “Hazards and Hazardous Materials” on page 3.7-10 of the DEIR.
Potential exposure to contamination is addressed in DEIR Impact 3.7-2 and would be
mitigated through site evaluations and remediation of contamination measures identified in
Mitigation Measures 3.7-2a and 3.7-2b (see DEIR pages 3.7-15 through 3.7-17).

O7-4

The comment includes information regarding existing contaminated former mill sites that
impact waterbodies in and surrounding Humboldt Bay. Should these sites be utilized for
commercial cannabis operations they would be subject to compliance with Mitigation
Measures 3.7-2a and 3.7-2b. This comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning
Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during review/consideration of
the project.

O7-5

The comment states that the Draft EIR does not describe contaminated industrial sites within
the Humboldt Bay watershed. As a programmatic EIR, the Draft EIR provides a general
setting of existing hazards and conditions throughout the entire County, rather than specific
sites or locations, in addition to providing “a more exhaustive consideration of effects” [CEQA
Guidelines Section 15168(b)(1)]. The impaired status of Humboldt Bay is identified on DEIR
page 3.8-18 (impaired for dioxin and PCBs).

O7-6

The comment includes information regarding dioxin contamination and asserts that the DEIR
does not identify the impaired status of Humboldt Bay. The impaired status of Humboldt Bay
and other water bodies in the County is identified on DEIR pages 3.8-17 through 3.8-21.

O7-7

The comment states that Mitigation Measure 3.7-2a, on page 3.7-16 of the Draft EIR, should
not circumvent public and environmental review of reuse sites. As stated in the Draft EIR,
Mitigation Measure 3.7-2a serves as a performance standard, rather than a means of
streamlining approval of a project. Compliance with this mitigation measure would involve
submittal of the assessment as part of the permit application that would be available for
public review.

O7-8

The comment recommends that the proposed ordinance require Use Permit approvals for
any ground disturbance on lands previously used for industrial activities. The proposed
ordinance requires commercial and industrial structures proposed for cannabis activities be
evaluated for possible contamination.

O7-9

The comment includes closing remarks to the letter. Comments raised in the comment letter
have been responded to above. This comment is noted.
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Klamath Baykeeper
Konrad Fisher, Thomas Wheeler, Jennifer Kalt
10/16/2017

O8-1

The comment is an introduction to the letter. The comment is noted.

O8-2

The comment supports Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 that identifies water diversion
requirements, but expresses concerns that the water diversions would jeopardize fish
populations and harm public trust resources.
The reader is referred to Master Response 5 for further discussion of surface water flow and
water quality impacts and implementation of mitigation measures 3.8-2 and 3.8-5 in concert
with the State Water Board Policy. The diversion restrictions and numeric instream flow
requirements would ensure that the individual and cumulative effects of water diversions
and discharges associated with cannabis cultivation do not affect instream flows necessary
for fish spawning, migration, and rearing for endangered anadromous salmonids, and flows
to needed to maintain natural flow variability (State Water Board 2017c).

O8-3

The comment asserts that the bypass flow provisions are not adequate to protect fisheries
and public trust resources. The reader is referred to Master Response 5 for further details on
water diversion restrictions (including bypass flow provisions) and their ability to protect
fisheries and beneficial uses.

O8-4

The comment recommends that the County refrain from issuing commercial cannabis
permits that rely on surface water diversions where the state has not yet quantified instream
flow requirements.
The State Water Board Policy has established monthly numeric instream flow and aquatic
base flow requirements for watersheds in the County (see Master Response 5 for flow
requirements by watershed). The State Water Board Policy’s flow standards and diversion
requirements were developed to protect fish spawning, migration, and rearing for
endangered anadromous salmonids, and flows to needed to maintain natural flow variability
within each watershed. Thus, implementation of 3.8-5 in concert with the State Water Board
Policy would ensure that the proposed ordinance would not result in significant impacts to
coho salmon and steelhead and their habitat.
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Letter
O9

Ascent Environmental

The Buckeye
Lauren Sizemore, Executive Director
10/16/2017

O9-1

The comment is an introduction to the letter and additional information regarding the
organization. The comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission and
Board of Supervisors for their consideration during review/consideration of the project.

O9-2

The comment identifies concerns regarding the cumulative impact of addition of new
cannabis cultivation operations while the County struggles with enforcement.
The County believes that regulating cannabis operations will result in permitting of “good”
operations—ones that comply with regulations—and the eventual eradication of illegal
operators who choose to avoid or ignore the permitting process. The County has addressed
enhanced enforcement as a separate project with amendments to its Code Enforcement
program. (Ordinance No. 2576, June 27, 2017 and Ordinance No. 2585, November 7, 2017)
designed to eliminate delays that hindered effective enforcement, and substantially increase
administrative civil penalties. The Code Enforcement Unit is engaged in the initial
implementation of the enhanced enforcement program (see Master Response 6). The overall
purposes of the proposed ordinance are to establish legal commercial cannabis activities
and expand upon the existing regulations set forth under the current CMMLUO to improve
baseline environmental conditions in the County.

O9-3

The comment includes support of a modified version of DEIR Alternative 5. This comment is
noted. It should be noted that at the time of the preparation of this Final EIR the County was
considering modifications to the proposed ordinance that would establish a cap to limit the
extent of permitted commercial cannabis operations in the County.

O9-4

The comment states that the County has experienced unacceptable social and
environmental impacts from existing unpermitted cannabis operations and identifies
inadequate enforcement efforts by the County.
While the existing environmental conditions of unpermitted cannabis cultivation operations
were disclosed as part of the baseline condition in the DEIR, CEQA is not intended to conduct
environmental review and mitigate these conditions. State CEQA Guidelines Section
15125(a) identifies that the baseline physical conditions are the basis by which a lead
agency determines whether an impact of the project is significant. Published case law has
identified that baseline conditions include unpermitted and/or harmful activities that have
occurred prior to the project. In Center for Biological Diversity v. Department of Fish and
Wildlife (2015) 234 Cal.App.4th 214 (183 Cal.Rptr.3d 736], the Fourth Appellate District
upheld the baseline conditions and ruled that the baseline condition must reflect the
physical conditions at the time the environmental analysis begins even if the current
conditions includes unauthorized and even environmental harmful conditions that never
received environmental review.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment O9-2 regarding enforcement efforts by the
County.

O9-5

2-230

This comment states that County is far from remediating the social and environmental
impacts to the community resulting from existing illegal operations.
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This comment is noted. The reader is referred to Response to Comment O9-4 regarding the
consideration of the existing environmental effects of unpermitted cannabis operations and
Response to Comment O9-2 regarding enforcement efforts by the County.
O9-6

The comment recommends that the County not permit any new cannabis cultivation. This
comment is noted. It should be noted that at the time of the preparation of this Final EIR the
County was considering modifications to the proposed ordinance that would establish a cap
to limit the extent of permitted commercial cannabis operations in the County.

O9-7

The comment includes conclusory language and additional support of a modified Alternative
5. This comment is noted. It should be noted that at the time of the preparation of this Final
EIR the County was considering modifications to the proposed ordinance that would establish
a cap to limit the extent of permitted commercial cannabis operations in the County.
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Letter
O10
O10-1

Ascent Environmental

Environmental Protection Information Center (EPIC)
Thomas Wheeler
10/16/2017

The comment requests that the mitigation measures identified in the DEIR be incorporated
into the performance standards of the proposed ordinance.
FEIR Chapter 4, “Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program,” identifies how each
mitigation measure would be either incorporated into the performance standards of the
proposed ordinance or would be implemented as part of the application requirements of the
proposed ordinance.

O10-2

The comment states that the County is currently experiencing significant environmental
effects from existing cannabis operations. The comment also asserts that the DEIR does not
consider the significant background effects from unpermitted cannabis operations in its
conclusions. Lastly, the comment recommends the County limit the proposed ordinance to
licensing of existing cultivation sites until existing environmental effects are addressed.
As described in Master Response 1, the existing environmental conditions of unpermitted
cannabis cultivation operations were disclosed as part of the baseline condition in the DEIR.
CEQA is not intended to conduct environmental review and mitigate these existing
conditions. State CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a) identifies that the baseline physical
conditions are the basis by which a lead agency determines whether an impact of the project
is significant. Published case law has identified that baseline conditions include unpermitted
and/or harmful activities that have occurred prior to the project. In Center for Biological
Diversity v. Department of Fish and Wildlife (2015) 234 Cal.App.4th 214 (183 Cal.Rptr.3d
736], the Fourth Appellate District upheld the baseline conditions and ruled that the baseline
condition must reflect the physical conditions at the time the environmental analysis begins
even if the current conditions includes unauthorized and even environmental harmful
conditions that never received environmental review.
The County believes that regulating cannabis operations will result in permitting of “good”
operations—ones that comply with regulations—and the eventual eradication of illegal
operators who choose to avoid or ignore the permitting process. The County has addressed
enhanced enforcement as a separate project with amendments to its Code Enforcement
program. (Ordinance No. 2576, June 27, 2017 and Ordinance No. 2585, November 7, 2017)
designed to eliminate delays that hindered effective enforcement, and substantially increase
administrative civil penalties. The Code Enforcement Unit is engaged in the initial
implementation of the enhanced enforcement program (see Master Response 6). The overall
purposes of the proposed ordinance are to establish legal commercial cannabis activities
and expand upon the existing regulations set forth under the current CMMLUO to improve
baseline environmental conditions in the County.
It should be noted that at the time of the preparation of this FEIR the County was considering
modifications to the proposed ordinance that would establish a cap to limit the extent of
permitted commercial cannabis operations in the County.

O10-3

The comment asserts that the DEIR did not completely consider the environmental impacts
of generator use related to noise, air quality, and fire hazards. The comment suggests that
generators should be banned.
Noise associated with existing generator varies in the County depending on the extent of
generator use, distance from noise-sensitive receptors, and topography, vegetation and
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structures that attenuate (reduce) noise. The DEIR addresses generator noise on DEIR page
3.10-10 as well as on DEIR pages 3.4-65 and 3.4-66 (generator noise impacts on wildlife).
Implementation of the proposed ordinance would reduce the current extent of generator use
that occurs under existing conditions. This would include prohibiting them in TPZ and General
Plan designated Timberland areas. Under recent updates to the proposed ordinance
cultivation sites (including sites using generators) would be required to submit
documentation demonstrating compliance with the noise standards (no increase in existing
ambient noise levels at the property line of the site beyond 3dB, the human ear can begin to
detect sound level increases at 3dB), including: a site plan detailing the location of the
generator, property lines, and nearby forested areas, existing ambient noise levels at the
property line using current noise measurements (excluding generators) during typical periods
of use, details on the design of any structure(s) or equipment used to attenuate noise, as
well as details on the location and characteristics of any landscaping, natural features, or
other measures that serve to attenuate generator noise levels at nearby property lines or
habitat. Review of this documentation as well as annual site inspections as part of permit
renewals would ensure compliance. The DEIR includes Mitigation Measure 3.4-1f (now 3.41h) that requires additional noise standards that are based on the USFWS 2006 Transmittal
of Guidance: Estimating the Effects of Auditory and Visual Disturbance to Northern Spotted
Owls and Marbled Murrelets in Northwestern California to address impacts to special-status
wildlife species.
As identified in DEIR Table 3.3-7, significant particulate impacts from implementation of the
proposed ordinance are associated with road dust emissions and not generator use.
DEIR Impact 3.7-7 and 3.11-1 identify the permitted commercial cannabis operations would
be required to demonstrate compliance with Fire Code and County Code requirements that
would reduce the risk of fire and would improve fire safety conditions for existing cannabis
operations that obtained permit coverage under the proposed ordinance.
Thus, there are no significant environmental impacts associated with generator use that
would necessitate a ban on their use. The reader is also referred Master Response 6 for a
discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.
O10-4

The comment questions the ability for the County sufficiently conduct annual inspections
under the proposed ordinance. The comment recommends that the County enter into multiagency agreements to combine inspection efforts.
The County is considering this requested change to the inspection provisions as part of
revisions to the proposed ordinance. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for further
information on County code enforcement effort improvements and coordination with other
agencies.

O10-5

The comment provides recommendations to Section 55.4.5.3 of the proposed ordinance
regarding enforcement.
This suggestion is noted will be considered by the County as part of revisions to the proposed
ordinance. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for further information on County
code enforcement effort improvements.

O10-6

The comment asserts that the DEIR did not adequately address noise impacts, including
impacts to wildlife in the County.
DEIR pages 3.4-65 and 3.4-66 provides an impact analysis of noise impacts on specialstatus wildlife species and identifies Mitigation Measure 3.4-1f (now 3.4-1h) that requires
additional noise standards beyond the proposed ordinance that are based on the USFWS
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2006 Transmittal of Guidance: Estimating the Effects of Auditory and Visual Disturbance to
Northern Spotted Owls and Marbled Murrelets in Northwestern California. The comment
provides no analysis or evidence that counters the analysis and conclusions of the DEIR. The
reader is referred to Response to Comment O3-3 regarding corrections made to the DEIR
regarding noise associated with the Northwestern Pacific Railroad and Master Response 3
regarding the consideration of all noise sources.
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Peter and Shannon Childs
9/3/2017

I1-1

The comment includes interpretation of cannabis use over time. The comment does not raise
any issues with the environmental analysis provided in the DEIR. The comment is noted.

I1-2

The comment suggests limiting cultivation sizes to 2,500 square feet. The section of the
proposed ordinance encouraging small cultivation sites reflects this suggestion. This
comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental
issues evaluated in the EIR.

I1-3

The comment discusses the evolution of the County cannabis regulations and the proposed
ordinance. does not raise any issues with the environmental analysis provided in the Draft
EIR. The comment is noted.

I1-4

The comment includes information of existing conditions within Humboldt County, such as
decaying roads, empty streams, and visual impacts.
This comment is noted. The DEIR addresses aesthetic impacts in DEIR Section 3.1,
“Aesthetics,” surface water diversion impacts in DEIR Section 3.8, “Hydrology and Water
Quality,” and roadway impacts in DEIR Section 3.12, “Transportation and Circulation.”

I1-5

The comment expresses opinions regarding the development of cannabis regulations and
enforcement. This comment is noted. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for further
discussion on improvements to the County’s code enforcement program.

I1-6

The comment expresses opinions regarding the development of cannabis regulations. This
comment is noted.

I1-7

The comment includes opinion regarding the County’s ability to legitimize citizen’s concerns.
The comment does not raise any issues with the environmental analysis provided in the Draft
EIR. The comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission and Board of
Supervisors for their consideration during review/consideration of the project.

I1-8

The comment recommends that no industrial cannabis grows be allowed on rural residential
lands. The proposed ordinance reflects the first portion of this requested change. The County
is considering the second portion of this requested change as part of revisions to the
proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does
not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.
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Marjorie Heddinger
9/4/2017

The comment states that the County does not need more cannabis cultivation sites and
states that the County does not have the resources to conduct code enforcement.
The comment is noted. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for further discussion on
improvements to the County’s code enforcement program. DEIR Alternatives 1 and 5
consider options where no new commercial cannabis would be permitted.

I2-2

The comment states concern regarding cannabis cultivation on 1 acre or less in size and
states that their subdivision does not need any more cannabis operations. The proposed
ordinance reflects this requested change. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I2-3

The comment includes statements regarding existing unpermitted cannabis growers. The
reader is referred to Master Response 6 for a discussion of improvements to the County’s
code enforcement activities. The comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning
Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during review/consideration of
the project.
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Tim Meade
9/5/2017

I3-1

The comment expresses concern regarding existing cannabis operations within the City of
Fortuna sphere of influence. This comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning
Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during review/consideration of
the project. The setback requirements of the proposed ordinance are intended to address
these concerns.

I3-2

The comment notes that they will not be able to attend the DEIR Workshop. This comment is
noted.

I3-3

The comment states the opinion that the DEIR effectively recognizes some impacts identified
in the NOP comments. The comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning
Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during review/consideration of
the project.

I3-4

The comment identifies that some damage to the citizens and environment has already
occurred and the County faces a long path to recovery.
The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for further details on the DEIR’s evaluation of
existing environmental effects from unpermitted cannabis operations. While the existing
environmental conditions of unpermitted cannabis cultivation operations were disclosed as
part of the baseline condition in the DEIR, CEQA is not intended to conduct environmental
review and mitigate these conditions. State CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a) identifies that
the baseline physical conditions are the basis by which a lead agency determines whether an
impact of the project is significant. Published case law has identified that baseline conditions
include unpermitted and/or harmful activities that have occurred prior to the project.

I3-5

The comment identifies concerns with dust emissions associated with DEIR Impact 3.3-2 and
questions whether annual mixed-light operations were considered.
The impact analysis provided under DEIR Impact 3.3-2 evaluates all commercial cannabis
operations, including all cultivation and non-cultivation operations (see DEIR Table 3.3-7). As
identified on DEIR page 3.3-19, air quality modeling identifies that a single cultivation
operation would not exceed the North Coast Unified Air Quality Management District
(NCUAQMD) recommended threshold of 15 tons per year of particulate matter emissions.
However, peak activities at a harvest would exceed the NCUAQMD recommended daily
threshold of 80 pounds per day of particulate matter.

I3-6

The comment questions if annual groundwater monitoring, described in Mitigation Measure
3.8-3, includes existing wells.
Mitigation Measure 3.8-3 applies to the operation of any well that would be utilized for
commercial cannabis operations.

I3-7
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The comment questions if the water diversion restrictions and monitoring and reporting
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Diversion restrictions associated with aquatic base flows would apply to the operational of
groundwater wells for commercial cannabis operations. The reader is referred to Master
Response 5 for further information on the State Water Board Policy and its groundwater use
restrictions.
I3-8

The comment states the opinion that DEIR Impact 3.10-2, Long term non-transportation
operational noise, should be considered significant.
The reader is referred to Master Response 3 that addresses noise sources from commercial
cannabis cultivation operations. The types of fans commonly used for outdoor or mixed-light
cannabis cultivation would generate noise levels below that of motorized trimmers.
Additionally, fans are typically used for indoor cannabis cultivation operations, and therefore,
would experience additional noise level reduction because of being located within a fully
enclosed structure. Since release of the DEIR, the County adopted the General Plan Update
that consists of a new Noise Element. The new Noise Element retains the same land
use/noise compatibility standards from the previous Noise Element cited in the DEIR, but
now includes short-term peak noise standards for daytime (6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.) and
nighttime conditions (10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.) (Standard N-S8). The new Noise Element also
includes Implementation Measure N-IM3 that requires the County to investigate noise
complaints and determine of a violation has occurred, and Implementation Measure N-IM7x
that requires the County to adopt a noise control ordinance (Humboldt County 2017).
Permitted commercial cannabis operations would be subject to these new short-term noise
standards and enforcement actions by the County.
The County has also updated the proposed ordinance’s performance standards for noise at
cultivation sites that now prohibit noise from cultivation and related activities from increasing
the ambient noise level at any property line by more than 3 dB. As identified on DEIR page
3.10-2, the human ear can begin to detect sound level increases at 3dB.

I3-9

The comment states that it is possible to mitigate odor impacts resulting from
implementation of the proposed ordinance. The reader is referred to Master Response 4 for
detailed discussion of odor impacts. Section 55.4.4 (Definitions) of the proposed ordinance
specifically requires that all enclosed cannabis facilities to minimize odor outside of the
structure through the carbon filtration or other methods.
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I4

Responses to Comments

Paul Farnham
9/6/2017

I4-1

The comment states that it is not enough to notify neighbors under the proposed ordinance
provisions and that they should be allowed to request a hearing. The County is considering
this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects
a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated
in the EIR.

I4-2

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Special Permit requirements for
permit requests in spheres of influence or within 1,000 feet of a city boundary. The County is
considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance. This
comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental
issues evaluated in the EIR.

I4-3

The comment identifies concerns regarding commercial cannabis operations near cities. The
County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance.
This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address
environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I4-4

The comment state that general plans should be respected and buffers should be provided
around cities. The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the
proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does
not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I4-5

The comment urges local government cooperation with citizens in adopting County
regulations and rules. The commenter’s concerns are noted and will be provided to the
Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.
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Randall and Aleverna Moore
9/8/2017

The comment includes opposition of the legalization of recreational marijuana until adequate
code enforcement has been established. This comment is noted. The reader is referred to
Master Response 6 for further discussion on improvements to the County’s code
enforcement program.
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Carol Nichols
9/9/2017

The comment expresses concern with odors associated with cannabis operations. The
commenter is referred to Master Response 4 for further discussion on odor impacts
identified in the DEIR.
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Steve Barager
9/19/2017

I7-1

The comment includes concerns with increased traffic. DEIR Section 3.12, “Transportation
and Circulation, “provides a details impact analysis of traffic operational and safety impacts
(see DEIR pages 3.12-9 through 3.12-17). The reader is also referred to additional mitigation
added to the EIR in Response to Comment S2-5.

I7-2

The comment identifies water encroachments from existing cannabis operations and the
need for monitoring. This comment is noted. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for
further discussion on improvements to the County’s code enforcement program.

I7-3

The comment identifies concerns with noise. The reader is referred to Master Response 3 for
a detailed discussion of commercial cannabis noise sources and potential impacts.

I7-4

The comment identifies concerns with light pollution. The proposed ordinance requires that
artificial lighting used for mixed-light cultivation or nurseries in a greenhouse be prohibited
from allowing any light from escaping the structure between sunset and sunrise as well as
shielding for a security lighting (see DEIR page 3.1-18).

I7-5

The commenter expresses concern with gun firing. These concerns are noted and will be
provided to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.

I7-6

The comment includes concerns with trespassing. These concerns are noted and will be
provided to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.

I7-7

The comment includes concerns with lack of wildlife. DEIR Section 3.4, “Biological
Resources,” evaluates impacts to wildlife from implementation of the proposed ordinance.

I7-8

The comment includes concerns with family values. CEQA analyzes impacts that a proposed
project would have on the physical environment. Therefore, family values are not evaluated
under CEQA. These concerns are noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission and
Board of Supervisors for their consideration during review/consideration of the project.

I7-9

The comment includes concerns with water supply and availability. DEIR Section 3.8,
“Hydrology and Water Quality,” Section 3.13, “Utilities and Service Systems,” and Chapter 4,
“Cumulative Impacts,” address project and cumulative impacts County water resources.

I7-10

The comment expresses concern for the need for enforcement of the proposed ordinance.
The County believes that regulating cannabis operations will result in permitting of “good”
operations—ones that comply with regulations—and the eventual eradication of illegal
operators who choose to avoid or ignore the permitting process. The County has addressed
enhanced enforcement as a separate project with amendments to its Code Enforcement
program. (Ordinance No. 2576, June 27, 2017 and Ordinance No. 2585, November 7, 2017)
designed to eliminate delays that hindered effective enforcement, and substantially increase
administrative civil penalties. The Code Enforcement Unit is engaged in the initial
implementation of the enhanced enforcement program (see Master Response 6). The overall
purposes of the proposed ordinance are to establish legal commercial cannabis activities
and expand upon the existing regulations set forth under the current CMMLUO to improve
baseline environmental conditions in the County.
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Teisha Machetti (AgDynamix)
9/7/2017

I8-1

The comment provides general comments on the County’s process of developing the
proposed ordinance. The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to
the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and
does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I8-2

The comment provides general comments on the proposed ordinance development and
impacts to the County. The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions
to the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and
does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I8-3

The comment requests reconsideration of the County’s approach to the proposed ordinance
until the County can process applications pending. The County is considering this requested
change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed
change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I8-4

The comment expresses concern regarding the costs for applicants to comply with the
proposed ordinance. The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to
the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and
does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I8-5

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance associated with building in
prime soils and agricultural lands. The County is considering this requested change as part of
revisions to the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I8-6

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance associated with allowing onsite sales under a Special Permit rather than a Conditional Use Permit. The County is
considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance. This
comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental
issues evaluated in the EIR.

I8-7

The comment recommends that the County adhere to a 30-day processing timeline for
notifications. The County is processing cannabis permits as fast as possible in conformance
with statutory and local regulatory requirements. This comment reflects a proposed change
to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I8-8

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance by providing a transitioning
program for medical to recreation licensing. The proposed ordinance reflects this requested
change. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address
environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I8-9

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance to allow for provisional
permitting provided under Ordinance 2544 and revise the timeline back to two years. The
County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance.
This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address
environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.
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I8-10

The comment recommends changes to the proposed to remove the pre-existing definition.
The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed
ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address
environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I8-11

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance to remove the four-permit
limit. The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed
ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address
environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I8-12

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance to create an interim good
standing letter for the state licensing program if the County is not willing to issue provisional
permits. The County is issuing interim permits for qualified pre-existing cultivation activities.
This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address
environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I8-13

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance to allow grandfathering
provisions under Ordinance 2544. The County is considering this requested change as part
of revisions to the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I8-14

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance to remove mandatory
renewable energy requirements from the proposed ordinance. Consider an incentive for
renewable energy supported models. The County is considering this requested change as
part of revisions to the proposed ordinance. It should be noted that the renewable energy
requirements of the proposed ordinance help address the state renewable energy
requirements and state efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions as described in DEIR
Sections 3.3, “Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions,” and Section 3.14, “Energy.”

I8-15

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance to remove energy restriction
requirements on TPZ and U with GPLU T zones. Change Section 55.4.6.5.6 for performance
standards for generators are 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., adhering to best management
practices, and adhere to Water Board and air quality standards. The County is considering
this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance. It should be noted that
energy use restrictions provide protections for special-status wildlife species that are
sensitive to noise from generators. No changes to the EIR are recommended.

I8-16

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance to clarify the recreational
application. The proposed ordinance reflects this requested change. This comment reflects a
proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in
the EIR.

I8-17

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance to require industrial sites to
undergo testing and clean-up measures for brownfield sites. The proposed ordinance reflects
this requested change. The DEIR addresses potential on-site contamination issues on pages
3.7-15 through 3.7-17.

I8-18

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance to support temporary event
permits and eliminate grey area concerns behind on-site consumption with a Conditional Use
Permit. The proposed ordinance reflects this requested change. This comment reflects a
proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in
the EIR.

I8-19

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance to include RA zones and FP
zones. The proposed ordinance reflects this requested change. This comment reflects a
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proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in
the EIR.
I8-20

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance to allow nonvolatile
manufacturing and infusion of home goods and home based distribution/brokering
businesses. The proposed ordinance reflects this requested change. This comment reflects a
proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in
the EIR.

I8-21

The comment recommends changes to the proposed ordinance to remove diversionary water
language for open air cultivation. The County is considering this requested change as part of
revisions to the proposed ordinance. As identified in Master Response 5, all commercial
cannabis operations would be required to comply with water diversion restrictions under the
State Water Board Policy. DEIR Impact 3.8-3 addresses potential groundwater impacts from
commercial cannabis operations that may use wells (see DEIR pages 3.8-38 and 3.8-39).

I8-22

The comment offers assistance in the improvement of the proposed ordinance. This
comment is noted.
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Nate Bones
9/13/2017

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance and the potential removal
cultivation in the C2 zone. The proposed ordinance reflects this requested change. This
comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental
issues evaluated in the EIR.
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Letter
I10
I10-1

2-284

Ascent Environmental

Nathan Bones
9/13/2017

The comment provides a copy of the Sunhouse Gardens Business Plan. This comment is
noted.
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Letter
I11
I11-1

Responses to Comments

Sue and Tom Leskiw
9/14/2017

The comment provides a formal request for 155 Kara Lane, McKinleyville to be added to the
Rural Residential Neighborhood Area (RRNA). The proposed ordinance reflects this requested
change. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address
environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.
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Letter
I12
I12-1

Responses to Comments

Terra Carver
9/20/2017

The comment identifies that the definitions of outdoor and mixed-light under the state
regulations was going to change. This comment is noted. The County is considering this
requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a
proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in
the EIR.
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Letter
I13

Responses to Comments

Betty Crowder
9/20/2017

I13-1

The comment asserts that the County is on the wrong track with the proposed ordinance
associated with the consideration of recreational uses. This comment is noted.

I13-2

The comment identifies concerns with traffic and roadway facility impacts from cannabis
operations. The reader is referred to DEIR Section 3.12, “Transportation and Circulation,” for
an analysis of traffic operational and facility impacts from implementation of the proposed
ordinance. The County is considering this concern regarding the proposed ordinance.

I13-3

The comment states that the County should not accept any additional permit applications
until current applications are processed and operational. The County is considering this
requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance. The reader is referred to
Master Response 6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code
enforcement activities to address issues with cannabis operations.

I13-4

The comment asserts that the County should consider ways to lessen the impact of current
cannabis operations rather than expand cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 6 for details on improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities
to address issues with cannabis operations that are not in compliance with County
requirements.
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I14-1

Responses to Comments

Sami Osman
9/21/2017

The comment states that the County should allow flexibility for existing applicants to comply
with the proposed ordinance requirements. The County is considering this requested change
as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to
the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.
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Letter
I15
I15-1

Responses to Comments

Thomas Mulder
9/22/2017

The comment provides photos of an existing roadway for consideration of road provisions of
the proposed ordinance. The comment is noted.
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Letter
I16

Ascent Environmental

Katherine Wolman
9/25/2017

I16-1

The comment identifies concerns regarding the allowance for cultivation areas to exceed
10,000 square feet in size and water source provisions under Section 55.4.6.3.1. The
comment is noted. The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to
the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and
does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I16-2

The comment expresses concern regarding the proposed ordinance’s water use restrictions
and the ability for an operation to comply. The comment also asserts that using large
amounts of well and spring water can negatively affect the water table.
Groundwater impacts are addressed in DEIR Impact 3.8-3 on DEIR pages 3.8-38 and 3.8-39.
Implementation of the proposed ordinance’s groundwater well standards and DEIR
Mitigation Measure 3.8-3 would ensure testing, monitoring, and modification of well
operations to mitigate local groundwater impacts should groundwater drawdown impacts
occur. Groundwater use would also be restricted under the State Water Board Policy when
aquatic base flow requirements in County watersheds are not being met. Reader is referred
to Master Response 5 for further discussion of groundwater impacts and the requirements of
the State Water Board Policy that are designed to protect aquatic resources.

I16-3

The comment requests clarifications on the renewable energy requirements under the
proposed ordinance under sections 55.4.6.3.1, 55.4.6.56, and 55.4.12.5. Pacific Gas &
Electricity (PG&E) offer plans that meet the renewable energy requirements of the ordinance.

I16-4

The comment expresses concern regarding the restrictions under Section 55.4.5.5.1 of the
proposed ordinance. The proposed ordinance reflects this requested change. This comment
reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues
evaluated in the EIR.

I16-5

The comment questions how bull frogs could be protected by draining ponds and fencing
restrictions under the proposed ordinance (Section 55.4.12.8). Bull frogs are an invasive
species that is harmful to native aquatic species. This species is not protected under state
and federal laws. The proposed ordinance includes other pond design provisions intended to
protect wildlife (ponds are to be designed with pathways enabling escape by local wildlife).
The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed
ordinance.

I16-6

The comment provides closing remarks to the letter and asserts that the County and state
are creating too many expenses, deadlines, and obstacles for small farms. The County is
considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance. This
comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental
issues evaluated in the EIR.
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Letter
I17

Responses to Comments

Ken Miller
9/29/2017

I17-1

The comment identifies concerns are focused on Mountain View Road and generally applies
to most remote rural roads. The comment asserts that there has been a dramatic increase in
traffic. This comment is noted. Traffic operational issues are addressed in DEIR Section 3.12,
“Transportation and Circulation.”

I17-2

The comment describes the existing condition of Mountain View Road. As identified on DEIR
page 3.12-13, the existing and new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed
ordinance would be required to obtain access to a roadway system that is equivalent or
exceeds the County’s Category 4 road standard. The Category 4 road standard provides 18 to
20-foot wide travel lanes, 2-foot wide bladed shoulders (as required by the County), 25 to 40mile per hour design speed, and sight distance requirements for safe passage. The County
has determined that the Category 4 road standard is adequate to accommodate commercial
cannabis operation traffic volumes and vehicle types (e.g., passenger vehicles, small trucks,
large service trucks). This may require commercial cannabis operations to improve existing
roadways as part of their permitting process. In addition, commercial cannabis operations
would be required to join or establish road maintenance associations for the funding of ongoing maintenance.

I17-3

The comment identifies that the only significant change to traffic on Mountain View Road has
been cannabis grows and how would roadway impacts be addressed. The reader is referred
to Response to Comment I7-2 for a description of the proposed ordinance’s roadway
requirements.

I17-4

The comment identifies that the DEIR does not identify Mountain View Road and appears to
limit its analysis to traffic increases within 15 miles of a main road.
The DEIR provides a programmatic analysis of the environmental impacts from the
implementation of the proposed ordinance county-wide. The DEIR does not provide sitespecific environmental review of every roadway facility in the County. The referenced 15-mile
radius is used for estimating traffic generated by commercial cannabis cultivation sites
during harvest. As described on DEIR page 3.12-12, the DEIR trip estimations were based on
GIS mapping and travel time. The reader is referred to Response to Comment I7-2 for a
description of the proposed ordinance’s roadway requirements.

I17-5

The comment states that the residential areas along Mountain View Road are not shown in
the DEIR. The reader is referred to Response to Comment I7-2 for a description of the
proposed ordinance’s roadway requirements and Response to Comment I17-3 regarding the
programmatic analysis of the DEIR.

I17-6

The comment states that safety concerns regarding Mountain View Road and other narrow
rural roads are not addressed in the DEIR. The reader is referred to Response to Comment
I7-2 for a description of the proposed ordinance’s roadway requirements.

I17-7

The comment states that relocation of existing grow sites may help poor access arteries. This
comment is noted. The reader is referred to Response to Comment I7-2 for a description of
the proposed ordinance’s roadway requirements.

I17-8

The comment asserts that impacts on Mountain View Road (road maintenance, safety, and
emergency access) will only get worse with expansion of the cannabis industry. The comment
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also notes existing water quality issues with the Mad River that will worsen with increased
sediment inputs.
Emergency access is address on DEIR page 3.12-17. The DEIR identifies that existing and
future commercial cannabis operations would be required to meet the County’s Category 4
road standards and the emergency access standards set forth in Chapter 10 – Fire Safe
Regulations of the County Code. The reader is also referred to Response to Comment I7-2 for
a description of the proposed ordinance’s roadway requirements.
Current water quality condition of the Mad River is identified on DEIR page 3.8-20 and 3.821. Water quality impacts from sediment from commercial cannabis operations and related
roadway improvements are addressed on DEIR pages 3.8-35 through 3.8-39. The reader
also referred to Master Response 5 for further discussion of water quality requirements and
the recent adoption of the State Water Board Policy.
I17-9

The comment asks what evaluations and reasonably foreseeable impacts have been
conducted for Mountain View Road and other rural roadways and who will fix damages.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment I7-2 for a description of the proposed
ordinance’s roadway requirements and Response to Comment I17-3 regarding the
programmatic analysis of the DEIR.

I17-10

The comment asserts that remote areas attract illegal cannabis cultivation that contribute to
cumulative impacts in combination with legal grows and that the DEIR dismissed these
impacts.
While these existing environmental conditions of unpermitted cannabis cultivation operations
were disclosed as part of the baseline condition in the DEIR (see Master Response 1), CEQA
is not intended to conduct environmental review and mitigate these conditions. State CEQA
Guidelines Section 15125(a) identifies that the baseline physical conditions are the basis by
which a lead agency determines whether an impact of the project is significant. Published
case law has identified that baseline conditions include unpermitted and/or harmful
activities that have occurred prior to the project. In Center for Biological Diversity v.
Department of Fish and Wildlife (2015) 234 Cal.App.4th 214 (183 Cal.Rptr.3d 736], the
Fourth Appellate District upheld the baseline conditions and ruled that the baseline condition
must reflect the physical conditions at the time the environmental analysis begins even if the
current conditions includes unauthorized and even environmental harmful conditions that
never received environmental review.
The County believes that regulating cannabis operations will result in permitting of “good”
operations—ones that comply with regulations—and the eventual eradication of illegal
operators who choose to avoid or ignore the permitting process. The County has addressed
enhanced enforcement as a separate project with amendments to its Code Enforcement
program. (Ordinance No. 2576, June 27, 2017 and Ordinance No. 2585, November 7, 2017)
designed to eliminate delays that hindered effective enforcement, and substantially increase
administrative civil penalties. The Code Enforcement Unit is engaged in the initial
implementation of the enhanced enforcement program (see Master Response 6). The overall
purposes of the proposed ordinance are to establish legal commercial cannabis activities
and expand upon the existing regulations set forth under the current CMMLUO to improve
baseline environmental conditions in the County.

I17-11

2-310

The comment cites information in the DEIR on the provisions of the 1988 General Plan and
identifies that such requirements should be applied to Mountain View Road.
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The 1988 General Plan has been superceded by the recent adoption of the 2017 General
Plan Update. Existing and new commercial cannabis operations under the proposed
ordinance would be required to obtain access to a roadway system that is equivalent or
exceeds the County’s Category 4 road standard. The Category 4 road standard provides 18 to
20-foot wide travel lanes, 2-foot wide bladed shoulders (as required by the County), 25 to 40mile per hour design speed, and sight distance requirements for safe passage. The County
has determined that the Category 4 road standard is adequate to accommodate commercial
cannabis operation traffic volumes and vehicle types (e.g., passenger vehicles, small trucks,
large service trucks). In addition, commercial cannabis operations would be required to join
or establish road maintenance associations for the funding of on-going maintenance.
I17-12

The comment asserts that the DEIR does not provide mitigation as identified in General Plan
Update Policy C-P4 regarding impacts to rural roadways.
As identified on DEIR pages 3.12-14 through 3.12-17, no significant traffic operational or
safety impacts were identified and no mitigation measures were required. This conclusion
was based on the fact that existing and new commercial cannabis operations under the
proposed ordinance would be required to obtain access to a roadway system that is
equivalent or exceeds the County’s Category 4 road standard. The Category 4 road standard
provides 18 to 20-foot wide travel lanes, 2-foot wide bladed shoulders (as required by the
County), 25 to 40-mile per hour design speed, and sight distance requirements for safe
passage. The County has determined that the Category 4 road standard is adequate to
accommodate commercial cannabis operation traffic volumes and vehicle types (e.g.,
passenger vehicles, small trucks, large service trucks). In addition, commercial cannabis
operations would be required to join or establish road maintenance associations for the
funding of on-going maintenance.

I17-13

The comment references Policy C-P4 and suggests that special road tax for grows be
considered. The reader is referred to Response I17-12 for a discussion of roadway
maintenance requirements under the proposed ordinance. The County is considering this
requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance.

I17-14

The comment references proposed ordinance roadway standard 3 asserts that this standard
is the issue for safety issues occurring on Mountain View Road.
As identified on DEIR page 2-23, standard 3 consists of water quality requirements and not
the safety design of the roadway. Existing and new commercial cannabis operations under
the proposed ordinance would be required to obtain access to a roadway system that is
equivalent or exceeds the County’s Category 4 road standard. The County has determined
that the Category 4 road standard is adequate to accommodate traffic from commercial
cannabis operations.

I17-15

The comment asserts that the DEIR greenhouse gas impact analysis does not factor
transportation sources of greenhouse gases (GHG).
The DEIR GHG impact analysis includes the consideration of mobile GHG emissions. DEIR
page 3.3-21 specifically notes that there would likely be an increase in mobile emissions of
GHG from increases in vehicle miles traveled, but that the amount of GHG emissions from
existing sites required to comply with the renewable energy standards (or shut down because
of code enforcement) of the proposed ordinance is expected to offset mobile GHG emissions.

I17-16

The comment states that the DEIR Impact 3.3-5 fails to address GHG emissions associated
with remote transportation.
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DEIR Impact 3.3-5 is an analysis of exposure to the environmental effects of climate change
(higher average temperatures, changes in precipitation and flood events, reduced water
supply, water quality impacts, and sea level rise) and not directly associated with potential
GHG emissions associated with implementation of the proposed ordinance (see Response to
Comment I17-15 regarding this issue). As identified in Section 3.3, “Air Quality/Greenhouse
Gases,” the environmental effects of climate change are a global issue and not limited to the
County.
I17-17

The comment states that there is roadway damage already on Mountain View Road and
impedes vehicles and would continue to unless repairs are made.
The comment is noted. The proposed ordinance requires commercial cannabis operations to
join or establish road maintenance associations for the funding of on-going maintenance.

I17-18

The comment states that Mountain View Road discharges sediment to the Mad River. The
reader is referred to Response to Comment I17-8 for a response on water quality conditions
for the Mad River and sediment impacts.

I17-19

The comment asserts that the DEIR only addresses local property access that not the main
artery. As identified on DEIR page 3.12-13, the existing and new commercial cannabis
operations under the proposed ordinance would be required to obtain access to a roadway
system that is equivalent or exceeds the County’s Category 4 road standard. The County has
determined that the Category 4 road standard is adequate to accommodate traffic from
commercial cannabis operations. In addition, commercial cannabis operations would be
required to join or establish road maintenance associations for the funding of on-going
maintenance.

I17-20

The comment appears to assert that the DEIR fails to address traffic from cultivation from
not considering existing traffic from cultivation during the months of March through October.
Existing traffic conditions are part of the baseline condition and are not directly part of the
project. As identified in the DEIR, the peak operation condition for commercial cannabis is
during the harvest that includes up to 15 temporary employees over a four-week period. The
DEIR traffic analysis conservatively assumes that all new outdoor, mixed-light, and indoor
commercial cannabis cultivation operations are harvesting at the same time county-wide.
This could generate up to 31,897 daily trips during the harvest period. This traffic generation
is equivalent to the daily traffic generation of approximately 3,190 single family residential
dwelling units (3,190 dwelling units is 12 percent of the total single family residential dwelling
units that exist in the unincorporated area of the County in 2017 [California Department of
Finance 2017). No comment letters provide any evidence countering traffic assumptions
identified above or that the DEIR underestimates the potential extent of traffic generation
and impacts to highway level of service operations.

I17-21

The comment states that emergency access along Mountain View Road is not reliable. This
comment is noted. Emergency access is address on DEIR page 3.12-17. The DEIR identifies
that existing and future commercial cannabis operations would be required to meet the
County’s Category 4 road standards and the emergency access standards set forth in
Chapter 10 – Fire Safe Regulations of the County Code.

I17-22

The comment questions whether the DEIR addresses GHG emissions from mobile sources.
The reader is referred to Response I17-15 for a discussion of mobile GHG emissions.
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Kelly Flores (Margo Advisors)
10/4/2017

I18-1

The comment is an introduction to the letter that provides input on the letter. Comment
noted.

I18-2

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance’s definition of “distribution facility.”
The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed
ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address
environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I18-3

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance’s definition of “outdoor.” The
proposed ordinance allows for nurseries in association with cultivation activities. This
comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental
issues evaluated in the EIR.

I18-4

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.5.6.3.2 (Water Source).
Private water companies that provide water through in-ground infrastructure would be
allowed by the proposed ordinance. The reader is referred to DEIR Section 3.8, “Hydrology
and Water Quality,” and 3.13, “Utilities and Service Systems,” for a discussion of water
supply sources and impacts.

I18-5

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.6.4.4 (Setbacks). This
section of the proposed ordinance is simply pointing out that, per other sections of County
Code, setbacks apply to these types of uses. This comment reflects a proposed change to
the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I18-6

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.6.5.1 (Small
Cultivation Sites). The proposed ordinance reflects this requested change. This comment
reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues
evaluated in the EIR.

I18-7

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.6.5.7 (Provisional
Permitting). The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the
proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does
not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I18-8

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.10.3
(Microbusinesses). The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to
the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and
does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I18-9

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12.1.8 (Performance
Standard – Road Systems). The County is considering this requested change as part of
revisions to the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I18-10

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12.2.3. The proposed
ordinance has retained but modified this provision to avoid conflicts between CDFW process
and the County permitting process. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.
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I18-11

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12.4c (Light Pollution
Control). The proposed ordinance reflects this requested change. However, all commercial
cannabis cultivation would be required to comply with riparian habitat setbacks set forth in
the State Water Board Policy. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and
does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I18-12

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12.4d (Light Pollution
Control). The proposed ordinance reflects this requested change. This comment reflects a
proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in
the EIR.

I18-13

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12.5 (Energy Use). The
County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance.
It should be noted that generator noise can have negative impacts to special-status wildlife
species (see DEIR Section 3.4, “Biological Resources,”). No changes to the EIR are
recommended.

I18-14

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12.7 (Diversionary
Water Use). The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the
proposed ordinance. As identified in Master Response 5, cannabis cultivation would be
subject to the water diversion requirements under State Water Board Policy.

I18-15

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.13 (Humboldt
Artisanal Branding). The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to
the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and
does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.
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Joan Bennett
10/6/2017

I19-1

The comment includes introductory remarks. The comment is noted.

I19-2

The comment includes remarks of cannabis-related odor. The comment is noted. The reader
is referred to Master Response 4 for a further discussion on odor impacts.

I19-3

The comment includes remarks of cannabis-related odor. The comment is noted. The reader
is referred to Master Response 4 for a further discussion on odor impacts.

I19-4

The comment includes remarks of cannabis-related odor. The comment is noted. The reader
is referred to Master Response 4 for a further discussion on odor impacts.
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John LaBoyteaux
10/6/2017

The comment states that an attached letter from the Food, Fiber and Flowers agricultural
organization has been provided to present additional comments. The attachment was not
provided, but was submitted in regard to the development of the proposed ordinance prior to
release of the Notice of Preparation and provides no input on the DEIR or the current form of
the proposed ordinance. This comment is noted.
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Katherine Wolman
10/6/2017

The comment provides input on the definition of a small grow. The proposed ordinance
considers 3,000 square feet of cultivation as a “Small Cultivation” site. This comment
reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues
evaluated in the EIR.
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Letter
I22

Ascent Environmental

Randy Klein
10/10/2017

I22-1

The comment includes concern with effects to watersheds from cannabis operations. The
reader is referred to Master Response 5 for a further discussion of DEIR discussion of
watershed impacts and the recently adopted State Water Board Policy that would work with
DEIR mitigation measures to protect fishery resources.

I22-2

The comment expresses concern for potential cannabis cultivation in the Jacoby Creek
watershed. DEIR Section 3.4, “Biological Resources,” addresses wildlife, fishery, and habitat
impacts associated with implementation of the proposed ordinance. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a further discussion of DEIR discussion of watershed impacts and the
recently adopted Stat Water Board Policy that would work with DEIR mitigation measures to
protect fishery resources.

I22-3

The comment includes suggestion for alternative areas and lands to be used for cannabis
cultivation. The comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission and
Board of Supervisors for their consideration during review/consideration of the project. The
proposed ordinance does include provisions for allowing commercial cannabis operations on
previous used sites that include industrial sites. This comment reflects a proposed change to
the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I22-4

The comment includes suggestion to reject General Plan updates that would impact County
watersheds and to adopt a modified version of Alternative 5. The comment is noted and will
be provided to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration
during review/consideration of the project.
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I23

Responses to Comments

Unknown
10/13/2017

I23-1

The comment states that current impacts to water resources to the Van Duzen River is
unacceptable. The DEIR identifies that the Van Duzen River is designated as an impaired
water feature sediment on DEIR page 3.8-18. The reader is referred to Master Response 5
for further information regarding impacts to water resources.

I23-2

The comment states that the Van Duzen River is designated as a wild and scenic river. The
DEIR identifies that it is part of the Eel River designation for outstanding remarkable values
for fisheries and recreation (see DEIR page 3.8-17).

I23-3

The comment expresses opposition with the cannabis industry and provides further concern
with maintaining natural resources in the County. This comment is noted. The DEIR identifies
the significant environmental impacts from the implementation of the proposed ordinance on
the County’s natural resources in DEIR Sections 3.1 through 3.14.

I23-4

The comment includes a statement that the commenter would like to remain anonymous.
The comment is noted.

I23-5

The comment includes pictures of the Van Duzen River provided by the commenter. This
comment is noted.
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Letter
I24

Ascent Environmental

Linda Cassara
10/13/2017

I24-1

The comment identifies their opposition to the proposed ordinance. This comment is noted.

I24-2

The comment refers to attached materials regarding their opposition to the proposed
ordinance. These comments are responded to below.

I24-3

The comment provides general comments regarding their opposition to the proposed
ordinance. No specific comments on the proposed ordinance or the DEIR are provided. This
comment is noted.

I24-4

The comment consists of six points regarding centralization. No specific comments on the
proposed ordinance or the DEIR are provided. This comment is noted.

I24-5

The comment provides information regarding the current use of pesticides on unpermitted
cannabis cultivation. The existing contamination, biological, and water quality issues with
unpermitted cannabis cultivation is documented in the DEIR on pages 3.4-59, 3.7-10, and
3.8-33.

I24-6

The comment suggests that pesticides may end up in cannabis products. Contamination
associated with unpermitted cannabis operations is documented on DEIR page 3.7-10.

I24-7

The comment provides further comments on the hazards of unpermitted cannabis
cultivation. This comment is noted. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for further
discussion on the DEIR’s disclosure of the environmental impacts of unpermitted cannabis
operations.

I24-8

The comment provides further input on contamination associated with existing unpermitted
cannabis operations. The existing contamination, biological, and water quality issues with
unpermitted cannabis cultivation is documented in the DEIR on pages 3.4-59, 3.7-10, and
3.8-33.

I24-9

The comment questions whether the state would be able to ensure cannabis operations are
not using dangerous chemicals. All permitted cannabis operations would be subject to
compliance with the State Water Board Policy that includes requirements for pesticide usage.

I24-10

The comment asserts that unpermitted and permitted cannabis operations are impacting the
environment. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for further discussion on the
DEIR’s disclosure of the environmental impacts of unpermitted cannabis operations. The
DEIR does address the environmental impacts from the implementation of the proposed
ordinance.

I24-11

The comment provides a document called “Collective Fallacies and Interventionist Follies.”
No specific comments on the proposed ordinance or the DEIR are provided. This comment is
noted.
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I25
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Katherine Wolman
10/13/2017

I25-1

The comment states that it is important to adhere to the original ordinance when reviewing
applications that have been submitted. The County is considering this requested change as
part of revisions to the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I25-2

The comment requests clarification on the 3,000-square foot cultivation permit. Those
allowances are explained in Section 55.4.6.5.1 (Small Cultivation Sites) of the proposed
ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address
environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I25-3

The comment requests clarification on water storage requirements in the proposed ordinance.
The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed
ordinance. Bull frogs are an invasive species that impact existing wildlife in the County.

I25-4

The comment requests clarification regarding the prohibition of employees on farms under
3,000 square feet. The proposed ordinance reflects this requested change. This comment
reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues
evaluated in the EIR.

I25-5

The comment requests clarifications on the proposed ordinance setback requirements. The
County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance.
This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address
environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I25-6

The comment asks about expenses associated with use of riparian water. This comment is
noted. As described in Master Response 5, all cannabis cultivation would be required to
comply with the water diversion requirements of the State Water Board Policy. This comment
reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues
evaluated in the EIR.

I25-7

The comment asserts that the proposed ordinance’s requirements for water use
documentation is excessive. The County is considering this requested change as part of
revisions to the proposed ordinance. The reader is referred to Response to Comment I25-6.

I25-8

The comment appreciates the County’s commitment to eliminate large unpermitted grows.
This comment is noted. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for a further discussion
of County code enforcement activities.

I25-9

The comment states that the Planning Commission is making a sincere effort to address the
concerns of southern Humboldt farmers. The County is considering this requested change as
part of revisions to the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I25-10

The comment requests a meeting to address their concerns. This comment is noted. The
reader can contact Steve Lazar with the Humboldt County Planning & Building Department to
schedule a meeting to discuss concerns.
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Letter
I26
I26-1

Responses to Comments

Leslie McMurray
10/13/2017

The comment includes a summary of impacts associated with cannabis operations that
include odors, use of pesticides and contamination, noise, traffic, visual impacts, and law
enforcement issues.
The DEIR addresses the environmental impacts of these issue areas in DEIR Section 3.1,
“Aesthetics,” 3.3, “Air Quality and Greenhouse Gases,” 3.7, “Hazards and Hazardous
Materials,” 3.10, “Noise,” and 3.11, “Public Services,” and 3.12, “Transportation and
Circulation.”

I26-2

The comment includes concerns with groundwater quality and contamination resulting from
cannabis operations. As identified under DEIR Impact 3.7-3, commercial cannabis operations
would be subject to federal and state regulations for the proper use and storage of
pesticides that protect public health and the environment (see DEIR pages 3.7-2 through
3.7-6 and 3.7-17). DEIR Impact 3.8-2 also addresses water quality impacts associated with
pesticide usage (see DEIR page 3.8-37). The reader is also referred to Master Response 5 for
further information on the recent adoption of the State Water Board Policy that provides
additional water quality control requirements that address pesticides. DEIR Impact 3.8-3
addresses groundwater supply impacts and identifies that the proposed ordinance’s water
use and groundwater performance standards in combination with Mitigation Measure 3.8-3
would protect local groundwater resources (see DEIR pages 3.8-38 and 3.8-39).

I26-3

The comment includes general concerns regarding marijuana permitting. This comment is
noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their
consideration during review/consideration of the project. This comment reflects a proposed
change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I26-4

The comment includes the opinion that Humboldt County needs to attract more citizens
rather than drive them out. This comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning
Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during review/consideration of
the project. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address
environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I26-5

The comment includes opposition of marijuana permitting. This comment is noted and will be
provided to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I27
I27-1

Responses to Comments

Ernie DeGraff
10/14/2017

The comment recommends that the 1,000-foot setback for commercial cannabis cultivation
from city or residential boundaries should be retroactive after approval of the EIR. The
comment further states that approved permits must be updated to conform to the provisions
of the EIR.
The DEIR is an informational document that discloses the potential significant environmental
impacts from the implementation of the proposed ordinance and not the CMMLUO. The DEIR
is not the proper process to develop to modify permits for approved cannabis operations.

I27-2

The comment states that operations must adhere to established odor regulations. The
proposed ordinance includes requirements for odor control for indoor cultivation operations.
For additional information regarding odor, the reader is referred to Master Response 4.

I27-3

The comment states that the County let the “horse” out of the barn by approving cannabis
operations prior to approval of the EIR. Permits that have been approved to date are
associated with compliance with the CMMLUO and not the proposed ordinance that is
evaluated by the DEIR.
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Letter
I28
I28-1

Responses to Comments

Gus Erickson
10/14/2017

The comment includes concerns with enforcement and the permitting process under the
proposed ordinance. This comment is noted. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for
further information on the County’s enhancement of code enforcement efforts. The County is
considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance.
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Letter
I29
I29-1

Responses to Comments

Marjorie Heddinger
10/14/2017

The comment includes general concern and opposition for new cannabis operations and
identifies damage to roadways.
As identified on DEIR page 3.12-13, the existing and new commercial cannabis operations
under the proposed ordinance would be required to obtain access to a roadway system that
is equivalent or exceeds the County’s Category 4 road standard. The County has determined
that the Category 4 road standard is adequate to accommodate traffic from commercial
cannabis operations. In addition, commercial cannabis operations would be required to join
or establish road maintenance associations for the funding of on-going maintenance. This
comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors
for their consideration during review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I30
I30-1

Ascent Environmental

George Clark
10/15/2017

The comment asserts that no further cannabis operations should be permitted until impaired
streams, tributaries, rivers, and biodiversity improve from existing cannabis.
The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for further details on the DEIR’s evaluation of
existing environmental effects from unpermitted cannabis operations. While the existing
environmental conditions of unpermitted cannabis cultivation operations were disclosed as
part of the baseline condition in the DEIR, CEQA is not intended to conduct environmental
review and mitigate these conditions. State CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a) identifies that
the baseline physical conditions are the basis by which a lead agency determines whether an
impact of the project is significant. Published case law has identified that baseline conditions
include unpermitted and/or harmful activities that have occurred prior to the project.

I30-2

The comment states that the DEIR does not adequately address enforcement issues. The
reader is referred to Master Response 6 for a detailed discussion of the County’s
improvements to code enforcement actions in the County and Master Response 1 for the
DEIR’s evaluation of existing environmental effects from unpermitted cannabis operations.

I30-3

The comment asserts that local regulatory agencies have the experience to address
cannabis issues and references CDFW recommendations for water carrying capacity
regulations and suspend cannabis permitting until enforcement is improved.
As further described under Master Response 5, a watershed analysis to establish cannabis
cultivation caps for each watershed would be difficult for the County to conduct as it would
require details on existing water users in each watershed and the extent that riparian water
rights may be exercised. The County lacks the technical experience to collect this extent of
data and determine what is the appropriate aquatic carrying capacity. Regional and state
agencies that would have the appropriate technical information and experience to conduct a
watershed analysis include State Water Board, North Coast Regional Water Quality Control
Board, and CDFW. The County would be willing to participate in joint watershed evaluation
studies with these agencies. The DEIR does provide a watershed level impact analysis
associated with the proposed ordinance that includes details on current water quality and
surface water flow conditions (see DEIR pages 3.8-14 through 3.8-47). Water quality impacts
would be mitigated through compliance with the State Water Board Policy as well as
implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-2. The State Water Board Policy would require
that all cannabis cultivation surface water and groundwater diversions comply with the
numeric flows and aquatic base flows that have been established by watershed under the
Policy in consultation with CDFW. The State Water Board Policy’s numeric flows and aquatic
base flows and associated diversion requirements function as an aquatic carrying capacity
suggested by the comment. It should be noted that at the time of the preparation of this Final
EIR the County was considering modifications to the proposed ordinance that would establish
a cap to limit the extent of permitted commercial cannabis operations in the County.
The reader is also referred to Master Response 6 for a detailed discussion of the County’s
improvements to code enforcement actions.

I30-4

2-370

The comment asserts that a suspension of the proposed ordinance is warranted until
workshops with hydrologists, local environmental organizations, and natural resource agencies
to expand public awareness and address the carrying capacity for watersheds. The comment
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also asserts that the DEIR fails to emphasize the necessity of educating and involving all
county residents to develop cooperation to implement mitigation measures in the DEIR.
The suggested suspension of the proposed ordinance is noted. The County conducted
several public workshops on the proposed ordinance and has consulted with CDFW and the
North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board on the development of the proposed
ordinance. The reader is referred to Response to Comment I30-3 for further discussion of
developing carrying capacities for watersheds.
The DEIR is an informational document that discloses the potential significant environmental
impacts and mitigation measures to address impacts from the implementation of the
proposed ordinance for consideration by the public and County decision-makers (Planning
Commission and Board of Supervisors). Public comment on the DEIR and its mitigation
measures was solicited for a 45-day period through the release of the Notice of Availability
that was distributed by the County. CEQA does not mandate that all county residents must
participate in the environmental review process.
I30-5

The comment asserts the need to develop water carrying capacities to address water
shortages that result in impacts to biological resources and water quality. The comment also
asserts that the DEIR underrates theses impacts.
DEIR Section 3.4, “Biological Resources,” and 3.8, “Hydrology and Water Quality,” provide a
detailed description of current conditions of habitats, special-status species, and water
quality and flow conditions for County watersheds. These sections also address potential
impacts of the proposed ordinance on biological resources and water resources and
identifies mitigation measures to reduce the impact of the proposed ordinance to a lessthan-significant level. The reader is referred to Master Response 5 for further details on
water diversion restrictions and numeric instream flow requirements for County watersheds
that would apply to commercial cannabis operations under the proposed ordinance to
protect aquatic resources. The comment letter provides no technical analysis or information
that counters the analysis provided in the DEIR.

I30-6

The comment provides general statements regarding resources and agencies that can be
used for enforcement and development of water carrying capacities.
This comment is noted. The reader is referred to Response to Comment I30-3 and Master
Response 6 for further discussion on watershed impacts and County code enforcement
activities.

I30-7

The comment includes a list of existing conditions within Humboldt County. This comment is
noted. Existing environmental conditions of the County are identified in DEIR Sections 3.1
through 3.14.

I30-8

The comment includes existing conditions and concerns with waterways in Humboldt County.
This comment is noted. Impaired conditions of County watersheds are identified on DEIR
pages 3.8-17 through 3.8-21, while current flow conditions are identified on DEIR pages 3.822 through 3.8-25.

I30-9

The comment states that all commercial activities in County watersheds require immediate
regulatory action to protect public health, safety, recreation, natural resources, and wildlife.
This comment is noted. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for further details on
the DEIR’s evaluation of existing environmental effects from unpermitted cannabis
operations and Master Response 6 for further discussion of County code enforcement
activities.
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I30-10

Ascent Environmental

The comment asserts that water carrying capacity certification for County watersheds is
required to avoid impacts to natural resources and extinction.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment I30-5 for a discussion of the DEIR’s analysis
of biological and water resource impacts and details on water diversion restrictions and
numeric instream flow requirements for County watersheds that would protect aquatic
resources.

I30-11

2-372

The comment includes further opinion of regulation and enforcement. This comment is
noted.
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Letter
I31
I31-1

Ascent Environmental

Sue Leskiw
10/15/2017

The comment provides introductory statements on the proposed ordinance and specifically
requests that current cannabis applications that are not approved prior to adoption of the
proposed ordinance not be grandfathered under the CMMLUO.
This comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission and Board of
Supervisors for their consideration during review/consideration of the project. Current
applications are subject to the CMMLUO that is not evaluated in this EIR for the proposed
ordinance. These operations would still be monitored by the County and code enforcement
would be implemented for noncompliance.

I31-2

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.5.1 (Special Area
Provisions – Rural Residential Neighborhood Areas). The County is considering this
requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a
proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in
the EIR.

I31-3

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.5.1 (Special Area
Provisions – Early Notification). The County is considering this requested change as part of
revisions to the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I31-4

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.5.6 (Terms of
Commercial Cannabis Activity Clearance or Permit). The County is considering this requested
change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance. The County Planning & Building
Department may need additional staffing, and can request additional staff as needed. This
comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental
issues evaluated in the EIR.

I31-5

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.5.10 (Restriction of
water use under special circumstances). DEIR Mitigation Measure 3.8-3 would ensure
testing, monitoring, and modification of well operations should groundwater drawdown
impacts occur. Groundwater use would also be restricted under the State Water Board Policy
when aquatic base flow requirements in County watersheds are not being met.

I31-6

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.6.3 (Eligibility Criteria).
The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed
ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address
environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I31-7

The comment supports proposed ordinance Section 55.4.6.4 (Siting Criteria – Conversion of
Timberland Prohibited). This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to
the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I31-8

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.6.4 (Siting Criteria –
Setbacks). The reader is referred to Master Response 3 for a further discussion of noise
impacts and Master Response 4 for a further discussion of odor impacts. The County is
considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance.
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I31-9

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.7 (Cannabis Support
Activities – road standards). The County is considering this requested change as part of
revisions to the proposed ordinance. DEIR Section 3.12, “Transportation and Circulation,”
identified that implementation of the proposed ordinance was not expected to generate
traffic volumes that would result in deficient level of service operations. A mitigation measure
(Mitigation Measure 3.12-2) has been added to the Final EIR to ensure that highway access
points and intersections are properly designed to accommodate anticipated traffic volumes
and safety.

I31-10

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.7 (Cannabis Support
Activities – distribution, off-site processing, enclosed nurseries, and propagation centers).
The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed
ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does identify any
environmental issues not addressed in the EIR.

I31-11

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.8 (Indoor Cultivation and
Manufacturing – road standards). The County is considering this requested change as part of
revisions to the proposed ordinance. The reader is referred to Response to Comment I31-9.

I31-12

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.8 (Indoor Cultivation
and Manufacturing – structure limitation). Section 55.4.8.1.1 establishes requirements for
indoor cultivation in new structures. The County is considering this requested change as part
of revisions to the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I31-13

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.10 (Other Provisions –
Farm-based Retail Sales). The County is considering this requested change as part of
revisions to the proposed ordinance. The reader is referred to Response to Comment I31-9
regarding traffic concerns.

I31-14

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.10 (Other Provisions –
Temporary Special Events/Onsite Cannabis Consumption/Tours). The proposed ordinance
reflects this requested change. It should be also noted that roadways would be required to
meet the County’s Category 4 road standard. The County has determined that this roadway is
adequate to accommodate commercial cannabis operation traffic. This comment reflects a
proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in
the EIR.

I31-15

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12 (Performance
Standards – Road Systems, Functional Capacity). As identified on DEIR page 3.12-13, the
proposed ordinance requires the roadway system meets, is equivalent, or exceeds the
County’s Category 4 road standard. The Category 4 road standard provides 18 to 20-foot
wide travel lanes, 2-foot wide bladed shoulders (as required by the County), 25 to 40-mile
per hour design speed, and sight distance requirements for safe passage. The County has
determined that the Category 4 road standard is adequate to accommodate commercial
cannabis operation traffic volumes and vehicle types (e.g., passenger vehicles, small trucks,
large service trucks).

I31-16

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12 (Performance
Standards – Only emergency truck water). The County is considering this requested change
as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to
the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I31-17

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12 (Performance
Standards – Approved means of sewage disposal). The County is considering this requested
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change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance. Sewer service and improvements
would be required to meet County Code requirements. This comment reflects a proposed
change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.
I31-18

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12 (Performance
Standards – Light Pollution Control). The County is considering this requested change as part
of revisions to the proposed ordinance. Delineations and avoidance of sensitive habitats
(including riparian areas) is required under DEIR Mitigation Measure 3.4-4. All commercial
cannabis cultivation would be required to meet the State Water Board Policy setback
requirements as well.

I31-19

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12 (Performance
Standards – Energy Use). The County is considering this requested change as part of
revisions to the proposed ordinance. The County has updated the proposed ordinance’s
performance standards for noise at cultivation sites that now prohibit noise from cultivation
and related activities (including generators) from increasing the ambient noise level at any
property line by more than 3 dB. As identified on DEIR page 3.10-2, the human ear can begin
to detect sound level increases at 3dB.

I31-20

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12 (Performance
Standards – Wells on Small Parcels and Soils Management).
As identified in Master Response 5, the proposed ordinance contains testing requirements
for wells on parcels 10 acres or smaller located within 400 feet of property lines to
determine if drawdown could occur on any adjacent wells. It is presumed that parcels larger
than this contain sufficient buffer to prevent effects to wells on adjacent properties. Ten
acres is also the smallest parcel size under the proposed ordinance that up to 43,560
square feet (1 acre) of cannabis cultivation may be allowed with a Special Permit in resource
protection and residential zoning districts that would generate the greatest water demand in
relation to parcel size (347,173 gallons per year, approximately the 3.17 times the
equivalent demand of a single family residential dwelling unit that uses 300 gallons per day).
Without a Special Permit, cannabis cultivation is limited to 5,000 square feet for parcels 5 to
10 acres in size, 10,000 square feet for parcels 10 acres or larger. Parcels 320 acres or
larger would be allowed up to 43,560 square feet of cannabis cultivation per 100 acres with
a Use Permit. Commercial and industrial zoned areas where commercial cannabis cultivation
would be allowed on parcels at least 2 acres in size and would allow up to 1 acre of
cultivation with a Zoning Clearance. Thus, the proposed ordinance requirements address the
greatest potential for groundwater impacts.
The testing requirements further identify that use of a well for cannabis-related irrigation may
be prohibited, limited or subject to provisional approval and monitoring, depending on the
results of the testing. The well tests (in the ordinance) are designed to prevent drawdown on
adjacent properties; however, it is not possible to assure that, over the long-term and in
variable hydrologic conditions where wells are located closer than 400 feet from adjacent
properties, that some isolated wells could be affected by adjacent cannabis operations.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8.3 would modify the requirements of the proposed
ordinance by requiring the reporting of annual monitoring of groundwater conditions to the
County as part of the annual inspections required under the ordinance. This monitoring will
identify if on-site well operations are resulting in groundwater drawdown impacts and what
adaptive measures that will be implemented to recover groundwater levels and protect
adjacent wells.
Because implementation of this mitigation measure would be required as part of annual
commercial cannabis operations permit renewals, it would provide on-going protection of
local groundwater resources. The State Water Board will also monitor instream flows during
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the dry season for compliance with aquatic base flows established for each watershed and
evaluate whether the number or location of groundwater diversions to determine whether
imposition of a groundwater forbearance period or other measures. The State Water Board
will notify cannabis cultivators the possibility of a groundwater forbearance period or other
measures may be imposed to address low flow conditions.
The comment regarding concurrence with the proposed ordinance’s soil management
provisions is noted.
I31-21

The comment states that the proposed ordinance does not include odor control
requirements for indoor cultivation.
The DEIR does also identify that indoor cultivation and processing facilities are not
anticipated to result in a significant odor impact. As identified below, Section 55.4.4
(Definitions) of the proposed ordinance specifically requires that all enclosed cannabis
facilities prevent odor from occurring outside of the structure:
“Enclosed” means Commercial Cannabis Cultivation Activities conducted within an
enclosed structure employing mechanical ventilation controls in concert with carbon
filtration or other equivalent or superior method(s) minimizing the odor of cannabis
outside of the structure.
While the proposed ordinance does not specify the exact method of odor control, it does
establish a performance standard that all indoor processing facilities are required to
demonstrate compliance with. This method of addressing and mitigating the odor impact is
consistent with State CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.4(a)(1)(B) that in part states: “…However,
measures may specify performance standards which would mitigate the significant effect of the
project and which may be accomplished in more than one specified way.”

I31-22

The comment states that harvest assumptions in the DEIR be included as requirements in
the proposed ordinance to avoid greater extent of harvest events.
The harvest assumptions identified in the DEIR are based on the length of the growing cycles
for cannabis using outdoor, mixed-light, indoor cultivation methods review of current
cannabis cultivation operations in the County. The DEIR impact analysis conservatively
assumes that all new commercial cannabis cultivation operations (indoor, outdoor, and
mixed-light) are harvesting at the same time (see Master Response 2). The County is
considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance.

I31-23

The comment states that the proposed ordinance does not address all noise sources
associated with commercial cannabis operations. The reader is referred to Master Response
3 for an analysis of noise sources of concern. The County has also updated the proposed
ordinance’s performance standards for noise at cultivation sites that now prohibit noise from
cultivation and related activities from increasing the ambient noise level at any property line
by more than 3 dB. As identified on DEIR page 3.10-2, the human ear can begin to detect
sound level increases at 3dB.

I31-24

The comment questions the indoor cannabis cultivation limits of the proposed ordinance.
The proposed ordinance would allow indoor cultivation area of up to 10,000 square feet in a
new structure subject to a Special Permit in C-2, C-3, ML, MH, and U zones.

I31-25

The comment concurs with the DEIR impact conclusions and prohibitions on converting TPZ
areas to cannabis operations. This comment is noted.
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The comment summarizes the impact conclusions of DEIR Impact 3.3-4 regarding odor and
asserts that the proposed ordinance does not include odor control for indoor cultivation.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment I31-21.

I31-27

The comment states that the timing for special-status amphibian surveys is important and
surveys should be conducted by a qualified biologist.
DEIR mitigation measures associated with special-status species and amphibians have been
refined based on CDFW comments and now specify that preconstruction surveys be done by
a qualified biologist that is familiar with amphibian life cycles. Mitigations to protect
amphibians will be developed in consultation with CDFW. The reader is referred to Response
to Comment S1-13 for further information on modifications to mitigation measures.

I31-28

The comment concurs with DEIR Mitigation Measure 3.4-3b regarding invasive plant species.
This comment is noted.

I31-29

The comment concurs with DEIR Mitigation Measure 3.4-4 protective measures for sensitive
natural communities, riparian habitat, and wetland vegetation. This comment is noted.

I31-30

The comment concurs with DEIR Mitigation Measure 3.4-5 protective measures for wetlands.
This comment is noted.

I31-31

The comment questions the parcel size used in the well requirements and DEIR Mitigation
Measure 3.8-3 to address groundwater impacts. The reader is referred to Response to
Comment I31-20.

I31-32

The comment concurs with the groundwater standards set forth in DEIR Mitigation Measure
3.8-5. The reader is referred to Master Response 5 for further discussion of groundwater
diversion restrictions associated with the recently adopted State Water Board Policy. The
State Water Board will also monitor instream flows during the dry season for compliance with
aquatic base flows established for each watershed and evaluate whether the number or
location of groundwater diversions to determine whether imposition of a groundwater
forbearance period or other measures. The State Water Board will notify cannabis cultivators
the possibility of a groundwater forbearance period or other measures may be imposed to
address low flow conditions. DEIR Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 has been modified to be
consistent with the State Water Board Policy.

I31-33

The comment concurs with the DEIR’s conclusions on emergency access evaluated on DEIR
page 3.12-17. This comment is noted. Exceptions to the roadway standards would only be
allowed where a functionally equivalent improvement is provided.

I31-34

The comment disagrees with the DEIR noise impact conclusions under DEIR Impact 3.10-2
regarding all sources of noise from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to Master
Response 3 for a further discussion of noise impacts from commercial cannabis cultivation
operations and recently updated County noise standards. The County has also updated the
proposed ordinance’s performance standards for noise at cultivation sites that now prohibit
noise from cultivation and related activities from increasing the ambient noise level at any
property line by more than 3 dB. As identified on DEIR page 3.10-2, the human ear can begin
to detect sound level increases at 3dB.

I31-35

The comment questions why the DEIR evaluates traffic operation impacts to state highways
and not local roadways. The comment asserts that local roadways would be significantly
impacted.
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As identified on DEIR page 3.12-13, the existing and new commercial cannabis operations under
the proposed ordinance would be required to obtain access to a local roadway system that is
equivalent or exceeds the County’s Category 4 road standard. The Category 4 road standard
provides 18 to 20-foot wide travel lanes, 2-foot wide bladed shoulders (as required by the
County), 25 to 40-mile per hour design speed, and sight distance requirements for safe passage.
The County has determined that the Category 4 road standard is adequate to accommodate
commercial cannabis operation traffic volumes and vehicle types (e.g., passenger vehicles, small
trucks, large service trucks). In addition, commercial cannabis operations would be required to
join or establish road maintenance associations for the funding of on-going maintenance.
I31-36

The comment questions the DEIR assumptions for the number of trips a commercial
cannabis employee would take per day.
The referenced 15-mile radius is used for estimating traffic generated by commercial
cannabis cultivation sites during harvest. As described on DEIR page 3.12-12, the DEIR trip
estimations were based on GIS mapping and travel time. Vehicle trips associated with
shopping, banking, and other personal activities are not associated with commercial
cannabis operations and would occur without commercial cannabis operations. Moreover,
these trips would occur midday, during the time when there would not be peak roadway
traffic typically occurring during commute times.

I31-37

The comment references the project objectives and questions why the proposed ordinance would
allow new commercial cannabis support facilities in AE, AG, FR, and U inland zoning districts.
While it is acknowledged that the proposed ordinance would allow new commercial cannabis
support facilities in these zoning districts, it would also allow these uses to occur in areas
zoned Community Commercial, Industrial Commercial, Business Park, Light Industrial, and
Heavy Industrial.

I31-38

The comment states that Alternative 1 is unacceptable. This comment is noted and will be
provided to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.

I31-39

The comment states that Alternative 2 is least acceptable alternative. This comment is noted
and will be provided to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their
consideration during review/consideration of the project.

I31-40

The comment states that Alternative 3 provides some benefits and questions why it only
applies to city spheres of influence and community plan areas.
As identified on DEIR page 6-16, this alternative is intended to address environmental
impacts associated with objectionable odors from cannabis cultivation, water supply impacts
to service providers, and potential conflict with local groundwater sources and existing wells.
These impacts primarily occur near the incorporated cities and unincorporated communities
that are located with the County’s community plan areas.

I31-41

The comment states that Alternative 4 is their preferred alternative. This comment is noted
and will be provided to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their
consideration during review/consideration of the project.

I31-42

The comment states that Alternative 5 is not likely to have political traction and questions how
this would apply to permits approved. This alternative was intended to be complete prohibition
of new commercial cannabis outdoor and mixed-light cultivation that did not exist on or before
December 31, 2015. Should the County wish to further consider this alternative for adoption,
adjustments for approved commercial cannabis operations would need to be made.
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Andrew Couturier
10/16/2017

I32-1

The comment includes opposition of the proposed ordinance and the need for more
enforcement. This comment is noted. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for a
detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I32-2

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I32-3

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I32-4

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I32-5

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I32-6

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Arcadia Ratcliff
10/16/2017

I33-1

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I33-2

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I33-3

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I33-4

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I33-5

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Barbara Shults
10/16/2017

I34-1

The comment expresses opposition with the Draft EIR and commercial cannabis. This
comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors
for their consideration during review/consideration of the project.

I34-2

The comment recommends that allowing commercial cannabis in the County should be on
the ballot for a vote. This comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission
and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during review/consideration of the project.
This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address
environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I34-3

The comment asserts that the County does not have the resources to address illegal grows
and their issues. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for a detailed discussion of
improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I34-4

The comment includes concern with quality of life. This comment is noted and will be
provided to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.

I34-5

The comment asserts that the cannabis industry has decreased property values. This
comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors
for their consideration during review/consideration of the project. Economic and social
effects are not treated as significant effects on the environment under CEQA (see CEQA
Guidelines Section 15131[a]).

I34-6

The comment includes concern with the county’s ability to accommodate new worker
populations associated with the cannabis industry. This comment is noted and will be
provided to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project. Economic and social effects are not treated as
significant effects on the environment under CEQA (see CEQA Guidelines Section 15131[a]).

I34-7

The comment includes concerns with crime and individuals involved in the cannabis industry.
DEIR Section 3.11, “Public Services,” evaluates environmental impacts associated with
increased demands on law enforcement services. The reader is also referred to Master
Response 6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement
activities.
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Bonnie Blackberry
10/16/2017

The comment provides introductory statements for the comment letter and asserts that the
DEIR appears to downplay and misrepresent the actual impacts.
The DEIR is an informational document that discloses the potential significant environmental
impacts from the implementation of the proposed ordinance. Its analysis is based on the
substantial evidence that includes technical studies, computer modeling, and technical
review by environmental professionals. The comment letter provides no technical analysis or
information demonstrating that the DEIR downplays or misrepresents impacts.

I35-2

The comment refers to DEIR Impact 3.3-2 that identifies significant air quality impacts from
PM10 (particulate matter) emissions from commercial cannabis operations during harvest
and asserts that peak emissions extend beyond the harvest season used in the DEIR.
The harvest assumptions identified in the DEIR are based on the length of the growing cycles
for cannabis using outdoor, mixed-light, indoor cultivation methods from review of current
cannabis cultivation operations in the County. The DEIR impact analysis conservatively
assumes that all new commercial cannabis cultivation operations are harvesting at the same
time (see Master Response 2). As identified on DEIR pages 3.3-18 through 3.3-20, daily
operational conditions at harvest for a single site would generate the peak particulate matter
emissions that exceed the NCUAQMD-recommended daily thresholds that would contribute
to non-attainment status of the air basin for PM10. This impact was identified as significant
and unavoidable. Thus, the DEIR adequately discloses the extent of this impact.

I35-3

The comment appears to be referencing the impact discussion on DEIR page 3.3-19
associated with Impact 3.3-2 and notes that more traffic generates greater impacts.
DEIR Table 3.3-17 identifies that road dust from cultivation operations is the reason for this
significant impact.

I35-4

The comment asserts that there are mitigations available associated with reduced traffic,
smaller operations, one harvest per year. The comment also identifies water quality impacts
from dust from unpaved road use.
As identified on DEIR pages 3.3-18 and 3.3-19, the impact analysis focuses on daily
emissions that would occur from a single cultivation and non-cultivation operation during a
harvest. As identified in DEIR Table 3.3-17, the dust emissions would be significant for a
single operation at harvest. Thus, reduction of the number of harvests or cultivation sites
would not mitigate the impact. The cause for the emission are the use of unpaved roads.
DEIR pages 3.3-19 and 3.3-20 identifies that there are no feasible mitigation measures to
mitigate the unpaved road conditions that exist county-wide. The reader is referred to DEIR
Section 3.8, “Hydrology and Water Quality,” and Master Response 5 for a detailed analysis of
water quality impacts from roadways.

I35-5

The comment notes that there could be multiple harvests that can generate PM10 emissions.
The reader is referred to Response to Comment I35-2 and I35-4.

I35-6

The comment asserts that mixed-light harvest operations would have other noise sources
including lights, fans, heaters, and dehumidifiers that are not addressed in the DEIR.
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The reader is referred to Master Response 3 for consideration of noise impacts from various
noise sources. It is unclear what noise is generated by lighting beyond generator noise that
was addressed on DEIR page 3.10-10. Heaters and dehumidifiers would be utilized indoor
cultivation and nurseries that involve enclosed structures that would attenuate the noise
source.
Since release of the DEIR, the County adopted the General Plan Update that consists of a
new Noise Element. The new Noise Element retains the same land use/noise compatibility
standards from the previous Noise Element cited in the DEIR, but now includes short-term
peak noise standards for daytime (6:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.) and nighttime conditions (10:00
p.m. to 6:00 a.m.) (Standard N-S8). The new Noise Element also includes Implementation
Measure N-IM3 that requires the County to investigate noise complaints and determine of a
violation has occurred, and Implementation Measure N-IM7x that requires the County to
adopt a noise control ordinance (Humboldt County 2017). Permitted commercial cannabis
operations would be subject to these new short-term noise standards and enforcement
actions by the County.
The County has also updated the proposed ordinance’s performance standards for noise at
cultivation sites that now prohibit noise from cultivation and related activities from increasing
the ambient noise level at any property line by more than 3 dB. As identified on DEIR page
3.10-2, the human ear can begin to detect sound level increases at 3dB above existing noise
levels.
I35-7

The comment asserts that trimming activities during the day and night. The reader is referred
to Master Response 3 and Response to Comment I35-6 for discussion of the extent of
harvest noise sources and recently adopted noise standards of the County.

I35-8

The comment asserts that most harvest activities would occur during the daytime, but not
always. The reader is referred to Master Response 3 and Response to Comment I35-6 for
discussion of the extent of harvest noise sources and recently adopted noise standards of
the County.

I35-9

The comment identifies that the total harvest period in a year could be 16 weeks for four
harvests. As identified in Master Response 2, the DEIR impact analysis focuses on peak
conditions that happen during a harvest and conservatively assumes that all new
commercial cannabis cultivation (outdoor, mixed-light, and indoor) are harvesting at the
same time.

I35-10

The comment asserts that outdoor and mixed-light would not harvest at the same time and
that mixed-light cultivation results in harvests in different times of the year.
It is possible for outdoor, mixed-light, and indoor cultivation to harvest in the same time
period (assumed to be the fall harvest). The DEIR identifies that multiple harvests occur
during the year in DEIR Chapter 2, “Project Description.” The DEIR impact analysis
conservatively assumes that the peak harvest condition is all new commercial cannabis
cultivation operations are harvesting at the same time county-wide. The reader is referred to
Master Response 2 for a further discussion of DEIR assumptions.

I35-11

The comment notes that assumptions on commercial cannabis operations are used in the
DEIR noise analysis and noise (including nighttime noise) is a big concern. The comment also
notes that commercial cannabis increases the risk for fires and fuel spills.
The reader is referred to Master Response 3 and Response to Comment I35-6 for discussion
of the extent of harvest noise sources and recently adopted noise standards of the County.
The County has also updated the proposed ordinance’s performance standards for noise at
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cultivation sites that now prohibit noise from cultivation and related activities from increasing
the ambient noise level at any property line by more than 3 dB. As identified on DEIR page
3.10-2, the human ear can begin to detect sound level increases at 3dB.
The reader also referred to DEIR Section 3.7, “Hazards and Hazardous Materials,” and
Section 3.11, “Public Services,” for analysis of accidental spills and fire hazards. As identified
on DEIR page 3.7-17, commercial cannabis operation compliance with federal and state
regulations would substantially reduce the risk of accidental spills and would require
remediation for any contamination. Fire hazard impacts are addressed in the DEIR on pages
3.7-19 through 3.7-20 and pages 3.11-9 and 3.11-10. The DEIR identifies that commercial
cannabis activities permitted by the proposed ordinance are also subject to the California
Fire Code, which includes safety measures to minimize the threat of wildfire. Title 14 of the
California Code of Regulations (CCR) sets forth the minimum development standards for
emergency access, fuel modification, setback, signage, and water supply, which help prevent
damage to structures or people by reducing wildfire hazards. In addition, Humboldt County
applies standards to proposed development within the State Responsibility Areas (SRA) to
reduce the risk of fire. These standards are a locally adopted alternative version of the
state’s SRA Fire Safe Regulations (Humboldt County Code Title III, Div 11) as authorized by
Section 4290 of the Public Resources Code, and have been approved by CAL FIRE as
meeting or exceeding state regulations. New development in the SRA is subject to Fire Safe
regulations, and the appropriate clearance of vegetation around such development is
inspected by CAL FIRE and potentially by Humboldt County with other improvements at the
time of construction. Licensed facilities under the proposed ordinance would be required to
have certification that they comply with building, electrical, and fire codes, which would
require installation of fire suppression systems, where appropriate.
I35-12

The comment asserts that the use of incorrect assumptions relate the increased impacts on
roads, neighborhood, watersheds, and wildlife.
The comments regarding assumptions are responded to above in Response to Comment I352 through I35-10. As described in Master Response 2, DEIR Chapter 3, “Project Description,”
includes Subsection 2.4.5, “Reasonably Foreseeable Compliance Responses.” Subsection
2.4.5 describes anticipated compliance responses to the proposed ordinance that are based
on assumptions developed by County staff based on review of cannabis applications
received in response to the 2016 CMMLUO, field review and data associated with existing
cannabis operations in the County, CalCannabis documentation, and published information
regarding cannabis operations. This approach to the evaluation of impacts is consistent with
State CEQA Guidelines Section 15144 which addresses the issue of forecasting: “Drafting an
EIR or preparing a Negative Declaration necessarily involves some degree of forecasting.
While foreseeing the unforeseeable is not possible, an agency must use its best efforts to
find out and disclose all that it reasonably can.” The County can forecast a reasonable
response to the ordinance, it is noted that individual applications that require approval of a
Special Permit or Use Permit under the proposed ordinance would be subject to further
environmental review under CEQA. The comment letter provides no technical analysis or
information that counters DEIR supporting data on assumptions.

I35-13

The comment asserts that impacts from one crop/harvest per year is different from multiple
cannabis operations. The DEIR impact analysis evaluates the environmental effects of the
permitting of current cannabis operations that exists in the County and the development of
new commercial cannabis operations in the County (assumed to consist of 1,012 new
commercial cannabis cultivation operations and 108 new commercial cannabis noncultivation operations.

I35-14

The comment thanks the County for workshops on the proposed held at Garberville and
Willow Creek. The comment asserts that there needs to be a balance between
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accommodating growers and integrity of our environment. This comment is noted. The DEIR
discloses the significant environmental impacts that would occur from the implementation of
the proposed ordinance.
I35-15

The comment recommends that the County address existing cultivation before permitting
new cultivation. The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the
proposed ordinance. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for a detailed discussion of
improvements to County code enforcement activities to address cannabis issues.

I35-16

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12.1.8 (Performance
Standards – road systems). The proposed ordinance reflects this requested change. This
comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental
issues evaluated in the EIR.

I35-17

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.6.1.2 associated with
cultivation sizes. The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the
proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does
not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I35-18

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.6.1.2 associated with
cultivation sizes in rural neighborhoods. The County is considering this requested change as
part of revisions to the proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I35-19

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12.5 and 55.4.12.6
(Performance Standards – energy use) associated with fan noise. The reader is referred to
Master Response 3 for further discussion on noise. The County has also updated the
proposed ordinance’s performance standards for noise at cultivation sites that now prohibit
noise from cultivation and related activities from increasing the ambient noise level at any
property line by more than 3 dB. As identified on DEIR page 3.10-2, the human ear can begin
to detect sound level increases at 3 dB.

I35-20

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.6.5.1. The County is
considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance. This
comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental
issues evaluated in the EIR.

I35-21

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance provisions for retroactive standards.
The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed
ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address
environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I35-22

The comment provides input on the proposed ordinance to not allow mixed-light cultivation
that uses generators. The reader is referred to Master Response 3 for further analysis of
noise. The DEIR includes Mitigation Measure 3.4-1f (now 3.4-1h) that requires additional
noise standards beyond the proposed ordinance noise standards that are based on the
USFWS 2006 Transmittal of Guidance: Estimating the Effects of Auditory and Visual
Disturbance to Northern Spotted Owls and Marbled Murrelets in Northwestern California.
The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed
ordinance.

I35-23

The comment asks questions regarding enforcement measures. The reader is referred to
Master Response 6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code
enforcement activities.
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Letter
I36
I36-1

Responses to Comments

Cathy Mathena
10/16/2017

The comment expresses opposition of the proposed ordinance and existing lack of water
resources and pollution within the county. DEIR Section 3.7, “Hazards and Hazardous
Materials,” address potential contamination impacts and Section 3.8, “Hydrology and Water
Quality,” address impacts to County water resources. This comment is noted and will be
provided to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I37

Responses to Comments

Charles Compton
10/16/2017

I37-1

The comment references correspondence from Comment Letter I26. The reader is referred
to responses to comments in Comment Letter I26 provided above.

I37-2

The comment expresses concern with impacts to water resources, including Jameson Creek
and the Eel River. DEIR Section 3.8, “Hydrology and Water Quality,” address impacts to water
resources from implementation of the proposed ordinance. The reader is referred to Master
Response 5 for further discussion of water resource impacts.
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Letter
I38

Responses to Comments

Claire Perricelli
10/16/2017

I38-1

The comment expresses concern with adequate regulation of cannabis. This comment is
noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their
consideration during review/consideration of the project.

I38-2

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I38-3

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I38-4

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I38-5

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I38-6

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I39
I39-1

Ascent Environmental

Amy Gustin
10/16/2017

The comment states opposition to allowing new cultivation and asserts that the DEIR does
not address the impacts wildlife and habitat.
DEIR Section 3.4, “Biological Resources,” provides a detailed description of current
vegetation and natural habitat conditions in the County, as well as a description of wildlife
species that are known to occur or have potential to occur in the County. This section
identifies significant impacts to wildlife and habitat and includes 18 mitigation measures
that would reduce wildlife and habitat impacts to a less than significant level. Mitigation
measures have been refined based on CDFW input on the DEIR (see responses to Comment
Letter S1). This section, beginning on page 3.4-1 of the DEIR, presents adequate research
and data that was used to determine the level of significance, and provides reference to
consulted resources.

I39-2

The comment discusses cannabis cultivation and operation impacts to wildlife and habitat.
The commenter is referred to Section 3.4, “Biological Resources,” of the DEIR, where
impacts wildlife and habitat within the County from implementation of the proposed
ordinance are fully analyzed. The proposed ordinance would prohibit new commercial
cannabis operations from occurring on public land (e.g., state and national parks, Six Rivers
National Forest), TPZ-zoned areas, and General Plan designated Timberland areas that
contain a substantial portion of the County forest habitat areas. The DEIR does acknowledge
the impacts of existing unpermitted cannabis cultivation on biological resources on DEIR
page 3.4-59.

I39-3

The comment includes concerns with noise associated with cannabis cultivation activities
from generators and recommends that cultivation not be allowed on rural dirt roads.
The commenter is referred to Master Response 3 for further discussion on noise impacts
from generators. The majority of the County’s rural roadway system is not paved, and the
County considers such a restriction on cultivation sites to be infeasible.
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Letter
I40

Ascent Environmental

Craig Tucker
10/16/2017

I40-1

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I40-2

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I40-3

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted.

I40-4

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I40-5

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I41

Ascent Environmental

Curtis Berrien
10/16/2017

I41-1

The comment includes concern with watershed impacts and enforcement efforts by the
County. The reader is referred to Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of watershed
impacts and Master Response 6 for description of the County’s improvements to code
enforcement activities.

I41-2

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I41-3

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I41-4

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I41-5

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I41-6

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I42
I42-1

Ascent Environmental

Cynthia Hammond
10/16/2017

The comment asserts that cumulative impacts of cannabis operations were not adequately
addressed in the Draft EIR. The comment also asserts that the cultivation areas should be
limited to 10,000 square feet and questions the County’s ability to conduct effective code
enforcement.
As identified on DEIR page 2-29, the DEIR impact analysis is based on the consideration that
1,012 new commercial cannabis cultivation sites may be permitted under the proposed
ordinance. This assumption is used in the project impact analysis in DEIR Sections 3.1
through 3.14 and the cumulative impact analysis in Chapter 4, “Cumulative Impacts.” The
comment letter provides no technical analysis or information that demonstrates that
counters the analysis in the DEIR. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for
description of the County’s improvements to code enforcement activities.

I42-2

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I42-3

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I42-4

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I42-5

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I42-6

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I43
I43-1

2-416

Ascent Environmental

Dan Kelley
10/16/2017

The comment includes opposition of expansion of the cannabis industry. The comment also
includes concerns regarding traffic, water, soil contamination, noise, light pollution, and odor.
Evaluation of impacts involving these topics can be found in the following DEIR sections,
respectively: 3.12, “Transportation and Circulation,” 3.8, “Hydrology and Water Quality,” 3.7,
“Hazards and Hazardous Materials,”3.10, “Noise,” 3.1, “Aesthetics,” and 3.3, “Air Quality
and Greenhouse Gases.” Additionally, Master Responses 5, 3, and 4, respectively provide
further discussion of impacts related to water resources, noise and generator use, and odors
associated with cannabis activities to be permitted under the proposed ordinance.
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Letter
I44

Responses to Comments

Daniel Kowalski
10/16/2017

I44-1

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I44-2

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I44-3

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I44-4

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I44-5

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.

I44-6

The comment repeats the comments provided in I44-1 through I44-5. The reader is referred
to Response to Comment I44-1 through I44-5.
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Letter
I45

Responses to Comments

David Herr
10/16/2017

I45-1

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I45-2

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I45-3

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I45-4

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I45-5

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I46

Responses to Comments

Eric Forsman
10/16/2017

I46-1

The comment expresses support with the Friends of Eel River Organization. The comment is
noted. Response to comments from the Friends of the Eel River are provided for Comment
Letter O4.

I46-2

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I46-3

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I46-4

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I46-5

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I46-6

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I47

Responses to Comments

Frank Emerson
10/16/2017

I47-1

The comment provides concern with water resources, including water diversions from fish
bearing streams. The reader is referred to Master Response 5 for further evidence that water
quality and surface water flow impacts would be mitigated through compliance with the State
Water Board Policy in concert with DEIR Mitigation Measure 3.8-5. The State Water Board
Policy’s flow standards and diversion requirements were developed to protect fish spawning,
migration, and rearing for endangered anadromous salmonids, and flows to needed to
maintain natural flow variability within each watershed.

I47-2

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I47-3

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I47-4

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I47-5

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I47-6

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I48
I48-1

Ascent Environmental

Hollie Hall
10/16/2017

The comment includes suggested mitigation that commenter expresses was otherwise not
presented within the DEIR that consists of would limit new cultivation to existing cultivation
that would be retired and restored.
The comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission and Board of
Supervisors for their consideration during review/consideration of the project. The DEIR does
include mitigation measures that would mitigate significant environmental impacts except for
project and cumulative particulate matter emissions, project and cumulative objectional odor
impacts, and project and cumulative impacts to public water systems. While this suggested
mitigation measure would have the potential to offset new operational particulate matter
emissions from roadway dust, it would not eliminate the potential for significant
objectionable odor and public water system impacts. The feasibility of this mitigation
measure is unknown as it would require existing cannabis operations to be willing to retire
and restore cultivation sites. No information is available to determine if enough existing
cannabis operations would be willing to participate in such a program to offset the estimated
283.35 acres of new commercial cannabis cultivation anticipated under the proposed
ordinance.
It should be noted that at the time of the preparation of this Final EIR the County was
considering modifications to the proposed ordinance that would establish a cap to limit the
extent of permitted commercial cannabis operations in the County.

I48-2

The comment suggests that generator-operated grows not be permitted within the County,
further adding that these operations are not sustainable. The comment is noted and will be
provided to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.

I48-3

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted.

I48-4

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I48-5

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I48-6

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I48-7

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.
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The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I49

Responses to Comments

Jeff Mckay
10/16/2017

I49-1

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I49-2

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I49-3

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I49-4

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I49-5

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I50
I50-1

Responses to Comments

Jerry Martien
10/16/2017

The comment states that lax regulation of cannabis have impacted the County and that the
County should get serious about regulating cannabis to avoid more environmental impacts to
watersheds.
The reader is referred to Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s
evaluation of water resource impacts to the County’s watersheds and fishery resources. The
reader is also referred to Master Response 6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to
the County’s code enforcement activities.

I50-2

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I50-3

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I50-4

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I50-5

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I50-6

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I51

Responses to Comments

Jim and Francene Rizza
10/16/2017

I51-1

The comment expresses concern with negative impacts associated with cannabis
operations, including, light, sound, space, water, garbage, and vibes. Further evaluation and
analysis of these impacts can be found in the following DEIR Sections, respectively: 3.1,
“Aesthetics,” 3.10, “Noise,” 3.9, “Land Use and Planning,” 3.8, “Hydrology and Water
Quality,” and 3.13, “Utilities and Service Systems.” For additional discussion regarding noise
and water resource impacts, the reader is referred to Master Responses 3 and 5.

I51-2

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I51-3

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I51-4

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I51-5

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I51-6

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Jim Ferguson
10/16/2017

I52-1

The comment states technical trouble accessing the DEIR and advises that comments are
based on topics from other media outlets. The comment is noted. The Notice of Availability
for the DEIR identified that the DEIR was also available for review at the County Planning and
Building Department and at the County Main Library.

I52-2

The comment asserts that there is a real lack of rules and guidelines for the protection of
wildlife or identification of remedies.
DEIR Section 3.4, “Biological Resources,” provides a detailed description of current
vegetation and natural habitat conditions in the County, as well as a description of wildlife
species that are known to occur or have potential to occur in the County. This section
identifies significant impacts to wildlife and habitat and includes 18 mitigation measures
that would reduce wildlife and habitat impacts to a less than significant level. Mitigation
measures have been refined based on CDFW input on the DEIR (see responses to Comment
Letter S1). The proposed ordinance includes annual inspections for permit renewals that
may require corrective actions, permit suspension, or financial penalties for noncompliance.

I52-3

The comment includes concern with lighting, generator noise, and traffic. The reader is
referred to the analysis provided in DEIR Sections 3.1, “Aesthetics,” 3.10, “Noise,” and 3.12,
“Transportation and Circulation,” of the Draft EIR where these issues are addressed. The
proposed ordinance requires that artificial lighting used for mixed-light cultivation or
nurseries in a greenhouse be prohibited from allowing any light from escaping the structure
between sunset and sunrise as well as shielding for a security lighting (see DEIR page 3.118). Generator noise is addressed on DEIR page 3.10-10 that identifies compliance with
proposed ordinance requires that generator noise be attenuated to not increase existing
ambient noise levels at the parcel boundaries beyond 3dB. The reader is also referred to
Master Response 3 for a discussion of issues concerning generator noise and the
modifications to the proposed ordinance’s noise standards since release of the DEIR.
As identified on DEIR page 3.12-13, the existing and new commercial cannabis operations
under the proposed ordinance would be required to obtain access to a roadway system that
is equivalent or exceeds the County’s Category 4 road standard. The Category 4 road
standard provides 18 to 20-foot wide travel lanes, 2-foot wide bladed shoulders (as required
by the County), 25 to 40-mile per hour design speed, and sight distance requirements for
safe passage. The County has determined that the Category 4 road standard is adequate to
accommodate commercial cannabis operation traffic volumes and vehicle types (e.g.,
passenger vehicles, small trucks, large service trucks). In addition, commercial cannabis
operations would be required to join or establish road maintenance associations for the
funding of on-going maintenance.

I52-4

The comment includes concern with fire danger and adequate water supply fire suppression.
Fire hazard impacts are addressed in the DEIR on pages 3.7-19 through 3.7-20 and pages
3.11-9 and 3.11-10. The DEIR identifies that commercial cannabis activities permitted by the
proposed ordinance are also subject to the California Fire Code, which includes safety
measures to minimize the threat of wildfire. Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations
(CCR) sets forth the minimum development standards for emergency access, fuel
modification, setback, signage, and water supply, which help prevent damage to structures
or people by reducing wildfire hazards. In addition, Humboldt County applies standards to
proposed development within the State Responsibility Areas (SRA) to reduce the risk of fire.
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These standards are a locally adopted alternative version of the state’s SRA Fire Safe
Regulations (Humboldt County Code Title III, Div 11) as authorized by Section 4290 of the
Public Resources Code, and have been approved by CAL FIRE as meeting or exceeding state
regulations. New development in the SRA is subject to Fire Safe regulations, and the
appropriate clearance of vegetation around such development is inspected by CAL FIRE and
potentially by Humboldt County with other improvements at the time of construction.
Licensed facilities under the proposed ordinance would be required to have certification that
they comply with building, electrical, and fire codes, which would require installation of fire
suppression systems, where appropriate.
I52-5

The comment asserts that fines are grossly less than they need to be. The reader is referred
to Master Response 6 for a discussion of increases to County fines for code violations.

I52-6

The comment asserts that there is no attempt to address cannabis operations that do not
come into compliance.
This concern is noted. While these existing environmental conditions of unpermitted
cannabis cultivation operations were disclosed as part of the baseline condition in the DEIR,
CEQA is not intended to conduct environmental review and mitigate these conditions. State
CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a) identifies that the baseline physical conditions are the
basis by which a lead agency determines whether an impact of the project is significant.
Published case law has identified that baseline conditions include unpermitted and/or
harmful activities that have occurred prior to the project. In Center for Biological Diversity v.
Department of Fish and Wildlife (2015) 234 Cal.App.4th 214 (183 Cal.Rptr.3d 736], the
Fourth Appellate District upheld the baseline conditions and ruled that the baseline condition
must reflect the physical conditions at the time the environmental analysis begins even if the
current conditions includes unauthorized and even environmental harmful conditions that
never received environmental review.
The County believes that regulating cannabis operations will result in permitting of “good”
operations—ones that comply with regulations—and the eventual eradication of illegal
operators who choose to avoid or ignore the permitting process. The County has addressed
enhanced enforcement as a separate project with amendments to its Code Enforcement
program. (Ordinance No. 2576, June 27, 2017 and Ordinance No. 2585, November 7, 2017)
designed to eliminate delays that hindered effective enforcement, and substantially increase
administrative civil penalties. The Code Enforcement Unit is engaged in the initial
implementation of the enhanced enforcement program (see Master Response 6).
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Letter
I53

Ascent Environmental

John Pielaszczyk
10/16/2017

I53-1

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I53-2

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I53-3

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I53-4

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I53-5

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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I54

Ascent Environmental

John Stokes
10/16/2017

I54-1

The comment expresses concern with enforcement and unpermitted/illegal grows. The
reader is referred to Master Response 6 a detailed discussion of improvements to the
County’s code enforcement activities.

I54-2

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I54-3

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I54-4

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I54-5

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I54-6

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I55
I55-1

2-444

Ascent Environmental

Kate Estlin
10/16/2017

The comment includes opposition of expansion of the cannabis industry. The comment also
includes concerns regarding truck traffic, water, soil contamination, noise, light pollution, and
odor. Evaluation of impacts involving these topics can be found in the following DEIR
sections, respectively: 3.12, “Transportation and Circulation,” 3.8, “Hydrology and Water
Quality,” 3.7, “Hazards and Hazardous Materials,”3.10, “Noise,” 3.1, “Aesthetics,” and 3.3,
“Air Quality and Greenhouse Gases.” Additionally, Master Responses 5, 3, and 4, respectively
provide further discussion of impacts related to water resources, noise and generator use,
and odors associated with cannabis activities to be permitted under the proposed ordinance.
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Kathryn Hoke and George Hurlburt
10/16/2017

The comment expresses concern with impacts to water resources, natural lands, wildlife and
reduction/elimination of noise and odor pollution. The commenter is referred to DEIR
Sections, 3.8 “Hydrology and Water Quality,” 3.2, “Agricultural and Forest Resources,” 3.3,
“Biological Resources,” 3.10, “Noise,” and 3.3, “Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions,”
respectively, where these impacts are evaluated. Additionally, impacts to water resources,
noise, and odor, are further discussed in Master Responses 5, 3, and 4, respectively.
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Letter
I57
I57-1

Ascent Environmental

Kim Carbrera
10/16/2017

The comment provides input on the Sonoma tree vole and identifies that the species does
occur in second-growth forest habitats and that second-growth forest habitats should be
protected.
DEIR page 3.4-40 identifies that this species occurs in forest conditions throughout the
County and is not exclusive to old growth forest habitats. The proposed ordinance would
prohibit new commercial cannabis operations from occurring on public land (e.g., state and
national parks, Six Rivers National Forest), TPZ-zoned areas, and General Plan designated
Timberland areas that contain a substantial portion of the County forest habitat areas. These
restrictions and the protection of sensitive habitat communities under DEIR Mitigation
Measure 3.4-4 would provide adequate habitat protection for this species. No additional
mitigation measures are recommended.

I57-2

The comment expresses concern regarding wildlife noise exposure from generator noise and
recommends additional noise standards beyond DEIR Mitigation Measure 3.4-1f.
Under the proposed ordinance cultivation sites using generators would be required to submit
documentation demonstrating compliance with the noise standards (no increase in existing
ambient noise levels at the property line of the site beyond 3dB), including: a site plan
detailing the location of the generator, property lines, and nearby forested areas, existing
ambient noise levels at the property line using current noise measurements (excluding
generators) during typical periods of use, details on the design of any structure(s) or
equipment used to attenuate noise, as well as details on the location and characteristics of
any landscaping, natural features, or other measures that serve to attenuate generator noise
levels at nearby property lines or habitat.
DEIR Mitigation Measure 3.4-1f (now 3.4-1h) noise standards are based on the USFWS 2006
Transmittal of Guidance: Estimating the Effects of Auditory and Visual Disturbance to
Northern Spotted Owls and Marbled Murrelets in Northwestern California. These noise
standards are restrictions on increases to existing ambient noise conditions. This mitigation
measure would be applied in combination with the requirements of the proposed ordinance.
As identified on DEIR page 3.4-65, the maximum noise level from a generator is estimated at
84 decibels and would be further attenuated through compliance with the proposed
ordinance’s noise standards.

I57-3

The comment expresses concern regarding the impact of nighttime lighting on wildlife. The
proposed ordinance requires that artificial lighting used for mixed-light cultivation or
nurseries in a greenhouse be prohibited from allowing any light from escaping the structure
between sunset and sunrise as well as shielding for a security lighting (see DEIR page 3.118). Implementation of this standard would avoid adverse lighting impacts on wildlife species
(see DEIR page 3.4-66).

I57-4

The comment states that watersheds are being negatively impacted by water diversions from
cannabis operations and pollution in runoff.
The DEIR analysis acknowledges that cannabis irrigation could result in a significant decrease
in watershed flows during low flow conditions (see DEIR pages 3.8-44 and 3.8-45).
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 in compliance with State Water Board Policy
would require that all cannabis cultivation surface water and groundwater diversions comply
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with the numeric flows and aquatic base flows that have been established by watershed under
the Policy in consultation with CDFW. The proposed ordinance would prohibit new commercial
cannabis cultivation in the forested areas of the upper watersheds and limit it to non-forested
areas generally in the lower portions of the watersheds where the USGS gages used in the
implementation of the State Water Board Policy exist. The State Water Board Policy’s flow
standards and diversion requirements were developed to protect fish spawning, migration, and
rearing for endangered anadromous salmonids, and flows to needed to maintain natural flow
variability within each watershed for aquatic resources. The State Water Board Policy also
includes water quality requirements for mitigate runoff from cannabis cultivation operations.
The reader is referred to Master Response 5 for further details on water diversion restriction
and water quality requirements of the State Water Board Policy.
I57-5

The comment identifies the existing wildlife impact of the use of poisons on cannabis
cultivation sites and recommends that use of poisons (specifically anticoagulant
rodenticides) be readdressed in the EIR.
The existing impacts of pesticide use on wildlife from illegal cannabis cultivation is identified
on DEIR page 3.4-59. Attachment A of the State Water Board Policy identifies that the use of
agricultural chemicals inconsistently with product labeling, storage instructions, or
Department of Pesticide Regulation (DPR) requirements for pesticide applications is
prohibited (Standard 10 under “Fertilizers, Pesticides, and Petroleum Products”). This
requirement would apply to all permitted commercial cannabis operations. In 2014, DPR
banned purchase, possession, and use of rodenticide baits that contain the active
ingredients brodifacoum, bromodialone, difenacoum, and difethialone (DPR 2017). These
are second generation anticoagulant rodenticides.

I57-6

The comment expresses concern regarding impacts to wildlife movement and does identify
that DEIR Mitigation 3.4-4 addresses this. The comment requests monitoring of this issue.
The DEIR describes wildlife movement in the County on DEIR page 3.4-54 and identifies
essential connectivity areas in DEIR Exhibit 3.4-7. The DEIR identifies potential impacts to
aquatic and terrestrial corridors on DEIR pages 3.4-75 through 3.4-77. Implementation of
Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 in concert with the State Water Policy (water diversion restrictions),
Mitigation Measure 3.4-5 (wetland protection measures), and Mitigation Measure 3.4-6b
(retention of fisher and Humboldt marten habitat features) would mitigate this impact to a
less-than-significant level. The proposed ordinance would also prohibit new commercial
cannabis operations from occurring on public land (e.g., state and national parks, Six Rivers
National Forest), TPZ-zoned areas, and General Plan designated Timberland areas that
contain a substantial portion of the County forest habitat areas. These restrictions and the
protection of sensitive habitat communities under DEIR Mitigation Measure 3.4-4 would
provide adequate habitat for wildlife movement.
Should the proposed ordinance be adopted, the County would be required to adopt a
mitigation monitoring and reporting program that would identify how the mitigation measures
would be implemented by the ordinance with each commercial cannabis application request.

I57-7

The comment states that cannabis cultivation is not appropriate for the hills of Humboldt and
that wildlife and the environment needs to be protected.
This comment is noted. The DEIR discloses the significant environmental impacts of the
implementation of the proposed ordinance and identifies mitigation measures to reduce
these impacts in DEIR Sections 3.1 through 3.14 and Chapter 4, “Cumulative Impacts.”
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Kyle Haines
10/16/2017

I58-1

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I58-2

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I58-3

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I58-4

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I58-5

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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I59-1
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Marisa St John
10/16/2017

The comment includes the opinion that the cannabis industry bring negative property rights
impacts to non-cannabis industry citizens, visitors, and the environment.
The DEIR discloses the significant environmental impacts of the implementation of the
proposed ordinance and identifies mitigation measures to reduce these impacts in DEIR
Sections 3.1 through 3.14 and Chapter 4, “Cumulative Impacts.” Economic and social
effects are not treated as significant effects on the environment under CEQA (see CEQA
Guidelines Section 15131[a]).
This comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission and Board of
Supervisors for their consideration during review/consideration of the project.

I59-2

The comment asserts that the County does not enforce mitigations and other requirements.
The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to
the County’s code enforcement activities.

I59-3

The comment includes support for other organizations, such as EPIC, California Native Plant
Society, and The Buckeye, and the concerns/comments that they have submitted. The
comment is noted. Responses to DEIR comments submitted by EPIC are responded to under
Comment Letter O8 and DEIR comments submitted by the Buckeye are responded to under
Comment Letter O9.

I59-4

The comment expresses concern with the proposed ordinance, encompassing the entire
county and appears to assert that the EIR does not address Titlow Hill, Eel River, and other
areas. The comment also asserts that the environmental impacts of the proposed zoning
changes in the Titlow Hill area have not been determined.
The DEIR provides a programmatic environmental impact analysis of the implementation of
the proposed ordinance county-wide. Existing environmental conditions and impacts to the
Eel River water resources are documented in DEIR Section 3.8, “Hydrology and Water
Quality.” The DEIR does not evaluate the environmental impacts of any change in zoning
designations in the Titlow Hill area because the proposed ordinance would not alter any
zoning designations.

I59-5

The comment includes concerns with grading, lighting, fire, crime, and erosion resulting from
existing cannabis operations. This comment is noted. The reader is referred to Master
Response 1 for a further discussion of the DEIR disclosure of the environmental effects of
existing unpermitted cannabis operations.

I59-6

The comment asserts that the proposed ordinance does not meet its basic intentions. This
comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors
for their consideration during review/consideration of the project.

I59-7

The comment questions the provisions of the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.3.9. DEIR
Chapter 2, “Project Description,” assumes that the County could have 1,012 new
commercial cannabis cultivation sites from implementation of the proposed ordinance. It is
not known what the typical size of the individual cultivation sites would occur. As identified in
this section of the proposed ordinance cannabis is considered a specialty crop and an
agricultural product.
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I59-8

The comment questions the provisions of the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.4.4.
Cultivation sites created before 2006 and after 2015 treated as new cultivation sites under
the proposed ordinance.

I59-9

The comment questions the provisions of the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.5.3.3.
Cannabis cultivation sites that do not have a permit application would be treated similar to
illegal cannabis operations and would be subject to code enforcement activities and fines.
The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for a further discussion on improvements to
County code enforcement activities.

I59-10

The comment questions the provisions of the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.5.4. The
proposed ordinance no longer excludes those cannabis cooperative associations from permit
requirements. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not
address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I59-11

The comment questions the provisions of the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.5.4.2. The
proposed ordinance no longer limits permits. It now includes limits for cultivation area
(maximum of four acres). This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and
does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I59-12

The comment questions the provisions of the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.5.4.4. The
proposed ordinance no longer limits permits. It now includes limits for cultivation area
(maximum of four acres). This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and
does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I59-13

The comment questions the provisions of the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.6.4. The
County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance.
The reader is referred to DEIR Section 3.6, “Geology and Soils,” for a discussion of applicable
grading and geologic stability requirements of the County,

I59-14

The comment questions the provisions of the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12.18
regarding its consistency with SRA requirements. The proposed ordinance “Road
Performance Standards” are consistent with SRA requirements where required by state law.
They are tailored to better fit the context of permitting cannabis activities which is beyond the
scope of the SRA requirements. The reader is referred to DEIR Section 3.7, “Hazards and
Hazardous Materials,” and 3.11, “Public Services,” for a further discussion of fire hazards
and SRA provisions.

I59-15

The comment questions the provisions of the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12.18
regarding the cost of improvements and maintenance of roads. The proposed ordinance
reflects this requested change. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance
and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I59-16

The comment questions the provisions of the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.12.4d. The
proposed ordinance has been revised to reflect a timeframe of ten working days under this
section. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address
environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I59-17

The comment questions the provisions of the proposed ordinance Section 55.4.13. The
County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance.
This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address
environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.
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I59-18

The comment asks why there is no matrix/grid that links the EIR mitigation measures to the
regulations. Each DEIR mitigation measure identifies how it would be incorporated into the
proposed ordinance or its implementation. Should the proposed ordinance be adopted, the
DEIR mitigation measures will be incorporated in the ordinance or incorporated in
implementation programs associated with the ordinance.

I59-19

The comment asks why the County is not recommending reductions in commercial cannabis
operations based on the impact conclusions of the DEIR.
The DEIR does identify alternatives 1, 3, 4, and 5 that each would restrict the extent of new
commercial cannabis operations in the County (see DEIR Chapter 6, “Alternatives”).

I59-20

The comment appears suggest that the County should identify the response to NOP
comments that were received.
State CEQA Guidelines Sections 15082, 15083, and 15084 identify that the purpose of
receiving NOP comments are to help define the appropriate scope and content of the DEIR.
State CEQA Guidelines Section 15084 specifically requires lead agencies to consider all
information comment received in the preparation of a DEIR. Thus, the intent of the NOP
comments to provide input on the scope of the analysis in the DEIR and is not intended to be
a comment-response dialogue that occurs at the Final EIR stage of the CEQA EIR process.
DEIR Table 1-1 provides a summary of the NOP comments (complete copies of the NOP
comments are provided in Appendix A of the DEIR) and identification of where the
environmental issues are addressed in the DEIR consistent with CEQA.

I59-21

The comment requests a cross-reference of the DEIR impacts and mitigation measures to
the proposed ordinance.
Each DEIR mitigation measure identifies how it would be incorporated into the proposed
ordinance or its implementation. Should the proposed ordinance be adopted, the DEIR
mitigation measures will be incorporated in the ordinance or incorporated in implementation
programs associated with the ordinance.

I59-22

The comment requests identification of positive and negative impacts to residents and
cannabis operations for each proposed change and mitigations.
The DEIR Table ES-1 discloses each significant environmental impact from implementation of
the proposed ordinance and whether implementation of the mitigation measure would
reduce the impact to a less-than-significant level. CEQA does not require an EIR define
whether the impact conclusions are positive or negative for residents or cannabis operators.

I59-23

The comment states that the costs of compliance with the proposed ordinance should be
irrelevant to operators. This comment is noted.

I59-24

The comment states that the DEIR provides no citations to studies of cannabis programs
from other states to determine probable impacts.
The DEIR is focused on the environmental impacts that would occur in the County and uses
technical studies and information on the environment that is specific to the County. The DEIR
also uses technical information from the state that has been developed as part of the state
regulations for commercial cannabis operations. No other state uses an environmental
compliance law that is comparable to CEQA. Thus, other state reports on cannabis
operations was not useful in the preparation of this DEIR.
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Letter
I60

Ascent Environmental

Monica Baldwinski
10/16/2017

I60-1

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I60-2

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I60-3

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I60-4

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I60-5

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I60-6

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I60-7

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I60-8

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Response to Comments

Letter
I61
I61-1

2-466

Ascent Environmental

Noel Krahforst
10/16/2017

The comment requests that the loophole that allows code enforcement to ignore illegal grows
if a compliant is withdrawn. The County is considering this requested change as part of
revisions to the proposed ordinance. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for a
discussion of County code enforcement activities addressed cannabis issues.
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Letter
I62
I62-1

Ascent Environmental

Pat Farmer
10/16/2017

The comment requests that the County stop expansion of cannabis cultivation sites until
existing cannabis cultivation sites can be controlled. The comment identifies concerns with
impacts to watersheds and contamination of lands from existing cannabis cultivation.
The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a further discussion of the DEIR’s disclosure
of the environmental effects of existing unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement
activities. The DEIR does programmatically evaluate the environmental impacts of existing
commercial cannabis operations that intend to comply with County standards under the
proposed ordinance and/or propose to retire existing cultivation sites, remediate existing
cultivation site, or relocate to new properties. While these operations are existing and part of
the environmental baseline condition, compliance with the proposed ordinance may involve
new actions that would modify their operations, which may include restoration of habitat,
roadway improvements, expansion or reconfiguration of their operations, installation of water
quality controls, and modification to water supply facilities. This EIR programmatically
evaluates the environmental impacts of these possible actions. (see DEIR page 2-28)

I62-2

The comment states that the purpose of the County is to prevent impacts from cannabis
activities that include truck traffic, water, soil contamination, noise, light pollution, and odor.
Evaluation of impacts involving these topics can be found in the following DEIR sections,
respectively: 3.12, “Transportation and Circulation,” 3.8, “Hydrology and Water Quality,” 3.7,
“Hazards and Hazardous Materials,”3.10, “Noise,” 3.1, “Aesthetics,” and 3.3, “Air Quality
and Greenhouse Gases.” Additionally, Master Responses 5, 3, and 4, respectively provide
further discussion of impacts related to water resources, noise and generator use, and odors
associated with cannabis activities to be permitted under the proposed ordinance.

I62-3

The comment requests that the County stop expansion of cannabis cultivation sites until
existing cannabis cultivation sites can be controlled and re-visit the need for cannabis.
The comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission and Board of
Supervisors for their consideration during review/consideration of the project. The reader is
referred to Master Response 6 for a discussion of County code enforcement activities
addressed cannabis issues.
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Letter
I63

Ascent Environmental

Robert Torre
10/16/2017

I63-1

The comment states the need for cannabis regulation within the County. The comment is
noted

I63-2

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I63-3

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I63-4

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I63-5

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I63-6

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I64

Ascent Environmental

Rudy Ramp
10/16/2017

I64-1

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I64-2

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I64-3

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I64-4

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I64-5

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I64-6

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I65
I65-1

Ascent Environmental

Sandra Tilles
10/16/2017

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 5,000 square feet and
that only former existing grows be permitted at this time. The comment also suggests that
the cottage industry option be included with fewer regulations and fees. This comment
reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental issues
evaluated in the EIR.
The comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission and Board of
Supervisors for their consideration during review/consideration of the project.

I65-2

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I65-3

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I65-4

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I65-5

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I65-6

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I66

Ascent Environmental

Seth Zuckerman
10/16/2017

I66-1

The comment identifies concerns with impacts to watersheds and proper enforcement. The
reader is referred to Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR evaluation of
watershed impacts and the recent adoption of the State Water Board Policy that provides
additional watershed protections. The reader is also referred to Master Response 6 for a
detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I66-2

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet per
parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance
and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I66-3

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I66-4

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I66-5

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I66-6

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I66-7

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I67

Ascent Environmental

Thomas Wheeler
10/16/2017

I67-1

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I67-2

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I67-3

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I67-4

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I67-5

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Response to Comments

Letter
I68
I68-1

Ascent Environmental

Pat Farmer
10/16/2017

The comment recommends that cannabis activities only be permitted where they will not
adversely affect neighbors and the community through environmental degradation,
increased traffic, water supply overuse, and odors.
This comment is noted. The reader is referred to the following DEIR Sections where these
topics are evaluated: Section 3.12, “Transportation and Circulation,” 3.13, “Utilities and
Service Systems,” and 3.3, “Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions.” Additionally, Master
Response 4 includes further discussion regarding cannabis-related odors.
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Letter
I69

Ascent Environmental

Tory Starr
10/16/2017

I69-1

The comment requests that the County consider management of the County’s water. This
comment is noted. Water resource impacts are addressed in DEIR Section 3.8, “Hydrology
and Water Quality.” The reader is referred to Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of
the recent adoption of the State Water Board Policy that provides additional water resource
protections.

I69-2

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I69-3

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I69-4

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I69-5

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I69-6

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I70
I70-1

2-484

Ascent Environmental

Uri Driscoll
10/16/2017

The comment identifies opposition to the proposed ordinance until sufficient enforcement is
provided. The reader is referred to Master Response 6 for a detailed discussion of
improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities. The County is considering this
requested change as part of revisions to the proposed ordinance.
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Letter
I71
I71-1

2-486

Ascent Environmental

Thomas Grover
10/16/2017

The comment requests a text change to the proposed ordinance’s definition of rainwater
capture. The County is considering this requested change as part of revisions to the
proposed ordinance. This comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does
not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.
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Letter
I72
I72-1

Responses to Comments

Gary Falxa
10/16/2017

The comment states that existing cannabis activities have resulted in severe impacts
including land-clearing, grading, roads, light and fuel-pollution, water diversions, and
chemical use by marijuana grows.
The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a further discussion of the DEIR’s disclosure
of the environmental effects of existing unpermitted cannabis operations. The DEIR does
programmatically evaluate the environmental impacts of existing commercial cannabis
operations that intend to comply with County standards under the proposed ordinance
and/or propose to retire existing cultivation sites, remediate existing cultivation site, or
relocate to new properties. While these operations are existing and part of the environmental
baseline condition, compliance with the proposed ordinance may involve new actions that
would modify their operations, which may include restoration of habitat, roadway
improvements, expansion or reconfiguration of their operations, installation of water quality
controls, and modification to water supply facilities. This EIR programmatically evaluates the
environmental impacts of these possible actions. (see DEIR page 2-28)
The reader is referred to the following sections of the DEIR where these topics are evaluated,
respectively: 3.2, “Agriculture and Forest Resources,” 3.6, “Geology and Soils,” 3.1,
“Aesthetics,” 3.3, “Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions,” 3.8, “Hydrology and Water
Quality,” 3.4, “Biological Resources,” and 3.7, “Hazards and Hazardous Materials.”
Additionally, Master Response 5 includes further discussion of impacts to water resources.

I72-2

The comment identifies concerns with enforcement of law and regulations. The reader is
referred to Master Response 6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s
code enforcement activities.

I72-3

The comment recommends that cannabis cultivation be limited to less than 10,000 square
feet in size, except in the lowland/flat lands already used for intensive agriculture. This
comment reflects a proposed change to the ordinance and does not address environmental
issues evaluated in the EIR.
The comment is noted and will be provided to the Planning Commission and Board of
Supervisors for their consideration during review/consideration of the project.

I72-4

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I72-5

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I72-6

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.
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I72-7

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I72-8

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I73
I73-1

Ascent Environmental

Norm an Dyche
10/16/2017

The comment identifies concerns regarding the proposed ordinance and its impact on the
environment.
This comment is noted. The DEIR discloses the significant environmental impacts of the
implementation of the proposed ordinance and identifies mitigation measures to reduce
these impacts in DEIR Sections 3.1 through 3.14 and Chapter 4, “Cumulative Impacts.”

I73-2

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I73-3

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I73-4

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I73-5

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I73-6

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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Letter
I74

Ascent Environmental

Paul Henninger
10/16/2017

I74-1

The comment expresses concern with water supply and fishery impacts to the Eel River. As
discussed in Master Response 5, the DEIR analysis acknowledges that cannabis irrigation
could result in a significant decrease in watershed flows during low flow conditions (see DEIR
pages 3.8-44 and 3.8-45). Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 in compliance with
State Water Board Policy would require that all cannabis cultivation surface water and
groundwater diversions comply with the numeric flows and aquatic base flows that have
been established by watershed under the Policy in consultation with CDFW. The proposed
ordinance would prohibit new commercial cannabis cultivation in the forested areas of the
upper watersheds and limit it to non-forested areas generally in the lower portions of the
watersheds where the USGS gages used in the implementation of the State Water Board
Policy exist. The State Water Board Policy’s flow standards and diversion requirements were
developed to protect fish spawning, migration, and rearing for endangered anadromous
salmonids, and flows to needed to maintain natural flow variability within each watershed.

I74-2

The comment request the County establish regulations that includes protection of
watersheds from impacts resulting from cannabis operations. The reader is referred to
Master Response 5 for a detailed discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource
impacts to the County’s watersheds.

I74-3

The comment requests a cumulative environmental analysis that includes unpermitted
operations and the impacts to watersheds. The reader is referred to Master Response 1 for a
detailed discussion of DEIR’s consideration of unpermitted cannabis operations and Master
Response 5 for further discussion of the DEIR’s evaluation of water resource impacts to the
County’s watersheds.

I74-4

The comment recommends that permitted cultivation be limited to 10,000 square feet for
the largest parcel. This comment is noted. This comment reflects a proposed change to the
ordinance and does not address environmental issues evaluated in the EIR.

I74-5

The comment includes concern with enforcement. The reader is referred to Master Response
6 for a detailed discussion of improvements to the County’s code enforcement activities.

I74-6

The comment includes conclusory remarks. The comment is noted and will be provided to
the Planning Commission and Board of Supervisors for their consideration during
review/consideration of the project.
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REVISIONS TO THE DEIR
INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents specific text changes made to the DEIR since its publication and public review. These
changes are the result of responses to comments on the DEIR identified in Chapter 2, “Responses to
Comments.” The changes are presented in the order in which they appear in the original DEIR and are
identified by the DEIR page number. Text deletions are shown in strikethrough, and text additions are shown
in double underline.
The information contained within this chapter clarifies and expands on information in the DEIR and does not
constitute “significant new information” requiring recirculation. (See Public Resources Code Section
21092.1; CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5.).

SECTION 3.4, “BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES”
On DEIR page 3.4-34, the third row of the third column in table 3.4-2 is corrected to read:
SC SSC
On DEIR page 3.4-61, under the heading “Special-Status Amphibians,” the text is corrected to read:
Foothill yellow-legged frog is a candidate for listing under the CESA. Foothill yellow-legged frog;
Nnorthern red-legged frog, Pacific tailed frog, red-bellied newt, and southern torrent salamander are
all CDFW species of special concern.
On DEIR page 3.4-61, the following text was added:

Mitigation 3.4-1a: Pre-approval biological reconnaissance surveys.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the protection
of special-status wildlife species and habitat from new development related to cannabis activities.


Prior to approval of any application for commercial cannabis operations, a biological reconnaissance
survey shall be conducted within the proposed development area by a qualified biologist. The
qualified biologist shall assess the habitat suitability of the proposed development area for all 35
special-status wildlife species identified as having potential to occur in the County consistent with
General Requirement and Prohibition 10 of the Attachment A of the State Water Board Policy.



The biologist shall provide a letter report to the project applicant and the County with evidence to
support a conclusion as to whether special-status species and sensitive habitats are present or are
likely to occur within the proposed development area. If special-status species or sensitive habitats
are present, the appropriate mitigation measures from this EIR shall be identified. The County shall
require implementation of the mitigation measures as part of the application approval.

On page 3.4-61, the text within “Mitigation 3.4-1a: Special-status amphibian preconstruction surveys” (now
Mitigation 3.4-1b) is modified to read:

Mitigation 3.4-1ba: Special-status amphibian preconstruction surveys and relocation.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the protection
of special-status amphibian species from new development related to cannabis activities.
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Forty-eight hours prior to proposed new development activities within 200 feet of any SMA or Other Wet
Area, a preconstruction survey for special-status amphibians shall be conducted by a qualified
biologist. The biologist shall be familiar with the life cycle of foothill yellow-legged frog, northern redlegged frog, Pacific tailed-frog, red-bellied newt, and southern torrent salamander, and will conduct
appropriate surveys for the applicable life stages (i.e., eggs, larvae, adults).
Preconstruction surveys for special-status amphibian species shall be conducted throughout the
proposed construction area and a 400-foot buffer around the proposed development area. Surveys
shall consist of “walk and turn” surveys of areas beneath surface objects (e.g., rocks, leaf litter, moss
mats, coarse woody debris) for newts and salamanders, and visual searches for frogs.
If red-bellied newt or southern torrent salamander or special status frogs are detected during the
preconstruction survey, the proposed development area shall be relocated to be no closer than 200 feet
from the occurrence(s) measured as a horizontal line perpendicular to, and moving away from, the SMA.


If special-status amphibians are detected during the initial biological reconnaissance survey (see
Mitigation 3.4-1a) or are determined to be likely to occur, consultation with CDFW shall be
initiated to determine whether mitigation measures, such as project design modifications,
relocation of the site, relocation of individual animals, or installation of exclusionary fencing, will
be necessary and appropriate.



Regardless of detection during the initial biological reconnaissance survey, if suitable habitat for
special-status amphibians is present within the proposed development area, a qualified biologist
familiar with the life cycle of foothill yellow-legged frog, northern red-legged frog, Pacific tailedfrog, red-bellied newt, and southern torrent salamander shall conduct preconstruction surveys of
proposed new development activities 48 hours prior to new development activities.
Preconstruction surveys for special-status amphibian species shall be conducted throughout the
proposed construction area and a 400-foot buffer around the proposed development area.
Surveys shall consist of “walk and turn” surveys of areas beneath surface objects (e.g., rocks,
leaf litter, moss mats, coarse woody debris) for newts and salamanders, and visual searches for
frogs. Preconstruction surveys shall be conducted within the appropriate season to maximize
potential for observation for each species, and appropriate surveys will be conducted for the
applicable life stages (i.e., eggs, larvae, adults).



If special-status amphibians are not detected during the preconstruction survey, then further
mitigation is not required.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1a and 3.4-1b would reduce potential impacts on specialstatus amphibians to a less-than-significant level by requiring preconstruction surveys and the
protection of special-status frogs, newts, and salamanders from construction-related injury, mortality,
or other disturbance when new cannabis facilities are developed near aquatic habitat consistent
with General Requirement and Prohibition 10 of the Attachment A of the State Water Board Policy.
On page 3.4-62, the text within “Mitigation 3.4-1b: Western pond turtle preconstruction surveys” (now
Mitigation 3.4-1c) is modified to read:

Mitigation 3.4-1cb: Western pond turtle preconstruction surveys and relocation.
The following shall be included as a performance standard in the proposed ordinance for the
protection of western pond turtle from new development related to cannabis activities.
Within 24 hours before beginning proposed new development activities within 200 feet of SMA or
Other Wet Area, a qualified biologist shall survey areas of anticipated disturbance for the presence of
western pond turtle. If pond turtles are found during the survey the proposed development area shall
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be relocated to be no closer than 200 feet from the occurrence(s) measured as a horizontal line
perpendicular to, and moving away from, the SMA.


If pond turtles are detected during the initial biological reconnaissance survey (see Mitigation
3.4-1a), preconstruction surveys, or are determined to be likely to occur, consultation with CDFW
shall be initiated to determine whether additional measures, such as project design
modifications, relocation of the site, relocation of individual animals, or installation of
exclusionary fencing, will be necessary and appropriate.



Regardless of detection during the initial biological reconnaissance survey, if suitable aquatic
habitat for western pond turtle is present within the proposed development area, a qualified
biologist familiar with the life history of western pond turtle shall conduct preconstruction surveys
of proposed new development activities within 200 feet of any SMA or Other Wet Area 24 hours
prior to such development activities.



If pond turtles are not detected during the preconstruction survey, then further mitigation is not
required.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1cb would reduce potential impacts on western pond
turtle to a less-than-significant level by requiring preconstruction surveys and the protection of
western pond turtles from cannabis development-related injury, mortality, or other disturbance.
On DEIR page 3.4-62, the following text change is made to the first paragraph under “Nesting Raptors:”
The County contains suitable nesting habitat and many known nesting occurrences for several raptor
species, including American peregrine falcon, bald eagle, golden eagle, northern goshawk, northern
spotted owl, and white-tailed kite. Peregrine falcon, bald eagle, golden eagle, and white-tailed kite
are fully protected under California Fish and Game Code. Bald eagle is also listed as endangered
under CESA. Bald and golden eagles are also protected under the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection
Act. Northern spotted owl is listed as threatened under ESA and CESA, and is also a CDFW species of
special concern. Northern goshawk is a CDFW species of special concern. Suitable nesting habitat
for these species includes trees, snags, cliffs, and human-made structures (e.g., utility poles). Critical
habitat for northern spotted owl is present within the County (Exhibit 3.4-5). Large portions of this
habitat area are in land areas (public lands and areas designated for timber uses) where new
commercial cannabis operations would be prohibited under the proposed ordinance.
On page 3.4-63, the text within “Mitigation 3.4-1c” (now Mitigation 3.4-1d) is modified to read:

Mitigation 3.4-1dc: Nesting raptor preconstruction survey and establishment of protective
buffers.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the protection
of nesting raptors from new development related to cannabis activities.


To minimize the potential for loss of nesting raptors, tree removal activities shall only occur during
the nonbreeding season (September 1-January 31).



Prior to removal of any trees, or ground-disturbing activities between February 1 and August 31, a
qualified biologist shall conduct preconstruction surveys for nesting raptors, and shall identify
active nests within 500 feet of the proposed development area. The surveys shall be conducted
between February 1 and August 31.



Impacts to nesting raptors, including direct impacts and indirect impacts (e.g., noise, presence of
construction crews) shall be avoided by establishing appropriate buffers around active nest sites
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identified during preconstruction raptor surveys. The buffer areas shall be protected with
construction fencing, and no activity shall occur within the buffer areas until a qualified biologist
has determined, in coordination with CDFW, that the young have fledged, the nest is no longer
active, or reducing the buffer would not likely result in nest abandonment. CDFW guidelines
recommend implementation of a 500-foot buffer for raptors, but the size of the buffer may be
adjusted if a qualified biologist and the applicant, in consultation with CDFW, determine that such
an adjustment would not be likely to adversely affect the nest. Monitoring of the nest by a qualified
biologist during and after construction activities will be required if the activity has potential to
adversely affect the nest.


Removal of bald and golden eagle nests are prohibited regardless of the occupancy status under
the federal Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. If bald or golden eagle nests are found during
pre-construction surveys, then the nest tree shall not be removed.



Trees shall not be removed during the breeding season for nesting raptors unless a survey by a
qualified biologist verifies that there is not an active nest in the tree.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1c would reduce significant impacts on nesting raptors a
less-than-significant level because active raptor nests would be avoided and protected from
construction activities.
On pages 3.4-64 to 3.4-65, the following text was added:

Northern spotted owl

Northern spotted owl is listed as threatened under ESA and CESA. Northern spotted owl is known to
occur throughout Humboldt County coniferous forests (CNDDB 2017, eBird 2017). Critical habitat for
this species is present within the County (Exhibit 3.4-5). Large portions of this critical habitat area
are in land areas (public lands and areas designated for timber uses) where new commercial
cannabis operations would be prohibited under the proposed ordinance.
Exhibit 3.4-9 presents the distribution of known occurrences of spotted owls throughout Humboldt
County and shows that the majority of occurrences are within areas where new cultivation is
prohibited, including public land and land not zoned for cultivation. However, there are some known
occurrences located within land zoned for cultivation (Exhibit 3.4-9).
Project implementation associated with potential impacts to habitat and vegetation removal could
disturb nesting northern spotted owls if they are present, potentially resulting in nest abandonment,
nest failure, or mortality of chicks or eggs. Additionally, human presence associated with
construction of cultivation sites, roads, and cultivation activities could result in increased noise and
visual disturbance to nesting raptors. CDFW conducted a spatial analysis of existing cannabis
cultivation sites and County cannabis permit application data to determine proximity of known and
historic northern spotted owl occurrences that could be impacted by noise and visibility of the
cultivation. Based on the CDFW's analysis, 53 cannabis projects (sites) have activities within 40
meters of a northern spotted owl activity center, 525 cannabis projects occur within 0.7 mile, and
1184 occur within 1.3 miles (CDFW 2017). The potential loss of northern spotted owls and their
nests would be a potentially significant impact.
In addition to direct impacts to the species, new cannabis-related development under the proposed
ordinance result in the loss or fragmentation of northern spotted owl habitat. This would also be a
potentially significant impact.
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Mitigation 3.4-1e: Northern spotted owl preconstruction habitat suitability surveys and
determination of presence or absence.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the protection
of northern spotted owl from new development related to cannabis activities.


To avoid the potential for loss of northern spotted owl and their nests, or loss or fragmentation of
occupied or suitable habitat for northern spotted owl, removal of old growth habitat shall be
prohibited, as outlined in Mitigation Measure 3.4-3, Sensitive natural communities, riparian
habitat, old growth habitat, and wetland vegetation.



If the area of proposed new development activities is within suitable habitat for northern spotted
owl (e.g., coniferous forest), and is within 1.3 miles (average species home range) of a known
occurrence of northern spotted owl, as determined by a qualified biologist, the following measures
shall be followed.


Prior to removal of any trees, or ground-disturbing activities adjacent or within suitable
nesting, roosting, or foraging habitat (e.g. forest clearings) for spotted owl, a qualified
biologist, familiar with the life history of the northern spotted owl, shall conduct
preconstruction surveys for nests within a 1.3-mile buffer around the site as described in
Protocol for Surveying Proposed Management Activities that May Impact Northern Spotted
Owls (USFWS 2012). Surveys shall take place between March 1 and August 31. Three
complete surveys spaced at least 7 days apart must be completed by June 30. Six complete
surveys over the course of 2 years must be completed to determine presence or absence of
northern spotted owl.


If northern spotted owls are determined to be absent 1.3 miles from the site, then further
mitigation is not required.



If northern spotted owls are determined to be present within 1.3 miles of the site, then it
is presumed that habitat removal could cause harm to northern spotted owl populations
in the area, and could result in direct take of northern spotted owls. If northern spotted
owls are determined to be present within 1.3 miles of the site, proposed cultivation
activities will not be permitted consistent with the General Requirement and Prohibition 4
of the Attachment A of the State Water Board Policy.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1e would reduce significant impacts to a less-thansignificant level because direct take of northern spotted owls and disturbance or fragmentation
of northern spotted owl habitat would be avoided through preconstruction surveys and, if found,
prohibition of proposed cultivation activities consistent with the State Water Board Policy.
On DEIR pages 3.4-65 through 3.4-68, the mitigation measures are re-numbered as follows:

Mitigation 3.4-1fd: Special-status nesting bird surveys and establishment of protective
buffers.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the protection
of bank swallow, little willow flycatcher, tricolored blackbird, and western yellow-billed cuckoo from new
development related to cannabis activities. This will apply to any commercial cannabis activity that
would result in the disturbance or loss of riparian, riverine, mudflat, or grassland habitats.


To minimize the potential for disturbance or loss of bank swallow, little willow flycatcher, tricolored
blackbird, western snowy plover, western yellow-billed cuckoo, or other bird nests, vegetation removal
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activities shall only occur during the nonbreeding season (September 1-January 31). Alteration of or
disturbance to suitable river bank habitat (i.e., for bank swallow nests) and mudflat habitat (i.e., for
western snowy plover) is prohibited because of limited habitat availability for this species.


Prior to removal of any vegetation or any ground disturbance between February 1 and August 31, a
qualified biologist shall conduct preconstruction surveys for nests on any structure or vegetation
slated for removal, as well as for potential tricolored blackbird nesting habitat. The surveys shall be
conducted no more than 14 days before construction commences. If no active nests or bank swallow
colonies are found during focused surveys, no further action under this measure will be required. If
active nests are located during the preconstruction surveys, the biologist shall notify the Planning
Director and CDFW. If deemed necessary by the Planning Director in consultation with CDFW,
modifications to the project design to avoid removal of occupied habitat while still achieving project
objectives may be required. If the Planning Director determines in consultation with CDFW that
avoidance is not feasible or conflicts with project objectives, construction shall be prohibited within a
minimum of 100 feet of the nest to avoid disturbance until the nest or colony is no longer active.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1fd would reduce significant impacts to a less-thansignificant level because bank swallow, little willow flycatcher, tricolored blackbird, western snowy
plover, western yellow-billed cuckoo, and other bird nests would be avoided and protected from new
development related to cannabis activities.

Mitigation 3.4-1ge: Marbled murrelet preconstruction habitat suitability surveys and
establishment of protective buffers.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the protection
of marbled murrelet from new development related to cannabis activities.


To avoid the potential for loss of or disturbance to marbled murrelet nests and habitat, removal of
old growth habitat shall be prohibited, as outlined in Mitigation Measure 3.4-3, Sensitive natural
communities, riparian habitat, old growth habitat, and wetland vegetation.



Prior to removal of any trees, or ground-disturbing activities adjacent or within suitable habitat for
marbled murrelet between April 15 and August 5, a qualified biologist, familiar with the life history
of the marbled murrelet, shall conduct preconstruction surveys for nests within a 0.25-mile buffer
around the site as described in Methods for Surveying Marbled Murrelets in Forests: A Revised
Protocol for Land Management and Research (Evans Mack et. al 2003).



If marbled murrelets are determined to be absent from the site, then no further mitigation is
required.



If marbled murrelets are determined to be present within the site, a 0.25-mile buffer will be
established around occupied nest sites. No project activity may occur within the 0.25-mile buffer
areas until the end of marbled murrelet breeding season (August 6).

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1ge would reduce significant impacts to a less-thansignificant level because disturbance of marbled murrelet would be avoided through preconstruction
surveys and, if found, establishment of a protective buffer.

Mitigation 3.4-1hf: Generator noise reduction.
The ordinance requires generators not to increase existing ambient noise levels at the property line of
the site beyond 3 dB. In addition, the noise standards shall include the following standards to protect
wildlife (USFWS 2006).
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Project-generated sound must not exceed ambient nesting conditions by 20-25 decibels.



Project-generated sound, when added to existing ambient conditions, must not exceed 90
decibels.



Time of day adjustment: Marbled murrelet and northern spotted owl are most active during dawn
and dusk. Within approximately 2 hours of sunrise and sunset, ambient sound levels are lower
than during the middle of the day (by approximately 5-10 decibels). This will be accounted for when
determining impacts of project-generated sound.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1hf would reduce significant impacts to a less-thansignificant level because project-generated sound would not exceed levels known to result in
disturbance to avian forest species, such as marbled murrelet and northern spotted owl. Disturbance
to these species would be avoided.

Mitigation Measure 3.4-1ig: American badger preconstruction survey and establishment of
protective buffers.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the protection
of the American badger from new development related to cannabis activities.


Prior to the commencement of construction activities, a qualified wildlife biologist shall conduct
surveys of the suitable grassland or agricultural habitats slated for conversion within the site to
identify any American badger burrows/dens. These surveys shall be conducted not more than 30
days prior to the start of construction. If occupied burrows are not found, further mitigation shall
not be required. If occupied burrows are found, impacts to active badger dens shall be avoided by
establishing exclusion zones around all active badger dens, within which construction related
activities shall be prohibited until denning activities are complete or the den is abandoned. A
qualified biologist shall monitor each den once per week to track the status of the den and to
determine when a den area has been cleared for construction.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1ig would reduce impacts on American badger to a lessthan-significant level because preconstruction surveys would be conducted and active badger dens
would be protected from construction activities.

Mitigation Measure 3.4-1jh: Fisher and Humboldt marten preconstruction survey and
preservation of active den sites.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the protection
of the fisher and Humboldt marten from new development related to cannabis activities.


To minimize the potential for loss of or disturbance to fisher and Humboldt marten habitat and
dens, removal of old growth habitat shall be prohibited, as outlined in Mitigation Measure 3.4-3,
Sensitive natural communities, riparian habitat, old growth habitat, and wetland vegetation.



Prior to commencement of from new development related to cannabis activities occurring within
the fisher and Humboldt marten denning season (March 1 to July 31), including tree removal (nonold growth), a qualified wildlife biologist will conduct preconstruction surveys of all suitable habitat
within the site, and will identify sightings of individual fishers or martens, as well as potential dens.



If individuals or potential or occupied dens are not found, further mitigation will not be required.
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If fisher or Humboldt marten are identified or if potential dens of these species are located, an
appropriate method shall be used by a qualified wildlife biologist to confirm whether a fisher or
marten is occupying the den. This may involve use of remote field cameras, track plates, or hair
snares. Other devices such as fiber optic scope may be utilized to determine occupancy. If no fisher
or marten occupies the potential den, the entrance will be temporarily blocked so that no other
animals occupy the area during the construction period but only after it has been fully inspected.
The blockage will be removed once construction activities have been completed.



If a den is found to be occupied by a fisher or marten, a no-disturbance buffer will be placed
around the occupied den location. The no-disturbance buffer will include the den tree (or other
structure) plus a suitable buffer as determined by the biologist in coordination with USFWS and
CDFW. Construction activities in the no-disturbance buffer will be avoided until the nest is
unoccupied as determined by a qualified wildlife biologist in coordination with USFWS and CDFW.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1jh would reduce impacts on fisher and Humboldt marten
to a less-than-significant level because preconstruction surveys would be conducted and active dens
would be protected from construction activities.

Mitigation Measure 3.4-1ki: Preconstruction bat survey and exclusion.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the protection
of the pallid bat and Townsend’s big-eared bat from new development related to cannabis activities.


Before commencing any new development related to cannabis activities, a qualified biologist
shall conduct surveys for roosting bats. If evidence of bat use is observed, the species and
number of bats using the roost shall be determined. Bat detectors may be used to supplement
survey efforts. If no evidence of bat roosts is found, then no further study will be required.



If pallid bats or Townsend’s big-eared bats are found in the surveys, a mitigation program
addressing mitigation for the specific occurrence shall be submitted to the Planning Director and
CDFW by a qualified biologist subject to the review and approval of the Planning Director in
consultation with CDFW. Implementation of the mitigation plan shall be a condition of project
approval. At a minimum, the mitigation plan shall establish a 400-foot buffer area around the
nest during hibernation or while females in maternity colonies are nursing young.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1ki would reduce impacts on special-status bats to a lessthan-significant level because preconstruction surveys would be conducted and active bat roosts
would be protected from new development related to cannabis activities.

Mitigation Measure 3.4-1lj: Preconstruction vole survey and relocation.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the protection
of the Sonoma tree vole and white-footed vole from new development related to cannabis activities.
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To minimize the potential for loss of or disturbance to vole habitat and nests, removal of old
growth habitat shall be prohibited, as outlined in Mitigation Measure 3.4-3 Sensitive natural
communities, riparian habitat, old growth habitat, and wetland vegetation.



Before commencing any tree or other vegetation removal activities, or ground-disturbance, a
qualified biologist shall conduct surveys for vole nests (e.g., nest searching within trees on the
site, and confirming that nests belong to voles rather than squirrels or birds). If no evidence of
vole nests is found, then no further study shall be required. A report summarizing the results of
the surveys shall be prepared and submitted to the Planning Director and shall be subject to his
review and approval in consultation with CDFW.
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If occupied trees or nests are identified within 100 feet of the site, the biologist shall determine
whether project development activities will adversely affect the voles, based on factors such as
noise level of development activities, or line of sight between the tree and the disturbance
source. If it is determined that development activities would not affect the voles, then
development can proceed without protective measures.



If the biologist determines that development activities would likely disturb voles, the proposed
area of disturbance shall be relocated a minimum of 200 feet from the nest.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.4-1lj would reduce impacts on special-status voles to a lessthan-significant level because preconstruction surveys would be conducted and active vole nests
would be protected from new development related to cannabis activities.
On DEIR page 3.4-71, the following text changes are made to Mitigation 3.4-3a:

Mitigation 3.4-3a: Special-status plants.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the protection
of special-status plant species from new development related to cannabis activities.


Prior to commencement of new development related to cannabis activities and during the
blooming period for the special-status plant species with potential to occur in the site, a qualified
botanist will conduct protocol-level surveys for special-status plants in all proposed disturbance
areas following survey methods from CDFW’s Protocols for Surveying and Evaluating Impacts to
Special Status Native Plant Populations and Natural Communities (CDFW 2009).



If special-status plants are not found, the botanist will document the findings in a letter report to
USFWS, CDFW, and the applicant and no further mitigation will be required.



If special-status plant species are found, a qualified biologist shall consult with CDFW to designate
a no-disturbance buffer that will be reflected in the application to the County consistent with
General Requirement and Prohibition 10 of the Attachment A of the State Water Board Policy. If the
special-status plant species that cannot be avoided, the application will be denied. applicant, as
part of its application to the County, shall retain a qualified botanist to consult with CDFW and/or
USFWS (as appropriate, depending on species status) to determine the appropriate mitigation
measures for direct and indirect impacts through a Mitigation and Monitoring Plan. The applicant
shall be responsible for implementing the approved Mitigation and Monitoring Plan to the
satisfaction of the Planning Director in consultation with, CDFW, and/or USFWS to achieve a 2:1
replacement ratio of habitat and individuals. Mitigation measures may include preserving and
enhancing existing populations, creation of off-site populations on project mitigation sites through
seed collection or transplantation, and/or restoring or creating suitable habitat in sufficient
quantities to achieve a 2:1 replacement ratio of habitat and individuals.



If relocation efforts are part of the Mitigation and Monitoring Plan, the plan shall include details on
the methods to be used, including collection, storage, propagation, receptor site preparation,
installation, long-term protection, and management, monitoring and reporting requirements,
success criteria, and remedial action responsibilities should the initial effort fail to meet long-term
monitoring requirements.



Success criteria for preserved and compensatory populations shall include:


The extent of occupied area and plant density (number of plants per unit area) in
compensatory populations will be equal to or greater than the affected occupied habitat.
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Compensatory and preserved populations will be self-producing. Populations will be
considered self-producing when:



plants reestablish annually for a minimum of five years with no human intervention such
as supplemental seeding; and



reestablished and preserved habitats contain an occupied area and flower density
comparable to existing occupied habitat areas in similar habitat types in the project
vicinity.

If off-site mitigation includes dedication of conservation easements, purchase of mitigation credits, or other
off-site conservation measures, the details of these measures shall be included in the mitigation plan,
including information on responsible parties for long-term management, conservation easement holders,
long-term management requirements, success criteria such as those listed above and other details, as
appropriate to target the preservation of long term viable populations.
DEIR pages 3.4-71 and 3.4-72, the following text changes are made to Mitigation Measure 3.4-3b:

Mitigation 3.4-3b: Invasive plant species.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance to avoid the
introduction or spread of plants classified as invasive plant species by the California Invasive Plant
Council.


The application will include identification of invasive plant species that occur on the site and where
they are located. The application will identify specific measures to be employed for the removal
invasive species and on-site management practices. As part of the County’s annual inspection
areas where invasive plant species were removed will be checked to verify removal. Corrective
actions may be required as part of the annual permit renewal if invasive species remain or have
returned.



All invasive plant species shall be removed from the site using measures appropriate to the
species. For example, species that cannot easily re-root, re-sprout, or disperse seeds may be left on
site in a debris pile. Species that re-sprout readily (e.g., English ivy) or disperse seeds (e.g., Pampas
grass) should be hauled off-site and disposed of appropriately at a landfill site.

Heavy equipment and other machinery shall be inspected for the presence of invasive species prior
to on-site use, and shall be cleaned prior to entering the site, to reduce the risk of introducing
invasive plant species.
On DEIR page 3.4-72, the following text is added after the third paragraph under Impact 3.4-4:
Approximately 22,175 acres of coastal oak woodland habitat occurs within the County. Oak
woodlands are considered under the state Oak Woodlands Conservation Act, which requires the
County to determine whether proposed development would result in conversion of oak woodlands
that would have a significant adverse effect on the environment. Development of cannabis-related
uses under the proposed ordinance could result in removal of oak woodlands if present in a
proposed development area.
On page 3.4-73, Mitigation 3.4-4: Sensitive natural communities, riparian habitat, and wetland vegetation
was modified to read:

Mitigation 3.4-4: Sensitive natural communities, riparian habitat, and wetland vegetation.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the protection
of sensitive natural communities and riparian habitat.
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For projects that could disturb sensitive natural communities or riparian habitat, the application
shall include a report prepared by a qualified biologist that surveys the site for these sensitive
resources, including riparian habitat associated with aquatic features; old growth Sitka spruce,
Douglas fir, and redwood forests; coastal oak woodlands; special-status fish stream habitats;
marsh habitats; and northern foredune grassland near Humboldt Bay and the Mattole River; and
coastal terrace prairie within Table Bluff Ecological Reserve.



The report shall include requirements that before development activities commence, all sensitive
areas identified above shall be flagged or fenced with brightly visible construction flagging and/or
fencing under the direction of the qualified biologist to require that grading, excavation, other
ground-disturbing activities, and vegetation removal will not occur within these areas. Foot traffic
by construction personnel shall also be limited in these areas to prevent the introduction of
invasive or weedy species. Periodic inspections during construction shall be conducted by the
monitoring biologist to maintain the integrity of exclusion fencing/flagging throughout the period of
construction involving ground disturbance.



If the report documents that site development would affect the bed, bank, channel, or associated
riparian habitat subject to CDFW jurisdiction under Fish and Game Code Section 1602, a
Streambed Alteration Notification shall be submitted to CDFW, pursuant to Section 1600 et seq.
of the California Fish and Game Code. If proposed activities are determined to be subject to
CDFW jurisdiction, the project proponent shall abide by the conditions of any executed
agreement prior to the issuance of a grading permit by Humboldt County.



Subject to the review and approval of the Planning Director in consultation with CDFW applicants
shall compensate for permanent loss of riparian habitat at a minimum of a 2:1 ratio through
contributions to a CDFW approved wetland mitigation bank or through the development and
implementation of a Compensatory Stream and Riparian Mitigation and Monitoring Plan for
creating or restoring in-kind habitat in the surrounding area (such as the proposed ordinance site
reconfiguration criteria for existing cultivation sites). If mitigation credits are not available, stream
and riparian habitat compensation shall include establishment of riparian vegetation on currently
unvegetated bank portions of streams affected by the project and enhancement of existing riparian
habitat through removal of nonnative species, where appropriate, and planting additional native
riparian plants to increase cover, continuity, and width of the existing riparian corridor along
streams in the site and surrounding areas. Construction activities and compensatory mitigation
shall be conducted in accordance with the terms of a streambed alteration agreement as required
under Section 1602 of the Fish and Game Code as well as the State Water Board Cannabis
Cultivation Policythe Regional Water Quality Control Board North Coast Region Order R1-20150023.

The Compensatory Stream and Riparian Mitigation and Monitoring Plan shall include the following:


identification of compensatory mitigation sites and criteria for selecting these mitigation sites;



in kind reference habitats for comparison with compensatory riparian habitats (using
performance and success criteria) to document success;



monitoring protocol, including schedule and annual report requirements (Compensatory habitat
will be monitored for a minimum of 5 years from completion of mitigation, or human intervention
[including recontouring and grading], or until the success criteria identified in the approved
mitigation plan have been met, whichever is longer.);



ecological performance standards, based on the best available science and including
specifications for native riparian plant densities, species composition, amount of dead woody
vegetation gaps and bare ground, and survivorship; at a minimum, compensatory mitigation
planting sites must achieve 80 percent survival of planted riparian trees and shrubs by the end
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of the five-year maintenance and monitoring period or dead and dying trees will be replaced and
monitoring continued until 80 percent survivorship is achieved;


corrective measures if performance standards are not met;



responsible parties for monitoring and preparing reports; and



responsible parties for receiving and reviewing reports and for verifying success or prescribing
implementation or corrective actions.

SECTION 3.7, “HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS”
On DEIR page 3.7-3, the following text change is made to the second paragraph:
Under Chapter 6.95, Article 2, operators of stationary sources of hazardous materials are required (if
they are deemed an accident risk) to prepare risk management plans, detailing strategies to reduce
the risk of accidental hazardous material release, and submit them to the California Environmental
Protection Agency and/or the Administrative agency, as per Chapter 6.95, Article 2, Section 25535.1
(b and c). Emergency Management Agency. Cannabis cultivators that store hazardous materials (e.g.,
pesticides, fuel) exceeding the threshold quantity would be required to prepare an HMBP (California
Department of Food and Agriculture 2017).
On DEIR page 3.7-8, the following text change is made to the third paragraph:
Depending on their specific cultivation practices and processes, commercial cannabis cultivators
could be considered hazardous waste generators that would be subject to the requirements of the
Hazardous Waste Generator Program or other above CUPA programs.
On DEIR page 3.7-8, the following text change is made to the title: “County Health Hazardous Materials
Program Local Oversight Program:”

COUNTY HEALTH HAZARDOUS MATERIALS PROGRAM LOCAL OVERSIGHT PROGRAM
On DEIR page 3.7-14, the following text change is made to the fifth paragraph:
The County Environmental Management Agency Division of Environmental Health conducts
inspections of every cultivation site for hazardous materials storage, as well as any hazardous waste
disposal. This is done through delegation by CalEPA to the County as the CUPA. The County is
responsible through the CUPA program for inspection of all facilities that store hazardous materials
or handle hazardous wastes. Regulation of commercial cannabis cultivation and commerce sites
provides for fees to support the CUPA program.

SECTION 3.8, “HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY”
DEIR page 3.8-9 through 3.8-10, the following text changes are made to the discussion titled “State Water
Resources Control Board Principles and Guidelines for Cannabis Cultivation.” These changes do not result in
any new significant impacts, and in fact provide greater certainty over the control of water quality effects.
Recirculation of the DEIR is not warranted.

State Water Resources Control Board Principles and Guidelines for Cannabis Cultivation

On October 17, 2017, tThe State Water Resources Control Board (State Water Board) adopted the
Cannabis Cultivation Policy – Guidelines for Cannabis Cultivation (Policy). This Policy establishes new
requirements for cannabis cultivation activities (including commercial cannabis cultivation in the
County) to protect water quality, instream flows, and supercedes the regulations under the North
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Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board Order No. 2015-0023. The requirements under this
Policy will be incorporated into, and implemented through, the state’s permitting process for
commercial cannabis under the following regulatory programs:


CDFA’s CalCannabis Cultivation licensing program;



State Water Board’s Cannabis General Waste Discharge Requirements for Discharges of Waste
Associated with Cannabis Cultivation Activities (Cannabis General Order) or any Waste Discharge
Requirements addressing cannabis cultivation activities adopted by a RWQCB;



State Water Board’s General Water Quality Certification for Cannabis Cultivation Activities;



State Water Board’s Cannabis Small Irrigation Use Registration; and



State Water Board’s Water Rights Permitting and Licensing Program.

is developing a policy for water quality control (policy) to establish interim principles and guidelines
for cannabis cultivation. The principles and guidelines shall include measures to protect springs,
wetlands, and aquatic habitats from negative impacts of cannabis cultivation. Principles and
guidelines may include instream flow objectives, limits on diversions, and requirements for screening
of diversions and elimination of barriers to fish passage. The principles and guidelines may include
requirements that apply to groundwater extractions.
Attachment A of the Policy includes requirements for cannabis cultivation. It establishes that two
conditional exemptions under the Cannabis General Order for indoor commercial cultivation
activities and outdoor commercial cultivation activities that disturb less than 2,000 square feet. For
outdoor commercial cannabis cultivation area greater than 2,000 square feet, the Policy establishes
Tier 1 (2,000 square feet to less than one acre) and Tier 2 (equal to or greater than one acre). All
outdoor commercial cannabis operations (conditionally exempt, Tier 1, and Tier 2) must comply with
applicable water quality requirements set forth in Attachment A of the Policy. Indoor commercial
cannabis operations are required to obtain separate waste discharge approvals for any on-site
discharge of wastewater (such as to a septic tank and leach field).
The Policy also establishes requirements for water diversion, storage, and use for both surface water
and groundwater resources. These requirements include design requirements for fish screens,
diversion structures, off-stream storage reservoirs, and storage bladders.
Diversion provisions of the Policy are based on three types of requirements to ensure sufficient
instream flows:




Dry season forbearance period and limitations on the wet season diversions;
Narrative instream flow requirements; and
Numeric instream flow requirements during the wet season.

Principles and guidelines in the draft policy include minimum instream flows, forbearance periods,
off-stream storage requirements, riparian buffers, maximum diversion rates, irrigation conservation
measures, and other best management practices. Minimum instream flows and the forbearance
periods help maintain natural flow variability and minimize the effects of cannabis cultivation on
fisheries and wildlife by protecting water quantity during critical life stages. The riparian buffers, best
management practices, and other operational guidelines help maintain healthy riparian corridors
and minimize the water quality impacts resulting from cannabis cultivation.
Instream flow requirements during the wet season were established by the State Water Board in
consultation with California Department of Fish and Wildlife for the protection of aquatic species life
history needs, including endangered anadromous salmonids. Numeric instream flow requirements
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(minimum instream flows required to protect aquatic species) are established for each region in the
state in Attachment A of the Policy. Aquatic base flows have also been established to address
instream flow impacts from groundwater diversions. The aquatic base flow is the set of chemical,
physical, and biological conditions that represent limiting conditions for aquatic life in stream
environments. Table 3.8-1 provides representative gage stream flow requirements for watersheds in
Humboldt County.
Surface water and groundwater diversions for cannabis cultivation operations will be limited in the
following manner:


Surface water diversions will be prohibited from April 1 to October 31 each year (forbearance
period).



Surface water diversions may occur from November 1 to March 31 each year subject to the
following requirements:





Surface water diversions will not occur until the real-time daily average flow is greater than
the minimum monthly instream flow requirement at a compliance gage for seven
consecutive days or after December 15 when flows are greater than the numeric flow
requirement.



Surface water diversions must bypass a minimum of 50 percent of the streamflow past the
point of diversion as estimated based on the cultivator’s visual observation.

The State Water Board will monitor instream flows during the dry season and evaluate whether
the number or location of groundwater diversions to determine whether imposition of a
groundwater forbearance period or other measures. The State Water Board will notify cannabis
cultivators the possibility of a groundwater forbearance period or other measures may be
imposed to address the low flow condition.

The State Water Board policy provides compliance gage instream flow requirements by region. These
requirements would require that cannabis cultivators check an online mapping tool to determine if
water is available to divert from the parcel’s assigned gage (i.e., the real-time daily average flow is
greater than the Numeric Flow Requirement at the assigned compliance gage). The gage Numeric
Instream Flow Requirements provide a threshold for flow rate in cubic feet per second (cfs) for
surface water flows and groundwater low flow thresholds (see Appendix E). Table 3.8-1 provides
representative gage instream flow requirements for watersheds in Humboldt County included in the
Draft Cannabis Cultivation Policy. These numbers are representative of flows from one location
within the major watersheds of Humboldt County and are provided as an example. There are two
types of flow thresholds, described below.
Numeric Instream Flow Requirements: The Numeric Instream Flow Requirements (minimum
instream flow requirements) ensure that individual and cumulative effects of water diversion and
discharge associated with cannabis cultivation do not affect the instream flows needed for fish
spawning, migration, and rearing, and the flows needed to maintain natural flow variability.
Groundwater Low Flow Thresholds: The low flow threshold represents the minimum flow that should
be in streams during all water type years to support aquatic ecosystems, including juvenile salmonid
migration and rearing and water quality.
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Table 3.8-1

Draft Gage Numeric Instream Flow Requirements

USGS Gage
Number

Surface Water
Watershed

November
(cfs)

December
(cfs)

January
(cfs)

February
(cfs)

March
(cfs)

Aquatic Base
FlowGroundwater
Low Flow Threshold
(cfs)

11469000

Mattole

406

942

1,118

960

769

27

11476500

South Fork Eel

749

1,708

2,125

1,857

1,424

54

11477000

Lower Eel

3,293

7,218

9,280

8,443

6,013

145

11481000

Mad Redwood

641

1,406

1,555

1,453

1,245

57

11530000

Trinity

2,349

3,440

4,712

5,165

4,772

423

11530500

Lower
Klamath

9,785

10,162

14,400

13,657

16,450

4,789

Source: SWRCB 2017a

The draft policy was released for public comment in June 2017, and the final policy is anticipated to
be brought to the State Water Board for adoption in October 2017. Upon approval, the North Coast
RWQCB Order R1-2015-0023, described below, would sunset and cannabis operations would be
subject to the State Water Board’s policy.
DEIR page 3.8-11 and 3.8-12, the discussion of the North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board
Cannabis Waste Discharge Regulatory Program is deleted:

North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board Cannabis Cultivation Waste Discharge
Regulatory Program

The North Coast RWQCB’s Order R1-2015-0023: The Cannabis Cultivation Waste Discharge
Regulatory Program (Order R1-2015-0023 or Order) addresses water quality impacts from cannabis
cultivation and associated activities or other operations with similar environmental effects on private
property in the North Coast Region. The Water Boards are the principal state agencies with primary
responsibility for the coordination and control of water quality. Nonpoint source pollution, also known
as polluted runoff, is the leading cause of water quality impairments in the North Coast. The majority
of the streams in the North Coast are impacted by excess sediment, nutrients, and elevated
temperatures. The problems are often associated with poorly planned forest clearing, earth-moving
activities, and other land use management practices, resulting in polluted stormwater runoff to
streams. Dry-season surface water diversions intensify these water quality impacts. The regulatory
program has several components: A Waiver of Waste Discharge Requirements, Third Party Programs,
Inspections, Enforcement, and Education and Outreach.
The Order includes enforceable requirements which cultivators need to become familiar with to
ensure their operations do not impact water resources. Below is a summary of primary elements of
the Order:
1. A tiered enrollment structure relative to the potential threat to water quality. Tier 1 is a low-threat
tier based on compliance with defined standard conditions and site characteristics. Tier 2 is a
management tier, which requires the development and implementation of a water resource
protection plan. Tier 3 is a cleanup tier, which requires the development and implementation of a
cleanup and restoration plan.
2. Standard conditions to protect water quality, in conjunction with a list of Best Management
Practice (BMP), provide a framework for cultivators to assess their sites for appropriate tiers and
determine what management measures are necessary to protect water quality. All BMPs in the
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order are considered enforceable conditions under the Order as applicable to a given site. The
draft Order includes standard conditions regarding:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.

Site maintenance, erosion control and drainage features
Stream crossing maintenance and improvement
Stream and wetland buffers
Spoils management
Water storage and use
Irrigation runoff
Fertilizers and soil amendments
Pesticides
Petroleum products and other chemicals
Cultivation-related wastes
Refuse and human waste, and
Remediation, cleanup, and restoration activities.

3. Associated procedural forms including a notice of intent of enrollment, a monitoring and
reporting form, and a checklist for remediation and restoration work in streams or wetlands.
4. General Prohibitions including discharges or threatened discharges to surface waters.
5. A framework for non-governmental third-party programs to assist cultivators with enrollment,
compliance activities, and monitoring and reporting.
6. A framework for development and implementation of water resource protection and cleanup and
restoration plans.
DEIR page 3.8-35, the following text changes are made to Impact 3.8-1:

Impact 3.8-1: Construction water quality impacts.
New and modifications to existing commercial cannabis operations in the County that may occur under
the proposed ordinance would require ground-disturbing activities that could result in erosion and
sedimentation, leading to degradation of water quality. Construction related to commercial cannabis
operations would be subject to compliance with State Water Board North Coast Regional Water Quality
Control Board and County regulations that require water quality controls for construction to prevent
impacts to water quality. Thus, potential water quality impacts may occur during construction and
would be considered less than significant.
DEIR page 3.8-36, the following text changes are made to the fourth full paragraph:
The proposed ordinance would require demonstration of compliance with the State Water Board
Cannabis Policy – Principles and Guidelines for Cannabis Cultivation (Policy) North Coast RWQCB
Order No. 2015-0023 or any subsequent water quality standards established (e.g., State Water
Board interim principles and guidelines). This Policy establishes new requirements for cannabis
cultivation activities to protect water quality and instream flows. As noted above, the Policy Order No.
2015-0023 requires measures to protect water quality that includes water quality controls such as
runoff and erosion control, standard setbacks from riparian areas and headwater streams and
springs, roadway and drainage design requirements, and winterization requirements and includes
standard conditions for site maintenance, erosion control, stream and wetland buffers, spoils
management, remediation, and restoration activities. The proposed ordinance also includes water
quality protection requirements for roadways servicing commercial cannabis operations that
identifies use of BMPs to address point and non-point sources of sediment and other pollutants (see
Chapter 2, “Project Description,” for a detailed description of these performance standards).
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DEIR page 3.8-37 and 3.8-38, the following text changes are made to the third and fourth paragraphs and
Mitigation Measure 3.8-2 under Impact 3.8-2:
The proposed ordinance contains requirements associated with the design of ponds that reduces the
risk of leaks or systems failures. The proposed ordinance also includes performance standards that
require proper storage and use of any fuels, fertilizer, pesticide, fungicide, rodenticide, or herbicide,
and provisions for annual on-site inspections to ensure those standards are being met. The proposed
ordinance also requires demonstration of compliance with the State Water Board Policy North Coast
RWQCB Order No. 2015-0023 or any subsequent water quality standards established (e.g., State
Water Board interim principles and guidelines) for existing and new commercial cannabis operations.
As noted above, the Policy Order No. 2015-0023 requires measures to protect water quality that
include clean-up and restoration of existing cannabis cultivation sites, water quality controls for
construction and operation, standard setbacks from riparian area and headwater streams and springs,
roadway and drainage design requirements, soil disposal and storage, and winterization of sites and
includes standard conditions for site maintenance, erosion control, stream and wetland buffers, spoils
management, and the proper use and storage of regulated fertilizers, pesticides, and other chemicals
to avoid impacts to water quality. The reader is referred to Section 3.7, “Hazards and Hazardous
Materials,” for a further discussion of pesticide and other chemical usage impacts. However, the State
Water Board Policy conditionally exempts cultivation sites less than 2,000 square feet in size from
the Cannabis General Order (though they are still required to comply with the water quality standards
in Attachment A of the Policy). this applies only to cultivation sites of 2,000 square feet or greater,
thus some sites may not be required to follow practices to prevent, minimize, control, and reduce the
discharges to waterways.
Compliance with laws and regulations controlling on-site pollutants would ensure that the threat of
pollution from improperly constructed sites would not result in water quality degradation. However, as
noted above, any cannabis cultivation activities under 2,000 square feet in disturbance area would be
conditionally exempt under the Cannabis General Order and may not be checked for compliance with
the Policy. not be required to comply with the North Coast RWQCB Order 2015-0023 and its specific
requirements pertinent to the control and minimization of erosion, sedimentation, and chemical
transport. As a result, impacts would be significant.

Mitigation Measure 3.8-2: Minimum Size of Commercial Cultivation Activities
The County shall amend the proposed ordinance to demonstrate require compliance with the
requirements of the State Water Board Cannabis Cultivation Policy – Guidelines for Cannabis
Cultivation North Coast RWQCB Order 2015-0023 or any subsequent water quality standards to apply
to for all new commercial cannabis cultivation operations and not limited by a minimum cultivation
area size.
Significance after Mitigation
Mitigation Measure 3.3-1 would require all new commercial cannabis activities in the County to
comply with the State Water Board Policy requirements conditions of North Coast RWQCB Order
2015-0023 or any subsequent water quality standards. Coupled with the County’s program of storm
water pollution prevention and remediation, cannabis-related activities within the County would be
required to implement BMPs, subject to regular inspections by local and state regulators, thus
limiting the amount of pollution entering receiving waterways. Implementation of the proposed
ordinance for existing cannabis operations that intend to comply with the performance standards of
the ordinance would result in water quality benefits over existing conditions. Consequently, with
implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-2 in combination with the performance standards of the
proposed ordinance, impacts to surface and groundwater quality would be less than significant.
DEIR page 3.8-46 and 3.8-47, the following text changes are made associated with Mitigation Measure 3.85:
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Mitigation 3.8-5: Implement water diversion restrictions and monitoring and reporting
requirements.
The text of the proposed ordinance shall be modified to align with the State Water Resources Control
Board Cannabis Cultivation Policy when it is approved, which may includes the following measures that
are in the draft policy as of July 1, 2017:


3-20

The period of forbearance shall extend from April 1 through October 31 of each year, and be
subject to the following additional restrictions:


From November 1 through December 14 of each year, the surface water diversion period
shall not begin until after seven consecutive days in which the surface waterbody’s real-time
Numeric Flow Requirement are met (see Appendix E).



From December 15 through March 31 of each surface water diversion period, surface water
diversion may occur on any day in which the surface waterbody’s real-time daily average flow
is greater than the Numeric Flow Requirement (see Appendix E).



The State Water Board will monitor instream flows during the dry season and evaluate
whether the number or location of groundwater diversions to determine whether imposition
of a groundwater forbearance period or other measures. The State Water Board will notify
cannabis cultivators the possibility of a groundwater forbearance period or other measures
may be imposed to address the low flow condition. Groundwater users will be required to
demonstrate that the groundwater source is not hydrologically connected to an adjacent
surface water feature and is not subject to the forbearance requirements through the
establishment of a flow gage in the stream or river and groundwater pumping tests to
monitor and verify no connection to the satisfaction of the County and/or State Water
Resources Control Board. The monitoring and testing protocol shall be reviewed and
approved by the County and/or State Water Resources Control Board prior installation of the
well and flow gage.



Cannabis cultivators shall bypass a minimum of 50 percent of the surface water flow past
their point of diversion, as estimated based on visually observing surface water flow at least
daily.



Water diversion rates may be further restricted in a manner to provide minimum instream
flow requirements needed for fish spawning, migration, and rearing, and the flows needed to
maintain natural flow variability by the State Water Resources Control Board and/or
California Department of Fish and Wildlife as part of state surface water diversion approvals
in circumstances where multiple diversions existing along a single waterway.



The cannabis cultivator shall not divert more than a maximum instantaneous diversion rate
of 10 gallons per minute, unless authorized under an existing appropriative water right.



Cannabis cultivators shall plug, block, cap, disconnect, or remove diversion intake structures
associated with cannabis cultivation activities during the source water forbearance period, unless
the diversion intake is used for other beneficial uses.



Diverted water storage systems for cannabis cultivation shall be separated from storage systems
used for other beneficial uses within a cultivation site.



Cannabis cultivation shall inspect for leaks in mainlines, laterals, in-irrigation connections, sprinkler
headers, and/or the ends of drop tape and feeder lines on a monthly basis. Any leaks discovered
shall be immediately repaired upon detection. Worn, outdated, or inefficient irrigation system
components and equipment shall be regulatory replaced to ensure a properly function, leak-free
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irrigation system at all times. Records of the date of inspections, repairs, and replacements shall
be maintained.


Cannabis cultivators shall retain irrigation, inspection, and repair records at the cannabis
cultivation site and shall make all records available for review by the Water Boards, CDFW, and the
County upon request for a period of 10 years.

Significance after Mitigation
When State Water Board Policy is adopted, Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-5 and State
Water Board Policy will require cannabis-related surface water diversions to meet flow rate standards
during a limited period of time through the year, which correlates to the greater level of water
availability within watersheds in Humboldt County that protect aquatic species life history needs,
including endangered anadromous salmonids. Monitoring of flow and inspection and repair of leaks
and old equipment will ensure that cannabis cultivation activities are consistent with permitted
diversion rates established by legal water rights. Because implementation of this mitigation measure
would ensure that Numeric Flow Requirements and aquatic base flow requirements are met
throughout Humboldt County, this impact would be less than significant. Even if the State Water
Board’s policy on water diversion is not yet approved prior to adoption of this ordinance, this
mitigation is reasonably protective of surface water resources because it would restrict diversions to
ensure that Numeric Flow Requirements are met and beneficial uses are protected that are based
on information from the State Water Board.

SECTION 3.10, “NOISE”
On DEIR page 3.10-6, the following text change is made to the first paragraph:
The predominant sources of noise in Humboldt County include highway and roadway traffic; aircraft
in the vicinity of airports; railroad traffic along the Northwestern Pacific right-of-way; noise from
industrial activities such as lumber mills; and power plants in Blue Lake, Fairhaven, and Scotia
(Humboldt County 2017). Noise levels along County roads that provide access to the more sparsely
populated areas are generally low because these roads do not carry high volumes of traffic.

SECTION 3.12, “TRANSPORTATION AND CIRCULATION”
DEIR page 3.12-14, the following text change is made to Impact 3.12-2:

Impact 3.12-2: Long-term increase in traffic.
New commercial cannabis operations in the County that may occur under the proposed ordinance
would result in the addition of vehicle trips to existing traffic levels on the state highway system
within Humboldt County. This increase would be greatest during the fall harvest, but would not result
in the LOS degrading below LOS C along any of the State highway segments analyzed. Therefore, LOS
would not exceed existing LOS standards. However, roadway access points to state highway could
result in operational safety issues. This impact is considered less than significant.
DEIR page 3.12-17, the following text changes are made to the impact discussion and mitigation for Impact
3.12-2:
In addition, where access to a site is provided by roads not meeting the Category 4 standard, the
commercial cannabis operation would be subject to a Special Permit and preparation of a report
prepared by a licensed engineer evaluating whether the design, condition, and performance of all
necessary road segments are currently capable of supporting increases in traffic volume created by
the site, in addition to the existing traffic using the road(s). The report would detail all substandard
conditions and prescribe measures that would be taken to achieve compliance with the relevant
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road standards and objectives, or the same practical effect. A cost estimate and schedule would be
required to be provided. The report would be required to also include a recommendation, or formula
for cost sharing among all parcels served by the road system. Thus, the proposed ordinance would
not contribute to increased congestion, and therefore would not conflict with an applicable plan,
policy, or ordinance establishing measures of effectiveness for the performance of the circulation
system. This impact is considered less than significant.
However, commercial cannabis operation traffic could result in significant operation safety issues at
existing and new roadway access points to a state highway (e.g., inadequate roadway access point
width and sight distance). This impact is considered significant.

Mitigation Measure 3.12-2: Proper design of highway access points

The proposed ordinance’s roadway design standards shall be modified to include the following
requirement:


An evaluation of the existing or proposed new roadway access point to a state highway shall be
provided. The evaluation will identify the required improvements to ensure proper function of the
access based on anticipated traffic volumes. Improvements may include widening of the throat
of the driveway to a minimum of 20 feet, provision of adequate sight distances, and other
improvements determined necessary to comply with County and Caltrans standards. This
improvement shall be in place prior to construction of the commercial cannabis operation. A copy
of the approved Caltrans encroachment permit (if required) will be provided to the County.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.12-2 would ensure roadway access points to state highways
are designed to meet operational safety needs. Thus, this impact would be reduced to a less-thansignificant level.

Mitigation Measures
No mitigation is required.

CHAPTER 4, “CUMULATIVE IMPACTS”
On DEIR page 4-7, the following text change is made to the first paragraph:
Implementation of the proposed ordinance would result in impacts related to the disturbance or loss
of special-status wildlife species and habitat (see Section 3.4, “Biological Resources”). This would
contribute to significant cumulative impacts, because they would include ground disturbance,
vegetation removal, and overall conversion of wildlife habitat in Humboldt County where adverse
effects on special status wildlife species and habitat are significant. Mitigation Measures 3.4-1a
through 3.4-1lj and 3.8-5 would address impacts because actions including preconstruction surveys,
establishment of protective buffers, limits on surface water diversion, and avoidance of individual
animals would reduce the potential impacts of injury, mortality or other disturbance on individual
animals and habitat. These mitigation measures would offset the project’s contribution to cumulative
special-status wildlife species and habitat impacts. Thus, after implementation of these mitigation
measures, the project’s contribution to significant cumulative impacts to sensitive natural
communities would not be cumulatively considerable.
DEIR page 4-10 and 4-11, the following text changes are made to reflect the State Water Board Policy:
…cannabis operations that may occur under the proposed ordinance have the potential to modify
surface drainage and flows in such a manner that increased sedimentation and erosion could take
place, leading to water quality degradation. The long-term operational use of pesticides, fertilizers, and
other chemicals can also have a negative effect on water quality and ultimately affect the health and
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sustainability of organisms that rely on high quality waters. Compliance with County Code Section 33114 (detailed rules and regulations regarding grading, excavation, erosion, and sedimentation control)
and State Water Board Policy North Coast RWQCB Order 2015-0023 (requirements for discharges of
waste from cannabis cultivation) would generally minimize the potential for erosion, sedimentation,
and chemical transportation. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-2 would ensure that
compliance with the State Water Board Policy’s water quality requirements is verified for extend the
requirements of North Coast RWQCB Order 2015-0023 to all cannabis operations, thereby offsetting
impacts from construction and operation of commercial cannabis operations to water quality. Thus,
after implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-2, the project’s contribution to cumulative impacts to
surface water quality would not be cumulatively considerable.
The project could result in an increase in demand for local groundwater resources that could contribute
to cumulative groundwater supply and impacts in areas of the County with limited groundwater
resources (e.g., fractured bedrock conditions). The proposed ordinance contains testing requirements
for new wells on parcels 10 acres or smaller located within 400 feet of property lines to determine if
drawdown would occur on any adjacent wells. These requirements further identify that use of a well
for cannabis related irrigation may be prohibited, limited or subject to provisional approval and
monitoring. These requirements would address groundwater impacts of the initial installation of a
new well, but may not necessarily identify later operational impacts that could result in unanticipated
reductions in local groundwater levels that could adversely impact adjacent wells. Mitigation
Measure 3.8-3 will require the reporting of annual monitoring of groundwater conditions to the
County as part of the annual inspections of commercial cannabis operations. This monitoring will
identify if on-site well operations are resulting in groundwater drawdown impacts and what adaptive
measures that will be implemented to recover groundwater levels and protect adjacent wells.
Because implementation of this mitigation measure would be required as part of annual commercial
cannabis operations permit renewals, it would provide on-going protection of local groundwater
resources and would offset contribution to cumulative impacts to local groundwater conditions. Thus,
after implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-3, the project’s contribution to cumulative impacts to
groundwater would not be cumulatively considerable.
Implementation of proposed ordinance could alter drainage patterns that may contribute to
cumulatively significant drainage and flooding impacts within the County watersheds. As shown in
Exhibit 3.8-9, the 100-year floodplain is currently located near existing populated areas of the County
that could be worsen from cumulative development activities in the watersheds. Implementation of
Mitigation Measure 3.8-4 would offset the project contributions to cumulative drainage and flood
impacts by requiring site drainage facilities to retain pre-development flow conditions. Thus, after
implementation of Mitigation Measure 3.8-4, the proposed ordinance’s contribution to cumulative
impacts to drainage and flooding would not be cumulatively considerable.
Surface water diversion for future cannabis irrigation under the proposed ordinance could
substantially reduce or eliminate surface water flows on individual tributaries that are already
affected by existing illegal cannabis cultivation operations. Low flows are associated with increased
temperature. In addition, low flows also aggravate the effects of water pollution (see Impact 3.8-5 for
more information regarding the effects of low flow conditions on water quality). As noted in Section
3.8, “Hydrology and Water Quality,” several watersheds in the County are currently impaired by
historic land use activities (e.g., timber production). Dilution is the primary mechanism by which the
concentrations of contaminants (e.g., copper, lead) discharged from industrial facilities and other
point and some non-point sources are reduced. However, during a low flow event, there is less water
available to dilute effluent loadings, resulting in higher in-stream concentration of pollutants. This
could occur along waterways listed as impaired under Section 303(d) of the federal Clean Water Act,
thereby resulting in a considerable contribution to an existing cumulative impact. Mitigation Measure
3.8-5 would require cannabis-related surface water diversions to meet instream flow and aquatic
base flow requirements future flow rate standards set forth in the State Water Board Policy for the
protection of aquatic species life history needs, including endangered anadromous salmonids by the
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State Water Resources Control Board during a limited period of time through the year, which
correlates to the greater level of water availability within watersheds in Humboldt County. This
mitigation measure would offset project impacts to surface water resources because it would restrict
diversions to ensure that Numeric Flow Requirements and requirements for groundwater diversions
associated with the aquatic base flow during the dry season are met and beneficial uses are
protected that are based on information from the State Water Board. Thus, after implementation of
Mitigation Measure 3.8-5, the proposed ordinance’s contribution to cumulative impacts to surface
water would not be cumulatively considerable.
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MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
CEQA and the State CEQA Guidelines (PRC Section 21081.6 and State CEQA Guidelines Sections 15091[d]
and 15097) require public agencies “to adopt a reporting and monitoring program for changes to the project
which it has adopted or made a condition of project approval to mitigate or avoid significant effects on the
environment.” A Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) is required for the proposed project
because the EIR identifies potential significant adverse impacts related to the project implementation, and
mitigation measure have been identified to reduce those impacts. Adoption of the MMRP would occur along
with approval of the proposed amendments to Humboldt County Code regulating commercial cannabis
activities (proposed ordinance or project).

PURPOSE OF MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM
This MMRP has been prepared to ensure that all required mitigation measures are implemented and
completed in a satisfactory manner prior to implementation of the proposed ordinance. The attached table
has been prepared to assist the responsible parties in implementing the mitigation measures. The table
identifies the impact, mitigation measures (as amended through the Final EIR), monitoring responsibility,
mitigation timing, and provides space to confirm implementation of the mitigation measures. The numbering
of mitigation measures follows the numbering sequence found in the EIR. Mitigation measures that are
referenced more than once in the DEIR are not duplicated in the MMRP table.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Unless otherwise specified herein, the County is responsible for taking all actions necessary to implement the
mitigation measures under its jurisdiction according to the specifications provided for each measure and for
demonstrating that the action has been successfully completed.
Inquiries should be directed to:
Humboldt County Planning and Building Department
Attention: Steve Lazar, Senior Planner, 3015 H Street, Eureka, CA 95501
Telephone: (707) 268-3741 Fax: (707) 268-3792
Email: slazar@co.humboldt.ca.us
The location of this information is:


Humboldt County Planning and Building Department at 3015 H Street, Eureka, CA 95501

The County is responsible for overall administration of the MMRP and for verifying that County staff members
have completed the necessary actions for each measure (i.e., appropriate amendments to the proposed
ordinance).

REPORTING
The County shall document and describing the compliance of the activity with the required mitigation measures
either within the attached table or a separate monitoring documentation as part of processing applications
under the proposed ordinance.
Humboldt County
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MITIGATION MONITORING AND REPORTING PROGRAM TABLE
The categories identified in the attached MMRP table are described below.


Impact – This column provides the verbatim text of the identified impact.



Mitigation Measure – This column provides the verbatim text of the adopted mitigation measure



Implementation Responsibility – This column identifies the party responsible for implementing the
mitigation measure.



Timing – This column identifies the time frame in which the mitigation will be implemented.



Verification – This column is to be dated and signed by the person (either project manager or his/her
designee) responsible for verifying compliance with the requirements of the mitigation measure.
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program – Proposed Amendments to Humboldt County Code Regulating Commercial Cannabis Activities
Impact

3.3

Implementation
Responsibility

Timing

Verification

Air Quality/Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Impact 3.3-4: Exposure of people to
objectionable odors.

3.3

Mitigation Measure
Mitigation Measure 3.3-4: Prohibit burning of cannabis and other vegetative material
The County shall amend the proposed ordinance to reflect the following requirements:

The burning of excess plant material associated with the cultivation and
processing of commercial cannabis is prohibited.

Humboldt County

This mitigation measure will
be incorporated into the
ordinance and will be applied
to commercial cannabis
operations that receive
permits.

Biological Resources

Impact 3.4-1: Disturbance to or loss of
special-status wildlife species and
habitat.

Mitigation Measure 3.4-1a: Pre-approval biological reconnaissance surveys.
Humboldt County
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the
protection of special-status wildlife species and habitat from new development related to
cannabis activities.




Prior to approval of any application for commercial cannabis operations, a
biological reconnaissance survey shall be conducted within the proposed
development area by a qualified biologist. The qualified biologist shall assess the
habitat suitability of the proposed development area for all 35 special-status
wildlife species identified as having potential to occur in the County consistent
with General Requirement and Prohibition 10 of the Attachment A of the State
Water Board Policy.
The biologist shall provide a letter report to the project applicant and the County
with evidence to support a conclusion as to whether special-status species and
sensitive habitats are present or are likely to occur within the proposed
development area. If special-status species or sensitive habitats are present, the
appropriate mitigation measures from this EIR shall be identified. The County
shall require implementation of the mitigation measures as part of the
application approval.

These mitigation measures
will be incorporated into the
performance standards and
application requirements of
the proposed ordinance.

Mitigation Measure 3.4-1b: Special-status amphibian preconstruction surveys.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the
protection of special-status amphibian species from new development related to cannabis
activities.


If special-status amphibians are detected during the initial biological
reconnaissance survey (see Mitigation 3.4-1a), preconstruction surveys, or are
determined to be likely to occur, consultation with CDFW shall be initiated to
determine whether additional measures, such as project design modifications,
relocation of the site, relocation of individual animals, or installation of
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Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program – Proposed Amendments to Humboldt County Code Regulating Commercial Cannabis Activities
Impact

Implementation
Responsibility

Mitigation Measure

Timing

Verification

exclusionary fencing, will be necessary and appropriate.
Regardless of detection during the initial biological reconnaissance survey, if
suitable habitat for special-status amphibians is present within the proposed
development area, a qualified biologist familiar with the life cycle of foothill
yellow-legged frog, northern red-legged frog, Pacific tailed-frog, red-bellied newt,
and southern torrent salamander shall conduct preconstruction surveys of
proposed new development activities 48 hours prior to such development
activities. Preconstruction surveys for special-status amphibian species shall be
conducted throughout the proposed construction area and a 400-foot buffer
around the proposed development area. Surveys shall consist of “walk and turn”
surveys of areas beneath surface objects (e.g., rocks, leaf litter, moss mats,
coarse woody debris) for newts and salamanders, and visual searches for frogs.
Preconstruction surveys shall be conducted within the appropriate season to
maximize potential for observation for each species, and appropriate surveys will
be conducted for the applicable life stages (i.e., eggs, larvae, adults).

If special-status amphibians are not detected during the preconstruction survey,
then further mitigation is not required.
Mitigation Measure 3.4-1c: Western pond turtle preconstruction surveys and relocation.
The following shall be included as a performance standard in the proposed ordinance for
the protection of western pond turtle from new development related to cannabis activities.
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If pond turtles are detected during the initial biological reconnaissance survey
(see Mitigation 3.4-1a), preconstruction surveys, or are determined to be likely to
occur, consultation with CDFW shall be initiated to determine whether mitigation
measures, such as project design modifications, relocation of the site, relocation
of individual animals, or installation of exclusionary fencing, will be necessary
and appropriate.
Regardless of detection during the initial biological reconnaissance survey, if
suitable aquatic habitat for western pond turtle is present within the proposed
development area, a qualified biologist familiar with the life history of western
pond turtle shall conduct preconstruction surveys of proposed new development
activities within 200 feet of any SMA or Other Wet Area 24 hours prior to new
development activities.
If pond turtles are not detected during the preconstruction survey, then further
mitigation is not required.
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Impact

Mitigation Measure

Implementation
Responsibility

Timing

Verification

Mitigation Measure 3.4-1d: Nesting raptor preconstruction survey and establishment of
protective buffers.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the
protection of nesting raptors from new development related to cannabis activities.









To minimize the potential for loss of nesting raptors, tree removal activities shall
only occur during the nonbreeding season (September 1-January 31.
Prior to removal of any trees, or ground-disturbing activities between February 1
and August 31, a qualified biologist shall conduct preconstruction surveys for
nesting raptors, and shall identify active nests within 500 feet of the proposed
development area. The surveys shall be conducted between February 1 and
August 31.
Impacts to nesting raptors, including direct impacts and indirect impacts (e.g.,
noise, presence of construction crews) shall be avoided by establishing
appropriate buffers around active nest sites identified during preconstruction
raptor surveys. The buffer areas shall be protected with construction fencing,
and no activity shall occur within the buffer areas until a qualified biologist has
determined, in coordination with CDFW, that the young have fledged, the nest is
no longer active, or reducing the buffer would not likely result in nest
abandonment. CDFW guidelines recommend implementation of a 500-foot
buffer for raptors, but the size of the buffer may be adjusted if a qualified
biologist and the applicant, in consultation with CDFW, determine that such an
adjustment would not be likely to adversely affect the nest. Monitoring of the
nest by a qualified biologist during and after construction activities will be
required if the activity has potential to adversely affect the nest.
Removal of bald and golden eagle nests are prohibited regardless of the
occupancy status under the federal Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act. If bald
or golden eagle nests are found during pre-construction surveys, then the nest
tree shall not be removed.
Trees shall not be removed during the breeding season for nesting raptors
unless a survey by a qualified biologist verifies that there is not an active nest in
the tree.

Mitigation Measure 3.4-1e: Northern spotted owl preconstruction habitat suitability surveys
and determination of presence or absence.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the
protection of northern spotted owl from new development related to cannabis activities.


To avoid the potential for loss of northern spotted owl and their nests, or loss or
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Impact

Implementation
Responsibility

Mitigation Measure








Timing

Verification

fragmentation of occupied or suitable habitat for northern spotted owl, removal
of old growth habitat shall be prohibited, as outlined in Mitigation Measure 3.4-3,
Sensitive natural communities, riparian habitat, old growth habitat, and wetland
vegetation.
If the area of proposed new development activities is within suitable habitat for
northern spotted owl (e.g., coniferous forest), and is within 1.3 miles (average
species home range) of a known occurrence of northern spotted owl, as
determined by a qualified biologist, the following measures shall be followed.
Prior to removal of any trees, or ground-disturbing activities adjacent or within
suitable nesting, roosting, or foraging habitat (e.g. forest clearings) for spotted
owl, a qualified biologist, familiar with the life history of the northern spotted owl,
shall conduct preconstruction surveys for nests within a 1.3-mile buffer around
the site as described in Protocol for Surveying Proposed Management Activities
that May Impact Northern Spotted Owls (USFWS 2012). Surveys shall take place
between March 1 and August 31. Three complete surveys spaced at least 7 days
apart must be completed by June 30. Six complete surveys over the course of 2
years must be completed to determine presence or absence of northern spotted
owl.
If northern spotted owls are determined to be absent 1,3 miles from the site,
then further mitigation is not required.
If northern spotted owls are determined to be present within 1.3 miles of the
site, then it is presumed that habitat removal could cause harm to northern
spotted owl populations in the area, and could result in direct take of northern
spotted owls. If northern spotted owls are determined to be present within 1.3
miles of the site, proposed cultivation activities will not be permitted consistent
with the General Requirement and Prohibition 4 of the Attachment A of the State
Water Board Policy.

Mitigation Measure 3.4-1f: Special-status nesting bird surveys and establishment of
protective buffers.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the
protection of bank swallow, little willow flycatcher, tricolored blackbird, and western yellowbilled cuckoo from new development related to cannabis activities. This will apply to any
commercial cannabis activity that would result in the disturbance or loss of riparian,
riverine, mudflat, or grassland habitats.
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To minimize the potential for disturbance or loss of bank swallow, little willow
flycatcher, tricolored blackbird, western snowy plover, western yellow-billed
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Mitigation Measure



Implementation
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Timing
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cuckoo, or other bird nests, vegetation removal activities shall only occur during
the nonbreeding season (September 1-January 31). Alteration of or disturbance
to suitable river bank habitat (i.e., for bank swallow nests) and mudflat habitat
(i.e., for western snowy plover) is prohibited because of limited habitat
availability for this species.
Prior to removal of any vegetation or any ground disturbance between February 1
and August 31, a qualified biologist shall conduct preconstruction surveys for
nests on any structure or vegetation slated for removal, as well as for potential
tricolored blackbird nesting habitat. The surveys shall be conducted no more
than 14 days before construction commences. If no active nests or bank swallow
colonies are found during focused surveys, no further action under this measure
will be required. If active nests are located during the preconstruction surveys,
the biologist shall notify the Planning Director and CDFW. If deemed necessary
by the Planning Director in consultation with CDFW, modifications to the project
design to avoid removal of occupied habitat while still achieving project
objectives may be required. If the Planning Director determines in consultation
with CDFW that avoidance is not feasible or conflicts with project objectives,
construction shall be prohibited within a minimum of 100 feet of the nest to
avoid disturbance until the nest or colony is no longer active.

Mitigation Measure 3.4-1g: Marbled murrelet preconstruction habitat suitability surveys
and establishment of protective buffers.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the
protection of marbled murrelet from new development related to cannabis activities.







To avoid the potential for loss of or disturbance to marbled murrelet nests and
habitat, removal of old growth habitat shall be prohibited, as outlined in
Mitigation Measure 3.4-3, Sensitive natural communities, riparian habitat, old
growth habitat, and wetland vegetation.
Prior to removal of any trees, or ground-disturbing activities adjacent or within
suitable habitat for marbled murrelet between April 15 and August 5, a qualified
biologist, familiar with the life history of the marbled murrelet, shall conduct
preconstruction surveys for nests within a 0.25-mile buffer around the site as
described in Methods for Surveying Marbled Murrelets in Forests: A Revised
Protocol for Land Management and Research (Evans Mack et. al 2003).
If marbled murrelets are determined to be absent from the site, then no further
mitigation is required.
If marbled murrelets are determined to be present within the site, a 0.25-mile
buffer will be established around occupied nest sites. No project activity may
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occur within the 0.25-mile buffer areas until the end of marbled murrelet
breeding season (August 6).
Mitigation Measure 3.4-1h: Generator noise reduction.
The ordinance requires generators not to increase existing ambient noise levels at the
property line of the site beyond 3 dB. In addition, the noise standards shall include the
following standards to protect wildlife (USFWS 2006).




Project-generated sound must not exceed ambient nesting conditions by 20-25
decibels.
Project-generated sound, when added to existing ambient conditions, must not
exceed 90 decibels.
Time of day adjustment: Marbled murrelet and northern spotted owl are most
active during dawn and dusk. Within approximately 2 hours of sunrise and
sunset, ambient sound levels are lower than during the middle of the day (by
approximately 5-10 decibels). This will be accounted for when determining
impacts of project-generated sound.

Mitigation Measure 3.4-1i: American badger preconstruction survey and establishment of
protective buffers.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the
protection of the American badger from new development related to cannabis activities.


Prior to the commencement of construction activities, a qualified wildlife
biologist shall conduct surveys of the suitable grassland or agricultural habitats
slated for conversion within the site to identify any American badger
burrows/dens. These surveys shall be conducted not more than 30 days prior to
the start of construction. If occupied burrows are not found, further mitigation
shall not be required. If occupied burrows are found, impacts to active badger
dens shall be avoided by establishing exclusion zones around all active badger
dens, within which construction related activities shall be prohibited until
denning activities are complete or the den is abandoned. A qualified biologist
shall monitor each den once per week to track the status of the den and to
determine when a den area has been cleared for construction.

Mitigation Measure 3.4-1j: Fisher and Humboldt marten preconstruction survey and
preservation of active den sites.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the
protection of the fisher and Humboldt marten from new development related to cannabis
activities.
4-8
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To minimize the potential for loss of or disturbance to fisher and Humboldt
marten habitat and dens, removal of old growth habitat shall be prohibited, as
outlined in Mitigation Measure 3.4-3, Sensitive natural communities, riparian
habitat, old growth habitat, and wetland vegetation.
Prior to commencement of from new development related to cannabis activities
occurring within the fisher and Humboldt marten denning season (March 1 to
July 31), including tree removal (non-old growth), a qualified wildlife biologist will
conduct preconstruction surveys of all suitable habitat within the site, and will
identify sightings of individual fishers or martens, as well as potential dens.
If individuals or potential or occupied dens are not found, further mitigation will
not be required.
If fisher or Humboldt marten are identified or if potential dens of these species
are located, an appropriate method shall be used by a qualified wildlife biologist
to confirm whether a fisher or marten is occupying the den. This may involve use
of remote field cameras, track plates, or hair snares. Other devices such as fiber
optic scope may be utilized to determine occupancy. If no fisher or marten
occupies the potential den, the entrance will be temporarily blocked so that no
other animals occupy the area during the construction period but only after it has
been fully inspected. The blockage will be removed once construction activities
have been completed.
If a den is found to be occupied by a fisher or marten, a no-disturbance buffer
will be placed around the occupied den location. The no-disturbance buffer will
include the den tree (or other structure) plus a suitable buffer as determined by
the biologist in coordination with USFWS and CDFW. Construction activities in the
no-disturbance buffer will be avoided until the nest is unoccupied as determined
by a qualified wildlife biologist in coordination with USFWS and CDFW.

Mitigation Measure 3.4-1k: Preconstruction bat survey and exclusion.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the
protection of the pallid bat and Townsend’s big-eared bat from new development related to
cannabis activities.




Before commencing any new development related to cannabis activities, a
qualified biologist shall conduct surveys for roosting bats. If evidence of bat use
is observed, the species and number of bats using the roost shall be determined.
Bat detectors may be used to supplement survey efforts. If no evidence of bat
roosts is found, then no further study will be required.
If pallid bats or Townsend's big-eared bats are found in the surveys, a mitigation
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program addressing mitigation for the specific occurrence shall be submitted to
the Planning Director and CDFW by a qualified biologist subject to the review and
approval of the Planning Director in consultation with CDFW. Implementation of
the mitigation plan shall be a condition of project approval. At a minimum, the
mitigation plan shall establish a 400-foot buffer area around the nest during
hibernation or while females in maternity colonies are nursing young.
Mitigation Measure 3.4-1l: Preconstruction vole survey and relocation.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the
protection of the Sonoma tree vole and white-footed vole from new development related to
cannabis activities.








To minimize the potential for loss of or disturbance to vole habitat and nests,
removal of old growth habitat shall be prohibited, as outlined in Mitigation
Measure 3.4-3 Sensitive natural communities, riparian habitat, old growth
habitat, and wetland vegetation.
Before commencing any tree or other vegetation removal activities, or grounddisturbance, a qualified biologist shall conduct surveys for vole nests (e.g., nest
searching within trees on the site, and confirming that nests belong to voles
rather than squirrels or birds). If no evidence of vole nests is found, then no
further study shall be required. A report summarizing the results of the surveys
shall be prepared and submitted to the Planning Director and shall be subject to
his review and approval in consultation with CDFW.
If occupied trees or nests are identified within 100 feet of the site, the biologist
shall determine whether project development activities will adversely affect the
voles, based on factors such as noise level of development activities, or line of
sight between the tree and the disturbance source. If it is determined that
development activities would not affect the voles, then development can
proceed without protective measures.
If the biologist determines that development activities would likely disturb voles,
the proposed area of disturbance shall be relocated a minimum of 200 feet from
the nest.

Impact 3.4-2: Disturbance to or loss of
special-status fisheries.

Mitigation Measure 3.4-2: Implement Mitigation Measure 3.8-5.

Impact 3.4-3: Disturbance to or loss of
special-status plant species and habitat.

Mitigation Measure 3.4-3a: Special-status plants.
Humboldt County
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the
protection of special-status plant species from new development related to cannabis
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See Impact 3.8-5

See Impact 3.8-5
These mitigation measures
will be incorporated into the
performance standards and
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activities.






Prior to commencement of new development related to cannabis activities and
during the blooming period for the special-status plant species with potential to
occur in the site, a qualified botanist will conduct protocol-level surveys for
special-status plants in all proposed disturbance areas following survey methods
from CDFW’s Protocols for Surveying and Evaluating Impacts to Special Status
Native Plant Populations and Natural Communities (CDFW 2009).
If special-status plants are not found, the botanist will document the findings in a
letter report to USFWS, CDFW, and the applicant and no further mitigation will be
required.
If special-status plant species are found, a qualified biologist shall consult with
CDFW to designate a no-disturbance buffer that will be reflected in the
application to the County consistent with General Requirement and Prohibition
10 of the Attachment A of the State Water Board Policy. If the special-status
plant species cannot be avoided, the application will be denied.

Implementation
Responsibility

Timing

Verification

application requirements of
the proposed ordinance.

Mitigation 3.4-3b: Invasive plant species.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance to
avoid the introduction or spread of plants classified as invasive plant species by the
California Invasive Plant Council.
The application will include identification of invasive plant species that occur on
the site and where they are located. The application will identify specific
measures to be employed for the removal invasive species and on-site
management practices. As part of the County’s annual inspection areas where
invasive plant species were removed will be checked to verify removal. Corrective
actions may be required as part of the annual permit renewal if invasive species
remain or have returned.

All invasive plant species shall be removed from the site using measures
appropriate to the species. For example, species that cannot easily re-root, resprout, or disperse seeds may be left on site in a debris pile. Species that resprout readily (e.g., English ivy) or disperse seeds (e.g., Pampas grass) should be
hauled off-site and disposed of appropriately at a landfill site.
Heavy equipment and other machinery shall be inspected for the presence of invasive
species prior to on-site use, and shall be cleaned prior to entering the site, to reduce the
risk of introducing invasive plant species.
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Impact 3.4-4: Disturbance to or loss of
riparian habitat, old growth habitat, or
other sensitive natural communities.

Mitigation 3.4-4: Sensitive natural communities, riparian habitat, and wetland vegetation. Humboldt County
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the
protection of sensitive natural communities and riparian habitat.
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Implementation
Responsibility

Mitigation Measure

For projects that could disturb sensitive natural communities or riparian habitat,
the application shall include a report prepared by a qualified biologist that
surveys the site for these sensitive resources, including riparian habitat
associated with aquatic features; old growth Sitka spruce, Douglas fir, and
redwood forests; coastal oak woodlands; special-status fish stream habitats;
marsh habitats; and northern foredune grassland near Humboldt Bay and the
Mattole River; and coastal terrace prairie within Table Bluff Ecological Reserve.
The report shall include requirements that before development activities
commence, all sensitive areas identified above shall be flagged or fenced with
brightly visible construction flagging and/or fencing under the direction of the
qualified biologist to require that grading, excavation, other ground-disturbing
activities, and vegetation removal will not occur within these areas. Foot traffic
by construction personnel shall also be limited in these areas to prevent the
introduction of invasive or weedy species. Periodic inspections during
construction shall be conducted by the monitoring biologist to maintain the
integrity of exclusion fencing/flagging throughout the period of construction
involving ground disturbance.
If the report documents that site development would affect the bed, bank,
channel, or associated riparian habitat subject to CDFW jurisdiction under Fish
and Game Code Section 1602, a Streambed Alteration Notification shall be
submitted to CDFW, pursuant to Section 1600 et seq. of the California Fish and
Game Code. If proposed activities are determined to be subject to CDFW
jurisdiction, the project proponent shall abide by the conditions of any executed
agreement prior to the issuance of a grading permit by Humboldt County.
Subject to the review and approval of the Planning Director in consultation with
CDFW applicants shall compensate for permanent loss of riparian habitat at a
minimum of a 2:1 ratio through contributions to a CDFW approved wetland
mitigation bank or through the development and implementation of a
Compensatory Stream and Riparian Mitigation and Monitoring Plan for creating
or restoring in-kind habitat in the surrounding area (such as the proposed
ordinance site reconfiguration criteria for existing cultivation sites). If mitigation
credits are not available, stream and riparian habitat compensation shall include
establishment of riparian vegetation on currently unvegetated bank portions of
streams affected by the project and enhancement of existing riparian habitat
through removal of nonnative species, where appropriate, and planting

Timing

Verification

This mitigation measure will
be incorporated into the
performance standards and
application requirements of
the proposed ordinance.
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additional native riparian plants to increase cover, continuity, and width of the
existing riparian corridor along streams in the site and surrounding areas.
Construction activities and compensatory mitigation shall be conducted in
accordance with the terms of a streambed alteration agreement as required
under Section 1602 of the Fish and Game Code as well as the State Water
Board Cannabis Cultivation Policy.
The Compensatory Stream and Riparian Mitigation and Monitoring Plan shall include the
following:










Impact 3.4-5: Disturbance to or loss of
waters of the United States.

identification of compensatory mitigation sites and criteria for selecting these
mitigation sites;
in kind reference habitats for comparison with compensatory riparian habitats
(using performance and success criteria) to document success;
monitoring protocol, including schedule and annual report requirements
(Compensatory habitat will be monitored for a minimum of 5 years from
completion of mitigation, or human intervention [including recontouring and
grading], or until the success criteria identified in the approved mitigation plan
have been met, whichever is longer.);
ecological performance standards, based on the best available science and
including specifications for native riparian plant densities, species composition,
amount of dead woody vegetation gaps and bare ground, and survivorship; at a
minimum, compensatory mitigation planting sites must achieve 80 percent
survival of planted riparian trees and shrubs by the end of the five-year
maintenance and monitoring period or dead and dying trees will be replaced and
monitoring continued until 80 percent survivorship is achieved;
corrective measures if performance standards are not met;
responsible parties for monitoring and preparing reports; and
responsible parties for receiving and reviewing reports and for verifying success
or prescribing implementation or corrective actions.

Mitigation 3.4-5: Waters of the United States.
Humboldt County
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the
protection of waters of the United States from new development related to cannabis
activities.


The application shall include a report prepared by a qualified biologist that
surveys the site for sensitive resources, including wetlands, streams, and rivers.
Wetlands and other waters of the United States are of special concern to
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This mitigation measure will
be incorporated into the
performance standards and
application requirements of
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Impact 3.4-6: Interference with resident
or migratory wildlife corridors or native
wildlife nursery sites.

The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the
protection of the habitat for fisher and Humboldt marten.



Timing

Verification

resource agencies and are afforded specific consideration, based on Section
404 of the Clean Water Act and other applicable regulations.
If the report documents waters of the United States to be present, a delineation
of waters of the United States, including wetlands that would be affected by the
project, shall be prepared by a qualified biologist through the formal Section 404
wetland delineation process. The delineation shall be submitted to and verified
by USACE.
If, based on the verified delineation, it is determined that fill of waters of the
United States would result from implementation of the project, authorization for
such fill will be secured from USACE through the Section 404 permitting process.
Any waters of the United States that would be affected by site development shall
be replaced or restored on a "no-net-loss" basis in accordance with USACE
mitigation guidelines (or the applicable USACE guidelines in place at the time of
construction). In association with the Section 404 permit (if applicable) and prior
to the issuance of any grading permit, Section 401 Water Quality Certification
from the RWQCB will be obtained.
USACE may not issue a Section 404 permit for activities associated with
cannabis cultivation. If a Section 404 permit cannot be obtained, then the
applicant shall modify the proposed project to avoid any wetlands or other
waters of the United States by providing a buffer of at least 50 feet around these
features.

Mitigation 3.4-6a: Implement Mitigation Measure 3.4-5: Waters of the United States.
Mitigation 3.4-6b: Retention of fisher and Humboldt marten habitat features
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Implementation
Responsibility

Mitigation Measure

Humboldt County

This mitigation measure will
be incorporated into the
performance standards and
application requirements of
the proposed ordinance.

To minimize the potential for loss of or disturbance to fisher and Humboldt
marten habitat, removal of old growth habitat shall be prohibited, as outlined in
Mitigation Measure 3.4-3, Sensitive natural communities, riparian habitat, and
wetland vegetation.
Habitat features within non-old growth habitat, such as large trees, large snags,
coarse woody debris, and understory vegetation (e.g., shrubs) shall be retained
within the site to the extent feasible, to maintain connectivity of fisher and
marten habitat.
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3.5

Mitigation Measure

Implementation
Responsibility

Timing

Verification

Cultural Resources

Impact 3.5-1: Change in the significance Mitigation 3.5-1: Protection of historic resources.
Humboldt County
of a historic resource.
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the
protection of historic resources.




Impact 3.5-2: Disturb unique
archaeological resources.

Applicants shall identify and evaluate all historic-age (over 45-years in age)
buildings and structures that are proposed to be removed and modified as part
of cannabis operations. This will include preparation of an historic structure
report and evaluation of resources to determine their eligibility for recognition
under State, federal, or County Local Official Register of Historic Resources
criteria. The evaluation shall be prepared by an architectural historian, or
historical architect meeting the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and
Guidelines for Archeology and Historic Preservation, Professional Qualification
Standards. The evaluation shall comply with CEQA Guidelines Section
15064.5(b), and, if federal funding or permits are required, with Section 106 of
the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966 (16 U.S.C. § 470 et seq.).
If resources eligible for inclusion in the NRHP, CRHR, or Local Official Register of
Historic Resources are identified, an assessment of impacts on these resources
shall be included in the report, as well as detailed measures to avoid impacts. If
avoidance of a significant architectural/built environment resource is not
feasible, additional mitigation options include, but are not limited to, specific
design plans for historic districts, or plans for alteration or adaptive re-use of a
historical resource that follows the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitation,
Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Buildings.

Mitigation 3.5-2: Avoid potential effects on unique archaeological resources.
Humboldt County
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the
protection of archaeological resources.




Applicants for projects that include any ground disturbance shall retain a
qualified archaeologist to conduct archaeological surveys of the site. The
applicant shall follow recommendations identified in the survey, which may
include activities such as subsurface testing, designing, and implementing a
Worker Environmental Awareness Program, construction monitoring by a
qualified archaeologist, avoidance of sites, or preservation in place.
All projects shall include the following requirements as a condition of approval: If
evidence of any prehistoric or historic-era subsurface archaeological features or
deposits are discovered during construction-related earth-moving activities (e.g.,
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This mitigation measure will
be incorporated into the
performance standards and
application requirements of
the proposed ordinance.

This mitigation measure will
be incorporated into the
performance standards and
application requirements of
the proposed ordinance.
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Implementation
Responsibility

Mitigation Measure

Timing

Verification

ceramic shard, trash scatters, lithic scatters), all ground-disturbing activity in the
area of the discovery shall be halted and the County shall be notified
immediately. A qualified archaeologist shall be retained to assess the
significance of the find. If the find is a prehistoric archeological site, the
appropriate Native American group shall be notified. If the archaeologist
determines that the find does not meet NRHP or CRHR standards of significance
for cultural resources, construction may proceed. If the archaeologist determines
that further information is needed to evaluate significance, a data recovery plan
shall be prepared. If the find is determined to be significant by the qualified
archaeologist (i.e., because the find is determined to constitute either an
historical resource or a unique archaeological resource), the archaeologist shall
work with the project applicant to avoid disturbance to the resources, and if
complete avoidance is not feasible in light of project design, economics, logistics,
and other factors, follow accepted professional standards in recording any find
including submittal of the standard DPR Primary Record forms (Form DPR 523)
and location information to NCIC.
3.6

Geology and Soils

Impact 3.6-5: Damage to or destruction
of undiscovered paleontological
resources.

Mitigation Measure 3.6-5 Protection of discovered paleontological resources.
Humboldt County
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for the
protection of paleontological resources.
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If a paleontological discovery is made during construction, the contractor shall
immediately cease all work activities in the vicinity (within approximately 100
feet) of the discovery and shall immediately contact the County.
A qualified paleontologist shall be retained to observe all subsequent grading
and excavation activities in the area of the find and shall salvage fossils as
necessary. The paleontologist shall establish procedures for paleontological
resource surveillance and shall establish, in cooperation with the project
developer, procedures for temporarily halting or redirecting work to permit
sampling, identification, and evaluation of fossils. If major paleontological
resources are discovered that require temporarily halting or redirecting of
grading, the paleontologist shall report such findings to the County. The
paleontologist shall determine appropriate actions, in cooperation with the
applicant and the County, that ensure proper exploration and/or salvage.
Excavated finds shall first be offered to a State-designated repository such as the
Museum of Paleontology, University of California, Berkeley, or the California
Academy of Sciences. Otherwise, the finds shall be offered to the County for
purposes of public education and interpretive displays. The paleontologist shall

This mitigation measure will
be incorporated into the
performance standards and
application requirements of
the proposed ordinance.
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Implementation
Responsibility

Timing

Verification

submit a follow-up report to the County that shall include the period of
inspection, an analysis of the fossils found, and the present repository of fossils.
3.7

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

Impact 3.7-2: Create potential human
hazards from exposure to on-site
hazardous materials.

Mitigation Measure 3.7-2a: Prepare Environmental Site Assessments
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for
proposed development of commercial cannabis facilities on existing commercial, business
park, or industrial sites:


Applications for new cannabis activities in commercial, business park, or
industrial sites shall include a site assessment for the presence of potential
hazardous materials, including an updated review of environmental risk
databases. If this assessment indicates the presence or likely presence of
contamination, the applicant shall prepare a Phase I ESA in accordance with the
American Society for Testing and Materials’ E-1527-05 standard. For work
requiring any demolition, the Phase I ESA shall make recommendations for any
hazardous building materials survey work that shall be done. All
recommendations included in a Phase I ESA prepared for a site shall be
implemented. If a Phase I ESA indicates the presence or likely presence of
contamination, the applicant shall prepare a Phase II ESA, and
recommendations of the Phase II ESA shall be fully implemented prior to ground
disturbance, which will be made a condition of approval for the project.

Humboldt County

This mitigation measure will
be incorporated into the
performance standards and
application requirements of
the proposed ordinance.

Mitigation Measure 3.7-2b: Prepare a Hazardous Materials Contingency Plan for
Construction Activities
The following shall be included as performance standards in the proposed ordinance for
proposed development of commercial cannabis facilities on existing commercial, business
park, or industrial sites:


Applications for new cannabis activities in commercial, business park, or
industrial sites shall include f a hazardous materials contingency plan for review
and approval by Humboldt County Division of Environmental Health. The plan
shall describe the necessary actions that would be taken if evidence of
contaminated soil or groundwater is encountered during construction. The
contingency plan shall identify conditions that could indicate potential hazardous
materials contamination, including soil discoloration, petroleum or chemical
odors, and presence of USTs or buried building material. The plan shall include
the provision that, if at any time during constructing the project, evidence of soil
and/or groundwater contamination with hazardous material is encountered, the
project applicant shall immediately halt construction and contact Humboldt

Humboldt County
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Implementation
Responsibility

Mitigation Measure

Timing

Verification

County Division of Environmental Health. Work shall not recommence until the
discovery has been assessed/treated appropriately (through such mechanisms
as soil or groundwater sampling and remediation if potentially hazardous
materials are detected above threshold levels) to the satisfaction of Humboldt
County Division of Environmental Health, RWQCB, and DTSC (as applicable). The
plan, and obligations to abide by and implement the plan, shall be incorporated
into the conditions of approval for the project.
3.8

Hydrology and Water Quality

Impact 3.8-2: Operational water quality
impacts.

Mitigation Measure 3.8-2: Minimum Size of Commercial Cultivation Activities
Humboldt County
The County shall amend the proposed ordinance to demonstrate compliance with the
requirements of the State Water Board Cannabis Cultivation Policy – Guidelines for
Cannabis Cultivation for all new commercial cannabis cultivation operations and not limited
by a minimum cultivation area size.

This mitigation measure will
be incorporated into the
performance standards and
application requirements of
the proposed ordinance.
Annual inspections as part of
permit renewals will verify
continued compliance with
this mitigation measure.

Impact 3.8-3: Groundwater supply
impacts.

Mitigation Measure 3.8-3: Annual groundwater monitoring and adaptive management.
The following requirement will be included as an additional performance standard of the
ordinance associated wells on small parcels:

This mitigation measure will
be incorporated into the
performance standards and
application requirements of
the proposed ordinance.
Annual inspections and
review of water records as
part of permit renewals will
verify continued compliance
with this mitigation measure.
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As part of the ordinance’s annual inspection process, cultivation operators shall
provide the County with groundwater monitoring data for on-site well facilities
that documents well production and changes in groundwater levels during each
month of the year. Should this monitoring data identify potential drawdown
impacts to adjacent well(s) and indicate a connection to operation of the on-site
wells, the cultivation operators, in conjunction with the County, shall develop
adaptive management measures to allow for recovery of groundwater levels.
Adaptive management measures may include forbearance (e.g., prohibition of
groundwater extraction from the months of May to October), water conservation
measures, reductions in on-site cannabis cultivation, alteration of the
groundwater pumping schedule, or other measures determined appropriate.
Adaptive management measures will remain in place until groundwater levels
have recovered based on annual monitoring data provided to the County as part
of subsequent annual inspections.

Humboldt County
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Impact 3.8-4: Surface drainage impacts
on on-site and offsite flooding.

Mitigation Measure

Mitigation Measure 3.8-4: Provision of drainage facilities to attenuate increases in drainage Humboldt County
flows.
The County shall include the following drainage requirement in the proposed ordinance
application requirements:


Impact 3.8-5: Effects of diversion of
surface water.

Implementation
Responsibility

Applications will provide details of drainage facilities and stormwater
management. This will include a drainage analysis of increases or alteration of
on-site and off-site drainage flows from project facilities and identification of
drainage swales, detention basins, or other facilities that will ensure that the
project will retain pre-project drainage conditions.

Mitigation 3.8-5: Implement water diversion restrictions and monitoring and reporting
requirements.
The text of the proposed ordinance shall be modified to align with the State Water
Resources Control Board Cannabis Cultivation Policy, which includes the following
measures:











The period of forbearance shall extend from April 1 through October 31 of each
year, and be subject to the following additional restrictions:
From November 1 through December 14 of each year, the surface water
diversion period shall not begin until after seven consecutive days in which the
surface waterbody’s real-time Numeric Flow Requirement are met (see Appendix
E).
From December 15 through March 31 of each surface water diversion period,
surface water diversion may occur on any day in which the surface waterbody’s
real-time daily average flow is greater than the Numeric Flow Requirement (see
Appendix E).
The State Water Board will monitor instream flows during the dry season and
evaluate whether the number or location of groundwater diversions to determine
whether imposition of a groundwater forbearance period or other measures. The
State Water Board will notify cannabis cultivators the possibility of a groundwater
forbearance period or other measures may be imposed to address the low flow
condition.
Cannabis cultivators shall bypass a minimum of 50 percent of the surface water
flow past their point of diversion, as estimated based on visually observing
surface water flow at least daily.
Water diversion rates may be further restricted in a manner to provide minimum
instream flow requirements needed for fish spawning, migration, and rearing,

Humboldt County
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Timing

Verification

This mitigation measure will
be incorporated into the
performance standards and
application requirements of
the proposed ordinance.

This mitigation measure will
be incorporated into the
performance standards and
application requirements of
the proposed ordinance.
Annual inspections and
review of water records as
part of permit renewals will
verify continued compliance
with this mitigation measure.
The County will also notify
water users (surface and
groundwater) of any diversion
restrictions based on water
conditions and compliance
with the State Water Board.
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3.10

Implementation
Responsibility

Mitigation Measure

Noise



Humboldt County

This mitigation measure will
be incorporated into the
performance standards and
application requirements of
the proposed ordinance.

Humboldt County

This mitigation measure will
be incorporated into the
performance standards and

All outdoor construction activity and use of heavy equipment outdoors shall take
place between 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m., Monday through Friday, and between
9:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.

Transportation and Circulation

Impact 3.12-2: Long-term increase in
traffic.
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Verification

and the flows needed to maintain natural flow variability by the State Water
Resources Control Board and/or California Department of Fish and Wildlife as
part of state surface water diversion approvals in circumstances where multiple
diversions existing along a single waterway.
The cannabis cultivator shall not divert more than a maximum instantaneous
diversion rate of 10 gallons per minute, unless authorized under an existing
appropriative water right.
Cannabis cultivators shall plug, block, cap, disconnect, or remove diversion
intake structures associated with cannabis cultivation activities during the
source water forbearance period, unless the diversion intake is used for other
beneficial uses.
Diverted water storage systems for cannabis cultivation shall be separated from
storage systems used for other beneficial uses within a cultivation site.
Cannabis cultivation shall inspect for leaks in mainlines, laterals, in-irrigation
connections, sprinkler headers, and/or the ends of drop tape and feeder lines on
a monthly basis. Any leaks discovered shall be immediately repaired upon
detection. Worn, outdated, or inefficient irrigation system components and
equipment shall be regulatory replaced to ensure a properly function, leak-free
irrigation system at all times. Records of the date of inspections, repairs, and
replacements shall be maintained.
Cannabis cultivators shall retain irrigation, inspection, and repair records at the
cannabis cultivation site and shall make all records available for review by the
Water Boards, CDFW, and the County upon request for a period of 10 years.

Impact 3.10-1: Short-term, construction- Mitigation Measure 3.10-1: Implement construction-noise reduction measures.
related noise.
The County shall include the following construction noise requirement for new commercial
cannabis operations and modifications to existing commercial cannabis operations in the
ordinance:

3.12

Timing

Mitigation Measure 3.12-2: Proper design of highway access points.
The proposed ordinance’s roadway design standards shall be modified to include the
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Mitigation Measure

Implementation
Responsibility

following requirement:


3.13

Timing

Verification

application requirements of
the proposed ordinance.

An evaluation of the existing or proposed new roadway access point to a state
highway shall be provided. The evaluation will identify the required
improvements to ensure proper function of the access based on anticipated
traffic volumes. Improvements may include widening of the throat of the
driveway to a minimum of 20 feet, provision of adequate sight distances, and
other improvements determined necessary to comply with County and Caltrans
standards. This improvement shall be in place prior to construction of the
commercial cannabis operation. A copy of the approved Caltrans encroachment
permit (if required) will be provided to the County.

Utilities and Service Systems

Impact 3.13-1: Exceed wastewater
treatment requirements or wastewater
treatment capacity and related
infrastructure.

Mitigation Measure 3.13-1a: Prepare a treatment program for all new indoor cultivation
and non-cultivation activities.
Applicants for new commercial indoor cultivation and non-cultivation cannabis operations
shall prepare a materials management program that will address each permit type sought
within a site. The program shall include:




Humboldt County

These mitigation measures
will be incorporated into the
performance standards and
application requirements of
the proposed ordinance.

a detailed description of activities and processes occurring on site, including:

equipment type and number;

detailed standard operating procures for processes;

chemical requirements and reactions;

cleaning procedures for equipment; and

disposal methods for all materials (e.g., plant materials, solvents, empty
containers), and
type and quantity of items produced:

Material Safety Data Sheets for all chemical substances occurring on site;

manifests for each chemical describing quantities purchased, date used,
and quantities disposed;

facility site plan with storage map, showing where hazardous materials will
be stored;

an inventory of all emergency equipment with the location and description
of items, including:

personal protective equipment;

fire extinguishing systems;

Humboldt County
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spill control equipment and decontamination equipment, and
communication and alarm systems.

an employee training plan that includes:

emergency response procedures and incident reporting, and

chemical handling procedures.
The materials management program shall be submitted to Humboldt County Division of
Environmental Health and public agencies or private enterprises accepting waste materials,
including CSDs and waste transfer stations. Commercial cannabis permits shall not be
granted without approval of the materials management program relevant agencies.



Mitigation Measure 3.13-1b: Verification of adequate wastewater service and necessary
improvements for public wastewater systems.
Applicants shall determine whether sufficient wastewater treatment capacity exists for a
proposed project. These determinations must ensure that the proposed development can
be served by its existing or planned treatment capacity and wastewater conveyance
through approval of the relevant service provider. If adequate capacity does not exist,
applicants shall coordinate with the relevant service provider to ensure that adequate
improvements are made accommodate the increased demand, and if not, infrastructure
improvements for the appropriate public service or utility shall be identified. The relevant
public service provider or utility shall be responsible for undertaking project-level review as
necessary to provide CEQA clearance and implementation of adopted mitigation measures
for new facilities.
Impact 3.13-2: Provision of sufficient
Mitigation Measure 3.13-2: Verification of adequate water supply and service for municipal Humboldt County
water supplies and infrastructure needs. water service.
The County shall include the following additional water supply verification requirements in
the ordinance for all new commercial cannabis operations that plan to obtain municipal
water service:
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This mitigation measure will
be incorporated into the
performance standards and
application requirements of
the proposed ordinance.

Applicants for new commercial cannabis operations that plan to obtain water from
CSD or other entities will obtain, and provide to the County, written verification from
the water service provider that adequate water supply is available to serve the site.
If adequate capacity does not exist, applicants shall coordinate with the relevant
service provider to ensure that adequate improvements are made to accommodate
the increased demand, and if not, infrastructure improvements for the appropriate
public service or utility shall be identified. The relevant public service provider or
utility shall be responsible for undertaking project-level review as necessary to
provide CEQA clearance for new facilities.
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Impact 3.13-3: Potential to be served by Mitigation Measure 3.13-3: Implement Mitigation Measure 3.13-1a.
a landfill with insufficient capacity or
violate existing statues related to solid
waste.
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See Impact 3.13-1

Timing

Verification

See Impact 3.13-1
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